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Quadratic Hamiltonians, quadratic invariants and the
symmetry group SU(n)
P. G. L. Leach
Depart~enr of Marhemaries, La Trobe Universiry. Bundoora. 3083. Ausrralia
(Received 28 December 1976)
We show that any 2 n-dimensional quadratic Hamiltonian may be transformed by a (usually time-
dependent) linear canonical transformation into any other 2n-dimensional quadratic Hamiltonian, in
particular that of the isotropic harmonic oscillator. This latter Hamiltonian possesses the symmetry group
SUe n) and n 2 - I linearly independent quadratic invariants which provide a basis for the generators of the
group. Every other quadratic Hamiltonian is shown to have a quadratic invariant possessing SU(n)
symmetry. The free particle structure is given explicitly. The anisotropic oscillator is shown Dot to possess
SU(3) symmetry based on quadratic invariants. However, its wavefunctions and energy levels may be
obtained directly from those of the isotropic oscillator whether the frequencies are commensurable or not.
2. LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Writing the conjugate canonical coordinates (q, p) as '.- .
I :.".
Hamiltonian's equations of motion are
• 8H
w=(aw
and the Poisson bracket of two scalars F and G is .
(2.2)
(2.1)IJ = 1, n
lJ=n+ 1,2n,
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i= l,n,
Riesenfeld.ll A simpler demonstration has been pro-
vided more recently.13 A discussion of the symmetry
group of the three-dimensional time-dependent har-
monic oscillator was given by Giinther and Leach14 in
which they showed that SU(3) was the symmetry group
of the invariant.
The use of canonical transformations in the solution
of quantum mechanical problems has received con-
siderable attention in recent years.1S-19 The employ-
ment of time-dependent transformations13,20,21 has
broadened the range of problems which can be success-
fully tackled.. Such transformations have been particu-
larly fruitful when applied to time-dependent oscillator
Hamilt6nians, in establishing both an interpretation for
the invariant associated with the motion and that the
motion is characterized by the symmetry group SU(n)
and also prOViding a relatively simple method for the
solution of the SchrOdinger equation.
In this paper we examine the general class of quadratic
Hamiltonians describing some n-dimensional motion.
We show that classically every such Hamiltonian has a
quadratic constant of the motion which possesses SU(n)
as its symmetry group. Iri general, this is not the sym-
metry group of the Hamiltonian, but we may say that the
Hamiltonian is characterized by the noninvariance
group SU(n). There is no problem in the transition to
quantum mechanics. We give an explicit demonstration
of the SU(3) structure for a three-dimensional free par-
ticle and discuss the problem of the anisotropic oscilla-
tor with noncommensurable frequencies. In particular
we show that its nondegenerate energy levels may be
obtained by transformation methods from those of the
degenerate isotropic oscillator.
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Since the pioneering work of Fock1 on the Coulomb
problem and Bargmann2 on the isotropic time-indepen-
dent oscillator, the study of dynamical symmetry groups
in quantum mechanics has been one of the dominant
features of the subject. Not the least of the reasons for
this has been the connection between the existence of a
particular symmetry and the solution of the SchrOdinger
equation.3
The case of a time-dependent Hamiltonian produces
the need to determine the basic constant of the motion,
if any. A class of problems which has been of con-
siderable interest is that which reduces to the time-
dependent harmonic oscillator. This problem occurs
in the motion of a charged particle in an electromag-
netic field9-l1 or in the evolution of cohere~t states in
lasers.12 The existence of an exact invariant for the
time-dependent oscillator was shown by Lewis10 and
The existence of a symmetry group requires the exis-
tence of a set of constants of the motion such that all
elements of the set commute (classically have zero
Poisson bracket) with one particular element. The other
elements or suitable linear combinations of them are
then required to have commutation relations appropriate
to the generators of the particular symmetry group
sought. For problems with time-independent Hamil-
tonians, the Hamiltonian itself was taken as the central
invariant and the search for a symmetry group became
the search for sufficient other constants to constitute a
basis. For both the Coulomb and oscillator problems,
the angular momentum provided some of the required
constants. The remaining constants were found in the
Runge-Lenz vector4 for the former and in a symmetric
matrix5 for the latter. Physically these constants de-
scribe the shape of the classical orbit.e Each of these
quantities has an unambiguous definition in terms of
quantum mechanical operators and so the symmetry
group was applicable to the quantum mechanical prob-
lem. This Was not the case for the anisotropic oscilla-
tor with incommesurable frequencies. e, 7 It has been
pointed out frequently8 that the problem is in finding the
appropriate operator expressions for classical expres-





where E is the 2n x 2n sympletic matrix (..or ~).
The general linear transformation from coordinates
wtowis
2w2(AD- BC)= 1.
(ii) H = O.





where S is a 2n x 2n (real) matrix and r a 2n x 1 (real)




a =A coswt +B sinwt, 13 = Ccoswt +Dsinwt,

















where F is the generating function of the transformation.
For a linear transformation F is a quadratic form whose
coefficients depend upon the elements of S (and r where












by a linear canonical transformation. We term this the
archtypal quadratic Hamiltonian because it possesses
the dynamical symmetry group SU(n) as an invariance
symmetry group. The generators of the group may be
written down in terms of constants of the motio~ de-
scribed by (4.1) which are quadratic in w.
Suppose ~ is a time-independent quadratic form given
by
where C is a constant 2n x 2n real symmetric matrix.
~ is a constant of the motion prOVided
[~,H]PB'" = WTCTEW= 0, (4.3)
i.e., C has the form
. P.G.L. Leach
From the foregoing, it is obvious that any quadratic
Hamiltonian (2.6) is related to
The particular case H= 0 is the one used in the' solu-
tion of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. However, the so-
lution of Hamilton's equations for (3.1) may be obtained
from the solution of the Hamilton's equations for any
H(w) obtained from (3.1) via a canonical transformation.
Generally H and Hare not numerically equal since
4. THE ARCHTYPAL QUADRATIC HAMILTONIAN
where a and f3 are the same as in (ii), c and k are arbi-
trary· constants. and use has been made of the equivalence
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S=EAS -SEA,
r=EA r+ E'9- SEB.
In our previous applications of time-dependent linear
canonical transformations,13.14.20.21 the signature of
wTAw and wTAw has been 2n, i.e. the transformations
have been between attractive oscillator Hamiltonians.
This restriction is not implicit in any of (2.5), (2.8), or
(2.9). That it is unnecessary may be illustrated by using
the simple example of the one-dimensional oscillator
with Hamiltonian
Equations (2.8) and (2.9) are linear first order systems
and so possess solutions22 with continuous first deriva-
tives prOVided the elements of the matrices A,A, B, B
are continuous functions of time over the interval of
interest. In general S will contain (2n)2 and r (2n) ar-
bitrary constants. The condition (2.5) imposes some
constraint on the number of arbitrary constants of S,
but does not determine them uniquely.
We note that C and C do not appear in (2.8) and (2.9).
In classical mechanics this reflects the invariance of
Hamilton's equations of motion to the transition H-H:
H=H - C. Quantum mechanically, this invariance is ex-
pressed as an arbitrary time phase in the SchrOdinger
wave function.
3. THE FORM OF H
In terms of w, the general quadratic Hamiltonian is
H(w)=twTAw+BTw+C, (2.6)
in which A is a 2n x 2n symmetric matrix, B is a 2n x 1
column matrix, and C is a scalar. A, B, and C are co-
ordinate free, but may be time-dependent. Under the
transformation (2.4), H(w) is transformed to H(w) where
H(~)=twTA:w+BTW+C (2.7)
provided20




S= _ w(ewt a_e-wtpj, w(ewta _ e-wtJ3) ,
where
a=Asinwt+Bcoswt, 13 =Csinwt +Deoswt, : (3.3)
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in which € and ~ take the values ± 1 independently. The
H's and E's satisfy the usual commutation relations
(c.f., Fradkin,5 GUnther and Leach,14 and Sec. 6 for the
discussion of the free particle).
(5.3)
(5.2)'IN = et.fJu IJ + I3fillBiJ'
Then
(i) 'IN(w);OO,
(H) 'IN(w);O [M(W), M;O N ,
(Hi) ['IN(w),H(w)]PB =O,
(iv) [c.;:M(W), [N(W)]PB =f:N[~W),
where K, M and N range over the values 1 to n2 -1 and
the f:N are the structure constants. These properties
are invariant under a linear canonical tranformation,
(5.4) (i) and (ii) due to the nondegeneracy and (5.4) (Hi)
and (iv) due to the canonicity of the transformation. For
example,
[ -) -) _{S -)}Tfa -}[M(W '[N(W ]PBW- Sw 'IM(w €l Sw G:N(w)
={ S~ [M(W)} TS€ST{s~ [N(W)}
= f:N[ x(w)
since S€ST =€ •
For everyH obtainable from H (4.1) under a linear
canonical transformation, there exists a constant of the
motion H(w) possessing the symmetry group SU(n) which
is thereby a (usually noninvaraince) symmetry group
characterizing H. Alternatively, any given quadratic
Hamiltonian may be transformed to the archtypal form
(4.1) which possesses n2 - 1 associated constants. In
the original coordinates, (4.1) and the associated con-
stants provide the (noninvariance) symmetry group for
the Hamiltonian.
We emphasize that these results apply equally well to
quantum mechanics when the usual conventions are ob-
served. We note that the definitions of H and the er N are
already symmetric in the products of w.. and w".
As the transformation from w to wis both canonical
and nondegenerate, the symmetry group of H(w) is pre-
served for H(w). Suppose the generators of SU(n) for
H(w) are G:N(w), N= 1, rr - 1 with [N(W) having the form
6. THE FREE PARTICLE AND SU(3)
In three dimensions, a free particle has th!'l Hamil-
tonian
H(W)=O, (5.1)
H(w) is a nontrivial constant of the motion described by
H(w) because H(w) is nonzero. In general [H(W) , H(W)]psw









[Uij] ..n= lii .. lini+ lii..lini'
[WiJ] ..n = sgn(j - i)( lii .. lini - liJ.. linl ).




- I3jjW1i , et.iJU1I '
[ U, W]c= _ W, U '
where U is a symmetric and W askew-symmetric n x n
matrix. We define the set of matrices (U ii' Wii ; i ~ 1, n;
j= l,n) as
where the scalar coefficients et. iJ and 130 are symmetric
in i and j.
Writing
U1i = ~ wT [ U~:, u~J w,
llB
1J
= -21 wT [Ow' WOi/ ] W,
.- li'
we have a set of n2 linearly independent constants of the
motion which have zero Poisson bracket with H (4.1).
Since
H= t 2;iUli , (4.10)
there are n2 - 1 constants of the motion linearly indepen-
dent of H. The U II are the components of the n-dimen-
sional counterpart to the Fradkin tensor. 5 The llB1I are
the components of the angular momentum tensor.
The above analysis applies equally well to quantum
mechanics. From the n2 - 1 constants of the motion we
may obtain the standard generators of the Lie algebra
su(n) by suitable linear combinations. Thus for n = 3,
the generators of SU(3) for the quantum mechanical
mechanical problem are
2.f3H1 =lill12 ,
12 H2 = Ull + U22 - 2 U33 ,
4 .f3E~=lill23 + i€ll!3:11 - ~(U13+ i€U23 ) ,
416E2<=Un - U22 + 2i€ U12 ,
5. BEHAVIOR UNDER TRANSFORMATION
the Hamiltonian H(W) which gives a description of the
motion in wequivalent to that of H(w),(4.1) in w is given
by
Under the linear canonical transformation
w=Sw+r-w=Sw+r, (2.4)
H=tp2,
where p is a three-vector. The archtypal form
H= t (p2+ Q2)
is obtained by the transformation
(6.i)
(6.2)
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. ~;~
~ · .... ;. ..
a =A cost + Bsint, ~ = Ccost +Dsint • (6.4)
The transformation (6.3) is canonical provided the con-
stant 3 x 3 matrices A, B, C, and D satisfy
ACT= CAT, BDT=DBT, ADT_ CBT=1 • (6.5)
In particular we may set
A=I, D=I, C=O, B=O, (6.6)
so that the transformation matrix is
s=[ Icost, -ItCost+ISint]. (6.7)
-Isint, Itsint +Icost
Applying the transformation (6.3) to the generators of
SU(3) given in (4.9), in the (q,p) coordinates we obtain
the quantum mechanical generators
2.f3H1=q1P2- q2P1,
12 H2=q~+ qi - 2q~+ (1+ f)(p~+pi - 2p~)
- 2t(q1P1 +q2P2 - 2q3P3) ,
4.f3E~=q2P3-q3P2+if.(q3P1-q1P3) (6.8)
-:- ~{q1q3+ (1 + f)P1P3- t(q1P3+ P1q3)}
- i~q2q3+ (1+ r)P2P3 - t(Q2P3+P~3)}'
416E2• =q~ - qi+ (1+ f)(pi - pi) - 2t(Q1P1 -Q2P2)
+ 2if.{q1q2+ (1 + f)P1P2 - t( q1P2+P1q2)}·
(Note that there is no necessity to write H2 or E2• in
symmetric form since in terms cancel.)
Using these generators we directly confirm the SU(3)
commutation relations, viz.
[H1 ,H2]=0,
[H1, E~] = f.n(2V'3')-1E~, [H2, E:] =f.~n(2t1E: ,
[H1, E2.] = f.n(.f3t1Ew [H2, E2.] =0,
[E~,E:~]=O, [E:,E2.]=0, (6.9)
[E:, E~.]= f.n(2.f3)-1H1+ f.~n (2)-lH2,
[E~, E;~] = - f.~n(l6t1E2"
[E:, E_2.] = f.~n (I6t
1E::, [E2fJ E_2.] = f.1i (.f3)-lH1•
The invariant for the motion is
1= Hqi+ qi+ q~+ (1+ f)(pi+ pi+ p~)
- t(q1P1 +P1Q1 +Q2P2+P~2+Q3P3+ P3Q3)] (6.10)
and, as has been directly demonstrated, I possesses the
. dynamical symmetry of SU(3). As aI/at is nonzero, I
does not commute with H and so SU(3) is a noninvariance
symmetry group for H (6.1).
7. THE ANISOTROPIC OSCILLATOR:
NONINVARIANCE GROUP
The three-dimensional time-independent anisotropic
oscillator has the Hamiltonian
H=i~(p~+W7q,), (7.1)f;t
It is transformed to the archtypal oscillator Hamiltonian



















Wf/2 cos(w1 - l)t,
0,
I -1/2· ( l)t1- W 1 sm W 1 - ,
I 0,
I
w;/2 cos(W3 - l)t I
I
S = - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
w~/2Sin(W1-1)t, 0,0, : w~1/2COS(W1-1)t, 0, °
I
I
W; 12 sin(W3 - l)t II
(7.2)
is isotropic and exhibits the full degeneracy associated
with SU(3). This degeneracy is associated with the ex-
pression for Hin the (q, p) coordinate system which is
the quadratic invariant
1=~ t (Witf;+wj1p~). (7.4)
,-1
1 (7.4) commutes with H (7.1). The constants of the mo-
tion which provide a basis for the generators of the








LIJ= - (~/2w~/2q ,QJ+ wj1/2W? /2pIPJ)Sin(w, _ wJ)t
( - J./2 -112 P -1/2. J./2 p) (" )t+111, WJ Q'J- W' UTJ QJICOSW,-WJ
(7.7)
(no summation OD either i or j in (7.5-7)•. Although
[Iw H] is zero, .
. [I'J,H]=-in(w,- wJ)L'J' (7.8)
[L'J' H]=i1i(w, - wJ}I1J" (7.9)
Thus. the SU(3) basis for 1 does not provide a like basis
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that classically the function F1(q, Q, t) is the generating
function of the first type for the canonical transforma-
tion from a to B. Should we so desire, the other gener-
ating functions may be used to construct a kernel. Then
we may transform wavefunctions fr~m momentum to co-
ordinate, coordinate to momentum, and momentum to
momentum representations in (Q, P) and (q,p), respec-
tively. Thus
for B.
We point out that this does not exclude SU(3) from be-
ing the symmetry group for the anisotropic oscillator,
but it does exclude the possibility of a quadratic basis.
When the ratios of frequencies are rational, the sym-
metry group exists both classically and quantum me-
chanically.7,l7 When the frequencies are incommen-
surable the classical generators involve irrational
powers.S Although considerable progress has been
made in constructing consistent quantum mechanical
operators when the powers are rational,18 irrational
powers as yet defy description. In this case it. is possi-
ble that a consistent quantum mechanical discussion of
the operators is not possible.
lP(q, t} = J~. dP K3(q, P, t} ~(P, t),
ep(P, t} = J~. dQ K2(p ,Q, t} lfi (Q, t) ,





a.THE ANISOTROPIC OSCILLATOR: ENERGY STATES
The effect of a linear canonical transformation on the
SchrOdinger wavefunction is well established.l9,23 Un-
der the transformation
(8.1)
We have restricted the present discussion to quad-
ratic Hamiltonians, quadratic invariants, and linear
transformations for two reasons. Firstly the theory
has a particularly elegant form and secondly there is
no difficulty in the transition to quantum mechanics.
For every quantum mechanical problem described by a
quadratic Hamiltonian, the group SU(n} may be asso-
ciated in at least a noninvariant way.
Thus, when "'I' "'2' and "'3 are noncommensurable, non-
degenerate energy levels are obtained even though the
energy levels of lfi are degenerate.
It may have been observed that we wrote the kernel of
(8.2) as K1(q,Q,t) which was expressed in terms of an
F1(q,Q,t). This is not usually done in the literature
(cf. Boon and Seligman23). We do this to emphasize·
(lPnIBllPn)=inJ- dqJ- dQJ- dQ'lP:(Q,t}Kt(q,Q,t)-. -. -. .
x {lPn(Q', t) :t K1(q, Q', t)
+K1(q,Q',t) a~ lfin(Q"t)}. (8.5)
For the anisotropic OSCillator, K1(q, Q, t) may be con-
structed from (7.2) and itn(Q, t} is the SchrOdinger wave-
function for the isotropic oscillator. It is merely a
matter of persistent calculation to show that
(I/I-nIBI1/In)=1£ "'1(n1 + t)+1£"'2(~+ t}+1£"'3(~+ t) (8.G)
we have
lP(q,t}= L:dQKl(q,Q,t}lP(Q,t} , (8.2)
where the kernel K1(q, Q, t} is given by
K
1
(q, Q, t) = (211tNI214etS21-1/2 exp{i F1(q, Q, tn, (8.3)
2F1(q, Q, t)= -QTS[SrQ- qTSJS[q+ 2Q
TS[q, (8.4)
provided S2 is nonsingular. If S2 is singular, the ex-
pression for K 1 may be written in an alternate form.
For our discussion this is not the case and (8.3) with
(8.4) suffices.
The energy levels of the motion described by l/J(q,t)
may be calculated without the form of l/J (q, t) being
known since
for
anlallPn)=1£(nl +~+ ~+~). (8.7)
It would appear that the wavefunction and energy lev-
els for any such Hamiltonian may be obtained via (8.2)
and (8.5) from the archtypal quadratic Hamiltonian.
This is certainly the case when the signature of the .
quadratic part of the Hamiltonian is 2n. However, when
(8.5) is applied in the case of a free particle Hamilton-
ian a quadratic function of time is obtained. EVidently
the transition from classical to quantum mechanics im-
poses some constraints on the validity of the application
of (8.2) and (8.S), a feature which has been noted in a
different context by Kennedy and Kerner. 24 The nature
of these constraints will be the subject of further in-
vestigation.
Another worthy area of investigation is the applica-
bility of the ideas used here to general Hamiltonian
systems. It has been pointed outlS that classically every
2n-dimensional Hamiltonian may be transformed to any .
other 2n-dimensional Hamiltonian by a suitable canoni-
cal transformation. If the canonical tranformation is a
point transformation, the transition to quantum mechan-
icS'is always possible.2s However, in the more general
case, the extent to which such results may be applied in
quantum mechanics will be determined by whether or not
the quantum mechanical operators in the different coor-
dinate systems are uniquely related.
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Abstract
In this paper we recall Lie's method for the corlstruction of the generators of Lie symmetry
groups from given second-order equations of motion, and provide an illustrative example. The
method is then adapted to the equations of motion in their equivalent first-order (vector field)
form, and an example is discussed in terms of Hamilton's equations. The first-order version of
Lie's method is then studied for the construction of Lie-admissible symmetry groups, that is,
connected Lie groups realized in such a way to admit a non-Lie, but Lie-admissible algebra in·
the neighborhood of the identity, as a nonconservative extension of the conventional Lie
description of conservative mechanics. Some problems Of using Lie's method for thE
construction of a Lie-admissible symmetry when the transformation includes a coordinate
dependent time change are discussed.
*Supported by th:'3 U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number AS02-78ER04742
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1.1. Exact and broken Lie symmetries. The history of Lie's 5~~et=ies
in phy~ics is rather remarKable. After several decades of lack of general
were brought to the attention of the physics community by rather forceful,
pioneering studies at the bcginning of this century.Sinco that tima,
Lic's symmetries have progressively evolved, up to the current level
of diversified physical applications. Almost needless to recall, a rather
primary role/for the achievement of this position in physics, has been
the application of Lie's symmetries for the conventional relativities
of current use in particle ph:fsics, such as Galilei's and Zinstein's spe~ial
relativity.
Nevertheless, wit~ ,tne passing of time. it is becoming more and more
clear that Lie's symmetries are generally broken in nature. The broken
chara~ter of the unitary SU(3) symmetry for the classifiCAtion of the
stronc'ly interacting particles was identified at the very inception of
this line of.study. Subsequently, the broken character of internal
symmetries has been subjected to studies in· rather diversified fields.
The situation for the space-time symmetries is, n,t this nloment,
quite intriguing.
OiDCrp.t~ ~pace-time Rymmetries. Leo-Yang discovery of the parity
violation in weak interactions brought to. light, rather forcefullY, the
broken character of the discrete space-time symmetries. This character
was subsequently confirmed by the discovery of the PC and T violatior~
in the weak decays of light hadrons.
Classical continuous space-time symmetries. The breaking of
the conventional Galilei sy~~etry in Hewtonian mechanics is today esta~
blished in rather incontrovertible terms. In [act, the assumpti~n of the
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sytl1llletry c~nsidered literally implies ,the assumption of the validi.ty
of the perpetual motion in our environment. In general, the Newtonian
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for any physically meaningful description, that is, it is broken.
According to Santilli (loc. eit.), exactly the same situation occurs for
forces are nonconservative and Galilei-form-noninvariant. As a re~ult, Einatein's special relativity in classical mechanics, including yravita-
Galilei's relativity in broken in Newtonian mechanics not only at tho level tional extensions. In this latter case the geometry can be consistently
of the conservation laws (physical profile), but also at the \evel of considered as being of local Lorentz character for the motion of test
the form-invariance of tho equations of motion (group theoretical profile). particle in vacuum in the exterior of astrophysical bodies (Again, when
A claSSification of the breakings of Galiloi's relatiVity has bc~; provided the test particle can be effectively approximated as boing point-like),
by one of us (s.e ref. 2 , Section 2.14, for a review, seo-in Part A of but the geomotry must noceosarily be non-Loruntz in local character
these ProCeedings-ref. 3 , Section 2.2). for tho interior case " to avoid perpetual-motion-type of approximation"
The situation for the poincar~symmetry is predictably more contro- e.g., for the motion of a satellite in Earth's atmosphere, or for the
versial. According to a number of authors, the Poincare symmetry is an motion of a proton in the core of a star (for details, see ref. 3 , Sections
exact symmetry for the classical motion of charged particles. According 2.1 and 2.4).
to Santilli lloe. cit.) the P~incar' symmetry Is generally broken in Quantum mechanical continuous space-time symmetries. This is an open
of sufficient experimental information. There is a, rather general agree-
ment that the Galilei and Poincar~ symmetries are exact for the quantum
mechanical de:>cription o f.- charged particles moving in vacuum under large
nature, vith the exception of the conditions originally conceived by
Einstein, that is, motion of charged particles in vacuum under long
range electromagnetic interactions. The breaking of the rotational
part of the Poincar' symmetry is, in any case, established by the lack
problem at this time, understandably, because of the current lack
of conservat~cn of the angular momentum for the motion of ~harged particles mutual distances and electromagnetic interactions only (e.g., the structuI
of atoms). On the contrary; there is a rather shar~ disagreement at this
moment on the problem of the validity or invalidity of the same symrnetrie.
Einstein special relativity is still exactly valid for particles under
strong interactions. According to another group of researchers, the rela-
tivity must be necessarily violated to allow a tec~nl~al characterization
of the extended character of the hadrons. In particular, accordIng to thi
second view, conventio"al space-time ;y.~etries are broken beginning
at the nuclear lovel (e.g., dissipative nuclear proceesDes), and this
breaking r~rsr!ics at the hadronic levo!!l (e.g., models of h..dronic con!Jtt-
tUlJnts with wave \ackets j" complete mutual penetration), AS ...,,11 al
in a resistive medium. The breaking of the full poincare'symmetry is
(independently) inferred from conditions of compatibility with the breaking
of the full CaUlei ,symmetry, as established by the systems of our every-
day experhnce.
This situation confirms the approximative character of physical
theories. Calilei's symmetries provides a first approximation of physical
reality (of Newtonian characte~under the condition that the particle~
can be well approximated as being point-like (e.g., the sun and the planets
of our solar aystem in Newtonian approximation). Whenever the point-like
approximation becomes excessive (e.g., for the motion of an extended objeft
1n a resistive medium), CaLilei's symmetry becomes excessively approximated
for the ~trong interactions. According to onc group of researchers,
«_.~._,~__=,~m..c_-·~_1±0'IT --R'<,.- pdf*' P- F "'" --~ ---- -
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of the breaking of the sy~~etry under translations in time provided the
applications of these ideas resulted to be encouraging. For instance,
the application of the treatDent for the broken SU(3) s~~etrien in hadro~
physics reproduced the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula identically, while
achieving identification of the broken context. Similarly. the treatmcn~
capability to reach an algebraic representation of the time rate of
variation of the energy under nonconservative forces.
Owing to the encouragi~g results for uspect& (1) and (2), the
studies for aspects (3) are now in full expansions, and they are qenerally




(2) re~ultcd in the proposal that a "broken
with a Lie-admissible symmetry, that is,
• Lie-admissible (no~-
connected group (covering group-theoretical profile). Initialto a
zation of Lie's theory of Lie-admissible character at the
braic and geometrical level. For a review of the state of
3
ref.
Lie symmetry" be identified
a sy~netry of the equations of motion possessing
Lie)algebra in the neighborhood of the identity. On more technical grounds,
the original symmetry is considered broken at the level of the enveloping,
associativc,Lie-admissible,alqebra. The replacement of this associative
envelope ~ith a covering,nonassociative,Lie-admissible,form
the capability of admitting a Lie-admissible algebras in the nei'3hbo~hoo~
of the identity (covering algebraic profile), as well as the exponcntiaticn
mation of non local forces (e.g., via polynomi.al el·pllnsions in the veloci-
ties). The studies unde: ~on,ideration suggested the gen~rali%ation
of Hamilton's equations into a form capable of acco~od~ting unrestricted
forces. The brackets of the time evolution law of these cquati~ns violate
the Lie alqcbra laws,and verify instead those of the covering Lie-admissible
algebras.
The studies of azpect
at thCl level· of the inter ior problem of .,ravitation (e. ., fer structure
=oJol. of stars ~ith non-point-like constituents). Predictably, this
8ituation calls for an experimental resolution (B~e ref~ , Section 2.4
tor the state of the art on available proposals for experiments).
1.2. Lie-admissible trp.atment of broken Lie symmetrie~. The situation
indicated in paragraph 1.1 ~a. uuffieicnlly well idontifird nt the beginning
of this decado. Santilli therefore initiated a study aiming at the identi-
fication of methods for the treatment of broken Lie symmctries in classi-
cal mechanics and quantum mechanics 2- 5 • The gUiding idea is essentially
the following. One of the reasons of the physical effectiveness of Lie's
symmetries is that they are equipped with an array of mathematical ~tructu­
res, such as (a) analytic formulations (Hamilton's equations. variational
principles, etc.); (b) algebraic formulations (Lie's theorems, the Poin-
car~-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, etc.l; and (c) geometrical formulations
(symplectic geometry, Lie's derivative, etc.). In ~rder to achieve a
treatment of broken Lie symmetries which is sufficiently diversified to
allow physical applications, it appears advisable to (1) identify the
forces responsible for the breakinq of the original syr.~etry; (2) identi-
fy tbe mathematical structure of the broken symmctry; and (3) achieve
for the broken symmetry. diversification of mathematical methods as
close as possible to that for the original exact symmetry.
Aspect (1) was readily resolved. All Lie sy~~etrics considered in
~ara9raph 1.1 are broken in classical mechanics becausc of "r.?n-lIamiltonilln
forces-, that is, forces nonderivable from a potential. It is possible that
tbe same situation occurs also at the quantum mechanical level. in the
sense that these nonpotential forces can be interpreted as.," approxi-
•
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ro~ the case of the connected space-time symmetries in Ncwtonian
~.chanic., these studies can be es~entia11y applied as follows. Consider
• Newtonian system possessing an ~xact symmetry (E5) under a Lie group
G (e.g., the complete Galilei group or one of its sUbgroups)
# dXi
Xi • ~
• dt s/,-IfJ~ (j)
(Xi - e Qo:~ Xi)/dt • (Xi.H) ~ 0 (1.4)
When G is the time component of Ga1i1ei's relativity (in canonical
A
realization), the Lie-admissible covering G has the struc~ure
Suppose that the G-symmetry is broken (8S) because of the presence ef
additive forces (qenerally) nonderivable from a potential
consists of the replacement of the Lie symmetry group G of eqs. (1.1)
A A.
with a Lie-admissible symmetry group G of eqs. (1.2).• G is constructed in
such a way that the original Lie formulations for the exact sy~~etry
are recovered identically at all levels (analytic, algebraic and geometr~­
-~
call at the value of null symmetry breaking forces F
The Lie-admissible treatment of the broken G-symmetry
Finally, it should be indicated here that the theorems of direct
universality of the Lie-admissible algebras in Newtonian and quantum
mechanic5 (ref.) establish that !ll broken Lie sy~~etries can be treated
via the Lie-admissible techniques, although the use of o~her t~chniqueo,
of course, is not eXCluded.
reformulation. It is there~ore expected that the Lie-admissible treatment
of broken Lie symm~tries a~mits a q~antum mechanical image.
where (X i ,lI) is the Lie-admissible product characterized by the tensor S •
At tho limit of null F-fo~ces I (i) the product (X i ,lI) becomes the conven-
tional Poisson product: (ii) the conservation laws of the physical
quantities Xi are recovered identically; and (iii) the group ~ recovers
the conventional group G identically. This is, in essence, the covering
of the time component of Galilei's relativity in Newtonian mechanics
proposed by Santilli in ref. 2 , with a conjectured extension to the entire
lO-pAnlrnoter Call1ei group (~ee ref. 3 for the state of the art).
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where H is the generator of G, that is, the nonconserved t tal energy,
and S is the Lie-admissible (rather than Lie)tcnsor • In the neighborhood
of the identity, the Lie-admissible group provides the characteri-
1.3. Statement of the p~oblem. The state of the.art in tho ~onstruction
of the Lie-admissible treatment of broken Lie symmetries in Newtonian
mechanics can be summarl'.cd as follows. We know how to construct the Lie-
aatioR of the time rate ot variation of physical quantities XJ , i ~ 1,2, •••
(••y, energy, angular momentum, etc.) according to the rule
admissible generalization of tlamilton's oquations for!!! Newtonian systems
(including nonlocal forces). We also know how to genoralize a Lie algebra
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allow a redefinition of the symmetry as a Lie-admissible symmetry.
into a covering Lie-admissible algebra. In turn, this allows the constru-
ction of the symplectic-admissibte generalization or the underlying symple-
ctic two-forms. Finally, we know how to construct the covering Lie-admissi-
1ble group (1.31 for all local, autono~ous, nonconserv~tive sy~tcms.
The last problem is made technically identifyable by the property
that all Lie-admissible groups admit A reformUlation in terms of
conventional Lie groups(although in different generators without direct
physical meaningl. This is easily seen by rewriting group (1.3) in the
vector field form
of general methods for th~ construction of the covering Lie-admissible
symmetry ~ from given equations of motion (1.2). This paper is devoted to
initial studies along these lines. Notice that our problem is at least
two-fold. First, we need general methods for the con~truction of symmetries
from given equations of motion. ~ecolld, these methods should be such to
We shall subsequently study the formulation of Lie's ~ethod for
first-order system~ of differential equations, that is, for the reduction
of equations (1.21 to an equivalent first-or~r form. This reduction is
recommendable for all s}~~etries (whether of exact or broken Lie chara-
cterl, in order to have the proper grounds for analytic, algebraic, and
geometrical formulations.
Wu uhall then identify a number of aspects of ° the Lit<-ad:nlssibl"
reformulation of Lie's method, and consider in detail some of them, e.g.,
the Lie-admissible reformulation (1.31 of a given Lie symmetry 11.51.
No quantum mechanical aspect will be considered in this paper.
Also, this paper is written for the physics audience without any use at
al~ of familiar mathematical languages (such as vector fields, cot~ngent
bundle, Lie's derivative, etc.l. The interested mathematicians can hOYCVCI
easily reformulate cur analysis in the conventional language of diffe-
rential geometry.







As.aoresult of this property, the first part of our ~~udy will be
devoted to the review of Lie's ~ethod for the consl ouctiO.l of syrr~etries
from given differential equations. This method (which has been regrettably
forgotten to a considerabl~ p.xtent) has been brought again to the atten-
tion of our community by some of us. For a recent reviel< of the state of
the art see the article by Eliezer 6 •
(
f
CHAPTER 2. LIE'S METIIOD
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In the case of accond ordor equation. of ch. flr~t de~r•• the
situation is markedly different. ~~cn there is only one dependent
2.1. Invariance of form.
There has been a recent revival of interest in a method which
1s. Lie used about a century ago to analyse the symmetry properties
of a differential equation by considering the groups of continuous
tranaformations which'preserve the form of tbe differc~tial equation.
Tho notion of "invariance of fOrN" hos in the intervoning years become
a dominant the=e in physical theory, with the advent of the theories
of relativity and quantum mechanics. For a given dyn~mical aystem ~e
describe 8S Lie symmetries those which arise from transformations which
leave the dynamical equations of motion invariant. The family of such
tr4Qsformations are found to satisfy the group axioms and thus we
varinble, there exist at ~09t elght independent groups of point trans-
fO~:1tions which leave the equation invariant. These are obtained by
solving a master cq~tlcn. The method hcs been applied to some aecond
order equ~tions of ~otion of dynamical aystems, and significant resulta
have been 'obtained for the free particle, for various oscillator systems
, 8-13and for the Kepler probl~ •
It is also of interest to note that in the case of second
order equations. if ~a widell the transforolltions from point-transformations
to vc~ocity-dependent transformations. the situation bears a sicilarity
to th~ first order case and the number of groups becollle~ infinite 8
obtain the symmetry group associated with the system.
In the context of ordinary differentia~ equations, Lie's aim
2.2. Local snd Clobal transforoations.
We consider 80me aspects of a one-parameter group of trens-
was to construct a general integration method wherc~y for a first order
eqUAtion a solution may be obtained by quadrature cnd, for a higher
degree equation, a reduction in order could be effected and the solution
obtained tbereafter by a requisite number of quadratures.
formations of the x,y plane into itself such that
x· f(x, y. a), y. g(x. y, a)
where a· aO corresponds to the identity transformation and the
(2.1)
The approach had much success but also showed some limitation.
For example. for a given first order first degree equation, it was
found that a knowledge 0'( the group does in fact le<1d tc. 11 solution
by quadrature. However thore is no systematic method available for
de te r mining tho uncountably infinite mllllbar of groups. For:1 Hut
sroup properties are satisfie~. Lie's ~ethod emphasises the importance
of the local structure of the grolJp. The global structure may b·c
derived from the local structure. Accordingly the method determines,
in the first instanc~, the group of infinitesimal transformations
whi~jl leave 8 given diffcrential equation invariant.
ordar ~quat~oQ which is not Qf ,first degrec,a group need not necessarily
7exlat •
Witb a· Uo + 6a, we take as transformation
x.- x + t(r.,y)6a, y. y + n(x.y)6a. (2.2)
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The functions t and n define the transformation locally. The
finite form of the transro~tionmay then be found by intecrating the
differential systeM
A f8llL1ly of curves
~(x. y) - constant
!l(X • y)
• dT
another member or into itself under a transformation of. the sroap. 10
~y be Baid to bo an invariant in the Bense v(i. y) • r (~(x,y».
BO that geometrically a member of the family would transform into
U, we may write the condition for this:terms of the operator
(2.3)





with the initial conditions
At each point (x, y). t and n determine a direction of
gradient nIt. As T varies, the point (i. y) describes a curve which
U~ - C(~) where G(~) 1s. function of ~. Except Cor path curve.
for which U~. 0, we may without 10s8 of generality write the
we call a poth curve. Since the path curve 49 a Yhole goea into itself equation of family as F(~> • constant such that UF. 1.
under,the transformation, the path curve Is also called an invariant
curve•. 2.3. First order dift~rentinl equations
The infinitesimal transformation (2.2) ~ay be expressed concisely
by the symbol U where fom
Let us no~ ~onsider 8 first order differential equation of the
3 3
U • t(x.y) 3X + n(x,y) ay . (2.4) t(x, y. y') • y' - f(x, y) • 0 (2.5)
Then ' where y'. !itdJt· The solution of (2.5) in the form K(x, y) • constnnt
Ux· t, Uy ·11, i. (1 + "TU) x. y. (1+IiTU)y.
Tbe finite form of the transforma~ion may be written formally as
X.• (cxp T U)x, y. (exp T Ul y •
For a function +(x,y), ve may write
will represent a sine1y infinite family of curves, which will be called
integral curves of the system.
We consider now the effect of the t~one!om3tf.on (2.2) on this
tei, y) • Hr-.y) + liT U+
Vhore Ut· t t; + n 'f; i8 the directional derivative of • along the
path curve at (x. y).
differential equation. The point tr~nsformatfon induces changes in
(k)
y'. y" snd in all higher ~crivatives. Let 6T ~ represent the
dk (k)change in the kth ~erivative ~. y • It can be shown th3t
dJt
t(x,y) i. said to be an invariant when +(i,;> • +(x,y), for' n(k) d.~ n(k-l) (k) !Lty dx' . (2.6)






d a a :I'- • -+Y'- +y"-+dx ax ay 3y'
The change iD any function .(x, y, y', y"•••• ) may be written
h U<->. where
(_) :I :I (1) iI' (It) :IU • ~-~- +~ +!l -,,- + ••• +11 ~(k.) +... (2.7)
"x y "y ay




which incorporates equation (2.5).
(2.12)
Let U(k> denote tbat part of the series for U(·~ which terminates
at n(k) ~k.)' The condition that the equation (2.5) retalna its
• ay,
form'under the transfo~tion is equivalent to U(~)~. 0, which
(1)
reduce. to U, .- 0, as + involves only x, y and y'.
We may alao view (2.10) aa arising from a condition U~. 1
whore +. constant,is the f~ily of inte&ral'curve~ of (2.5).
It aay a1ao be sho~~ that ~henever the condition (2.9) 1.
satisfied, an Integratin& factor may be found whicb providesa .01utioQ
Hence
af ;If (1)t--n-+I\ -0all: ay •
(2.8)
of (2.S) by quadrature.
We now considcr the inv~riant functions vex, y, y') of u(1).
Sub.titutina for 1\\1) and replad.na Y' by f yield's Such a function is given by solutions of
~ + f(h _ ll) _ f2 ll':' t II - 1\ II • 0









.. tb. condition tbat t, 1\ satisfy for equation (2.5) to be invariant
u~der the transformation. Ceometrically this property ia that an
integral curve transfor=s either into itself or into another integral
curve.
DaUnins 'p by tbe equation
The first pair of (2.13) yield the invariant functi~n u(x,y).
constant of U, that is Uu· O. Any other pair of (2.13) 18 then
intcgrDtcd ~liminating the appropriate variable using. u • c~n9tBnt.
The solution is vex, y, y') • constant. This is the 80 called first
di!ferentral 1nvariant of U and,we bave U(l)v. O.
,,-U+p,





It i8 clear that the most general first order differential
equation invariant under a given group with generator U i.
vex. y, y') • H(u(x, y» • (2.14)
.bowins tbat tbe aolution of (2.9) may be written: t is arbitrary and
l\ 1. iivcn by (2.10) and (2.11).
for any function H.
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of the fOI1ll
involving time t as the independent vRriable, snd therefore a
Second order equations
change of notation i. desirable. We consider an equation of motion
When we consider the invarinnce of the wIlolc family of integral curves
and not of any onc mcmboI, the equation (2.20) holds Cor all values
of i. Hence wc eq'~ate to zero the coefficients of linearly independent
functions of i anJ obtain a set of partial differential equations
for t and ". On solving these we obtain the required grou~ of
transformations. We shall find that there arc at moot eight one-
(7.15). i + g(x. X, t) - 0
The equations wo would be concerned with are dyn~mica_ cquatioris
2.4
parameter group6.
~e point transforlll4tion 11
t - t + 4t t(t, x) i • x + 4t net, x) (2.16)
2.5 An exiu::ple
with a'lociated quantities
To illustrate the method wc consider the equation of the
damped free particle:
(It) il il. (It) il
U • tat + n ax + ••• + n ilx(It) it + yx • O. (2.21)
(It) d"(It-l) (It) df;
" -de -x dt (2.17) Substituting g. yx in (2.20), and equating to zero terms of the
d a • il .. il
dt"-1t+ x "'iX +x1i+
levariance of (2.15) leads to the condition




U(2)(X + g) • 0 (2.18) a
2
" _2~·L + 2y li. 0
3x2 3x3t 3x
~ubltltutlon for n(l) and ,,(2) yield. the ~stcr equation
(2)+ .. 1.&. + ~ + (1) 4 • 0
" " Cl t n ilx " ilx
Where after differentiation we substitute x - -g, and obtain
(2.19)
32" il2J' ill'2- _.::.....:L+y~.O·
3x3t 3t2 at
a2 " + y!!l. • 0
dZ7. at
(2.• 22
~ (il2" 321')' (32" il2,.).2 il'-r.)+ 2---""- _:.....;z.. x + - - 2~ x - ~ x
h 1 ilxilt ilt2 ilx2 ilxilt ilx2
( )" )r . ar ) "" a" {~"l (an <tr.).•.•• 2 .... - III ~ t -+ t -.0 + n ;;,.,;>. -+ -- + "'""'- - - x




Solvina these we have
t • A + Bx + Ce-~t + (D + Ex)eyt
" • F + ex - ~Dx2 + (H - Cyx) e-It I (2.23)
whare , i. caleul~ted after substituting for i. The fir~t integral
1. obtained where poaRible fro~ the first-order equ3tion (2.26) by
qcadr~ture.Ue obBe~e that the existence of the group has enabled
• reduction iQ order fro~ second to first. If equation (2.26) prove.
Where A. B•••••K are arbitrary con9tan~. We note that there are
oitht possible independent solutions for t. n. Th~ explicit solutions
are siven in a table in the next section.
intractable; the existence of a second group may provide a way to
determ1ne an intczrat1ng factor. This matte~ 10 devclo~ed In detail
laelsewhere by Prince •
2.6 Fint Integrals
We illustrate by applying this ~ethod to the example of
Section 2.S for the particular transformation t. x, n ~ _yx2 which
belongs to the group. EquetloQ (2.25) yields
'. \/lIen a Urat integral I (x, x, t) exists, the equation I· e
would represent a surface in (x, X. t) space. The solution curves






-2yxX - x2 (2.27)
pe~tC'solution curves vithin the ~urface, then from which we obtain'
U(l) I(x. X. t) • O. (2.24) u • xclt v • i/x(x + yx) (2.28)
This equAtion together vith the constancy of I may be used to determine
1. For given t. ~ we solve
Then :: • :~ / :~ "hich on eVAluction after SU'bstltuting for x
(2.29), I - xcyt / (x + yx) •
Hence vo tAke




to obtain invariant u(x. t) and differential inVAriant vex, x. t).
Then any function of the f~rm ~(u. v) Is inVAriant under the ~e give below a table of the values of t and n for the eight one-
operation of U(l). It is also a first integral if its total time parameter transfo~tir.n~, and the associated 'first integral, for
derivative i. zero, giving tho damped free partl~le:
.!l! • _ !!. / !t - ~(u, v) (2.26)du 3u 3v
8S those of H~milton or their generaliT.ations.
ailll is to obtain an equivalent set of results vhen working in a
Firstly we consider the invoriance of 11 general pair of first
(x. y) space (z ~ C(x, y, y'». To obtain use~ul results it is
LIE METHOD FOR FIRST ORDER SYSTEMS.
transformations of that spo:ce. , The restriction is then made, that
It Is of some importance to sce bow the preceeding results may
the pair be equivalent to a second ~~aer equation of first degree in
be obtal~ed if a given second order equation (Newtonlan equation of
formulation of mechanics which Is baRed on first order equotlon. such
motion) is reduced to a pair of first order equ4cions. The ultilll3te





1 0 i: + yx
.yt 0 xoyt
_!.-yt xc-yt X + yx
Y
X _yx2 (x + yx}/xeyt
xeyt 0 xeyt{Cx + r.c)




















" ~e group of these eight one-parameter transformations ia the Lie
'8~etry group ~or the damped free particle.
found to be nece68~ry that the 7. transformation be Induced by the
x, y transfo~tions in the treatment of the pair of first order
Tbe Hoether method, vhich is ~pplicable for studying 9)~etries
equations.
when the' ayatem has a Lagrangian. provides only a sub-group of the
Lie group. Hoether's method is equivalent to finding the transformation
By vay of example we apply the approach to 8 dyna~lcal problea
in lIalll11tol}ian mechanics.
functions t(x, t) and next t) and, a gau~e function f(x,t} such that
U(l)L • -CL + f (2.30) 3.2 .. The Lie method for simultaneous first order equations
Thi. leads to a .et of partial differential equQtions for t, nand
f. With each transformatIon there is an associated first integral
Consider the pair of first degree first order ordinary
differential equations
J • (ti - n) ~ - CL + f. (2.31) y' • f(x, y. z) ().
El~ents of the Lie group uhich arc net in the Noether group
aLao hove ~hy~icftl si&nificance. Such an ele~ent in the Kcpler p:oble~
12
1..." , .. ~ .... a)'J'Y1.. try df'lIcrib<:d by the Run&c-Lenz vector













iA (x. ,. z) .pace. Two functionally independent solutions
~(x, y, z) • c .. constant
(3.2)
A(x, y. z) .. k .. constant
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when (3.2) holds (permutation of 801utlo~8 (3.2». Note that
(1) - 3 - 3 - 3V .. t-+Il-+C-ax . ay ilz
(3.t
-(1) 3' -(1) 3
+n ay; +C 1'i'
It 15 also worth Doting that without 1088 ot generality ~
.nd A may be chosen such that
:{
"'.
of (3.1) provide tvo familien of surfaces ln the 3-~paee and any other
.olution of (3.1) viII be a function of 101 and 1. Tho ~orm
invariance of (3.1>' under a point trl1llsfol'm3t1on in the 3-space will
C01lle about vh.m the transformation peX'lllutell tlolut1~n8 (3.2). The
converse 1. also true: 4ny point tran~foX'lllation In )-space permuting








(3.2) will leave (3.1) form invariant.
Suppose such a point transformation has the generator
• il· il
v .. t(x, y, x) ~+ ~(x, y, z) 1G/
.. (3.3)
- ) il+ ~(x, Y. z aIz:
Tho above invariance requirements are expressed as
{
y' - f(x,y,z) }





(complIre w1th S2. 3. ) • ty considering (3.7) or the partial diff-
erential equations (3.4) lt Day be shown that
n .. p(x, y. z) + f t
(3.8
t • a(x, y, z) + gt
vhera p and a are related to III and )..
.y .•
or
fi(l) - Vf .. 0
(3.4)
It ls clear from (3.8) that 4S in the simple first order csse there
ls an uncountable infinity of triples t, n. t avail~ble for a given
pair of fi~st order equations of first degree (3.1).
t(l) ':' Vg .. 0
3.3. Equivalence to a second ordcr equation
.'
When (3.1) t'olds (form invariance oC (3.1» or, equivalently,
v"". new. 1)
V1 .. A(~, A)
(3.'i'
Su:>pose the pair (3.1) ls rcgarded as the decompoalt1on ot
a second order equation of first degree, aay
i
y" • F(x, y, ,.')
t'hat b. we latroduc.e a dw:ny variable
a • C(x. ,.. y')
iD (3.9) to produc~ (3.1) as
y' • f,Cx, 1, z)
a ' • g(,x, Y. z)
(3.9) 1. reclaimed from (3.11) as
Y" • f + ff + gfx y z







vith the z tran9!ormation being induced by (3.13) through the induce
transformation in .,' Dnd (3.10). Explicitl,.. the ap~ropriate
infinitesimal operator in (x, y, z) space is the U(l) operator of
(x, y) space written in (x, y',z) variablea rather than in (x, y, ,')
variable.
(1) a 3 (1) 3
V • U • (Ux) - + (Uy) - + (U z)-
b ' ay , h
,a 3 3
• t(x, y) ax-+ fI(x,y) aGI + ~(x, y, z) ~, (3
vhere (3.10) and (3.11) have been used to eliminate y' fro2 U(l)z.
To treat the invariance of (3.11) using (3.14), V 1s extended in
the usual way,
,(1) • t _3_ + '1_3_ + ~-!- + '1(1)-6 + t(l)-l:, (3.
3x ay gZ gy uZ
" Since equations (3.11) have identical solutions to (3.12) we
look for a reltricted class of point transforcations of (x, y, z)
Ipace with (3.11) invariant in the sense of 53.2, vhlch is equivalent
to the let of poiat transformations in (x.y) space leaving (3.12)
invariant In the sense of 52. 4 •
Now ve are really dealing with ft second order equotion in
(x,,) space ao,we should only consider transformations in (x, y, z)
apace of the fora
with
n(l) .!h _ , !!..E:..
dx Y c!x
1,;(1) • ~ -z' ~
(3.
dx dx
The variables x, 'Y, Z are nov regarded as independent quantities
and the first equation ef (3.11) is to considered os an equation oC
motion rather than as a definition.







x • f(x. y, a)
Y- e(x. "/' a)
(3.13)
(1)
V (y' - f(x, y. z» - 0
(3.,
V(l)(Z' - g(x, y, z» • 0




accond order equation in (x. y. z) Rpace. that is. (3.17) implies that
y(2) (y" _ f x - ft y - t r z) • 0 , (3.18)
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The one-to-onc corre~pondence of the results of the two .pp=oa~bQ&
'18 through the identificatioQ
wben (3.12) bolds, is identically aatiRfied. Thi6 ia to be expected
a' (3.12) and (3.11) have, identical solutions in (x, Y. z), space.









Moreover, the invariance requirement (3.16) is identical with tbe
invariance roquirement under U of (3.12), considered as a second
order equation in (x, y) apsce. which Is that'
U(2) (y" - f x - fty - Ctz) • 0
Thi8 la aeen by expanding (3.18) as




Note fir.tly that a relation (3.10) must exist, t~~t ls et so=e stage
z must be introduced as a dummy variable and aecondly that vc bave
acbieved equivale~ce of the two methods througb sacrlficlnc the
~-dcpendence of the x and y transforN4tionG in (x, y, z) apace •
Finally ve note that there exist at most eigbt generators
of tbe type (3.22) leaving invariant a given pair of first order
equations (3.11). The generators form a Lie algebra indentical to
the algebra for the corresponding second, order problem•
~(2) • U(l) (fx + ffy + gfz) , (3.21)
3.4. Construction of constants of motion
vberc In (3.20) yft i8 everywhere replaced through (3.12) and z i~
.veryvhe~e retained and in (3.21) y" la replaced everywhere through
(3.12) and z is not retained.
In 8~ary, if a pair of first order equation~ of first degree
~. to be treated rather than an equivalent second ord~r equation of
flr8t degree. the results of the treatment of the Recond order problem
are regained exactly if the point transfot'l!latiolls i' lolve<: in the
Any functionally independent pair of 801utions ~(x, y, :)
and ~(x, y, z) of (3.11) are firat integrals I(x, y, y') and
J(x, y, y') of the equivalent second ordor equation (3.12). IQ tbe
first of equationn (3.7) we sav t~at without loss of generality one
of these, say ~(x, y, z) may be chosen such that
VW(X, y, z) • 0 •
This, coupled witb the property of first integrals. viz.
(:




333V· t(x, y) 11,;+ n(x, y) ~+ e(x, y, z) ~ (3.22)
That
d"'di'" lIl(x. y, z) • 0 (3
;:,
·;3I,',
enables the construction of III as follows. Equation (3.24) Indicate.
"
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that ",(x. 1. z) lllUat be 1I. function or ·u1(x. 'Y. z) and u
2
(x. Y. :t).
tbe !Dv.riaDta of the operator V which are found by quadrature
. (c.f. 12. 3). It 18 written 3S
3.5
- 420 -
Application to a problem in Namlltonlnn mech~nlcs









u(x. 'Y, z) • f(ul' u2) •
SubaUtut1Ds thb into (3.24) ve have
~'" 4u1 3'" d\t2
-:.J;.., - .+..:;.x.. - • 0
aUl dx aU2 dx
duZ
- -d •• (up uZ)ul
Equation (3.27) indicates hov the pair of equations (3.11) Is.
reduced to a single firat order equation when a group i8 available
(c.f. 12.6). Tho function +(u 1• u2) 18 deterained by calculation
(3.26)
(3.27)
~thod ~y be applied to particular typea of pairs of first qrder
equations. As an CJt~mr lp. ~'e look at Humiltol\ I S equ3t 10ns IInd .a
indicated above ve shall use point transfo1"1n<ltions only. 'We m30y
consider the method 8Fplied in the canonical framework wlthou~
reference to Nc"_tonia.n .or LagraoGll1Jl Cormulation!J. It :Jhould be
emphaulzcd that, if. problem has. parallel description in the other
formulation, then the results arc identical 4Ild the equivalence is
established through (3.23).
. ID keeping with the usual Hamiltonian meth?dology we write
tbe generator of the group BS
i: ~·~/dUl
dUl dx dx (3.28)
a ." aY(q, P. t) - t(q. t) at + '1(q. t) 3q + t(q. P, t) 1P ·(3.29)
Hamilton', equations
vith (3.30) in force. The operator y(l) is the first ext~nsion of
ara invari~t under the group when
{
. all}














udlla the functional forms of ul and. u2 1\1 tcrm:s of x. y and z
and tbe equations of motion (3.11). Equation (3.27) is then solved
to obtain tbe invariant
III • +(u.' u2) • constant •
Wheo a aimple quadrature is' not possible. the existence of anoth r
Iroup of point transformations leaving (3.11) invariant may be used
l~to provide aQ intearatina factor for (3.27)
• 3!l • 0
Cl - Clp








equation sunee t and ~ independent of p, ve May equate coefficients
Vbeu (3.a4) is ~ub.tituted into the second of (3.32) and the alscbra
t in terms of t~". i, n. q, p and t. This is substituted in the










and the first of these .ay be rc~rr~nsed to give an expression for
of linearly independent functions of p to zero thereby .obtaining
t and ~. These are then substituted in the expression for t.
tbo invarianta are calcuiated as in 13.4.
•
We illustrate the method with a simple exa~ple. the damped
free particle, It has Hamiltonian 15
H • Is p2 .-It
whence
t • eyt "(1) + yp t •























































































































If 'P. is replaced by ci cxp (yt) the results for t,ll and
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigste the relevance of the prJviouoly
outlined Lie mcthod f~r finding point s~ctrics to ~hc Lic adcissible
,'.
CHAl"l'ER 4. APPLICATION OF THE LIE METHOD TO THE
LIE ADmSSIBLE C£NERAT.lZATION OF MECllA.'nCS
with the rcplacegent (A, B) + (A, B) be~ng carried out 1~ the trona-
itioD from a (v~rlationally) self-Pdj'o!nt(SA) to « non-self-adjoint
(NSA) 8yst~ of equations via the addition of NSA forces lS She tensor
TP" which is some prr~cr1bcd f~nction of tha additional forces and
ia required to vani~h as the forces go to zero, essentially carries the
generalization. This generalization In fact opens the way to a natural
?rOC~dUTe for changing the 3~~~~try sroup of the SA Syst~M into ~
of FOetIS Z-S. Since within both· this Lie admissible Mechanics and
Lie's theory of differential equations one i9 concerned ~ith trana-
. :~
aeneralization of mechanics proposed by one of us "
in a nUlllbcr corrcsponding one app~opri4te to the NSA counterpn~t. Thu9,in the
case of a SA system where 4 canonical formalicm 1s aeccsuarily available,
one realizes the ,symoetry sroup (taken heTe for conc.reteness to be the
formation groups vhich lcaveinvoriant a given system of equations. it Gallle1 Croup) via the ir.finite,imal c4~onical transforr.~tions
equation the conventional canoniCal formalism is l03t. but nevertheless
onc is .trongly motivated to ~~itc the analogue of the ~bove sycoetry







appea~s that there ia e atron& motivation for carrying out such an
inveltlgation end a rensonablc hope that acocmon ground will exist
between the two approachesofmatual benefit to both.
We emphasiae, however. right at the outaet that the work we
~eport here ia atill very much at the exploratory stabe and instead
'of being in a position to formulate concretely eDt~blished.,re~ults
wa can at this point only outline the problems which appear relevant
and indicate possible waya in which they may be resolved. Nevertheless
aiDee ve belleve strongly in the motivatlona, we feel confident that
o d~ffieultlea can eventually be overco~o.
Th. essence of the Lie admissible generalization Tesic.'J in the
aP + jP • aP + 401 (aP• Ci )
with the ten gencratlnc functions Cl being the approyriate ones
associated with the Galllei group. In the transition to the NSA
group'
a~ + i P • a P + 40 i (aP• Cl)
-The finite group elements are obtained from this by exponentiation
! lJ ClC! a




t. tbe a~Qer.li.ed Lie admia.ible brackets
extenalon of the canonical Potason Brackets
aP • (q, ~). ~P~ • (_~ ~) (4.1) ~eotrieted to the generator of tl~e t~4n61ation(i.e. all C
i
are
absent blC one which is then identified with the (SA) Hamiltonian)
the. Lie-admissible qroup (4.5)~an always be constructed
and furthermore the resulting transformations all + ill do indeed
th~t in the case where consideration isIt has been found 4
(4.2)(A. 8) • S''''~ ...!!... : S!J~ • wPv + Tll" •
3:111 ~'l'J











keep ,cbe NSA equations form,invariant. Unfortunately a'general proof
of lnvariance under the eo~plete Lle adm1ssibl~ group 1s not yet
- &.'.1 -
link-up.
(i) It ls 1mmec{iately apparent that ln order to come closer to •
'·t Available.
co~parlson we, must, in the cas~ of the Lie methods, pass from,the
second order (in time) La&r~ngian formulation of'the SA proble~ to an
4.2. Some open Droblems
It ls at this stage that we feel a useful point of contac~':
Vb1c~ keep a giveD second order eqU3tion form invariant and ~hcrebymap
,OD.·of~its 'solutiQnaintoon~her solution. \~ether or not such a solution
also s.tiafy the homogeneous Euler equation
ltne4 in the previous chapters. this method concerns itself with the
4treot construction of point transformstion groups of the form
"1 ~.eult by a parallel investigation wit~ the Lie method.
, '
problemsto infinite~imal transformations of the fo~
thoor-' has been discussed in the previous chapter,where, in addition,
the general procedure outlined for ~educing any aecond order system
to first order,eatablishes s well defined way of reducing also the
NSA equations to pairs of first-order ones. Thus, if L is the
pow applied directly iu the co-ordinates t. q. P leads for both
LaZrllll~1nn of the SA problcm. one defines for both the SA and NSA
problems the co-ordinate P' '. :4' In the foraer case P u111 be the
cauonical momentum while in the latter case it will merely play the
role of a f~ed' constrQct in torms of 'q, q and t. The Lie method
eq~ivalent first order \If miltonlan canonicsl formal1sm. Such an
'induced' Lie method of point transIoI'1Jllltion within the Hamiltonian,
(4.6)
As out-
t + 661(i(t, q)
, 1
q + 66 "i(t. q)q+q-
























vhich ar1so in general in the Lie theory and arc indicated in (4.6)
and (4.7). causcs difficulties. Thu8 if Hamilton's equations are to
The appearance of co-ordinate dependent time trcnsform3tions.
a~ + a~ • a~ + 60io~(t. q. p).
t + t - t + 66iCt(t, q)
q + q • q +,601~i(t, q)
iP + P • P + 60 ti(t. q. p)
(4.7)
q~ • ("i' t 1)
60
i
F;1(t 1 q)+t + t. t
(11)
or
....L il~ _ ~ _ 0
dt ilq aq
ia accidental snd. indeod. the construction of 8~etries is
.ssentially the same for both SA and NSA,equationa 'of motion. Thus
it appeara that the point symmetries, extracted from a NSA equation
b7 the dlrect Lie method. sh~uld have • conaiderable bearing on the
tt. ad2isalble group. Because this latter group is arrived at in a
~ather formal and indirect way. a simple straightforward co_rarison
of the two approaches do._ ~ot seem to be possible. ,It is precisely
in this search for a 'commoa tround' that in the following we list
yta DuDbered par_graph. (not necessarily in any order of priority)
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.
ullt aubsequel1t to' a transformation of the type (4.7) (In whlch for
the preaent we even senerallle "l(t. q) to "let. q. p», that~s if
tbe aiven Hamiltonian equations
Clearly it ls exactly the Noether subgroup. or one of its subgrou?,
" ,
in turn. which la identified with the 6pcCe-t~c Eroup' such 3S the
Call1ei Croup. when in the SA problem one st1pu14t~s Calileon invariance.
then the integrability conditions for the existence of a new Ha~iltonlan
function H rule out a\l - dependent time tranaformatlons ·l.c •• one
only point groups to be candidates for the Lie ad~ls81~le group, s~nce
it i. con~ftivable that by introducing a 'bad enou&h' NSA force, one
~ight reduce the complete NSA point transformation group to the trivial
~ldcnt!ty, in which case any'concept of a 'ohndov' evaporates.
giveR co-ordinates, no Langronclan and hence no Hocthor subtroup exiat
for it. Thus any attempt at identifying In general the Lie cd~!!l81~le
group with some 8ubsroup of the NSA ~ie point group, wlth thls
latter Dubgroup arising in some natural way as eu 'jroage' or 'shadow"
of the Hoether Bubgr'ur, e~pears to bo frau&ht with considerable difficult
since it is not cleor how oee is to d~fine such a 'shadow'.
Furthermore, the Lie adOlissi~le coverlng group and the group
from vhlch it arlses by generalisation of the Polsson b~ackets, are
both postulated to have the same nuc~er of parameters cnd this leads
to the requlre~ent that any 'shadow' aubgroup, if it in to be ldent1C~able
with the Lie admissible covering groups, ~UGt hove the same dL~ensloQ
a. the 'object' group (- Nocther group or Its 8ub-gro~p) 'of which-it i. a
shadow.· This require~ent may perhapo tutn"out tobe·.t~o severo!! one r.ll
Now although by restricting oneDelf to the &oether subgroup.
appropriately translated into the lIamiltonian language of the SA
problem. one ia left with Qeaningful tran8fo~~tions of the type (4.7)
with t i .~(t), neverthcleoB onc ccnnot do the correcpondiag thing
for the NSA counterpnrt. for the obvlou9 ren80n that, in te~8 of the
C4.9)
t.
(4.8)a\l • (q. p)da
ll
• [a". H(a. t») Ca)dt
di\l .' [I". RC•• t)} (a)dt
" 1... the Ci 0'( the Noether subgroup are at most functions of
(An additional veil known and well used property of thls $ubgroup is
Il... l lt te::nJhtely G\lppllea closed form integral invartants equal in
an to lead to the new one.
can have only t i • ti(t) (notice, however, that NSA systems are geoorally, 3
treat;OO via the Lie-admissible generalization of Hamilton's equations).
A complete resolution of the difflculty can be achieved in
the case of the SA problem by restrlcting oneself t~ the so called
tMoether aubgroup' of point a~ctrica. Thia aubgroup Is mathc~tlcally
distinguished from the full point symmetry group of Lie by being
'that subset of point transformatior8which k~ep invariant the action
functional S[c) • J L dt along arbitrary curves e and change the
c
fun~tional'form of the Lasrangian L(q, 4. t) at most by a total
• • cS
time derivative dt~(q,t). It can be generally shown for system9 with
IUlt\lral ..Lagrangians that the tran~fonnatiot1lof this sub-gro~p h..ve





















The discussion in the previous paragrAph seems to motivate





an extension of the Lie methods to a wider class o~ traosfor~tion
than just point transformations. if one 18 to have a useful conl·lucnee
with tho Lie ad~asible theor:', Although this ~y not be an invariable
conclusion. It ia nevertheless prompted also by an examinAtion of the
tli ' • Lij "j
Ci ' • Lij ~j
are to be associated respectively witb the generalised bracketa
&eQeralla~d btacketlOf the form
,(q. C()




(q. Cl) ancl (p, ci).we expect the resolution of
be effected by pur~ly algebraic ~ethod••
such ambiguities to
,any .trong reason why this should be the case in view of the fact
that the aenerator. Cl and indeed the NSA forces the~selves appearing ..
a quantity which i. eventually to ba indentified with the function
~l arlains In the Lie symmetry group of the NSA equation. If a point
group is to fit the bill, then (q. Ci) cannot turn out to be a
function involving P. wherea. a priori there does not seem 'to be
i~
ill the Lie.admi8llible tensor S\lll. wIJ'U + TIJ'U. CIIY be IItronsly
(v) In the attempt to identify a 8uitable 'shadow' subgroup within
the NSA symmetry group it may perhaps be useful to resort to the
'inverse problelll~ which involves constructing a Lagrangian also for
15the NSA equation. The cO"ordinates in which this is possible vill in
aeneral not be physical. but one may thereby establish a Noether type
8uberoup of SYMCetries in the NSA case which when mappe~ back to the







p - dependent. Consequently/one may need to widen the point groups
to dynamical croup. by including functional or path-dependent trans-
formations. This. however. carries with it the proble~s already
mentioned in the previous sections. that present tcchniquesdo not
provide ••ystematic way of arriving at .uch dynamical groups, in .harP
ccDtr..c with the point trana'fonnations.
a 'shadow'.
It i. interesting to try this for the .tmple case ~f a free'
particle in one dimension u~on whi~b one lupericposes a NSA linear
velocity damping force. Writing
q. x
(h) If one eventually succeeds 1n constructing a ~atisfactory to indicate an inertil.l (phyllic31) co-ordilUite. ve have











'.badow' symmetry &roup·of the NSA equation. then one must be careful
i~ the process of identification with the Lie admissible group,to
~ecoani.. that the p4r~eter. ei in the shadow croup ar·' merely
..thematical parametera And do not yot h3ve nny physic~l connotations
1A contr..t With tho ei appearing in th~ f.ie ndmts81blc ~roup. ThuS
SA.
NSA:






in the co-ordinate p. i 'by
(a) the Noather aub group of the SA probl~
then (x. p) ore the canonical co-ordinate. of the SA problem And Cb) the Hoether sub group of the NSA problem
oo1y they are to appear in both the SA & NSA problems.
.These ~re readily calculated by using the appropriate first extensions
Thus ve get the
for the Noather subgroups
for the SA &NSA problem~.
SA NSA
Cl • 0 Cl • _ypeyt
'=2 ·.x - tp. '=2 • y2xe-
yt




Cs - 0 t s • o.
instead draw the general conclusion that rath~r than covering only
lrtfinlteD~al operators are Xl. XIt • Xs in the SA,cet). Thus the
space-t~e symmetry group we wish to cover by a Lie ad~lssible sroup
i. a pr~per subgroup of the SA Nocthcr group and vr. ~U8t look for
its 'shadow' in turn in the NSA Noether counterpart. Since this
1. 5~CWhat problematic vc £hnll not pursue the example further but
(1)
Xi I • 1.2••••• 5
At thls.polnt a c~pllcatlon arises in so far AS the l-d1men8Io~1
Calilel group G(l. 1) has. three nnd not five par~~etcr3(its
function CtCt. x. p)
(4.11)
~
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The Lie method applied aep3r~tely to the tvo eq~ations leads
to a lDf1nitesim~1 pperator~ for both 8S follows
SA
Xi i.I:2.~ ••• 5 generate the
Hoether aubsroup. of the correspond~ns ' Lagranglan.allovine us to
Id~~tlfy the shadov subgroup with the NSA Noether sub group.
























To atle~pt a further 'identification vlth the Lie admissible ~ given space-time s>~etry eroup (such as the Call1ei croup) it
'f~..... e••J to calculate vhat infinitesimal change ia induced may b. profitable to look for generali,ations vhich cover always
the Noether symmetry group containing this 9pncc-ti~e group as a
proper or improper Bubgroup.
•
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Our studies indicate that Lie's method must be subjected to
a number of additional developments before it can be effectively
applied bo the con.truction of the Lie-admissible symmotries o~
Newtonian IYltems. ,The most visible and important one is the extention
to arbitrary transformations in (t,q,p)-space, rather thqn point
tranlformations in (t,q)••pace. In tact, such an extonsion i8 needed
both classically as well as quantum mechanically (sec ref.,3, Section 2.3).
Nevertheless, our studies indicate also that the approach is
quite pro~ising, particularly in regards to the problem of the relativity
of Newtonian mechanics (no relativistic, field theoretical, and quantum
mechanical extensionsl). The case of the linearly damped particle
Worked out in the preceding chapters points out this possibility quite
clearly. Recall that, ~n this c~se, we have the transition from the
free, SA particle in one dimension to a NSh 8ys~em
15.2) and with unit mass.
The abstract Lie group GI1.ll is unique. Neverthp.lcGs, it C4n 4e rcallzGd
in different ways when appl ed specifically to the system considered.
A most significant difference which has boen indicat~d earlier is that
the group G(1.11 can be realized either for configuration space
treatmen:s along generators of type 14.11), or for phase space treatmentsl
in which case the generators arc those of eqs. (5.2) Isee, (or inst~nce,
- 4)4 -
, p. 390). As indicated in the introductory remarks,
h~en the free particle enters a dissipative medium and oxperiences
a linearly-dependent velocity-drag force, all conservation laws 15.2)
arc lost. The covering Lie-admissible relativity proposed by Santilli2,3
is intended to achieve
wc prefer the phase space treatment because it is more suitable for
the direct application of Analytic/algebraic/geometrical techniques.
With the symbol GI1.l1 we shall therefore refer to the canonical













( 'x )SA • 0 ~ [( x )SA +lxJNSl\ o. (5.1) (A) the form-invariance of the extended, NSA/systemi in such It way
Th. relativity tor' the SA subsystem i8 the conventional Galilei relati-
vity'in one-space dimension. Dy ignoring scalar 'extensions, the relativity
Tilt), translations in space Tl(x), and Galilei boosts Gl(x). The
..anin9 ot the'relativity in which we are interested here is that the
,roup G(l.l) constitutes a symmetry group of the equation of motion
in euch a way to represent the conservAtion laws of the total energy,
linear momentum, and uniform motion of the center of mass/ thAt is, the
3-dimensional and it is given by translations in time
that
anticommutativity of the Lie product allows only the:becauBO the
groups ~rohibit8 the achievement of all three conditions A, Band C.
In fact, condition B calls for th~ reAlization of a syrr~etry in such
a way to admit a non-Lie algebra in the neighborhood of the identity
(B) the behaviour of the symmetry in the neighborhood of the identity
characterizes/this time/the time rate of variation of the physical
quantities 15.2)1 while
(C) the conventional Call1ei relativity I" recovered identically
at all levels at the limit of null NSl\ force.
As familiar loee, for a review. ref. 3 , Section 1.2), the use of Lie~








in such a way that the conventional Galilei setting is recovered identically
all all levels (including the cons~rvation laws) at the limit of null
val~e of the NSA force.
representation of the particular case" • lH.I~ • O. and prohibits
the representation of the broader physical law Hc fIt) ! 0).
The use of a Lie-admissible qroup does indeed allow the achievement
of the three 'conditions AiB.and C. We arc therefore interested in a
Lie-admissible covering ~(l.l) of the Lie group 0(1.1), and. more spe-
~ ~ A
cifically. in Lie-admissible coverings T1 (t), Tl(X). and Gl(x) of
the individual compononts Tl(t). Tllx). and Gl(x) of CIl.l) which are
capable of providing the algebraic representation of the time rate of
variations of H, p and G
It is an instructive exercise for the interested re~der to verify ~~at
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but for all autonomous systems. Yithout any need of Lie's method.
h~en passing to. the construction of the Lie-admissible coverings,
A ~
Tl(x) and Gl(x) the situation is different. It is at this point that
(2) i~ repr~sents the time rate of variations (5.) via rule (1.4),
and (3) it recovers the conventional Galilci group Tl(t) idonti~.lly
at the limit FNSAD - \p • O. i.e •• at the limit ~. O. As a final remark.
~
notice that the group Tl(t) can be constructed via the use of the






~• 0(. .)X - PP + YP
A
The first condition to achieve these goals is to realize C(l.l) in
terms of the generators of 0(1.1). This is clearly essential on physical
vrounds to preserve the direct physical significance of the qenerators.
In fact. the force which breaks the G(l.l) symmetry i~ not derivable
from a potential. Therefore. the physical quantities of the original
SA systems and of its NSA extension coincide. For more details. see
the locally quoted refer~nces.
The second condition for the desired objectives is to exponentiate
the time evolution law into a Lie-admissible group. For the NS~ system
considered here this task has been worked out in details in ref. 4 , p.1304














'Status of the mathematical and physical studies
on the Lie-admissible formulations as of July 1979, with partiCUlar
reference to the strong interactions·, published in Part A of the
Proceodings of the Second Workshop on Lie-admissible Formulations,
Hadronic Journal Volume ~, number 6, December 1979.
Iladronic .1. !., 1279 (1978)
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Ca) construct the symmetries Tl(x) and Gllx) as ordinary Lie
.ymmetries, via the methods considered in the prec~Jing chapters,
in which ca~e the generators do not havo a direct physical
meaning, and then
Cb) reformulate the symmetries in terms of the generatdrs of Tl(x)
and Gllx), which yields automatically Lie-admissible 9rouPS,
A ~
by making sure that the groups T1(x) and Gllx) recover the
origlnal groups Tl(x) and Gl(x) identically at the limit FNSA- O.
The Insper-tlon of. Table 1 of Chapter 3 and of eqs. (4.11) indicates
that the.e objective. have realistic possibilities of actuation for the
equation of motion considered, as well as of potential extension to
equation. of motion in more than onc dimension and with more complex
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The complete symmetry group of the one-dimensional time-dependent
harmonic oscillator
P. G. L. Leach
DepartmentofApplied Mathematics, LD Trobe University. Bundoora. 3083. Australia
(Received 12 January 1979)
The five invariants for the time-dependent one-dimensional hannonic oscillator Hamiltonian are
constructed. Using the linear transfonnation to the time-dependent oscillator Hamiltonian, the
five invariants for the latter are obtained. The differential operators which generate the
dynamical symmetry of this Hamiltonian have the same commutator relations as these of the time-
independent problem. An additional three operators 'are obtained using the method of extended
Lie groups and have the same properties as those for the time-independent problem. Thus the




In recent years there has been considerable interest in
hannonic oscillator systems, both time independent and
time dependent. This interest has expressed itself in several
ways, especially in the construction of invariants and the
detennination ofsymmetry groups for such systems. Differ-
ent approaches are found in the literature. To some extent
these differences follow from different concepts of what is
the basic dynamical expression for the oscillator system-
Newton's equation(s) ofmotion, the Lagrangian, or the Ha-
miltonian. There are differences in the results obtained. To
be more precise consider the one-dimensional time-indepen-
dent hannonic oscillator with equation of motion, Lagran-
gian, and Hamiltonian, respectively,
q+q=O, (1.1)
L = !i - !i, (1.2)
H = !p2 + !q2 (1.3)
(there is no essential loss ofgenerality in taking the custom-
ary CtJ2 as unity). The application ofthe Lie theory of ex-
tended groups to Eq. (1.1)1 showed that the complete sym-
metry group was the eight-parameter Lie group SL(3,R ).
Applying Noether's theorem to Eqs. (1.2), Lutzky2 obtained
a five-parameter subgroup ofSL(3,R ) corresponding to two
linear and three quadratic constants ofthe motion. To obtain
the additional three-parameter subgroup, Lutzky'used the
Langrange's equation of motion. The members of this sub-
group do not preserve the invariance ofthe action integral as
does a Noether-derived operator, but they do preserve the
invariance of the equation of motion since solutions are
transfonned into solutions. There does not appear to have
been a similar treatment for the Hamiltonian (1.3) although
for this problem the extension of the results for the Lagran- -
gian (1.2) is particularly obvious.
In considering the time-dependent one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator (we restrict ourselves to one dimension
to keep the discussion as simple as possible; the extension to
higher dimensions is more a matter ofalgebraic rather thail
conceptual difficulty), again there have been ~erentap-
proaches. Defining the problem by .
@ 1980 American Institute of Physics
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2. THE INVARIANTS OF H(1.3)
All manner ofpolynomial invariants for H (1.3) may be
constructed by postulating a general form for the invariant
with undertermined coefficients and then using the require- .
ment that, if! is an invariant ofH, .,
dI = [I,H ]PB + aI = 0. . (2.1)
, dt ' at
q+ fli(t)q = 0, (1.4)
L = !i - !CtJ2(t)i, (1.5)
H ~ !p2 + !CtJ2(t)q2, (1.6)
Lewis,' applying Kruskal's method4 in closed fonn, con-
structed an exact invariant which is equally valid for the
Lagrangian (1.5) or the Hamiltonian (1.6). This was
I L= !l q2/p2 - (pg - pq)2j,(1.7)
In = !lq2/p2- (pp - pq)2j, (1.8)
where the suffixes L and H refer to Lagrangian and Hamil-
tonian fonnulation, respectively, and p(t ) is any solution of
p+ CtJ2(t)P = P - 3. (1.9)
Leach5 used the method of time-dependent linear canonical
transfonnations to obtain a fonn similar to Eq. (1.8) by
transfonning Eq. (1.6) to (1.3). Lutzky' applied Noether's
theorem to the Lagrangian (1.5) to obtain Eq. (1.7).
None of the writers mentioned above has provided a
discussion ofthe symmetry group and invariants of the one-
dimensional time-dependent harmonic oscillator. In this
note we provide such discussion in the context of the Hamil-
tonian fonnalism. We start with a sinlple method for obtain-
ing the five invariants for the Hamiltonian (1.3). Using the
linear canonical transfonnation between Eqs. (1.3) and (1.6)
we construct the five invariants ofEq. (1.6) from those ofEq.
(1.3). The five corresponding group generators are given.
The remaining three operators which leave Newton's equa-
tion of motion invariant are also given. It is demonstrated
that the operators have the same commutator properties ,as
those for the time-independent problem, liene.e showing that
the time-dependent oscillator also possesses the dynamical
symmetry ofSL(3,R ).
- .
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a linear invariant, denoted by 11, has theform
11 = r
TZ, (2.4)
in which r is a coordinate free 2-vector.




2/Z1 =I~I +nz= pZ+i, (2. 19a)
2/22 = 2/11112 = (i - p2) sin2t + 2qp cos2t, (2.19b)
2/23 = I~I - n2 = (qZ - p2) cos2t - 2qp sin2t. (2.19c)
The result is not surprising. Any quadratic form in two var-
iables is a linear combination 'of the three linearly indepen-
dent expressions given above and no more than three linearly
independent quadratic expression can be formed from two
linearly independent variables.
The five invariants which have been obtained here cor-
respond to the five invariants derived by Lutzky in Ref. 2
where he used Noether's theorem to obtain the five Lie
group operators and hence the invariants. The slight differ-
ences are due to the present writer wishing to keep the form
of the invariants related to their physical interpretations.
Thus, III and Ilz are the initial positions (at time t = 0) in
the phase while I ZI is the Hamiltonian which in this problem
is the conserved energy.
We point out that the method outlined here generalizes
easily to multidimensional oscillators and that suitable oper-
ators may be obtained for the corresponding quantum me-
chanical problem.' In the latter problem the products are
symmetrized, a process which follows naturally if a matrix
formulation is used. For the quantum mechanical problem it
is convenient to define new operators. They are
A ± = 2 -I/Z{III ± iI12 1, (2.203)
B ± = 123 ± ilz2, (2.20b)
C = I zl ' (2.2Oc)
The A 's are the time-dependent creation and annihilation
operators. We note that in higher dimensional problems
there is an additional class ofinvariants whose elements con-




- = -112, (2.16b)at
This indicates that there are only two symmetry mappings
associated with the first order invariants, a result which fol-
lows from the discussion given by Katzin and Levine.7
We could proceed to construct the quadratic invariants
ofH (1.3) by postulating the form
I z = !zTMz, (2.17)
in which M is a 2X 2 coordinate free symmetric matrix, and
. solving the equation corresponding to Eq. (2.17), viz.,
zT(JM + !M)z = O. (2.18)
For the one-dimensional system being considered here it
eventuates that there are only three types ofquadratic invar-






Ifwe write the row vector (a,b) as eT, the invariant is
11 = eT(I cost - J sint )z, (2.12)
e., to within a factor of the magnitude ofC, 11 is the magni-
Ildeofthe projection of the vector
I 1 = (I cost - Jsint )z (2.13)
I the direction ofsome arbitrary constant vector e. Oearly
le basic invariant is 11, whose two linearly independent ele-
tents are
III = q cost - P sint, (2.14a)
IIZ = q sint + P cost. (2.14b)
We observe that the invariant vector I 1 is simply the
lSition vector of the point on the phase plane occupied by
eparticle at time t = O~ The time development ofz is given
where r l and r2 are the elements ofr. This Hamiltonian sys-
tem of first order linear differential equations has a singular
point at
~=~ ~=Q ~~
This particular solution is trivial in the present context. The
general solution of Eq. (2.8) is
r l = a cost + b sint, (2.103)
rz = - a sint + b cost, (2. lOb)
in which a and b are arbitrary constants. The general linear
invariant ofH (1.3) is
11 = (a,b)z cost + (b, - a)z sint. (2.11)
[F,G ]PB = ( :-YJ( ':: ).
where J is the 2X2 symplectic matrix
J= [_ ~ ~], (2.6)
Eq. (2.1) is simply
rTz + rTJz = O. (2.7)
Making use of the linear independence of the elements of z,
Eq. (2.7) reduces to




z ~ (I cost +J sint )11 (2.15a)
= (I cost + J sint )z(0) (2.1Sb)
tich describes a circle ofradiusz(O) in the phase plane. We
J. Math. Phys.• Vol. 21. No. 2.Febtuary 1980.
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3. TRANSFORMATION TO THE TIME-DEPENDENT
OSCILLATOR'







- 2p- Iq(pp -pq)sin2W}, (4. le)
2/22 = p - 2q2sin2W _ (pp _ pq)2
X sin2W+ 2p- Iq(pp -,oq) cos2W, (4. Id)
2/23 = cosh2C !p-2~ cos2W _ (pp _pq)2 cos2W
-2 p -I q(pp - ,oq)sin2C J
+ sinh2C !p-2q2 + (pp - pq)2J, (4. le)
in which we have written
coshC = Cl' sinhC = C2, (4.18)
W= [p-2dt', (4.2b)
IfC2is set at zero, /21 is the form of the invariant reported by
Lewis. l The general form given above was reported by
Leach. Sb
We may define a set of invariants independent of C by
writing
J II = (coshC - sinhC)/n
=p-IqcosW-(pp-pq)sinw, (4.3a)
J)2 = (coshC+ sinhC)/)2
= p - Iq sinW+ (pp - pq) cosW, (4.3b)
2121 = 2(/21 cosh2C - /23 sinh2C) =P - 2~(pp _ pq)2,
(4.3c)
2122 =2/22
= !p-2q2 _ (pp -pq)2Jsin2W
+ 2p - Iq(pp _ ,oq)cos2W, (4.3d)
2123 = 2( - /21 sinh2C + /23 cosh2C)
= !p-2~ _ (pp -pq)2}cos2W
-2p-l q(pp_,oq)sin2W. (4.3e)
We note that the Lewis invariant now occurs without a pa-
rameter in Eq. (4.3c).
The physical interpretation of some of these invariants
is facilitated ifwe make use ofthe intermediate Hamiltonian
H'=!p-2(p'2+ q,2), . (4.4)
which is related to H (1.6) by the canonical transformation
Then
I n = q' cosW - p'sinW,
, J 12 = q' sinW +p'cosW,
J21 = !(q,2 + p'2).
In the (q', p') phase plane, taking to = O.
J II =q'(O). J I2 =p'(O). (4.7)
The motion ofthe particle along the phase space trajectory is
. given by ,
[q'] = [ ~W sinW]JI ,p' - smW cosW .
.where J I is defined similarly to 11, This is a circular motion
.and J2 I simply represents the constancy'of the radius, being




- Cl sinWI - C2 SinW2 ]
Cl cosWI - C2 cosW2 '
(3.7a)
(3.Th)






... d (Sz) S' - co r ,Iz= -- = Z+oN.nZ.
dt
The number ofarbitrary constants in the general solution of
Eq. (3.4a) is reduced by the requirement (3.4b), which is the
condition that the transformation be canonical.
For the particular case of the transformation from
H(1.3) to H(I.6) we takeH(1.3) asH. The transformation
has been shown to be'
z.-.+z:z = RSz,
where
_ [Cl cosWI + C2 cosW2,
R - Cl sinWI - C2 sinW2,
H = !zTAz (3.1)
to the Idamiltonian
il= !iTAi (3.2)
may be accomplished by the linear transformation
i = Sz, (3.3)
where (cf. Ref. 5)
S= JAS - SJA, (3.4a)
SJS T = J. (3.4b)
The equation (3.4a) arises from the requirement that the de-
scription' of the time development of the system be equiv-




WI = [(p-2 -l)dt',
P+ (J)2(t)p = P - 3,
ci - C~ = 1.


















[G3,Gd = [G2,G4] = [GS,G4] = G3,
[G\,G4 ] = [G3,GS J = [G2,G3 ] = G4, ,
which are exactly the same as those for the time-independent
problem.
. Eqs. (4.3a}-(4.3c) and we have, replacingp by q,
4>,(q,q,t) = - 2J22(q,q;t),
4>2(q,q,t) = - 2J23(q,q,t),
. 4>3(q,q,t) = - 2J12(q,q,t),
4>4(q,q,t) = 2Jll (q,q,t),
4>s(q,q,t) = 2J2,(q,q,t).
The corresponding operators are












We note that ifw is constant and equal to one,p - 2 = W = 1,
W = t, and the expressions for the generators are the same as
those given by Lutzky Ref. 2, Eqs. (24a}-{24e) for the time-
independent problem. These operators generate a five-pa-
rameter Lie group and have the following commutative
relations:
5. OPERATORS OF THE FIVE-PARAMETER SUBGROUP
Now that we have the five invariants for the Hamilton-
ian of the time-dependent harmonic oscillator it is a simple
task to obtain the corresponding differential operators
which are the generators of transformations. To facilitate
comparison with the time-independent harmonic oscillator
as discussed by Lutzky,2 we adopt the nomenclature used in
that paper. To summarize this, a generator G is given by
a a
G(q,t) = s(q,t) at + 1}(q,t) aq (5.1) -
and the corresponding invariant, in the Lagrangian formula-
tion, is
(/J (q,q,t) = (Sq -1}) ~~ - sL +/(q,t). (5.2)
In this instance
L (q,q,t) = !f - !w2(t}tf. (5.3)
We may determine S, 1} and/from the invariants given by
Reverting to Eq. (4.3) we may obtain the formal solu-
tion forq by eliminatingpp -pqfrom (4.3a) and (4.3b). This
is
q=p(J" cosW+J'2sinW), (4.9)
which is of the same form as that given in Ref. 6, Eq. (10).
Finally, we note that only two of the five invariants
listed are functionally independent. It seems to us to be natu-
ral to select J \\ and J 12 as the independent quantities. Then
2J2, = (J\,)2 + (J12)2, (4.9a)
2J23 = (JII )2 - (J12)2, (4.9b)
~=~~~ ~~
These relations are the same as those which are found in the
time-independent case (cf. Ref. 8).
We conclude this section by listing the expressions for S, 1}, and! The order corresponds to the one to five ordering of the
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s(q,t) 1}(q,t) /(q,t)
Y- (!q2(pp sinlW + cos2W) I .!.... (W(pp sinlW + cas2W) I
~ ~. .
Y- (!q2(pp cos2W - sin2 JV>} !.. (!q2(pp cos2W - sinlW) I
~ ~
~ (qpcosWI :t (qpcosWI
~ (qpsinWI .!....(qpsinW)
~ . ~
,2 ~ l!q2ppl ~ (!q2ppl
t sho,uld be noted that theS's listed in Eqs. (5.7) are as coefficients ofa /~. In Eq. (5.6), a / aWis used, the twobeing related by
a~ =p2 ~. (5.8)
be appropriate variable to use in the operators in Wand not t because W is now the effective time variable. This is most . .' .:.
:adily seen from the Hamiltonian H' introduced in Eq. (4.4). Under the time scale transformation from t to Jv, Hamilton's' " .. '






dq' , dp' ,
dW =p, dW = ~q. (5.9)
G" =s~ +7] ~ + {7], +(7], -s,)q-sqfs I ~
+ {7]" + (27]q, - s,,)q
+ (7]qq -2 Sq,)q2 - Sqqi/
+ (7]q -2 S, -3 qs~)ijJ ~ . (6.2)
If the Newtonian equation of motion is
since G is a generator of the symmetry group. The require-
ment that Eq. (6.4) be true whenever Eq. (6.3) is true leads to
. a set of partial differential equations for Sand 7].
In the case of the time-dependent harmonic oscillator,
Newton's equation is .
ij + fJi(t)q = O. (6.5)
When G " acts on this equation and the resulting differential
equations are solved, in addition to the five operators already
given, we obtain
o
G6 = q oq , (6.6a)
G7 =p-lqsinW~+ (psinW+p-1 cosW>q2~,oW aq
. ~~
6. OPERATORS OF THE THREE-PARAMETER
SUBGROUP
The five invariants obtained in Sec. 4 relate to the Ha-
miltonian. The complete dynamical symmetry of the time-
dependent"oscillator is made up not only of the five corre-
sponding operators, but also any operators which leave the
Newtonian equation of motion invariant. These operators,
as well as those given in Sec. 5, may be obtained by using the
Lie theory of extended groups. This method is quite ade-
quately described in Wulfman and Wyboume (l.b) and it is
not proposed to repeat their working. We shall simply sum-
marize the relevant results.
Suppose that the generator G defined by
G=s(q,t)aa +7](q,t) : (6.1)
. t ~
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[G6,G7 ] = G7, [G6,Gg].= Gg, [G7,Gg] = 0, (6.7)
which are the same as for the time-independent problem.
These three operators also have the same commutator
relations with the other five operators as in the time-inde-
pendent case. They are
[G6,Gtl = [G6JG2 ] = [G6JGs] =0,
[G6,G3 ] = - G3, [G6,G4 ] = - G4,
[G7,Gtl = - G7, [G7,G2 ] = - Gg,
[Gg,Gtl = Gg, [Gg,G2 ]-= - G7,
[G7,G3 ] = - !(G1+ 3GJ,
[Gg,G4 ] =!( - G1+ 3GJ,
[G7,G4 ] = !(G2 - Gs),
[Gg,G3 ] = - !(G2 + Gs), (6:81)
[G7,GS] = - Gg [Gg,Gsl = G7• (6.8g)
Thus we have the result that the complete dynamical sym-
metry of the time-dependent one-dimensional harmonic os-
cillator is SL(3,R ).
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Gg =p-Iq cosW~+ (p COSW:"'p-1 sinW>q2~.aw ~
(6.6c)




N (ij,q,q,t) = 0,
G"N=O
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Abstract
The complete symmetry group of a forced harmonic oscillator is shown to be
SI(3, R) in the one-dimensional case. Approaching the problem through the
Hamiltonian invariants and the method of extended Lie groups, the method
used is that oftime-dependent point transformations. The result applies equally
well to the forced repulsive oscillator and a particle moving under the influence
of a coordinate-free force. The generalization to n-dimensional systems is
discussed.
1. Introduction
Over the last few years there has been a resurgence of interest in the symmetries
of dynamical systems. The original impetus for the construction of dynamical
symmetry groups came from the description of unexpected degeneracies in spectra.
For the basic integrable classical systems, the Kepler problem and the harmonic
oscillator, the symmetry groups are respectively SO(4) and SU(3) (for three
dimensions). Similarities between time-independent and time-dependent oscillator
systems led to the study of the invariants, and consequently the symmetries, of
time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonians. It was seen that time-dependent and
time-independent quadratic Hamiltonians were related by linear canonical trans-
formations [5]. Previously known invariants [4] for the time-independent oscillator
were shown to have their counterparts for time-dependent oscillators [3, 6]. In
particular; the Lewis-invariant [12] was given a simple explanation. The existence.
of these invariants enabled the construction of symmetry groups for quadratic
Hamiltonians [7]. As the invariants usually had non-zero Poiss~n brackets with
the Hamiltonian, they were called non-invariance symmetry groups.
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and quadratic invariants than is necessary to form the operators of the special
unitary group. The significance of these invariants became obvious in light of the
work of Anderson and Davison [1], Wulfman and Wybourne [17], and Lutzky [13].
Anderson and Davison showed that the complete sYmmetry group for the one-
dimensional time-independent harmonic oscillator and the free particle was
S/(3, R). The term complete is used to indicate that the group is the largest admitted
by the problem. Wulfman and Wybourne used the method of extended Lie groups
to deduce the same result for the oscillator. Lutzky used Noether's theorem and a
modification of the theory of extended Lie groups to repeat the result.
The extension of these results to other systems has been undertaken recently.
Leach has shown that S/(3, R) applies to the one-dimensional time-dependent
harmonic oscillator [IQ] and to the repulsive oscillator [11]. Of the eight generators
required, five came from the two linear and three quadratic invariants of the
Hamiltonian and the remaining three from the use of the method of extended Lie
groups. Prince and Eliezer [15] extended the work on the time-dependent oscillator
to n-dimensions, showing that the group is S/(n+2, R). They followed Lutzky's
method.
In this note, the complete symmetry group of a forced one-dimensional harmonic
oscillator is shown to be S/(3, R). The method used is based on the theory of linear
canonical transformations. Lutzky's approach has not been attempted, but it is
expected that the results would be equally easy to obtain. Some work was done
using the method of Wulfman and Wybourne. The resulting partial differential
equations were not easy to solve and it is believed that the method adopted here
is simpler. It also has the advantage of showing the essential similarity of linear
Hamiltonian systems.
2. Lie symmetry groups· and invariants
The main ideas of the theory of Lie synUnetry groups may be found in Bluman ,
and Cole [2]. Some of the relevant results are summarized here for the benefit of
the reader. A one-parameter infinitesimal point transformation from coordinates
(q, t) to coordinates (ij.l). where
l=t+~{q,t)&xJ ij=q+,,(q,t)&x,
is generated by the operator
a a




I:· .. '~:." .i .c.."
.. -.1>;:
To find the variations induced on the derivatives it is necessary to use the extended
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group operator. For a function involving the first derivative, the operator is
G(1) == ~.£.+".£.+,,(1)i.
at aq aq
and, for one involving the second derivatives, it is
(2.3)
where
a a a aG(2) == ~_+,,_+,,(1)_+,,(2)_
at aq" aq " aij'
(2.4)
(2.5)
(1) _ d" •dl;
" =--q-,dt .dt





In particular, if it is desired to study the symmetry group of a differential equation
of the second order, such as
N(q, q, ij, t) = 0, (2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
the second extended operator must be used. An operator G is said to be the
generator of a one-parameter symmetry group for (2.6) if, whenever (2.6) is
satisfied,
G(2) N(q,q,ij,t) =0
<:>l; aN+" aN +,,(1) aN+,,(2) aN = o.
at aq a4 aij
It is possible to obtain the generator of a one-parameter symmetry group if the
motion corresponding to the differential equati9n (2.6) has an integral invariant.
! In terms of the Lagrangian formulation, if there exists an invariant, it may be
written in the form
4>(q, q, t) =(~q-"~-~L+f(q,t). (2.9)
The operator G is obtained by the use of the~ and" which satisfies (2.9) for a




4>(q,p,t) = ~H-11P+/(q,t). (2.10)
.':." ..
The function /(q, t) performs the task of soaking up remaining terms. For each
invariant 4> there corresponds only one generator. It has been noted by Lutzky [14]
that. were/allowed to depend upon q, q, t (or q,p,-t), this uniqueness property
[4] Symmetry groilp of a forced oscillator 15
is lost. From (2.10) it is obvious that, for those Hamiltonians which are at most
quadratic in the momentum, invariants are also at most quadratic in the momentum
if they are to give rise to a symmetry group generator.
It should be emphasized that, although to each invariant (subject to the
limitations mentioned above) there exists a generator of a one-parameter Lie
group, there may be one-parameter groups which do not correspond to the
Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) invariants. The generators of such groups are formed
from the solutions of (2.8). They have the property of leaving the equation of
motion invariant, but not the action integral. Only the Lagrangian (Hamiltonian)
derived generators have this property. There has been some work done on finding
constants which correspond to these additional generators, but so far the results
have not been reported in the literature [16].
3. Invariants for the forced oscillator
The one-dimensional, time-independent, forced harmonic oscillator has




where f is taken to be a continuous function of time over the interval of time
which is of interest. The corresponding Hamiltonian is
(3.2)
the conjugate momentum, p, being q. This may be transformed to the unforced
oscillator
(3.3)
by means of a linear canonical transformation. Rewriting (3.2) and (3.3) as
..:
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.:(3.16)
.......
The matrix J is the 2 x 2 symplectic matrix. There is no loss of generality in taking
S to be the identity. The solution of (3.9) is given by
r(t) =R(t)r(O)+ f~R(t)iR-t(f) Jb(f) dT, (3.10)
where R(/) is the 2 x 2 matrix fonned from the solution set of the homogeneous
equation corresponding to (3.9). Explicitly, .
R(t)=[co~t Sint]. (3.11)
-SIn t cost
Again there is no loss of generality if reO) is set at zero. The transformation
relating the two Hamiltonians is then
[q]=[Q]+[ get) J (3.12)
p P -het)
where
get) = f~ Sin(f-t)!(f)df, (3.13)
het) = f: COS(f-t)!(f)df. (3.14)
The two linear and three quadratic invariants for (3.2) are (compare with [8]):
24Jt(q,p, t) = _{(q_g)2_(P+h)2} sin2t-2(q-g) (p+h)cos2t,
24Jz(q,p,t) = _{(q_g)2_(P+h)2} cos2t+2(q-g) (p+h) sin2t,
4J3(q,P, t) = -(q-g) sin t-(p+h)cos t, (3.15)
cP4(q,P, t) = (q-g) cos t-(p+h) sin t,
2cPs(q,p,t) = (p+h?+(q_g)2.
The ordering adopted is that which has been used in recent papers [10,13, IS].
From (2.2) and (2.10) it follows that the corresponding generators are
Gt =sin2t.£.+{(q-g)Cos2t-h~in2t}.!,ot aq
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These five generators have commutation relations which are appropriate for the
five-parameter proper subgroup of S/(3, R). They are
[G1,G1]= -2Gs, [GS,G1]=2G1, [G2,GS]= 2Gl')
[G3 ,G4 ] =0, (3.17)
[G3, G1] = [G2 , G4 ] = [Gs, G4 ] = G3 ,
[G1, G4 ] = [G3 , G,] = [G2 , G3] = G4 •
4. Transformation of the generators
The remaining three generators, which also constitute a proper subgroup of
S/(3, R), may be obtained by solving the partial differential equation (2.8) for
~(q, t) and ,,(q, t). This has the disadvantage of including the derivation of the
generators already obtained. Further, for this problem, the ordinary equations
which emerge are coupled, which complicates the algebra. An alternative method,
which has been used elsewhere [11], is to compare the expressions for G1 to G,
for the harmonic oscillator with those obtained in this case, for the forced
oscillator. By noting the variations, an educated guess can be made as to the
expressions for G6 to G,. The guess can be checked by substitution of ~ and" in
(2.8). There is another method which may be applied in this problem. Before
outlining it, the generators for the harmonic oscillator described by (3.3) are listed.
They are
.' ."-.-: .. .;".
G1(Q, t') = sin2t' ..£..+Q cos2t'..E-,at' aQ
G2(Q, t') = cos 2t' ..£..- Q sin2t' ..£.. ,
- at' aQ
G3(Q, t') = cos t' ..E-,aQ







. G,(Q.t') = Qsint' ..E-+Q2cos t'''£''.
at' oQ
. a a




I' .' ~ .,
I .:'
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where the distinction is made between ( and (' for reasons which become apparent
shortly. The transformation (4.2) is a point transformation and the second equation
adds no further information to that contained in the other two. (Note that
dg«(')/dt' = -h(t').) The differential operators in (4.1), namely a/at' and a/aQ,
take the following expression in the new coordinates,
a at a aq a a a 1
at' = at' at+at' aq = at - h aq ,
J... =.£!..£.+aq .£.. =.E-.
aQ aQ at aQ aq aq
If, in the first five equations in (4.1), Q is replaced by q-g, t' by t, a/at' by
a/at-LO/aq and a/aQ by a/aq, the operators are now in the form given in (3.16).
The remaining generators for the forced oscillator are
a
G6 =(q-g)aq'
6 7 =(q-g)sint.£+{(q-g)2cost-(q-g)hsint}~,at ' aq
a . a
6 s =(q-g)cost-- {(q - g)2 sin t+(q -g) hcos t}-.at aq
It is simply a matter of algebra to verify that G6 , G7 and Gs do form a proper
subgroup of SL(3, R). The commutation relations are
The commutation relations between the generators of the two subgroups are also
the standard ones, being
", ".
-..::::..
' .. - - .
. ", :....:~ ...
[G6 ,G1] = [66,62] = [66 ,G,] =0,
[G7,Ga = -G7• [67~G2] = -68, [67;G,] = -G8 ,
[G8,G1] =G8 , [G8,62] = -G7 , [G8,G,]. G7 ,
[G6 ,G3] = -G3 , [G6,G.J = -G4 ,
[G7,G3] = --!(G1+3G6), _ [G8, G4] =-!(-G1+3G6),
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Thus the complete symmetry group of the one-dimensional forced harmonic
oscillator is Si(3, R).
5. Discussion
The result obtained here for the forced oscillator applies equally well to an
ospillator with a moving source of potential for it is essentially the same problem,
having the same equation of motion. The transformation between the two
Hamiltonians was of the form of identity plus a time-dependent displacement.
Thus the symmetry group of any forced linear system will be the same as the
corresponding unforced linear system. As the symmetry group Si(3, R) is applic-
able to the free particle, attractive and repulsive (both time-independent and time-
dependent) oscillators, it is applicable to the case of a particle moving under the
influence of a coordinate-free force and to the forced attractive and repulsive
oscillator. It is also applicable to motion relative to frames of reference in recti-
linear motion (the equivalent for the oscillators to a moving source of potential).
It might be noted that this is independent, in the case of oscillators, of whether
the forcing term (or source movement) is resonant or not.
For n-dimensional systems without coupling, damping or rotating axes, the
corresponding result is that the symmetry group is S/(n+2, R). The excluded cases
await further investigation.
The use of point transformations may make the investigation of the symmetries
of other systems easier. To take the example of the time-dependent harmonic




are related by the point transformation
where pet) is any solution of




Hence the symmetries of the systems corresponding to Hand H arc the same. The
change of time variable from t to W, where . ~ '.-. ~ :
".'
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" .:;
makes (5.2) the equivalent to the time-independent harmonic oscillator which
possesses S/(3, R) symmetry. The problem of determining whether a given
dynamical system p'ossesses this symmetry is reduced to finding a point trans-
formation relating it to a system which does.
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Abstrllct. The complete symmetry group of a particle moving in one dimension under the
influence of a negative quadratic potential ('the repulsive oscillator') is shown to be SI(3, R).
The generators of the five-parameter subgroup are obtained from the two linear and three
quadratic invariants of the Hamiltonian. The additional generators required for the
three-parameter subgroup are obtained from the method of extended Lie groups. It is
inferred that an n-dimensional, uncoupled, undamped and unforced linear system has the
complete symmetry group SI(n +2, R).
1. Introduction
r
Discussion of the symmetry groups of dynamical systems, especially classical, has
widened in recent years. Initially, discussions were of purely geometrical symmetries,
for example rotational invariance. The concept of dynamical symmetry as contrasted to
geometrical symmetry arose from the necessity to explain the existence of degeneracies
in spectra which were over and above those expected on purely geometric grounds.
For the non-relativistic Kepler problem the conserved Runge-Lenz vector provided
additional generators which showed that SO(4) was the appropriate symmetry group. In
the case of the non-relativistic isotropic harmonic oscillator, the conserved Jauch-Hill-
Fradkin tensor performed a similar task. In this case the symmetry group was SU(3).
Each constant of the motion associated with these symmetry groups has zero Poisson
bracket with the (appropriate) Hamiltonian. Subsequent development has been in the
construction of non-invariance symmetry groups. These have taken the form of
non-invariance super-groups as studied by Mukunda etat (1965) and of non-invariance
groups for time-dependent systems such as those studied by Giinther and Leach (1977)
and Leach (1978a).
More recently, attention has been given to the complete symmetry groups of
dynamical systems.- The basic systems studied have been one-dimensional and lineaJ:.
Linear systems are important physicalIy and have the advantage of being amenable to
mathematical treatment. It would appear that the concentration on one-dimensional
systems has been from a desire to highlight the symmetry rather than to engage in a
demonstration of algebraic dexterity. However, there is a more serious difficulty in the
treatment of multi-dimensional linear systems which is related to the diagonalisation of
symmetric matrices by sympleetic transformations (et Williamson 1937).
Anderson and Davison (1974) showed that the one-dimensional, time-indepen-
dent, harmonic oscillator and the free particle both possessed the complete symmetry
group SI(3, R). The result for the oscillator was obtained also 'by Wulfman and
Wybourne (1976) who employed the method of extended Lie groups. In an elegant
.i
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paper, Lutzky (1978) combined Noether's Theorem with a modification of the exten-
ded theory to obtain the same result. Leach (1979) showed that the one-dimensional,
time-dependent, harmonic oscillator also has SI(3, R) as its complete symmetry group.
The method adopted was based on a combination of linear canonical transformations of
the Hamiltonian and the method of extended Lie groups. The complete symmetry
group for an n-dimensional time-dependent harmonic oscillator (uncoupled) was
shown to be Sl(n +2, R) by Prince and Eliezer (1980). They followed Lutzky's method.
By implication the corresponding time-independent problem also possesses Sl(n +
2, R) symmetry.
In this paper, the complete symmetry of a particle moving in one dimension under
the influence of a negative, time-independent, quadratic potential is shown to be
S1(3, R). With this result established, it may be inferred that the complete symmetry
group of an n-dimensionallinear system, without damping, coupling or forcing terms, is
Sl(n +2, R). This is the case whether the potential terms are time-independent or
time-dependent. (The generators for the one-dimensional, time-dependent negative
quadratic potential are listed in the Appendix.) It remains to be seen whether the result
extends to the three categories of systems which have been excluded.
The main decision to be made when embarking on the determination of a complete
symmetry group is which method is to be adopted. In this paper the method used is that
which combines the Hamiltonian invariants and the extended Lie theory. The other
two methods are believed to be equally suitable in this instance. However, the present
writer is not convinced that this will be the case in all instances, especially when applying
the method of extended Lie groups. The main motivation for the choice in this problem
is that it lies within the author's programme of demonstrating the essential sameness of
all classical quadratic Hamiltonians.
The development ofthe paper reflects that purpose. The canonical transformation
from attractive to repulsive oscillator is derived and from this the two linear and three
quadratic invariants obtained. Using standard theory the associated generators may
then be written down. The form of the remaining three generators is suggested. They
are shown to satisfy the partial differential equations arising from the method of
extended Lie groups. The eight generators are shown to have the commutation
relations appropriate to the symmetry group SI(3, R), which establishes the result. A
comparison of these generators with those of the time-independent and time-depen-
dent harmonic oscillator suggests the generators for the time-dependent repulsive
oscillator and they are listed in the Appendix. On a matter of terminology, the system
described here is called the 'repulsive oscillator'. On a point of semantics this is, in a
sense, nonsensical, but it is believed to be a suitable description.
2. Canonical transformation from attractive to repulsive oscillator
i
I














Sl(3, R) and the repulsive oscillator
In terms of the two-vector zT = (q, p), the Hamiltonian is
H=!ZTAz
where the 2 x 2 real symmetric matrix A is given by




The attractive oscillator has Hamiltonian
R=~~ ~~
where I is the 2 x 2 identity. A linear canonical transformation form R to H is
accomplished by
z =Si (2.7)
where the 2 x 2 real matrix S satisfies the system of equations (Leach 1977)
S=JAS-SJI, (2.8)
J being the 2 x 2 symplectic matrix. The requirement that the transformation be
canonical imposes the constraint that
SJST =J.
The system of equations (2.8) may be rewritten as
ri=Mu
where
Setting to =0, the solution of (2.10) is
u(1) =exp(tM)u(O)
={(~ ~) cosh t cos t +(~ ~) cosh t sin t







( )= (U1(1»)u t ( ) ,
U2 t
(2.14)
the constraint (2.9) becomes
UiJU2=1. (2.15)
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when Ul(/) and U2(t) are substituted from (2.13), the inverse is
S-1 = (I sin I-J cos I)(-Ul sinh t-U2 cosh t, Ul cosh I+U2 sinh I).
3. The invariants
(2.17)
The Hamiltonian (2.6) has five invariants (see Leach (1979) The Complete Symmelry
Group ofa One-dimensional Forced Harmonic Oscillator (unpublished», two linear and
three quadratic in the canonical variables. (There are, of course, invariants of higher
degree, but their Poisson bracket relations, which generate more invariants, do not
constitute a closed set and so are not suitable to proVide the finite number of generators
which is a feature of second-order equations.) The linear invariants are given by the
elements of the vector
Cl =(l cos I-J sin I)i.
The quadratic invariants are given by the elements of the matrix
C2 =c1ci
= (I cos t -J sin t)UT(I cos t +J sin I).
(3.1)
(3.2)
There are three linearly independent elements of C2• The usual forms of the invariants
are given by
However, the expression in (3.2) is suitable for the present formalism. At the
appropriate stage in the development, the invariants will be regrouped.
Applying the transformation
i =S-I Z (3.3)
with S-1 as given in (2.7), the linear invariants become
Cl = -J(Ul cosh t + U2 sinh I, Ul sinh t + U2 cosh I)Jz. (3.4)
This may be written in a form free of the vectors Ul and U2 by premultiplying by S(O).
Then
C~ =S(0)C1
=(I cosh 1- K sinh I)Z
where the matrix K is
K=(~ ~).
Under the transformation the matrix of quadratic invariants becomes
C2 =J(Ul cosh I+U2 sinh I, Ul sinh I+U2 cosh I)JzzTJT
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(3.8)
This may be converted to an invariant matrix free of Ul and U2 by premultiplying by S(O)
and postmultiplying by S(O)T. Thus
C; =S(0)C2S(0)T
=(I cosh t - K sinh t)uT(I cosh t - K sinh t),
a result which could have been anticipated by the expression for Cl in (3.5). It should
be emphasised that the rearrangement of Cl and C2 to obtain Cl and C; has nothing to
do with the canonical transformation from if to H. The point is that, for all possible
choices of the parameters of the transformation, the same set of invariants suffices.
Hereafter the prime is dropped and Cl and C2 refer to the parameter-free forms given
by (3.5) and (3.8).







The generator of a one-parameter group is given by
G(q, t) =~(q, t) %t+ TI(q, t)%q
Corresponding to the two linear and three quadratic invariants there is a five-parameter
group which is a subgroup of the complete group. Before proceeding to obtain the
generators of the subgroup, the five invariants are written down in the order and form
which corresponds to the usage of Lutzky (1978) and Leach (1979). This will facilitate
comparison. (See also the discussion at the end of § 6.) Thus
<PI(q, p, t) =-[C2]12
=~[(q2 +p2) sinh 2t - 2qp cosh 2t]
<P2(q, p, t) =-!([C2]1l-[C2b)
l( 2 2)= -2" q -p
<P3(q, p, t) =-C12
=-(-q sinh t +p cosh t)
<P4(q, p, t) =Cll
=q cosh t - P sinh t
<Ps(q, p, t) =~([C2]11 + [C2b)
=- ![(q2 +p2) cosh 2t + 2qp sinh 2t].
and the corresponding invariant, in the Lagrangian formulation, is
cI>(q, q, t) =(~q - TI) aLjaq -~L + f(q, t). (4.3)
In the HamiltonianJormulation, making use of
p=aL/aq, L=pq-H, (4.4)
the invariant is
cI>(q, p, t) =~H - TIP + f(q, t). (4.5)
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With H as given by (2.2) and in the order corresponding to the listing of the invariants in
(4.1a-e), ~, 11 and !(q, t) are given by
~(q, t) 11(q, t) !(q, t)
sinh 2t q cosh 2t l sinh 2t
1 0 0
0 cosh t q sinh t
0 sinh t q cosh t
cosh 2t q sinh 2t l cosh 2t
and the generators are
G 1 ~sinh 2t a/at+q cosh 2t a/aq
G 2=a/at
G3 = cosh t a/aq
G4=sinh t a/aq
Gs = cosh 2t a/at + q sinh 2t a/aq.











! =a?[F(q, t}] (4.8)
with F(q, t) beingll sinh 2r,lq2andll cosh 2t respectively. For the third and fourth,
a2
~ =aq2 [F(q, t}],
i
11 =aq at [F(q, t}], (4.9)
with F(q, t) being q sinh t and q cosh t respectively.
S. The generators of the three-parameter subgroup
The maximum number of one-parameter groups for a second-order differential equa-
tion is eight (Bluman and Cole 1974). Of these, five have been obtained using the
Hamiltonian formulation and transformation theory. The three remaining are
obtained using the method of extended Lie groups by applying the second extension of
the generator to the Newtonian equation of motion. This equation of motion is
.::;:"'"
q-q =0.
The second extension of the operator
G(q, t) =~(q, t) a/at +11(q, t) a/aq
is (Prince and Eliezer 1980)
G(2)(q t) =~~+ .... .i.+ .... (1)~+ .... (2)~
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where
1/(1) = d1//dt- q d~/dt
1/(2) = d1/(l)/dt-q d~/dt
d/dt=a/at+q a/aq.







whenever equation (5.1) is satisfied. This gives rise to the set of partial differential
equations
~qq =0
1/aq - 2~qt =0
21/q, - ~tt - 3q~q =0








The solution of these equations is not particularly difficult in this case. However, for
some other problems it is not a trivial task. One way to avoid having to solve these
equations is to compare the known solutions for G 1 to Gs already obtained with those of
a similar problem. In this case the attractive oscillator is suitable for comparison. It is
observed that for G1 to Gs, in the coefficients of the a/at terms, cos goes to cosh and sin
to sinh while for the a/aq terms cos goes to cosh and sin to -sinh. For the attractive
oscillator (cf Lutzky (1978»,
G6=qa/aq
G7= q sin t a/at +q2cos t a/ aq
Gs = q cos t a/at- q2sin t a/aq.
This suggests that for the repulsive oscillator
~6=0, 1/6=q (5.10a)
f7=qsinht, 1/7=q2cosht (5.10b)
fs=qcosht, 1/s=q2 sinht. (5.10c)
Each of these pairs in turn satisfies the equations (5.8a-d). Therefore it is proposed that
for the repulsive oscillator
G6=q a/aq
G7= q sinh t a/at+q2 cosh t a/aq
Gs=q cosh t ajat+q2 sinh t a/aq.




The final test for the generators is whether they have commutation relations appro-
priate to one of the established groups. One reason for this is to identify the group.
Another reason is to check the accuracy of the expressions for the generators, especially
. '. ':.
....
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those of 0 6 , 0 7 and Os in view of the method used to obtain them. The commutation
relations are given in table 1. These are the' standard relations, as reported in recent
literature, for the symmetry group S1(3, R) which is therefore the complete symmetry
group for the repulsive oscillator.
Table 1. The commutation relations. The (i, j)th entry is the bracket [Gn Gil.
X G1 G2 G] G. G5 G6 G7 Ga
G1 0 -2G5 -G] G. -2G2 __ 0 G7 -Ga
G2 2G5 0 G. G] 2G1 0 Ga G7
G] G] -G. 0 0 G. G] ~(GI+3G6) - !(G2+ G5)
G. -G. -G] 0 0 -G] G. -!(G2- GS) !(GI-366 )
Gs 2G2 -2G1 G. G] 0 0 Ga -G7
G6 0 0 -G] -G. 0 0 G7 Ga
G7 -G7 -Ga -!(Gt+ 3G6) !(G2-GS) -Ga -G7 0 0
Ga Ga -G7 -!(G2+GS) -!(G1-3G6 ) G7 -Ga 0 0
Those who are familiar with the form of the generators for the attractive oscillator
will have observed that the operators O"), and Os appear to have been interchanged for
the repulsive oscillator. This is not the case. The operators O2 and Os for the repulsive
oscillator are respectively the counterparts of O2 and Os for the attractive oscillator.
This is most easily seen from the corresponding quadratic invariants (see Leach 1978b).
Under the transformation from attractive to repulsive oscillator, the quadratic invari-
ants transform as
-<
(q2 _ p2) sin 2t + 2qp cos 2t ~ _(q2 +p2) sinh 2r +2qp cosh 2r
(l-p2) cos 2t-2qp sin 2t~q2_p2




For the attractive oscillator Os corresponds to the Hamiltonian, whereas for the
repulsive oscillator it is O2 which corresponds to the Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian (in
a time-independent context) is the generator of time translations and so it is appropriate
that the generator corresponding to the Hamiltonian in each case is ajar. In order to
preserve the pattern of the commutation relations of the generators for SI(3, R) in the
form adopted by recent writers, the generator of pure time translations may vary from
problem to problem. For the attractive oscillator it is Os and for the repulsive oscillator
discussed here it is O2 • In the case of the alternative form for the Hamiltonian of the
repulsive oscillator, namely
H=pq,
0 1 becomes alar.
7. Comment
(6.2)
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(AI)
t
particle and the repulsive oscillator is SI(3, R) in each instance. For the one-dimen-
sional time-dependent attractive oscillator it has been demonstrated by Leach (1979)
that the complete symmetry group is also SI(3, R). This is also the case for the
one-dimensional time-dependent repulsive oscillator for which the generators are
given in the Appendix. For an n-dimensional uncoupled time-dependent attractive
oscillator system, Prince and Eliezer (1980) have shown that the complete symmetry
group is SI(n + 2, R). From the results summarised above, it may be inferred that the
complete symmetry group of an n-dimensional linear system is SI(n + 2, R) provided
that the system is uncoupled, undamped and unforced.
The question now arises as to whether the complete symmetry group of any
n-dimensionallinear system is also Sl(n + 2, R). It is to be reported elsewhere (Leach
(1979) The Complete Symmetry Group of a One-dimensional Forced Harmonic Oscil-
lator (unpublished» that the result holds if forcing is present. The situation with respect
to damping is the subject of current investigation. For a coupled system the position is
as yet obscure, but it is hoped that some indication will be forthcoming in the near
future.
Appendix
The one-dimensional time-dependent repulsive oscillator is described by the
Newtonian equation of motion
ij-w 2(t)q =0
and has the Hamiltonian
H =t(p2_ w 2(t)q2). (A2)
The Hamiltonian (A2) is related to the corresponding time-dependent Hamiltonian
ii =t(p2 - Q2) (A3)
by the linear canonical transform
(A4)
r
where p(t) is any solution of the 'auxiliary equation' (et Eliezer and Gray 1976)
t.
P-w2(t)p =1/p3.
The generators of the complete symmetry group SI(3, R) are
G 1 =sinh 2W a/aw + (-pp sinh 2W + cosh 2W)q a/aq
G2 =a/aw +ppq a/aq
G3 =p cosh wa/aq
G4 =p sinh wa/aq
Gs=cosh 2W a/aw + (pp cosh 2W +sinh 2W)q a/aq
G6 =q a/aq
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where
w=Lp-2 dt•





The writer thanks Professor C J Eliezer and G E Prince for many stimulating discussions
on the subject of complete symmetry groups.
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The method of the Lie' theory of extended groups has recently been formulated for
Hamiltonian mechanics in a manner which is consistent with the results obtained using
the Newtonian equation of motion. Here the method is applied to the three-dimensional
time-independent harmonic oscillator and to the classical Kepler problem. The expected
constants of motion are obtained. Previously unobserved relations between generators
and invariants are also noticed.
I. Introduction
There is, it would seem, a never-ending search for methods which provide a way
of determining symmetries and invariants for dynamical systems. Two useful
methods are Noether's theorem (in its various forms) and the method of the Lie
theory of extended groups. The present application of both, methods is to test
systems for the presence of exact symmetries and, if they exist, to determine the
associated constants of the motion. It would not greatly surprise us if in the
future they were, in some sense, used to determine approximate symmetries,for
example, of an adiabatic type.
The two methods are based on the concept of an invariance under an
infinitesimal transformation of the dynamical variables. For Noether's theorem,
the object-which is left invariant is the-Action Integral and, ,for the Lie method,
it is the equation(s) of motion. The latter method is'less restrictive than the'
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former and provides a greater number of invariants andjor allows a more
general class of problem to be treated.
Before proceeding further it is proper that we define the type of infinitesimal
transformation about which we speak. We are dealing with point transforma-
tions only. As an example of the greater generality of the Lie method we cite a
one-dimensional linear system. Allowing point transformations only, Noether's
theorem yields five generators of symmetry whereas the Lie method provides
eight. However, the more serious failings of Noether's theorem occur when
multi-dimensional systems are studied. It does not provide the Jauch-Hill-
Fradkin tensor for the harmonic oscillator nor the Runge-Lenz vector for the
classical Kepler problem. The Lie method does [5J, [6J.
To repair this deficiency in Noether's theorem, the use of velocity-dependent
transformations has been proposed [IJ, [4J. Certainly the constants mentioned
above satisfy the equations obtained with the more general type of transforma-
tion. Unfortunately, the wider class of admissible transfonnations results in an
infinite number of symmetries for which no systematic method of determination
exists. The same fault applies to the Lie method if the inclusion of velocity-de-
pendent transformations is allowed. However, the inclusion is not necessary for
the Lie method since all the useful invariants may be found with coordinate-de-
pendent transformations only. As far as we are aware, invariants of value in
describing the motion are either linear or quadratic in the velocities (momenta).
It is these invariants which we term useful here. The difficulties associated with
the use of velocity-dependent transformations in Noether's theorem are delin-
eated more fully in the Appendix.
Until recently [7J, the application of the Lie method in mechanics has been to
the Newtonian equation of motion whereas Noether's theorem may be applied
in either a Lagrangian or Hamiltonian context. Once the Newtonian results were
obtained, the results could be translated into Hamiltonian form [2J, but it
seemed to us to be a messy approach. As many problems occur in a Hamilto-
nian framework, we judged it better to formulate the Lie method in the
Hamiltonian framework in such a way that the results obtained would be
consistent with the results for the corresponding Newtonian system when it 1 .
exists. The formulation turned out to be very straightforward and we simply
quote the results here. The operator
Y(q, p, I) = €(q, 1)0/01 + 71;(q, I)%q; + r;(q, p, I)O/op; (1.1)
, .
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provide~ the action of the first extension of Y on equations (1.2) gives zero
whenever equations (1.2) are satisfied. The first extension is
y(I)(q, p, q, p, t) == Y(q, p, t) + llP>(q, p, t)a/aq; + rp>(q, p, t)a/ap;, (1.3)
where we have specifically written. ."P> and rp> as functions of q, p and t to




rP> '"" ar; + aH ar; _ aH a~ + aH( a~ + aH .2!.) (1.5)
, at OPj o'lj o'lj OPj aq; at apj a'lj .
When the set of generators {Y;} is determined, the associated invariants are
obtained as solutions to the pair of equations
Y;(q, p, t)/(q, p, t) == 0 (1.6)
and
d
dt {I(q, p, t)} == O. (1.7)
lbis is the main drawback with the Lie method in comparison with Noether's
theorem as the latter gives the invariant immediately. There are some instances
in which the integration of equations (1.6) and (1.7), or their equivalents in the
Newtonian picture, is not necessary. The time-dependent one-dimensional
harmonic oscillato~ [3] may be taken as an example. The generators for that
problem may be converted to the generators for the corresponding time-inde-
pendent oscillator by a common transformation. Applying the inverse transfor-
mation to the oscillator invariants, the invariants for the tim~ependentprob-
lem are obtained immediately.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the generators for the class of
Hamiltonian systems to which the oscillator and the Kepler problem belong are
shown to have a particular form. lbis simplifies the algebra when the two
problems are considered in Sections 3 and 4.
2. Possible form of the generator
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. (2.2)
which is commonly the case when the basis is cartesian. The matrix [it)] is
regular and may, without loss of generality, be taken as symmetric, although this
is not necessary. Applying the first extension of the operator Y given in equation
(1.3) to equations (2.1) and (2.2) we have







rP> + Y(q, p, I)g;(q, I) = O.
On rearranging equation (2.3) we obtain
r; = fk.r,~'> - ~r(o!lcjlo/)pj'
(2.4)
(2.5)
where [f;j] is the inverse of!;j' that is,
t"llcj = 8/ (2.6)
This expression for r; is substituted into equation (2.4). The terms of third order
in the momenta yield
and so
~(q, I) .. 0(/) + b;(/)q;.
(2.7)'
(2.8)
Collecting and rearranging the terms of second order in the momenta,
{
flcf. .. 01.r,1c _ 28 imf.~ _ 8 i ohl~ _./; flc a!/cm ~}
".,.Jjl o'ljaqn . nI aqnol m al aqj }/ al aqj
X {81118"", + 80/8_} - 0, (2.9)
where equation (2.6) has also been used. For equation (2.9), it is obvious that 11
is at most quadratic in q. From the particular case!;j .. 8ij we get
1Ii(q, I) = bjqjq; + ciil)qj + ~(/). (2.10)
There is no point, at this stage, in considering the coefficients of ftrst and
zero-th order powers of P since these contain the functions g;(q, I). Had we
'allowed the i j ( I) to be functions of q as well, equation: (2.10) would have been'
much more complex. Such dependence would occur when curvilinear c0-
ordinates are used and may, as a separate topic, be worthy ot discussion.
However, the cartesian form which we are using here is sufficient for the present
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with the expression for r;(q, p, t) for the case when!;j is 8;j" It is
t(q, p, t) - -Qp; + ~qjq; + bjPjq; - bjPjP; + C;jl/j + c;jPj + J;. (2.11)
3. Harmonic osclUator




(3.1);:0::: 1,3.H - -i(,z + cr) = HpJ'; + q;q;),
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) become
"lW - r; - 0 and rp> + "l; - O. (3.2)
Corresponding to the development in the previous section, the first of (3.2) gives
r; in terms of "l;, ~ and their derivatives. Using the second of (3.2), the general
formulae obtained for ri' TI; and t and separating by coefficients of powers of p
and q in turn, we obtain the following set of ordinary differential equations
(
~a8jk + C;k = 0, ii8;k ~ 2Cjk .. 0, } (3.3)
b; + b; = 0, and ~ + dj = O.
The solution of this set of equations is trivial and results in the following
expressions for~, "l and r:
~(q, t) = A + B sin 2t + C cos 2t + (Dj sin t + E.i cos t)l/j, (3.4)
"l;(q, t) = {0 cos t - E.i sin t)l/jq; + Fjkqk
+ (B cos 2t - C sin 2t)q; + G; sin t + H; COS t, (3.5)
r;(q, p, t) - - (B cos 2t - C sin 2t)p; - {0 sin t + E.i cos t)qjq;
+ {DJ cos t - E.i sin t)Pjq; - (Dj sin t + E.icos t)pjP;
. - 2(B sin 2t - C cos 2t)q; + F;jPj + Gj cos t - H;- sin t. (3.6)
In all, for the three-dimensional problem. the generator contains_twenty-four
constants of integration giving twenty-four linearly independent generators. In
passing, we note that for the corresponding n-dimensionaI system there are
n2 + 4n + 3 constants and so an equal number of generaton(compare with [ID.
From the expressions given in equations (3.4) to (3.6) we may write down the
individual generators. These are
Y Ii - sin t a/aq; + cos a/ap;, ; -= 1,3, (3.7)
Yu - cos t a/aq; - sin t a/ap;, ; .. 1,3, (3.8).
Y3 .. a/at. (3.9)
Y4 :0::: sin 2t a/at +. l/j cos 2t a/al/j - (2qj sin 2t +Pj"cos 2t)a/apj' (3.10)






Ys = COS 2t a/at - fl) sin 2t %fl) - (2fl) cos 2t - Pj sin 2t)0 /apj' (3.11)
Y6i - qi sin t a/ot + qifl) cos t %fl)
- (qifl) sin t - Pifl) cos t - P;Pj sin t)a/opj' i-I, 3,
Y7i - qi cos t a/ot - qiqj sin t %fl)
- (qifl) cos t + Pjfl) sin t + P;Pj cos t)a/apj' i -= 1,3,
YSij = fl) %qj + qj ajofl) + Pj a/api + qpi a/oPj'
Y9ij = qj a/aqi - qi a/ofl) + Pj a/OPi - Pi O/OPj' i =l=j -= 1,3.
Note that the generators for YSij and Y9ij are obtained from the symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of F;j' respectively.
We do not intend to discuss the group structure in detail here as it corre-
sponds with the results given by Prince and Eliezer [5] for the time-dependent
system, that is, the group is SI(3 + 2, R). Furthermore, we shall not explore all
the invariants in detail. Of the generators with time-dependent coefficients, Yu
and Y2i are associated with the invariants which represent the initial conditions.
The others are not so informative about the motion.
However, we do wish to make some comment about the generators Y3, YSi}
and Y9ij. The antisymmetric generator Y9ij produces the invariants
i =1=j, (3.16)
and
I 2 2 2 29ij2 = qi + qj + Pi + Pj , i =1=j, (3.17)
there being three of each type. The first type consists of the components of
angular momentum. To each component of the angular momentum there is one
invariant of the second type which represents a hypersphere in the four-dimen-
sional subspace of phase space given by the coordinates (qi' qj,Pi'P), 1bis
hypersphere is invariant under rotations. The symmetric generator YS1} gives rise
to what might be described as the hyperbolic counterpart of the invariant
hypersphere. The two constants may be considered to be the orthogonal projec-




So we see that the symmetric generator is not of use to describe the motion
whereas the antisymmetric operator gives rise to the angular momentum and,
when summed, the energy, both of which are useful quantities.
! .. '..
i· .-
i -. :;-;/"; ...
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We have purposely left the simplest generator, that of time-translations, to the
last as it displays a richness of detail which is generally overlooked. We suspect
the reason for this lies in the consequence of the use of Noether's theorem as in
that context this generator gives rise to the conserved energy alone. However, we
are working within the scheme of the Lie method and shall display a far richer
result. We recall that an invariant associated with a generator satisfies the dual
conditions
Y(q, p, t)I(q, p, t) == 0 and i(q, p, t) == O. (3.20)
For Y3 the associated Lagrange's system for the first of (3.20) is
dtI I ,. dqJO ... dpJO, i ... I, 3,
whence, trivially,
(3il)
and OJ ... Pj· (3.22)
Rewriting the second of (3.20) in terms of the Uj and Vj' we have
and dvJ du.i == -uJtJ· (3.23)
Taking the third of (3.23),
Ujdu.i + dvjtJ == 0, (3.24)
and adding to it the same with i and j interchanged, we obtain
d(UjUj + VjVj ) == O. (3.25)
Integration of equation (3.25) gives the Jauch-Hill-Fradkin tensor
Ajj == qjqj + P;Pj. (3.26)
Half the trace of A jj gives the energy. The first two of equation (3.23) may be
rewritten as
and (3.27)
When these are added and integrated we have the angular momentum tensor
L;j .. q;Pj - qiPj· (3.28)
The Jauch-Hill-Fradkin tensor does not arrive from the application of
Noether's theorem. The reason for this stems from two facts. The first is that
only one invariant is found per generator and the alat generator, by not
containing the coordinates specifically, can be regarded as a diagonal operator
which, in' combination-' with·a diagonal- -Lagrangian (Hamiltonian), gives a
diagonal invariant, the trace of the tensor. The second is that the only other
possible source could be one of the time independent generators YIII and Y91}'
actually their Noether equivalents, and neither of these provides the tensor when
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It must be emphasized that we are not promoting the use of the generator,
a/ai, to obtain all of the time-independent first integrals. This might require
considerable ingenuity, rather more, in fact, than is required when the generator
directly associated with the particular first integral is used. What we do wish to
demonstrate is that, in the Lie method, such first integrals are implied in the
generator of time translations.
4. Classical Kepler problem
The Hamiltonian for the classical Kepler problem is
H == tr - p./r (4.1)
and, in light of the development in Section 2, we take cartesian coordinates.
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) become
TIP> - r; == 0 and rP> + p.TIj{8;j/,.J - 3q;fij / r) "" O. (4.2)
Following the procedure used in Section 3 we find that
a(/) == At + B, b;(/) "" 0,
Cij(t) == ~A8ij + C;j and d;(t) == 0, }
(4.3)
where the constant matrix [Cij] is skew-symmetric. The generators of one-
parameter Lie groups are
Y, == a/at, (4.4)
Y2 == I a/at + ~fij a/afij - jPj a/apj' (4.5)
Y3;j == q; a/aqj - fij a/aq; + p; a/apj - Pj a/ap;, i +j == 1,3, (4.6)
a total of five in all since Y3 is skew-symmetric.
Starting with Y3;p the associated Lagrangian system is
dl/O == dqJf/.;'" dqj/ (-q;) "'" dpJPj'" dpj/ (-p;), i +j,
for which
2 2 '}UI""'I, UUj-q; +qj'
Vt;j == pi + p/ and Vuj - q;Pj - qjP;.
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duujdu, - 2(q;p; + qP>j)'
and
dolij/du, --2(lbP; + lljI'j)p./,J
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From the third of equation (4.9) it follows immediately that V2Jj is a first integral,
in fact the angular momentum,
4 j == qtPj - f/jP;. (4.10)
Combining the first two of (4.9),
dv1u+ (P./T
3)du2Jj == O. (4.11)
Summing this over the three permissible values of i and j and returning to the
canonical coordinates,
which, on integration, gives the conserved energy,
E .. H -tp2 - P./T.
(4.12)
(4.13)
For Y2 we have
dl/I == (dq)j UtI;) == (4Jj)/ (-jPj)' j == 1,3, (4.14)
and so
U. == q.r2/ 3
I I and i-l,3. (4.15)
From (4.15) and the equations of motion we have
where
dUi 3v; - 2u;
du.i == 3vj - 2uj
and
dv; v; - 3p.u;p-3






There are three possible solutions to equations (4.16), the components of the
Runge-Lenz vector,
Ri ... ui!'ivj - UjViVj - PUJP - q;/JjI'j - qjl'J1J - IJIIJ r. (4.18)
That the energy and angular momentum cannot be solutions may be verified by
allowing Y2 to act on each and noting that the result is non-zero.
The associated Lagrange system for Y, is
dl/I == dqJO =- 4JJO, i-I, 3, (4.19)
and so
Ui - qi and V; ... Pi' i-I. 3. (4.20) .
From (4.2) and the equations of motion we have the relations
d"J/dJ~J' - '1/v,. ti"J/dv, - ".1/u; and d"J/du, - -(/:'"j)/(?v,).
(4.21)
." ~.:" .
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The first and second of these may be combined to give
d(ujvj - UjVj) = 0,
which yields the conserved angular momentum tensor
L jj == q;Pj - qjPj'
Using the third of (4.21) in diagonal form and summing we have
vjdvj - ,uJ(I/r) == 0,
which integrates to give the conserved energy







Now we take the third of (4.21) in its general form, multiply by u(j/J) and sum on
the repeated index to obtain
ujvjdvj - p.ujd(l/r) =:I ° and ujvjdvj - p.ujd(l/r) - 0, (4.26)
which may be combined to give
ujd(vjvj) - ujvjdvj - p.ujd(l/r) == 0. (4.27)
Employing the first and third of equation (4.21), this may be rewritten as
d(UjVjVj - uj!'ivj - p.uJ r) - 0, (4.28)
which integrates immediately to the components of the Runge-Lenz vect~r
(4.18).
5. Comment
In this short note we have illustrated the use of the method of the Lie theory
of extended groups in the context of Hamilton's equations of motion. We have
demonstrated that the method may be applied in a self-contained way and yield
results consistent with those obtained by the more usual application of the
method to the Newtonian equations of motion. This consistency is achieved by
restricting the choice of infinitesimal transformations to point transformations.
The restriction is not unreasonable since it is well-known from the Lie theory of
differential equations that unrestricted transformations will lead to an infinite
number of generators which cannot be determined systematically.
The two problems which were chosen for this demonstration are well-known
for their properties and their usefulness in illustrating theory in mechanics. The
- oscillator is the paradigm of linear -systems and the Kepl~ problem the simplest
of the important non-linear systems. In using these well-worked problems we
have, even still, been able to make a point which, when made, is obviouS, but
has not, to our knowledge, been made. The classical invariants which are used to
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determine the equations of the orbits, energy, angular momentum and Jauch-
Hill-Fradkin tensorjRunge-Lenz vector, may be found, in the Lie approach,
from the generator of time translations. Since, in Hamiltonian mechanics, the
Hamiltonian is the generator of time translations. for time-independent quanti-
ties, any such quantity which has zero Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian is
an invariant under time translation. That the same invariant arises from more
than one generator is not exceptional as, in the case of the free particle in
one-dimension, eight generators give rise to only three linearly independent
invariants when the Lie method is used
The Lie method yields more than Noether's theorem, under the same type of
permitted transformations, for two reasons. The first is simply the possibilitY of
obtaining more generators. The second is that, for a given generator, the
equations of motion enter into the determination of possible invariants. We saw,
especially in dealing with the ajat generator, that this permits manipulations
which are not possible with Noether's theorem since, for the latter, the relation-
ship betwee~ generator and invariant is predetermined.
In examining a particular problem with a view to establishing its orbit
characteristics, we are not interested in every possible invariant, but only those
which are ofuse in describing the orbit. Of the many invariants associated with
the harmonic oscillator only the energy, angular momentum and Jauch-Hill-
Fradkin tensor are used for this purpose. For the Kepler problem it happens
that all the invariants found are of this type and this may well be a feature of
non-linear systems. It has been noted elsewhere that linear systems are special
[9]. The Lie method does involve some further manipulation which could, in
some problems, depend upon the ingenuity of the investigator to determine the
invariants. The beauty of Noether's theorem is that the theory dOes not require
further ingenuity once the generators are known. The failure of Noether's
theorem is that it does not produce all the known orbit-determining invariants.
If Noether's theorem could be suitably generalized so that all of thcsc? invariants
are available, its utility would be greatly enhanced. For reasons already men-
tioned, velocity-dependent transformations are not suitable. The question is this.
is there some other way to generalize the theorem to produce the desired results?
Appendix
In the Introduction, the use of Noether's theorem with point transformations
was criticized on the gounds that it did not give rise to all of the known first
integrals. In particular, for the problems under consideration here, Noether's
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Runge-Lenz vector for the Kepler problem. Those first integrals may be
obtained if velocity-dependent transformations are admitted, the latter being
given as an example by Levy-Le Blond [4] and also in the text by Saletan and
Cromer [8]. However, the reader will recall that the introduction of velocity-de-
pendent transformations was also criticized in the Introduction as it gave rise to
an infinite number of generators of symmetry transformations for which there is
no systematic method of determination. The apparent contradiction in the last
two sentences is readily resolved. In the paper and text cited, the authors do not
derive their generators, but simple quote them and demonstrate that the
Runge-Lenz vector follows. The concern of the present paper is the determina-
tion of generators. The problems of finding velocity-dependeilt transformations
are demonstrated explicitly below.
Suppose that the Action Integral
J ~ f'l {p . ci - H(q, p, t)} dt (AI)
10
is invariant under the infinitesimal transformation generated by
Y(q, p, t) ., ~(q, p, t) a/at + 1J(q, p, t)· a/aq + !'(q, p, t)· a/ap. (A2)
Then, from Noether's theorem, there exists a first integral
I(q, p, t) - P . 1J(q, p, t) - H(q, p, t)~(q, p, t) - j(q, t), (A3)
where!(q, t) is the gauge-variant contribution. Note that the exclusion of p from
! does not indicate any loss of generality. To determine the generator, (A3) is
differentiated with respect to time and set equal to zero. This gives rise to the
equation
In view of the fact that ~ and 1J have been assumed to contain p, (A4) cannot be
separated by coefficients of powers of Pi as before. This is the basis for the
remark made above that the generators cannot be determined systematically
when velocity (momentum)-transformations are admitted.
It is, of course, possible to postulate forms for «q, p, t) and 1J(q, p, t) as
polynomials in p with undetermined coefficients, substitute these and determine
the coefficients. However, this procedure provides no guarantee of completentss
in the set of operators. In the case of the Kepler problem, for example, it may be
verified by direct substitution in (A4) that an operator is the generator of a
symmetry transformation, which is the case of the example given by Saletan and
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It will be recalled that the use of velocity dependent transformations was also
criticized on the grounds that there exist in infinite number of them. This is a
well-knoWn consequence of Lie's theory of differential equations, but may be
demonstrated in a very trivial fashion. Suppose that it has been shown that
a a a
Y(q, p, t) = g(q, p, t) at + 1J(q, p, t)· aq + f(q, p, t)· ap (AS)
is a generator of a symmetry transformation. Then, if G(l) is an arbitrary
function of invariants (denoted generically by I),
Y(q, p, t) = G(l} Y(q, p, t) (A6)
is also a generator. This follows from direct substitution in (A4). As an infinite
number of such functions G(/) exists, there is an infinite number of velocity-de-
pendent generators. For, even if the original Y were the generator of a point
transformation, its derivatives Y must be velocity-dependent since first integrals
are functions of p as well as of q (and t).
In this Appendix it has been shown that Noether's theorem does have
disadvantages when velocity-dependent transfonnations are admitted. The basic
cause is very practical. How are generators to be found if (A4) cannot be
solved? This difficulty with Noether's theorem is compounded by the fact that,
without velocity-dependent transformations, it provides an incomplete seL For
those two reasons it is suggested that the method of the Lie theory of extended
groups, based on point transfonnations, is more satisfactory.
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2. THE PROBLEM
truncation ofsimilar series has been used with some success,
for instance in the work of Gustavson 13 on the notorious
Henon-Heiles problem.
To provide the solution to a problem in the form of an
infinite series is sometimes acceptable (as in the case of the
ordinary oscillator), but generally speaking it may be regard-
ed as less than satisfactory. The whole advantage ofthe Lew-
is invariant is that it is concise, easy to work and has a precise
"physical" interpretation. We became convinced that useful
transformations must nearly always be linear although the
opposite viewpoint has recently been advanced by Mahar-
atna, Dutt, and Chattatji. 14 It is our opinion that the results
obtained here support our viewpoint.
It is evident that in general a time-dependent problem
will not possess an invariant. This is not surprising. The
point is to be developed elsewhere. It will be seen in the case
of the problem discussed here that the determination and
interpretation of such invariants rely on point transforma-
tions ofthe type t-T, q_Q. In the Hamiltonian context this
means a linear canonical transformation coupled with a
change of time scale. That such should be the case is fortu-
nate for the results may readily be extended to quantum me-
chanics. Indeed the linear transformation belongs to the
class of transformations for which the SchrOdinger wave-
functions are related by means of a geometric transform
rather than the more general integral transform. loa•
Apart from the context of Hamilton-Jacobi theory,
time-<iependent transformations have not much been used -
until recently. Nevertheless we do express some surPrise ihat
the methods employed here have not been adopted general-
ly. Specifically, the theories of Lie and Noether have been
around for a considerable time and yet, to our knowledge,
have only been applied, in a context similar to the present
one, in recent years. Many of the ideas employed in this ..
- paper have been developed in earlier papers to-which refer-
ence is made when appropriate.
'.
'.
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An exact invaria.nt is constructed for a class of time-dependent anharmonic oscillators using the
method. of the LIe theory ofext~ndedgroups. The presence of the anharmonic term imposes a
~ons.traInt on the nature of the time dependence. For a sub-class it is possible to obtain an energy-
like Integral and a condition under which the motion is bounded.
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11 INTRODUCTION
:1, In the investigation of the behavior ofplasma one ofthe '
models which was early adopted was that of the motion ofa
charged particle in an axially symmetric field. An advantage
ofsuch a model was that, under suitable approximations, the
radial equation reduced to that ofthe simple harmonic oscil-
lator. One could not ask for a better model as far as the
resulting mathematics was concerned. However, the Zeta
machine and its like did not work and a more refined model
was needed. This lead to the equation of the time-dependent
harmonic oscillator to take into account time-varying fields.
This oscillator system had attracted earlier attention, pri-
marilyas an approximation to the lengthening pendulum.
Unfortunately, unlike the time-independent oscillator, there
was no known exact invariant for the time-dependent
oscillator.
That'deficiency was overcome by Lewis l using a meth-
od based on Kruskal's scheme.2 The Lewis invariant has
attracted a considerable amount of attention from a variety
of viewpoints.3-S We were able to offer a simple derivation
and interpretation ofthe invariant6 and to provide invariants
for similar linear systems.7 Indeed each member ofthe whole
class ofquadratic Hamiltonians was shown ,to be equivalent
to any other member to.within a (time-dependent) linear
can~nical transformation. The application of these results to
quantum mechanics was begun by Lewis and Riesenfeld8
find extended by us.9 Naturally for quantum mechanics the
class of permissible linear transformations is restricted, but.
for a time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian ofconstant, sig-
nature, there would appear to be no difficulty. In fact the
Iquantum mechanical results for time-dependent linear
I transformations closely parallel those for the time-indepen-
"dent case as reported by Wolf and others. 10
We have not heard of the Zeta machine for many years~
but it appears as ifits successors require an even better model '
than that of the time-dependent harmonic oscillator. It was
suggested 11 that a time-dependent anharmonic oscillator
with cubic anharmonicity in the Hamiltonian would be suit-
able as a starting point and that an invariant for such a sys- As reported above, it has been suggested that a better '
tem could be informative. Assuming that a nonlinear system model for the motion of a charged particle in an axial field
required nonlinear transformations, we proposed a scheme should include allowance for anharmonicity. Let us be more
for constructing an invanant related to the Hamiltonian by generous and allow velocity dependent damping and a co- "
means ofsuch a transformation.12 In general it was antici- ordinate free forcing term. Whether the addition ofsuch .
pated that the transformation would be an infinite series and terms is helpful to the model is unknown to us and we leave',
probably divergent as well. However, in celestial mechanics that m~tter to the physicists. All we wish to do here is to_:::'
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provide the maximum possible flexibility for the model..
The Newtonian equation of motion for such a particle
may be written as
ij + a(t)tj + b (t)q + c(t)q2 + d (t) = O. (2.1)
The time-dependent parameters a, b, c, and d are not speci-
fied as to properties, but are assumed to be as good as the
occasion requires. Following Caldriola and Kanai, IS we use
an integrating factor to construct a Lagrangian which is
H = ~p2 + !bq2+ !ctf + g(t), (2.9)
provided, in terms of the coefficients of Eq. (2.7),
;: + br - er - d = 0, s = r. (2.10)
As far as Eq. (2.9) is concerned, we may ignore the garbage
term g(t) as it plays no' role in the equations of motion. It
should I>e noted that in quantum mechanics g(t) would ap-
pear in the phase.
.Apart from the cubic term, Eq. (2.9) is now in time-
dependent oscillator form and so the appropriate transfor-
mation is (cf. Ref. 6)
Q=p-Iq, P=pp-pq, (2.11)
where p(t) satisfies the auxiliary equation
p+ bp =p-3. (2.12)




3. CHOICE OF APPROACH
The initial problem has been reduced to a discussion of
the three (equivalent) alternative forms, respectively, the
Hamiltonian, the Langrangian, and the Newtonian
H = ~2 + !q2 + !Bq3, (3.1)
L = !tl- !q2 - !Bq3, (3.2)
N = ij + q + Bq2 = O. (3.3)
Considering that we have possible quantum mechanical ap-
plications in mind, we must pose the question: Upon which
ofEqs. (3.1), (3.2), or (3.3) do we base our analysis? The
Hamiltonian is most closely related to quantum mechanic;s.
However, our experience of applying transformations to
nonlinear Hamiltonians has not been happy. 12.16 The La-
grangian is not far removed from the Hamiltonian and is
susceptible to treatment by the generalized Noether's theo-
rem. Furthermore any invariant found in this way has a cor-
responding Hamiltonian invariant. 17 Also the invariants are
easily found using Noether's theorem as there is an explicit
formula. On the other hand, the Newtonian equation ofmo-
tion is the most generous when it comes to providing invar-
iants derived by the method of the Lie theory of extended
groups. IS
The approach chosen here is that of the Lie theory of
extended groups. Those who are familiar with the method
will know that the price of generality is a more awkward .
determination of invariants vis avis the Noether method.
This drawback may be allieviated by the ~se of point trans-
formations which we have discussed elsewhere. 19 This pro-
cedure is particularly effective when there is only one possi-
ble invariant. Essentially a new time and coordinate system
is found in which the invariant is a function of coordinate .
and velocity only. The transformation is one of time scale
and linear in the coordinate. This relates very well to the use
of change of time scale and linear canonical tran.sformation
in the Hamiltonian formalism. It will be particularly attrac~
tive if the invariant (in the new coordinates) is energy-like
since this will have useful quantum mechanic3I applications.
If it is not, then at least we will have an invariant.
becomes
H = !p2 + !q2 + :\Rtf. (2.15)
Thus we see that all Newtonian equations of motion of the
form ofEq. (2.1) may be discussed in terms ofthe Newtonian
equation
ij + q + B (t )q2 = 0, (2.16)
provided the original linear coefficient is sUffici~nt to war-
rant the final positive sign. In terms of the phySical model
this restriction is reasonable. We are looking at a physical
situation which does involve attraction to the first order.
Otherwise kinking is inevitable.
(2.4)
(2.3)
(2.2)L = !q2A - (!bi + !ctf +dq)A,
where
A = A (t) = exp (' a(t') dt'.Jr,
The conjugate momentum is
p=qA
and the Hamiltonian is
H = !p2A -I + (!bq2+ !cq3 + dq)A. (2.5)
Under the change of time scale given by
T= [ A -I(t')dt', (2.6)
the problem may be discussed in terms of the equivalent
system with Hamiltonian
H = !p2 + !bq2+ j<:'q3+ dq. (2.7)
Note that under the succession oftransformations used here,
it is the form of the expression for the Hamiltonian rather
than the precise relationship of one symbol to the corre-
sponding proceeding one which is ofinterest. The alternative
normal procedure would require a new set of symbols for
each equation and naturally would be followed in a practical
application. Under the translation
q-q + r(t), p-p +s(t), (2.8)
we obtain a new Hamiltonian of form
H =p-21!p2 + !q2 + j<:'tf!,
which, under the change of time scale
T= fp~2(t')~t',




4. THE METHOD OF THE LIE THEORY OF EXTENDED
GROUPS
Although the tie theory ofextended groups has en- .
joyed a rightful resurgence ofattention recently,20 it may not - .~-
be familiar to all readers. Accordingly we provide a brief _
.~::\jji;~f;
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we require
G I2 'N(ij, q, q, t) = 0, (4.3)
whenever Eq. (4.2) is satisfied. The second extention of G,
denoted by G (2) is given by
resume relevant to Newtonian equations ofmotion. Suppose
there exists a transformation with generator
G=s(q,t)!-+TJ(q,t) 3-. (4.1)
at aq
(We restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional problem.) If
under the transformation generated by this operator a New-
tonian equation of motion is to remain invariant, then, writ-










N (ij,q,t )==ij + g(q,t) = O.
Under the requirement that
G 121 N(ij,q,t) = 0,
we have
5. A USEFUL RESULT
As a result, which is useful in this work and which does
not appear to have been stated before, concerns the form of
the generator G for the class of Newtonian equations of
motion
wheref(q,t) is determined along with sand TJ.
l'ag ag (oo f· 2£";'\ 0
~-+TJ-+ TJ-~q- ~qJ= .
at aq
Remembering that both sand TJ are functions ofq and t only,






a2TJ B2s as2-- -+3g- =0,
aqat at 2 aq
ifTJ a-" as ag ag
--g-+2g-+s-+TJ-=0.
at 2 aq at at aq
From (5.4)
S= a(t) + b (t)q.
From (5.5)
TJ = 6(t>q2 + c(t)q + d (t ).
Thus s is at most linear in q and ." at most quadratic in q. We
shall use these forms in the development below..
A similar result may be obtained for Noether's theo- ,
rem. The Lagrangian corresponding to the Newtonian equa-
tion (5.1) is
L = !tf - F(q,t), F(q,t) = f g(q',t) dq'. (5.10)-
The Noether invariant (4.11) has the form
(/> (q,q,t) = s(!tf + F(q,t») -:'.,,4 - f(q,t)~ (5.11>.:
Taking the total time derivative of(5.11)·.~d equatingpow~'
. . P.G.L-L8aC~· '~;~'-
This is the case with linear systems.24 For nonlinear systems
the existence of several generators does not usually occur.
Indeed it should be mentioned in passing that even in the
instance of integrable nonlinear systems there may only be
one generator.2S This seems strange as an integrable system
has two constants of integration for a one-dimensional sys-
tem. It is hoped to discuss this point at another time.
To conclude this section we make a brief summary of
the generalized Noether's theorem. Suppose a transforma-
tion with generator G leaves the action integral invariant,
with G as defined as in Eq. (4.1). Then there exists an invar-
iant given by





N (ij, q ,q, t) = 0,




provided ofcourse that the appropriate space-time frame of
reference is used. Supposed that in solving Eq. (4.3) a gener-
ator of the form
G =f(t~ + {g(t)q + h (t)}3- (4.9)
at aq
is obtained. All one needs to do is to change to new space and
time variables, Q and T, by means oftransformation linear in
Q such that now
G = alaT (4.10)
and an invariant independent of the new time may be ob-
tained. As a function of Q and Qit may be an energy type
integral, in which case it has suitable quantum mechanical
features. If the invariant is not of that form, the quantum
'mechanical appliciltions are not so obvious, but at least an
invariant does exist. We note that it has been found that, in
the case for which there are several generators, a common'
transformation reduces them to a commonly simpler form.
TJ<1) = iJ - tq, TJ(2) = ij - tq -2tij. (4.5)
Presuming that Eq. (4.3) has non-trivial solutions for Sand
TJ, a constant of the motion may be found by imposing the
double requirement that
G( ·)(/>(q,q,t) = 0,
D(/> (q,q,t) = 0,
where D ==d Idt.
In the analysis of certain linear systems21 it became ob-
vious that the task of finding the G's, let alone solving Eqs.
(4.6) and (4.7), was complicated. It had been observed that
linear systems of the same dimension had the same symme-
try group, Sl( n +2,R ).22 There was also the Hamiltonian
result about the equivalence of linear systems under linear
canonical transformations. This suggested that a point
transformation of the type t-T, q-Q would simplify mat-
ters. In quantum mechanics a time-independent energy-type
invariant is desirable23 and in classical mechanics it is most
useful. The generator for such a constant is
Thus the generator ofa one parameter symmetry group
for Eq. (6.1) is .
G (q,t) =aa/at + l!<ti + a)q + d rWaq, (6.14)
provided B (t) takes the form specified in Eq. (6.12). In view
of the result for Noether's theorem, a generator for a trans-





if + 4ti + 2Bd + 0.
G(q,t) = aa/at + (!aq + d)a/aq,
i.e., a must be taken as zero.
From Eq. (6.13) we see that for d=kO, there is a consid-
erable increase in the complexity of the differential equation
defining a. From Eq. (6.12) the range of functions B (t) is
increased for a=kO. However, this is at the'price of removing
the resulting invariant from the Noether class. As far as ease
of manipulation is concerned, clearly the case d ==0, a==O is
the simplest. As to whether the non-Neotherian case
d =O,a=kO is simpler than d=kO, a = 0, it is not so easy to
judge except when it comes to obtaining explicit expressions.
The general case d=kO, a=kO is clearly the most complex.
Because the case a=kO is non-Noetherian we would expect
some qualitative differences in the invariant which will prob-
ably have direct bearing on possible quantum mechanical
applications. For the moment we shall examine the general
case and then discuss the particular cases in turn.
ers ofq to zero we obtain
at = ° (5.12)
aq ,
..!.. at _ aTJ = 0, (5.13)
2 at aq
F at _ aTJ _ af = 0, (5.14)
aq at aq
F at + t aF + TJg _ af = 0. (5.15)
at at at
From Eq. (5.12) we have
t(q,t)=a(t), (5.16)
and using this in Eq. (5.13),
TJ(q,t) = !ti(t) q + b (t). (5.17)
From Eq. (5.14) we find thatf(q,t) has the form
f(q,t) = -~ii(t)l-b(t)q. (5.18)
The arbitrary function of time from the integration of Eq.
(5.14) is neglected. The possible expressions for a(t) and b (t)
are then found from Eq. (5.15). At this pOint we simply note
that the Noether's theorem generators are simpler in general
form to those obtained using the Lie theory. A comparison of
the expressions for t and TJ might tempt some to identify c(t )








(7.2)G (Q,T) = alaT,
we see that
aj= 1, ag + !(ti + a)g = 0, an +'dg = 0, (7.3)
T=f(t), Q=g(t)q+h(t). (7.1)
By imposing the requirement that G (q,t) as given in Eq.
(6. 15) take the form
7. DEFINING EQUATION FOR THE INVARIANT
In Sec. 4 we suggested that the process of finding the
invariant would be simplified by a transformation to a new
space-time coordinate system. We define the transforma-
tion as
so that the parameters of the transformation are given by
f(t) = ra-I(t ') dt " (7.4)
get) = a-1/Z(t)exp( - !af(t», (7.5)
h (t) = - I'd (t') a-3/~(t ')exp( - !af(t ,».dt'. . (7.6)
Applying the transformation to the Newtonian equation of
motion (6.1), it now takes the time-independent form .
Q" + aQ I + KQ Z + MQ + N = 0, (7.-ry
where the constants M and N are given by
M = !!aii - !(ti + a)2 + a(ti + a) +202 -4Kh I, (7.8)
N = h (M + Kh ) + g! !(ci - a}d - ad I, .(7.9)
and the prime represents differentiation with respect to T:':c~;{- ..
The constancy of the expressions on the right-hand sides o{},[,:~;
P.G.L Leach ·~~t~;~~·~~
The reduced problem is the existence of the invariants
for the Newtonian equation of motion
ij + q + B (t)qz = 0. (6.1)
From Sec. 5 we know that the generator is of the form
G (q,t) = (a + bq)a/at + (/jqZ + cq + d)a/aq, (6.2)
only TJI Z, is required and it is
TJIZI =ij - tq -14ij
= bll + 3ijqq - 3bqij
+cq +2Cq + cij + d- qii-2ija.
Substituting into
G I Z'(ij + q +Bl) = 0,
and equating powers ofq to zero, we find that
b=O,
(j +d=O,
C+20 +2Bd = 0,
aB + Bc +2OB = 0,
U"';"ii=O.
From Eqs. (6.6-9) it follows that
d = D sint +E cost, (6.10)
2c = a+ a, (6.11)
B=Ka-~/2exp{ -!a I'dt'/a(t')}, ,(6.12)
where a, K, D, andeare constants and a(t) satisfies the third
6. APPLICATION OF THE LIE THEORY TO THE
ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR
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Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10) may be confirmed by direct differentI-
ation and the use of the differential equations for the various
parameters.
In the normal way of finding the invariant correspond-
ing to an operator G, we would solve the Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7).
However, as Eq. (7.8) is independent of Tand the invariant is
a function of Qand QI, we rewrite it as
Q' dQ' +aQ'+KQz+MQ+N=O. (7.10)
dQ .
The invariant is then obtained by quadrature.
For the case a = 0, we immediately obtain the energy-
like integral
4>(Q',Q) = !Q'Z + iK"Q 3+ !MQz + NQ. (7.11)
This is a Noetherian invariant and so has a corresponding
Hamiltonian form. We now examine the problem from the
Hamiltonian viewpoint.
8. HAMILTONIAN VIEWPOINT
The Hamiltonian corresponding to the original Newto-
nian is
(8.1)
The transformation which reduces the Newtonian equation
to a time-independent form involved both a change of time
scale and a linear transformation of the coordinate. In the
Hamiltonian context such a transformation is accomplished
in two stages. The first involves a linear canonical transfor-
mation which removes the time dependence to a multiplica-
tive factor. The second is a change of time scale so that the
Hamiltonian is now the invariant. Thus under the transfor-
mations we expect the Hamiltonian to become.
ii (Q,P,T) = !P Z + :lKQ 3 + !MQ Z + NQ, (8.2)
which is the Hamiltonian version ofEq. (7.12). We now ver-
ify this result.
The form of the linear transformation may be inferred
from Eqs. (7.1) and (7.3) (with a = 0) and the fact, implicit
in Eq. (8.2), that Q' = P. Thus
Q = qg + h, P = agq + agp - dg, (8.3)
where
g = a-I/Z, h = f dgla. (8.4)
The type two generating function is
Fz(q,P,t) = gPq + tiqz140 + dqla + hP. (8.5)
Then
H '(Q,P,t) = H (q,p,t) +aFz(q,P,t)lat
=a-I{!pz +:lKQ3 + !MQZ +NQ}. (8.6)
The change of time scale, T = Sa-I(t ') dt', yields the Hamil-
tonian (8.2).
We emphasize that an invariant ofthe form given in Eq.
(8.2) exists only ~n the case a = 0, i.e., for functions B (t) in
Eq. (8.1) given by
B (t ) = Ka-M , (8.7)
where a is a solution of the nonlinearequation
if +4ti +2Ka-S/Z(D sint + E cost) = O. (8.8)
In view ofthe form ofEq. (8.8) it is rather fortunate that the
foregoing analysis may be performed without an explicit
knowledg ofa(t). In terms of the original coordinates the
invariant is
I(q';q,t)
= !aqz - !tiqq + 1Bq3la + Oa + iila)qz - dq
+ {gh (aii - !tiz + 20z - 2Kh) + (ad - ad)la}q
+ d Z/20 +4Kh 3/3 +3Mh z/2 +gh (tid 12 - ad).
(8.9)
For the simpler case when d is zero, this reduces to
I (q,q,t) = a {!qZ + !qZ + 1B~} - !tiqq + iiq2la, (8.10)
which is not overly complicated.
9. DISCUSSION
We have seen that an invariant may be obtained for
certain time-dependent anharmonic systems. From the in-
variant we may obtain information regarding the bounded-
ness of the motion of the particle. To illustrate this, we con-
sider the simplest case a=O, d =0. Then
a(t) = A + B sin2t + Ccos2t,
B (t) = K (A + B sin2t + C cos2t yS12,
M=Az_Bz_C z.
By requiring that B (t ) be finite and real we have
A >(B Z + CZ)l/Z, M>O.
In this particular instance, the transformation from (q,p) to
(Q,P) is
Q = gq, P = agq + agp, (9.4)
so that, when p = 0, the invariant is
1= :lKQ3 + !(M + ltiZ)Qz.
The values of I for which this cubic has three real distinct
roots may be obtained from the discriminant of Cardan's
formula. z6 We find that
I < (M + lti2)3/6K 2 (9.6)
and, since !ti( = B cos2t - C sin2t ) may be zero, the motion
will be bounded for
I <M3/6K 2• (9.7)
A similar analysis may be performed for the case d::kO,
a=O, but the result is more complicated due to the extra
. terms. When a=kO, the stability of the motion is more diffi-
cult to determine because of the nature of the differential
equation (7.11) determining the invariant. However, for par-:
ticular cases it would be amenable 'to numerical treatmenL
The value ofthe results obtained here depends upon th~
type of time variation of the field found in the experimental
situation. If this time variation is one ofthe types allowed by
the theory for an exact invariant, it would be most gratifying.
Ifit is not, it may be possible to use the r~ultsobtained here
as an approximation to find bounds within which the motion
will remain. . .
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The method of the Lie theory ofextended groups is applied to the Henon-Heiles problem. Only
one generator for a one-parameter group is found. The corresponding first integral is the energy.
It is inferred that no other exact integral exists.
PACS numbers: 03.20 + i
provided
G( 2IN=O (1.4)
whenever Eq. (1.2) is-satisfied. G l~j is the second extension of
G and is given by
G(2) = G + 1)(1) ·Vq + 1)(2) .Vq , (1.5)
where
1)tI) = Tj- tci, 1)( 2) = i1 - tci -2tii . (1.6)
If such a generator exists, there exists a corresponding
first integral, J (q,ci,t ), which is constructed by applying the
double requirement that
GtllJ = 0, DJ = 0, (1.7)
wliere D represents the total time derivative. Ifmore than •.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Henon-Heiles problem I concerns the Hamilto~an
H=~(pf +pi +qf +qD+itq2-~ (1.1)
(PI = ql,P2 = q2)' It has been posed as a model for the mo-
.tion of a galactic cluster. Computer analysis of the problem
has suggested that for sufficiently small values of the energy,
there exists a first integral independent of the energy. This
has been termed the third integral (the first being the energy,
the second being the angular momentum ofthe total system
of which the Hamiltonian above is part). The tantalizing
suggestiveness of the numerical results h~ lead to much ef-
fort to find the third integral. It would be fair to say that
progress has not been great and that the problem remains
intractable. Indeed the term "notorious" has been applied to
the problem,2 a comment which doubtless stems from the
sense of frustration produced.
In this note another method ofattack is employed, that
of the Lie theory of extended groups. Recently it has been
used with considerable success on linear systems3 and with
some success on a nonlinear time-dependent system.4 In the
latter instance one of the chief results is that the possible
existence of an invariant is determined by the nature of the
time dependence.S .
Before commencing the analysis, we give a brief sum-
mary ofthe method. Given a system ofNewtonian equations
of motion
N(q,ci,q,t) = 0 , (1.2)
the system admits a one-parameter Lie group with generator
2. THE FORM OF THE GENERATORS
Applying the Lie method leads to sufficient complexity
in the case of one-dimensional systems, let alone in systems
of higher order, to warrant the determination of the permis-
sible form of the generators for a given type of Newtonian
equation before considering a particular problem. Suppose
the system has Newtonian equations of the form
(2.1)ql + ft(q,t )= 0, / = l,n .
one generatorofa one-parameter Lie group exists, there may
be more than one first integral, although it does not follow
automatically. As a trivial counterexample, the one-dimen- .
sional free particle has eight linearly independent gener-
ators; yet only three linearly independent first integrals are
obtained.
We mention that the Lie theory is more general than
Noether's theorem6 in its conception. The generators for the
latter constitute a subset ofthose ofthe former. This distinc-
tion applies to nonlinear as well as to linear systems. An
excellent example of this distinction is seen in the treatment
of the classical Kepler problem by Prince and Eliezer.7
Adopting the usual convention of summation on repeated
indices, the twice-extended generator is
G(21 = talat + TJ;alaq; + (il; - tq;)illaq;
+ (ij; - iq; -2iii;)iJlaii, . (2.2)
Applying this to Eq. (2.1) and separating out the terms
which are ofsecond and third order in the velocities, we have
qlqAj~tlaq;aqj = 0 (2.3)
. q;qja 2TJ1 laq;aqj - 2qlq;~t laq;at = 0 . (2.4)
From Eq. (2.3) it is apparent that .
.s.(q,t) = a(t) + b;(t)q; • (2.5)
Substituting this into Eq. (2.4), we have
q;qja 2TJ1laq;aqj ..;. 2414;b; . (2.6)
Differentiating with respect to 4m and q" in turn and assum-
ing that TJ1 is sufficiently regular for the order of differenti-
ation to be immaterial, we have
a 2TJ1laqmaq" = ~/mb" + c5l"bm . (2.7)
It then follows that
TJ/(q,t) = b"q"q/ + c/"(t)q,, +d/(t) . (2.8)
Thus for a system ofNewtonian equations of.the type givm__ -_
(1.3)G (q,t) = t (q,t )illat + 1)(q,t )oVq
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by Eq. (2.1), a generator ofone-parameter Lie group has the .
form
G(q,t) = (a + bkqk)alat
+ (bkqkql +C/kqk +dl)a/aqz' (2.9)
where a, b, c, and d are functions of time to be determined
according to the particular functionsft(q,t).
3. EQUATIONS DETERMINING THE TIME-DEPENDENT
FUNCTIONS
As the algebra involved in the determination ofthe
functions a, b, c, and d tends to be messy no matter what the
system may be, it is just as easy to consider a general two-
dimensional system ofwhich the Henon-Heiles problem is a
particular case. We take the Hamiltonian to be
H = !(pi +p~ + qi + q~) +Aq~ + Bitq2
+ Cqlq~ +Dq~ , (3.1)
the Henon-Heiles case being given by A = 0 = C, B = 1,
D = -l The two Newtonian equations corresponding to
Eq. (3.1) may be written as
q/ + q/ + fm/qmqn = 0, J= 1,2, (3.2)
wherefmn / is symmetric in the indices m and n and the re-
peated indices are summed now over 1and 2 only. Applying
the second extension ofthe operator given by Eq. (2.9) to Eq.
(3.2), the coefficients of the terms of second and third order
in the velocities vanish indentically. The terms linear in the
velocities are
3iik(qkq/ + qkql) + 2i:lk qk - iiq/
- bkq/(qk + fmn kqmqn ) - 2bkqk(ql + fmn Iqmqn ) = O.
(3.3)
From the coefficients of the second order terms in the dis-
placements, it is obvious that
b.=O, b2=0. (3.4)
From the terms now remaining, it follows that
2cij = ti8ij + aij (3.5)
where the four aij are as yet arbitrary constants.
Turning now to be velocity independent terms, those
independent of the coordinates yield
ti/ + d l = 0 , (3.6)
those linear in the coordinates give
2dmq,j'm/ + clmqm +2tiql = 0, (3.7)
and the second order terms are
2tiqmq,j'mn 1_ c/kqmq,j'mn k
+ cmkqkq,j'mn 1+ cnkqkq"Jmn I = 0.· (3.8)
Differentiating Eq. (3.8) with respect to qj and qj in succes-
sion and making use ofEq. (3.5),
5tif/ + akJk/ + akj'k/ - auJ/ = 0 . (3.9)
4. SOME POSSIBLE GENERATORS
From Eq. (3.6) it is evident that
d f =Elsint + Flcost, J= 1,2 . ".:..:""- (4.1)
Substituting for c(t ) in Eq. (3.7), four equations result, viz.
if +4ti +4d"J'ml = 0, (4.2)
if+4ti+4d"J2m2 =0, (4.3)
d"J'm2 = 0, d"Jml 2= O. (4.4)
The pair of equations in (4.4) are identical and, in terms of
the coefficients in Eq. (3.1), are
Bd, + Cd2 = O. (4.5)
A consistency condition between Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) (in the
case ti(t )~O) requires
(3A - C)d, + (B - 3D)d2 = O. (4.6)
If ti(t )=0, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) require that·
3Ad, +Bd2=0, Cd, +3Dd2=0. (4.7)
For the moment let us confine our attention to the case
for which a(t ) is a constant. There exist three relations, Eqs.
(4.5) and (4.7), between d, and d2• For these to be consistent
A, B, C, and D are related by .
B 2 = 3AC, C 2 = 3BD, BC = 9AD . (4.8)
To within a scaling constant, possible values which the coef-
ficients may take are
A B C D (4.9a)
I 0 0 0 (4.9b)
o 0 0 I (4.9c)
1 ± 3x 3x2 ± x 3 (4.9d)
-1 ± 3x - 3x2 ±x3 (4.ge)
where x is a positive constant. The generators for such sys-
tems are
G1 = alat, (4.10)
corresponding to a(t ) constant and
G2= sint a laQ2' G3= cost alaQ2
G2= sint a laq., G3= cost alaq,
G2= sint (± xalaql - alaq2)'
G3= cost ( ± xalaq, - alaq2)
G2= sint ( ± xalaq, + alaq~,
G3= cost ( ±xalaq, +alaq2); (4.11)
corresponding to (4.9a) to (4.9d), respectively.
First integrals for the systems above are easily con-
structed by using the result that if/is a first integral, then so
also is G (I '/. Taking the first of (4.9), the energy is
E = !(qi +q~ + qi +~) +Aq~ , (4.12)
/, = G~I)E
= q2sint + q2cost , (4.13) .
/2 = G~I)E
= q2cost - q2sint . (4.14)
In the case of the third-of(4.9),
E = !(qi +~ + qi + qi):+A (q, ±xq~3, (4.15)
/, = sint( ± xq, - q~ + cost ( ± xq, - q2)' (4.16) .
/2 = cost ( ±xq, - q~ - sint( ±xq, -q~, .(4.17)
The resemblance ofEqs. (4.16) and (4.17) to Eqs. (4.13) and .... ;~.
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and the energy is
E= ~(l +x2)(Qi + Qi + Qi + QD +AQ~ . (4.21)
(4.14) is not accidental. Consider the transformation
t=t Q.=q.±Xq2' Q2= ±xq.+q2' (4.18)
Under this transformation the generators become
G. = a/at, (4.19)
G2= - (1 + x 2)sint a/aQ2'
G3= - (1 + x 2)cost a/aQ2' (4.20)
3A -B 2B 0
0 3A -C C B
[aB]2B 0 2C-3A -B a12 = O.
-C 2B-3D 0 2C a21
C B 3D-B 0 a22




[/,H JpB = 0, . (5.5)
Le., it has zero Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian. We
have already seen in an earlier paperS that the only time-
independent invariant with this property is the Hamiltonian
itself. .
Those who are familiar with the application of the Lie
theory to linear systems will know that there exist generators
for which the corresponding invariants contain time explic-
itly. In particular there are invariants corresponding to the
initial conditions of the motion. Such invariants do not arise
in the case of the Henon-Heiles problem, nor is this lack of
occurance peculiar to it. A similar situation applied to the
one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator4 and to the Kepler
problem.9 We surmise that the apparent absence of initial
condition type invariants for nonlinear systems may be due
to nonlinear operations being required to invert expressions
for variables to expressions for constants (of integration).
We have seen that the Henon-Heiles problem gives rise
to only one one-parameter symmetry group. Consequently,
any first integral of the motion must satisfy the requirement
that
G (1 )(q,ci,t)1 (q,ci,t) = 0 , (S.l)
where G (1 ) is the first extension of the generator G. In this
case G is simply the generator of time translations and so
G( I) = G = a/at. (5.2)
Thus the invariant satisfies the equation
al(q,ci,t)/at=o. (5.3)
In the formulation of this problem the velocity and momen- .
turn are identical, and we may rewrite (5.3) as
al(q,p,t )/at = 0, (5.4)
from which it follows that I is a function of the canonical
variables only. Since the invariant, now I (q,p,), has zero total
time-derivative,
6. CONCLUSION
The Lie method has given a negative answer to the ques-
tion of the existence ofan integral other than the energy for
the Henon-Heiles problem. It is known that a formal inte-
gral exists for which various expansion techniques are avail-
able. 10 The result ofour investigations suggests that such
series are indeed formal. The Lie method, being based on the .
Newtonian equations of motion, provides the largest possi-
.bleset of generators of dynamical symmetries. For the
Henon-Heiles problem only one generator exists, and hence .
there is only one exact first integral, the energy (==the
Hamiltonian).
What then is to become of the Henon-Heiles problem?
In spite of the contrary evidence presented here, there is still
the fact that the system does possess remarkable regularity at .
low energies. This suggests that the formal integral is a rea-
sonable approximation for small enough values of the varia- ~
bles. It may be possible to use the idea ofan approximate·
symmetry to construct a corresponding approximate inte-
.gral. This is a matter for future investigation.
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The transformation has separated the system into two un-
coupled parts so that four linearly independent first integrals
exist. The integrals linear in the coordinate and velocity cor-
respond to the harmonic oscillator part of Eq. (4.21). They
represent Q2(O) and Q2(0). That similar integrals do not exist
for Ql is not surprising in view of the quadrature required to
express QI as a function oftime.
The generators discussed above for the case when a(t )
is a constant do not apply to the Henon-Heiles problem
since the coefficients for that problem do not fit in with the
scheme in (4.9). Allowinga(t) to be not constant is ofno use
for the Henon-Heiles problem as the consistency condition
ofEq. (4.6) is not satisfied. Moreover, returning to Eq. (3.9),
the admissible time-dependent forms of a(t ), which involve
sines and cosines [cf. Eq. (4.2)] can only occur when all the
fmn rare zero. The last remaining source ofa generator is to be
found in the a part ofc(t ). From Eq. (3.9) we see that the a's
must satisfy
akh/ + ak/'k/ - arJ/ = O. (4.22)
In terms of the coefficients in Eq. (3.1) the conditions in
equation (4.22) constitute the system of equations
all a l 2 aZ I aZZ
o 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 (4.24)
1 ±~ ±x 1
1 ±x ±x 1
For example, the integral corresponding to the first case is
13 = t - arctanQ2/q2' (4.25)
Finally we note for other values of the coefficients A, B, C,
and D, a-based generatorS do not exist.
(4.23)
Unfortunately, when the Henon-Heiles values A = 0 = C,
B = 1, D = -! are substituted, all of the a's must be zero
and so no integral can arise from this source.
For the possible cases listed in (4.9), a's do exi~t. In
corresponding order they are
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A confusion over the concept of first integrals, which has been created in a recent paper by Hall [13] is clarified. The clear
distinction between first integrals and functions which are first integrals only on a specific, fixed hypersurface is discussed.
Hall's terminology of configurational invariants is adopted for the latter case. The possible relevance of knowing configura-
tional invariants for a Hamiltonian system is illustrated by results concerning a weak form of the theory on complete
integrability.
1. Introduction
First integrals, constants of the motion, con-
servation laws, exact invariants, configurational
invariants; these are a number of different names
for what is essentially the same thing. Mathemati-
cians studying ordinary differential equations will
always use the first name; physicists are more
inclined to talk about constants of the motion or
conservation laws, while people who have used one
of the last two names wanted, in the first place, to
distinguish from approximate, asymptotic or
adiabatic invariants. The number of recent pub-
lications devoted to the search for, say, first in-
tegrals is enormous. Yet, do we always know what
we are talking about?
Many of the recent contributions to the field
consider Hamiltonian systems of the standard type
H = tE;p/ + V(q, t) and are directed towards
tResearch Associate at the National Fund for Scientific
Research, Belgium.
identifying suitable potentials V(q, t), for which it
is possible to achieve an explicit construction of a
first integral, usually of a prescribed polynomial
nature in the p's. A few references in that respect,
which will enable the reader to track down many
more, are: Lewis and Leach [1], Leach et al. [2],
Grammaticos and Dorizzi [3], Ray and Reid [4],
Katzin and Levine [5,6], Leach [7]. When we
slightly narrow the issue by considering potentials
V( q) which do not depend explicitly on time, we
of course know a first integral from the outset,
namely the energy integral. So the question be-
comes: what are the potentials for which a second
first integral can be obtained? For two-degrees-of-
freedom systems, this question was already dis-
cussed by Whittaker [8] and in fact goes back to
Darboux [9], who first derived the partial differen-
tial equation which V must satisfy in order that a
second integral, quadratic in the momenta, exists.
The complete class of solutions of this partial
differential equation has only recently been ob-
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2. First integrals and configurational invariants
then the 4th-order system (1) is reduced to the
3rd-order system
is a first integral of (1) and recall that, by defini-
tion, this means
plete integrability theorem. A geometrical picture








y = 4>(x, y,:t, E),
for all x, y, :t and y. By means of such a first
integral, the order of the given system can be
reduced by one. Explicitly, if we assume that the
relation (2) for example can be solved (locally) for
y, say
:taF/ax + yaF/ay +!laF/a:t +!2aF/ay =0
(3)
All functions will tacitly be assumed to be suffi-
ciently smooth in an open neighbourhood of a
point of their domain. Suppose that
which depends upon the parameter E.
Instead of looking for a second integral of (1),
we could search for a first integral of the reduced
system (5). Such an integral will generally depend
on the parameter E and the .defining relation, an
To fix the ideas, let us consider a general system
of second-order differential equations in R 2, writ-
ten in the form
x =!l(X, y,:t, 4>(x, y,:t, E»
~fl(X, Y,:t, E),
Y= 4>(x, y,:t, E),
X=!l(X,y,:t,y),
Y = !2(X, y,:t, y).
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tained independently by Thompson [10], by Dorizzi
et al. [11] and by Ankiewicz and Pask [12]. Hall
[13] has also paid a great deal of attention to
Whittaker's analysis. Unfortunately, he has con-
fused the issue by claiming that Whittaker's dis-
cussion suffers from a conceptual error, which e.g.
would imply that the results of refs. 10-12 are still
incomplete. Hall introduced the terminology "con-
figurational invariants" to distinguish them, as he
said, from microscopic (adiabatic) invariants such
as the magnetic moment for the motion of a
charged particle. It is clear that he has no distinc-
tion in mind between configurational invariants
and first integrals. His claim essentially is that in
searching for a second integral of a conservative
system, the momenta orvelocities can no longer be
treated as independent, constrained as they are by
the already known energy integral. A similar con-
fusion can be seen in papers by Xanthopoulos [14]
and Fordy [15].
The first aim of the present paper is to clarify
this issue. As we will argue in detail, there is
certainly no error in Whittaker's approach. On the
other hand, Hall's paper contains many interesting
features. However, one simply must realize that his
"configurational invariants" are generally not
genuine first integrals of the given system. Instead,
they are first integrals of the reduced system along
a specific fixed energy surface. Once a precise
mathematical meaning is given to this notion of
configurational invariants, it remains valuable to
study systems for which they exisL After all, sys-
tems for which more than one genuine first in-
tegral is known are not common, so it will often be
useful to have some other tools which may provide
qualitative insight into at least a subclass of possi-
ble motions. To enhmce this point, we will de-
velop in the second part of the paper a new theory
concerning configurational invariants, which in fact
is a weak form of the well-known complete inte-
grability property for n degrees-of-freedom
systems having n integrals in involution. Our
approach will be classical and analytical in nature
and it seems only just that we will follow as closely
as possible Whittaker's proof of the standard com-
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E = Eo. The point to realize then is that first
integrals of the system
identity of the type (3), will be required to hold for
all values of E in some open interval. With this
correct interpretation, there is no distinction
whatsoever between first integrals of (1) and first
integrals of (5): the two concepts are in one-to-one
correspondence. To be very specific, if
i = il(X, y, x, Eo),
y = q,(x, y, x, Eo),
(10)
we obtain a first integral of the original system (1)..
Indeed, computing j we obtain
for all x, y, x and E. Defining a function
J(x, y, oX, y) by
J(x, y, x, y) = I(x, y, x, F(x,y, x, y)), (8)
I(x,y,x,E)=C
represents a first integral of (5), we have
(6)
(7)
where Eo this time is a given number, are gener-
ally not first integrals of the original system (1).
Even if we start off with a function depending on
all phase space variables of (1) (and possibly also
depending on time), whose restriction to a particu-
lar level surface E = Eo is a first integral of (10),
the given function need not be related to any first
integral of (1). Yet, it may be a valuable instru-
ment for the qualitative study of the dynamics
associated with (1). We propose to adopt Hall's
terminology for such functions, this time of course
making them appear as being properly dis-
tinguished from first integrals of (1).
. aI ( (J=x ax x,y,x,F x,y,x,y))
. aI aI . aI
+Yay(-)+!lax(-)+FaE(-)'
Definition. A function J(x, y, x, y, t) is said to be
a configurational invariant of (1) with respect to
the first integral (2), if the restriction of J to some
fixed surface E = Eo, i.e.
J(x, y, x, t, Eo) =J(x, y, x, q,(~, y, x, Eo), t),
is a first integral of the corresponding reduced
system (10).
where 0 and V are functions of x and y, and
subscripts are used here to denote partial deriva-
tives. We first investigate the existence of genuine
i :
(11)
We will frequently talk about configurational
invariants without specifying the first integral with
respect to which they are defined. It is evident that
first integrals of (1) are configurational invariants
but not vice versa.
A simple application is in order to clarify what




I(x, y, x, E) &J(x, y, x,q,(x, y, x, E)) (9)
yields a first integral of the reduced system (5).
The purpose of this rather elementary exercise is
to exhibit unequivocally that in looking for genuine
first integrals of (1) different from an a priori
known integral like (2), it is not necessary to take
account somehow of a constraint imposed by (2).
Thus, contradicting Hall [13], there is absolutely
no error in Whittaker's reasoning. This being said,
one can very well contemplate studying the re-
duced system (5) along a specific fixed level surface
where the notation (-) is used to avoid repetition
of lengthy arguments. The last term is zero be-
cause F is a first integral and since (7) holds for all
E, we may replace E by F(x, y, x, y); the result-
ing identity precisely says that the remaining terms
in the expression for j vanish. We leave it to the
reader to verify explicitly that if J(x, y, oX, y) = K
is a first integral of (1), then the function
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we obtain
In accordance with the definition, J will be a first
integral provided we have
first integrals of (11), which are linear in the
velocities. Putting








These are precisely the conditions derived (in a
slightly different way) by Hall. It is clear that they
allow for a larger class of potentials. Hall has
solved the conditions (15) quite skilfully. He fur-
ther indicated how to investigate the existence of
Nth-degree polynomial (in the velocities) con-
figurational invariants and pointed out that the
highest degree coefficients will be the real and
imaginary parts of an arbitrary complex analytic
function. Similar observations can be seen in [14].
Note that if the conditions (15) would be re-
quired to hold for all values of Eo, the last
equation would imply Ty = 0, whereby the set of
conditions (15) would reduce to the conditions
(13) for a first integral. This is in agreement with
our general observations at the beginning of this
section.
As a final comment, Hall claimed that Whit-
taker's analysis failed· to produce necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of a second
integral whereas this would be true for his results.
He even appealed to the celebrated KAM theorem
to make his point. However, since both (13) and
(15) directly follow from interpreting the definition
of the concept in question, there is no doubt that
each set of conditions, within its own proper con-
text, represents necessary and sufficient conditions.
If the conditions (15) are used in looking for
genuine first integrals of (11), then they are neces-
sary, but not sufficient.
Sy+ Tx=O, Sx- Ty=O,
Kx - gT= 0, Ky + Sg = 0,
-SVx + 2(Eo - V)Ty - T~=O.
deduces the following requirements:
(14)
J(x., y, X, Eo) = S(x, y)x + T(x, y)
X J2(Eo- V)-x 2+K(x,y)
should be a first integral of the corresponding
reduced system for some fixed value of Eo. Com-
puting j we find
These conditions are easily solved and imply that
V and g must be arbitrary functions of the argu-
ment u=c(x2+y2)+ay+bx, a, band c being
arbitrary constants.
Next, we seek conditions under which the same
expression (12) for J will be a configurational
invariant of (11) with respect to the energy in-
tegral. Following our definition, this means that
the function
Sx = 0, Ty = 0, Sy + Tx = 0,
Kx-Tg=O, Ky+Sg=O, SVx+~=O.
(13)
j= Sxx 2+(Sy+ Tx)xy+ 1'yy 2+(Kx - T!l)x
+(Ky + Sg)y-(SVx+ ~).
(16)
J = x( -gT+ K x) +x/2(Eo- V) -x2 (Sy + Tx)
+x2 ( - 1'y + Sx) + /2(Eo- V) -x 2 (Sg + Ky)
+ [ -SY,. +2(Eo - V)~ -71j).
If this is to be zero for all x, y and X, one easily
3. Some further Ulustrative examples
Consider the equations of motion for a general
central force problem in polar coordinates,
m(r - rb 2 ) = F(r),
m(riJ + 2tb) = 0.
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I
I .-.
Through the angular momentum integral
we get a reduction to the third-order system
talking about thus reads
(19)
(18)
where the prime denotes differentiation of / with
respect to its argument. The energy 'integral for
(19) is given by
(20)
and from (12), taking account of our choice for S
and T, it is clear that a configurational invariant
with respect to E is obtained as
where g(u, J)= [-2/(u)(1 + u2)_J2]1/2. At this
point, we note that (23) actually is a gradient
system, i.e. we have
which confirms that J is a first integral of the
reduced system on the fixed energy surface E =0.
Needless to say, we are assuming here that the
function f takes negative values in a suitable
domain. Using J, we can reduce the system on
E = 0 one step further to obtain the following
second-order system:
Let us look at a fixed level surface I = 10 and try to
construct a configurational invariant of (16) with
respect to the first integral (17). This is of course
particularly simple here, since the decoupled ,-
equation for the reduced system (18) at 1=/0
produces its own energy integral
1 1 12
!=-mf2 +--O-+ V(r).
2 2 mr 2
Not surprisingly, moreover, the expression I hap-
pens to be a first integral of (18) for any value of
10 , so that we are fortunate enough to recover an
additional first integral of the original system (16),
which in agreement with (8) reads
For a less trivial example, we go back to the
application discussed in the preceding section and
construct a particular solution of the conditions
(15), which does not satisfy the requirements (13).
Taking, for simplicity, D = 0 and choosing S = x,
T = y, the conditions (15) will be satisfied if we
take K = 0 and let W = V - Eo be any solution of
the partial differential equation
The general solution of this equation is
where the function f is arbitrary. To fix the ideas,
we further take Eo = O. The system (11) we are
J=xx+yy.
It is straightforward to verify that
x = (x 2+ y2)-I[Jx±yg(yx-1,J)),
Y = (x 2+y2) -1[ Jy =f xg(yx- 1,J)),
where the function G(x, y, J) is defined by
G(x, y, J) = Vln(x 2+ y2)
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Moreover, defining a new function I(x, y, J) by
it is straightforward to check that I is a first
integral of (23). The integration of the system (19),
constrained to the fixed energy surface E =: 0, thus
is reduced to solving a single ordinary differential
equation. For the eXaIilple under consideration
this is perhaps not surprising since (21) in fact
produces the remaining constant through a further
integration. The key to the further reduction in a
more general context, however, turns out to be the
fact that the Poisson bracket of the functions E
and J has the following property:
- 1, such that the n functions ,;pi' i = 1, ... ,n are




cP.. I••_o=O, a=1, ... ,n-1,
[cPi,epj]I ••_o=O, i,j=l, ... ,n.
The fact that we are picking out here the level
surface ep" = 0 is just a matter of simplicity of
notations and does not involve any loss of gener-
ality with respect to taking any other fixed surface
ep" = constant. Greek indices will always run from
1 to n - 1, latin indices are running from 1 to n
and we will be using the summation convention





I(x, y, J) = aG/aJ,
and therefore a fortiori
As a result of our assumptions, we obviously have
F;IF.-O = 0,
where the a.. are arbitrary constants. Assuming
that the Jacobian (a,;p/apj) = (aF/apj) is non-
singular in a suitable neighbourhood, we can lo-





G;(q, p, t, a.. ) = Pi - /;(q, t, a.. ).
which we would like to call a weak involution
property. Recall that we are dealing with a two
degrees-of-freedom system (19) for which we origi-
nally dispose of two functions E and J, one being
a first integral, the other one being a first integral
on E = 0 only and that by (27) E and J appear to
be in involution on E = O. This is clearly remi-
niscent of the well-known situation of a com-
pletely integrable Hamiltonian system. Inspired by
this example and following closely Whittaker's
treatment of complete integrability [8, paragraph
148), we will develop in the next section a general
theory concerning the above illustrated weak form
of complete integrability, which will amply under-
score the relevance of knowing configurational in-
variants.
(33)
4. A weak fono of complete integrability
Consider a general Hamiltonian system with n
degrees of freedom, governed by the Hamiltonian
H(q, p, t). Let cP,,(q, p, t) be a first integral of our
system, i.e. we have cP" = o. As before, the dot will
always stand for total time differentiation along
the given equations of motion. We further assume
that we know n - 1 configurational invariants with
respect to cP", denoted by ,;p..(q, p, t), a = 1, ... , n
where the notation F = 0 refers to Fj = 0 for all
j= 1, ... ,n.
In a similar fashion, since [F;, Fjl == [,;pi' ,;pjl, we
equally know that [F;, FjlIF.-O = 0 and hence
[F;,Fj]IF-O=O, i,j=l, ... ,n. (34)
Whittaker's treatment of the complete integrability
theorem relies heavily on a kind of lemma, for-
mulated in his paragraph 147, which in a free
interpretation would state: if n functions, say F;,
f··"
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are in involution then the corresponding functions
Gp constructed from the relations F; = 0 as above,
are also in involution. The point to realize now is
that the starting assumption in this statement can
be considerably weakened, without altering the
conclusion. To be precise, if the F; satisfy the weak
involution property (34), then the G; still are in
(strong) involution. In fact, even the converse is
true.
In view of (36) and the non-singularity of the
matrix (aF;/aPk), the equivalence (35) now is
evident.
A perhaps more obvious and somewhat similar




(35) Using (37) and the analogous identity
Proof. On the one hand, a simple calculation shows
that
aF; oF; a~_
-at(q,f(q,t),t)+ apj (-)az=O, (40)
this can be rewritten in the fono
(36)
On the other hand, we have
or
Using these to replace the aF/aq-terms, the above









from which (39) follows.
We now return to our general setting in which
the functions F; are constructed out of one first
integral and n - 1 related configurational in-
variants (see (30)). Our functions f;, as defined in
(31) thus depend on n -1 constant parameters aa'
From (34), using our lemma, it follows that the
f;(q. t. a) satisfy (36). In addition, from (33), in
view of the equivalence (39), we have
Using (36) again, this can be rewritten as
a~+aHlz=o
at aqj ,
a~ a~ aH-a+-a -a(q./(q.t.a),t)







X aFj (_)( afl _ Ofk).
apl aqk oq,
(the possible presence of extra parameters like aa
in the functions /; is of course totally irrelevant
for these considerations). Computing the partial
derivative with respect to ql of the identities
F;(q,f(q, t), t):= 0, we obtain
aaF';(q,f(q,t),t)+ a°F; (-) °afk:=O.
ql Pk ql
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where the function H1(q, t, a) is defined by Define next
.tIi
H1(q, t, a) = H(q,f(q, t, a), t). (42) (47)
The relations (36) and (41) imply the existence of a
function W(q, t, a) such that
Solving the relations 4'a - aa = 0 for the variables
pp, we of course obtain
(48)
while the remaining function I" finally is defined
as
The considerations which will follow do not really
depend on this particular way of constructing the
li' but doing it this way seems most suitable to
visualize what is happening.
As we have learned already in section 1, in
calculations which involve a lot of substitutions of
part of the variables in terms of new ones, it is .
often rather dangerous to be sloppy about the
precise arguments appearing in each function.
Therefore, we would like to be very explicit here
concerning the following quite elementary ob-
servations. First of all, let g(q, p, t) be any func-
tion in which we first substitute the relations (31)






Finally, we introduce n - 1 new functions
Ia(q, t, a), defined by
a (aw )
= aaa at+ H1 ,
which is zero in view of (43).
g(q, t, a) = g(q,f(q, t, a), t).
If we next define a function g(q, pp, t) by
The above proposition already covers all prop-
erties we observed about the example (19) of the
previous section. It is, however, of interest to relate
all results back to functions defined on the original
phase space. For that purpose it is useful that we
enter into greater detail concerning the way the
functions fi(q, t, a) can be obtained from the rela-
tions Fj = O. Let us, for example, assume that the
relation cP" = 0 can be solved for one of the
momenta which we denote by p", yielding
it is straightforward to verify explicitly that
g(q, pp, t) = g( q, p, t )lp....~(q,p_,1)= glep.-o·
(50)
Secondly, cP" being a first integral, we know that
cP" = O. The correspondin~ statement about the
function p" - tP,,(q, pp, t} is
p" = 41" (q, Pp, t) . (46) (p" - 4>,,)lep.-o =o. (51)
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Finally, using (51), it is easy to check that
(52)
equivalence (52), we conclude that also
~al",.-o= 0, (57)
We now return to our proposition and proceed as
follows. We define functions 'fa by
in other words, the functions '1'a(q, P, t) provide
us with n - 1 additional configurational in-
variants. Summarizing what preceeds, we have
proved the following" weak complete integrability"
theorem:
for all q, t and a. In particular, we preserve an
identity if we replace. the aa by ~a(q, Pp, t), yield-
ing
The property (45) then implies
,j,a/"'.-O = O.
Indeed, (45) means that
a/a a/a aH ( ( »
-ar+ aqk apk q,f q,t,a ,t =0,
(54)
Theorem. Let H(q, P, t) determine a Hamiltonian
system with n degrees of freedom. Assume we
know a first integral ~n and n - 1 related con-
figurational invariants ~a (in the sense of (28»,
such that the functions ~,., ~n are in weak involu-
tion in the sense of (29). Then there exist n - 1
further configurational invariants '1'p so that the
integration of the system along the hypersurface
~n = 0 is reduced to solving a single first-order
ordinary differential equation.
(55)
whereby the observation (50) about an arbitrary
function / here has been applied to aH/apk. On
the other hand, we have
~al",.-o= a~a(q,t,~a(q,pp,t))
+ala(_)aHI + ala (-)4;p l .
aqk apk P.-+. aap "'.-0
We end this section by giving an interpretation
of these results in terms of a canonical transforma-
tion, which in fact will produce a simple, alterna-
tive proof of the above theorem and provide some
additional insights. From (43) it is clear that
W(q, t, aa) is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation. It is, however, not a complete solution
because there are only n - 1 constants involved.
Yet, we can use W to build up a canonical trans-
formation to new variables (Q, P), which is gener-
ated by the following generating function of
F2-type:
(58)
The transformation formulae then read
The statement (54) now follows from (55) and
(52). Finally, to obtain functions which are defined
at the·same level as the ~,.(q, P, t), we set
It is obvious then that 'fa is related to '1',. in
exactly the same way as ~,. is related to ~a.
Hence, from (54) and making again use of the
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K= [H(q, ~W, ~w +Pn't\)+aa~]1 .
qp qn q-q(Q.p.,t)
(60)
Eqs. (62a), (62b) confirm that the functions 4)a' iia,
or equivalently ~a' '1'a are configurational "in-
variants with respect to ~n' Eq. (62c), in view of
the observation made with (51), is in agreement
with the fact that ~n is a first integral. The remain-
Assuming (as before) that the matrix
(a 2W / aqpapa ) is non-singular. we can express the
old q-coordinates in terms of the new variables,
from (59c, d). It is important to realize thereby
that these expressions q = q(Q. Pa, t) will not de-
pend on Pn • The new Hamiltonian K(Q, P, t)
explicitly reads
..
ing equation will precisely produce the reduced
single differential equation mentioned in the theo- ,
rem, and explicitly reads
•
. I aK I [aH ( aw )]1Q =- = - q - t
n p.-o apn p.-o aPn 'aq' q-q(Q,p•. t)'
(62d)
whereby the variables (Qa' Pa) in the right-hand
side of (62d) are treated as constants.
5. Geometrical interpretation and discussion
It seems to us that most treatments of the
reduction and integrability of Hamiltonian sys-
tems, also in the modem literature, are primarily
concerned with the complete dynamics and deal
with global symmetries and first integrals (see e.g.
[16] or [17]). Our analysis of the preceding section
is related to a reduction of only part of the dy-
namics, namely the restriction to an invariant sub-
manifold ~n = O. Yet, the tools for sketching a
geometrical picture of these results are certainly
available in the literature, so let us briefly go into
such an interpretation here.
We consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian sys-
tem, described by a smooth function H on an
extended phase space T*M x R with natural coor-
dinates (q;, Pi' t). We further have n independent
functions tP; at our disposal, satisfying the rC?quire-
ments formulated at the beginning of section 4.
Passing to the so-called homogeneous formulation ::-
of the problem, we consider the manifold T*(M X
R) == T*M X R X R, with coordinates (q;, t, Pi' e)
and _whose." canonical symplectic form reads D =
dp; /\ dq; + de /\ dt. In what follows, we will make "
no notational distinction between a function t,
defined on T*M X R, and the same t, regarded as
a function on T*(M X R). The relation H + e = 0 0'
defines a (2n + I)-dimensional co-isotropic sub-
manifold N of T*(M X R). The triplet (T*(M X
R), U, N) is called a homogeneous system (see e.g.






PaI P.-o = 0,
Pnl p.-o = O.
This implies
and similarly
From the way we explicitly constructed (48) it is I
clear that, if we solve the relations (59a) for the Pa
as functions of the old variables, we exactly re-
cover the functions ~a(q, Pp, t). Substituting these
functions into the right-hand side of (59c), it is
equally obvious that the Qa' in terms of the old
variables, precisely reproduce the functions ~a
(see (44) and (53». Finally, substituting for Pa into
(59b) and looking at (49), we learn that the hyper-
surface ~n = 0 in the new coordinates is trans-
formed into Pn = O. We therefore are interested
primarily in the transformed differential equations
along Pn = O. Now, the variable Pn only enters in
one argument in the expression (60) for K(Q, P, t)
and by (43) it then is clear that
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The interpretation of the regularity requirements,
which were inherent in section 4, is as follows. The
point (a, 0, 0) ER n+ I is supposed to be a regular
value of the mapping
iltonian system can be identified With the char-
acteristic distribution of nIN' more precisely, the
integral curves of this distribution project onto the
integral curves of the Hamiltonian system on T*M
x R. Using {,} to denote Poisson brackets on





pIe was constructed in looking for potentials al-
lowing for a configurational invariant linear in the
velocities, the same example actually also belongs
to the class of potentials for which a second in-
tegral, quadratic in the velocities exists (see e.g.
[10]) and therefore is completely integrable. This is
most easily illustrated as follows. The Hamiltonian
for (19), in polar coordinates x = rcos 0, y = r sin U
reads
H = Hp,2 + r- 2p/) + (rcosO) -2/(tanU). (64)
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding to
(64) can be solved by separation of variables.
Explicitly, the separation constant A, which will
provide the second integral, is given by
where E of course is the energy. Looking at the
first of relations (65), we now recognize a simple
relation between the two integrals E and A and
our configurational invariant J. Indeed, J = xx +
yy = rp" and hence
We observe that the first integral A reduces to the
configurational invariant J2 along E = O. More-
over, whereas E and J2 are in weak involution, E
and A are in (strong) involution. It may be an
interesting question to study under what cir-
cumstances such an "extension" of configurational
invariants is generally possible. The hard part in
this question is the strong involution requirement
on E and A. As a matter of fact, going back to the
general setting of section 4, one can show that it is
locally always possible to find first integrals P.a'
which reduce to the configurational invariants tPa
along ep" = 0, but these P.a will only satisfy the
weak involution property. For the above example,
p. = J - 2tE is a first integral of (19), reducing to
the configurational invariant J along E = 0, but
unlike E and A, E and p. merely are in weak
involution.
As a final remark, recall that our study grew out
of the concern to clarify the confusion created by
(66)
In this way, we recOver the conclusion that the
existence of functions tP; satisfying (63) implies
the existence of a (n - I)-parameter solution of
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The derivation of
n -:- 1 further invariants I a then proceeds as be-
fore. Note in passing that the same Conclusions
remain true if the first of conditions (63) is
weakened to hold along tPn = 0 only, Le. tPn , in-
stead of being a first integral, defines an invariant
relation.
For another aspect of interest, let us go back to
the example (19) of section 3. Whereas this exam-
ep: T*(M x R) -+ R n + l ,
(q, t, p, e) t-+ (tP;(q, p, t), H(q, p, t) + e),
for each a in some open subset Vof Rn-I. It then
follows from (63) that for each a E V, Pa =
ep -I(a, 0, 0) is a Lagrangian submanifold of (T *(M
x R), n) (Pa is n + I-dimensional and nip = 0),
which is clearly embedded in N. Stated othe"rwise,
Pa is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi problem
associatedwith the homogeneous system (T*(M x
R), n, N) (see [18]). Locally, Pa has a generating
function Wa and since Im(dWa ) is contained in the
submanifold N defined by H + e = 0, it follows
that
o.
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the mixture of different concepts in [13]. We have
insisted on being very explicit about the arguments
appearing in each function throughout our analy-
sis and this has everything to do with knowing at
each step whether one is dealing with an equation
or with an identity. That this is not a luxury may
appear from another example of a confusing state-
ment concerning first integrals. Recall that the
function W(q, t, a.. ), defined by (43) in fact pro-
vides an (incomplete) solution of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation. Gelfand and Fomin [19, pp.
90-91] state a theorem saying that the partial
derivatives of W with respect to the avail-
able constants then provide first integrals of the
system. Our proposition (45) in fact gives a more
correct interpretation of this situation.
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Note added in proof
It has been brought to our attention that the
distinction between first integrals and configura-
tional invariants has also been made in a recent
paper by Sitaram and Varma [20], in which con-
figurational invariants, which are there called
"quasi-invariants", are studied in relation with
generalised killing vector fields.
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THE LINEAR SYMMETRIES OF A NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
F.M. Mahomed and P.G.L. Leach
The Lic point symmetries of the non-linear differential equation
q + 3~~ + q3 ~ 0 which arises in the study of the modified Emden
equati~n are shown to have an unexpectedly rich algebra associated
with :~em, a feature which enables the above non-linear differential
equati~u to be transformed into the simplest linear second order
ordinL-y differential equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
r~e pioneering works of S. Lie [18] and E. Noether [22] have generated a
considerable amount of interest over the years, more so recently. Although
a vast amount of energy has been expended over the last several years in
search of new methods to deterMine the symmetries and associated first
~tegrals of both linear and non-linear dynamical systems (especially
classical), the methods of the Lie theory of extended groups and Noether's
~eorem or a combination of these [20] are still often used.
r~e method of the Lie theory of extended groups is based on the invariance
c: the Newtonian equation of motion under infinitesimal transformation.
Mere recently, the Lie method has been modified to apply to the Hamilton's
equations of motion [23].
Scether's theorem (at least the version usually encountered) is based on
t~e invariance of the Action functional (see for e.g. [19])under
i~initesimal transformation. Still other versions of this powerful and
veIL established theorem appear in the literature. An excellent compara-
tive review of these versions may be found in the paper by Sarlet and
Cantrijn [27] in which many additional references are quoted. It is
worthwhile mentioning here, that Noether's theorem may also be applied
in a Hamiltonian context [4].
If the class of admissible infinitesimal transformations is restricted
to point transformations then for one-dimensional linear classical
dynamical systems, Noether's theorem yields five generators of symmetry
".
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whereas the Lie method provides eight. This is a serious limitation
which is reflected in the solution of the one-dimensional simple harmonic
oscillator in which some of the excluded generators are associated with
the periodicity of the motion [28]. Moreover, for multi-dimensional
systems, Noether's theorem does not provide the Jauch-Hill-Fradkin [7,6]
te~sor for the time-independent isotropic harmonic oscillator nor the
R~ge-Lenz [26,15] vector for the classical Kepler problem. The Lie
me~od does [24,25]. Another distinct advantage of the Lie method is
that it allows a more general class of problems to be treated since it
dOes not require the existence of a Lagrangian. However, in spite of the
above limitations, Noether's theorem does possess the beauty of having an
eX?licit formula for the first integrals once the symmetry generators are
known. The Lie method, on the other hand, requires further manipulation
which could, in some problems (such as the one we are investigating),
de?end upon the ingenuity of. the investigator to determine the first
i:tegrals.
When velocity-dependent transformations are admitted, the first integrals
-entioned above do satisfy the equations obtained from Noether's theorem
[16], but unfortunately, this velocity dependence results in an infinite
number of symmetry generators which cannot be determined explicitly. No
general method of determination exists although classes of first integrals
classified by the nature of their velocity dependence may be systematically
determined [8,13,27]. However the admittance of velocity-dependent
transformations is not necessary for the Lie method since all the useful
information may be obtained with point transformations only. Noether's
theorem with point transformations has been criticized by Leach [11],
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amongst others, precisely because of its inadequacy in determining the
complete (finite) algebra of symmetries. This, to our mind, is not a
serious deficiency if the principal aim of the researcher is in the
determination of the first integrals.
One-dimensional linear systems, especially classical, have received a
tremendous amount of attention over the years. Lie himself first ob-
tained the generators for the free particle. Anderson and Davison [1]
showed that the free particle and the simple harmonic oscillator both
possessed the complete symmetry group 5L (3,R). The most widely dis-
cussed system viz. the harmonic oscillator and the simplest system viz.
the free particle can both be considered to be paradigms of dynamical
systems for obvious reasons.
One-dimensional non-linear systems have received little attention thus
far. In the work presented here, we treat an interesting class of non-
linear systems. Curiously the free particle is used as a vehicle for
our discussion. This is done in an unconventional manner as we shall
see later and the dichotomy of free particle system and nonlinear system
elucidated.
We are interested in the following autonomous, non-linear system,
q" 4n • + 2(n
2-1) J
+ 7i+J qq (n+J)2 q = 0 , n <c -3 , (1.1)
which arises in the study of ·the modified Emden equation,
(1.2)
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by considering its first integrals. Of the various Emden-type equations,
preference was given to equation (1.2) by Leach [l4J and Moreira [21J.
The former applied Noether's theorem with velocity-dependent transforma-
tion to equation (1.2) to obtain first integrals. Furthermore, it was
shown [l4,2lJ that equation (1.1) is of paramount importance in obtaining
these first integrals. However, in this work we focus attention on some
of the remarkable aspects of equation (1.1) which we believe have not been
exploited before.
We treat the more general system
q + aqq + eqJ = 0 (1.3)
where a and B are as yet arbitrary. In doing so, we achieve a measure of
elegance in our presentation, as well as in our calculation.
It is necessary to decide upon which method (Lie method or Noether's
theorem) is to be used in the treatment of equation (1.3). Our choice is
the Lie method. We could put (1.3) into a Lagrangian formulation and use
Noether's theorem. However, as the reader will see below, it is the Lie






CALCULATION OF THE GENERATORS USING THE METHOD OF THE LIE THEORY
OF EXTENDED GROUPS
In the study of the Lie theory of extended groups, relevant to Newtonian
equations of motion, the one-parameter infinitesimal point transformations
act on solution curves in (q,t) space, transforming solution curves into
solution curves. This is equivalent to the requirement that the Newtonian
equation of motion be form invariant under these transformations. For
such a transformation, the group operator is
G(q,t)
d d=((q .. tJ at + r,(q,tJ aq (2.1)
!he extended group operator is also used. For a function involving the
:irst derivative, the operator is
and, for one involving the second derivative, it is









d a • a .. a
dt=at+q~ +q~.aq
In particular, for the Newtonian equation of motion
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(2.4)
N(q,q,q, t) = 0, (2.5)
the second extended operator (2.3) must be used. An operator G is said
to·be the generator of a one-parameter symmetry group for (2.5) if,




More details on the Lie theory of extended groups may be found in Bluman
and Cole [3].
For our purpose
N(q,q,q) =q + aqq + eq3 = 0 •
Under the dual requirements (2.5) and (2,6) we have
(2.8)
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(2.9)
which, when different powers of q are treated as linearly independent (as
they are, since this is a second order equation) yields, on equating the
coefficients of separate powers of q to zero (bearing in mind that both





~ =a(t)q + bet)
• 2 Cl 3n = aq - 3 aq + a(t)q + d(t).
(2.10)
(2.11)
The coefficient of q gives rise to two cases:
(ii) 2Cl = 96.
In the first case we find that
a = 0
b = At + B
a = -A
d 0 (2.12)
where A and B are constants.
These are
There are only two generators for this case.
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(2.1J)
(2.14)
We discover that this case is of not much importance to our central theme.
Besides, it has already been treated elsewhere (Leach [14]).
We do, however, quote results which are of relevance to our future dis-
cussion. We find that
where
(2.15)
Therefore G1 and G2 are generators of type III [2], and the canonical
form of these generators is
(2.16)
(2.17)
where T is the independent variable and Q the dependent variable.
The case (i) belongs to one of the classes of differential equations .which
have two generators of symmetry and it i. convenient, at this stage, to
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provide a table for the canonical forms of two-parameter groups which
seldom appears in the literature. This table will be of value for future
calculations.
Table 1
canonical Forms of Two-Parameter Groups
Group [G1,G2 ) Conneetedness canonical FormsType of G1 and G2 of G1 and G2



















= T ~ + Q~






However, it is the second case which provides the results of great




d = -At + B
a 2
(! = '2 At + Ct - D
b =~At3 + (C + ~ B)t2 + Et - F
-<J.2 4 3 2
a =36 At - ~ (C + ~ B)t ~ (E - D)t + Gt + B
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(2.18)
where A through B are constants. Thus for the case a2 = 9B. the differen-
tial equation (1.3) has eight generators of symmetry. Hence we can write
Under the transformation
q - ~ a- a
(2.19) becOllles
e+ 3aS + a3 =0 •




(2.19) is equivalent to (2.21) under the transformation (2.20). Rewriting
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For the case a 2 • 98 we must have
n = 3 .




Clearly (2.25) is equivalent to (2.22). Therefore (2.22) forms the basis
of our discussion. Equation (i.22) has eight generators of symmetry. It
is well known that the maximum number of symmetry generators for a second
order ordinary differential equation is eight (c.f. Bluman and Cole [))).
However. we point out that this result has been shown to be peculiar to
second order linear systems as a proven fact. For a non-linear system.
this is unexpected and indeed remarkable!
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It may generally be stated tbat all non-linear autonomous second order
systems have at least one symmetry generator whereas most non-linear
non-autonomous second order systems have no symmetry generator at all [12).
Before we proceed to list the eight generators, it is worthwhile
mentioning that this was not the order in which we previously obtained
them, i.e., in terms of putting the constants A through H equal to one
with all others zero in turn.
The eight generators are
d (l 3 dG3 tq at + -tqJ'dq
G4 = (-Jrt
2
q + tJ d + (Jft2q3 - t 2Jdat q 'dq
3 4 d 3 2 ~t4l- t 3 2J dG5 = (~ - ~t qJat + (-t + ! t q + q 'dq
32d 33322d
G6 = (-lrt q + t Jat + (tq + ~ q -! t q J~
<,
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p(q, t) = t 1q (2.27)
This fact will be used later.
3. TIlE COMMUTATION RELATIONS
The Lie algebra of the symmetries of a system is represented by the
commutation relations between generators
In this way the underlying symmetry group may be obtained - up to
isomorphiS1ll.
(3.1)
All one-dimensional linear systems have common properties (Leach [9]).
This follows from the equivalence of all linear systems under transforma-
tion and the preservation of algebraic properties under transformation
(5). Moreover, these systems possess the complete symmetry group SL(3,R).
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We wish to ieentify the complete symmetry group for the non-linear
system (2.22). The generators of (2.22) given in the previous section
should have commutation relations appropriate to one of the eight parameter
groups SL(J.~), SU(J} or GL(2.C}. The latter two being complex.
The commutation relations are given in Table 2. These relations are
appropriate to the symmetry group SL(J.R}. Therefore the complete symmetry
group for (2.22) is SL(J.R}. This will become apparent later.
Table 2
The (i.j) th entry is the Lie bracket [Gi.Gj ]
~
G. G2 GJ G4 GS G6 G7 GaG. J 1
.~






G2 0 0 G2
(Gl +G4) GJ (JGJ+Ga) 0
G
J
0 0 G6 0 (2Gl -{;4) G2
G
4
0 GS G6 2G6 -(GJ+Ga)
GS






The entries below the main diagonal have been omitted because of the
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It is observed from the table that the triplets {G1,G2,G3} and {G4,GS,G6}
constitute three-parameter subgroups. A feature of great interest here
is that the triplets have identical algebras. This will be discussed more
fully in the next section.
4. GENERATOR FROM FIRST INTEGRAL
Conventionally the symmetry generators of a one-dimensional linear system
are used to determine the invariants or first integrals associated with
the system. Here the reverse procedure .is adopted for the free particle.
This has been done generally for one-dimensional linear systems by Leach
[9]. He used the simple harmonic oscillator as a vehicle for his discussion.
We employ his technique for the free particle.
The free particle has the equation of motion
Cl = 0







The two first integrals are easily seen to be




since this has been shown by Leach [9] to be relevant from the oscillator.
We seek tae set of one-parameter symmetry groups with which each of
f, and n 0: the symmetry generator
a a a
G =f,(q.t) ~+ n(q.t) 'dq" + r;(q.p.t) ~
is determined by the following equations:
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by eliminating t between (4.6) and (4.7) and insisting that ~ and n be
independent of p [9].




(4.9) yields a partial differential equation in which the terms are grouped
together in powers of p. By equating coefficients of separate powers of
p to zero we obtain
l ~ =a(t)
p n =aq + b(t)
nd
pO a = At + B
b = C.





Therefore the triplet of generators with which 1
1
is associated is
In like ma~er. for 1
2
, we obtain
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..
By comparing the usual forms for the generators of the free particle with
those obtained here using the reverse procedure for the free particle we
observe that G1 is linearly dependent. This can easily be verified by
noting that
On the other hand, it may be possible to include G1 in the formation of a
linearly independent set of generators for the free particle. We defer
discussion of this point to a later stage.
Our prime concern here, however, is the commutation properties of the nine
generators which are simpler than those for the usual eight as we shall see
below.
We calculate the commutators for each of the triplets of generators
associated with I
1
, I 2 and I J respectively.
For I 1 =P
o . (4.18)
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For I 2 = q - pt




Each of the triplets of generators {G1, G2, G3 }, {G4, GS' G6} and
(G?, GS' GS} form a closed subgroup. This follows immediately from
(4.18), (4.19) and (4.20).
It is vortbvhile noting that each of the three sets of commutation
relations given above may be written in the form
(4.21)
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...
This can be accomplished by a oere change' in sign o£ Cl and C9. Thus
it follows from (4.21) that the algebraic properties of the triplets are
identical.
5. TRANSFORMATION OF THE GENERATORS
It has been found that, in the case for which there are several generators,
a common transformation reduces them to a commonly simpler form. This is
the case with linear systems [10]. Moreover, this should likewise be the
case for non-linear systems such as (2.22). That indeed it is so, will be
seen shortly.
It can easily be verified from sections 3 and 4 that the commutation rela-
tions of the triplets {Cl' C2, CJ} and {C4, CS' C6} for (2.22) are identical
to those for the free particle. Thus we can use the free particle as a
vehicle for our discussion.
By means of the change in space and time variables (q,t) + (Q,T), the,
generators transform as
C(q, t} + G(Q,T}
where
:-'.'
- aT aT a aQ aQ a




We observe (from Table 2) that
where
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Therefore, ~2 and G
3







We seek the transformation from (q.t) to (Q.T) which casts 02 and G3 into
canonical form.
02 assumes canonical form provided
< aQ + n aQ - 0.., at aq -
t;*+n*=l (5.3)
where t; = q and n 3-q .
By applying the method of characteristics for first order partial















: - 2" + q (5.5)
Under this transformation the other generators are reduced to a simpler
form.
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By comparing the generators obtained here with those of the free particle.
we observe that 01 to 06 have the same structure and form as G1 to G6 of
the free particle. This was to be expected in view of our remarks in
paragraph two of this section. Furthermore. it is observed that a G1-type
generator (viz. 01) is included in the above complete set of generators.
The possibility of this inclusion was hinted at in the previous section.




From Table 2 we notice that
(5.8)
It follows from Table I that G2 and G4 are generators of type IV and that
the canonical form is
"
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(5.9)
...
By comparing (5.9) with the corresponding generators given in the previous
page, we notice that an interchange of the Q and T variables have taken
place. Thus the canonical transformation which results in (5.9) is
T t 1q (5.10)
This is obtained by merely interchanging Q and T in (5.5). The other
generators are also reduced to a simpler form under transformation (5.10).














- -2 a a
07 = (T- + 2Q) aT + TQ aQ
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Once again we have a 0l-type generator appearing in our list. Just as
before, six of the generators given above have the same structure and
form as six of the generators of the free particle.
6. THE SOLUTION
Under the transformation (5.5) or (5.10), equation (2.22) takes the
canonical form
tlQ
~ = 0 •
We can simply write this as
(6.V
Q" = 0 (6.2)
Where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to T. This is the
equation of a free particle in the transformed coordinates. In view of
the linear symmetries obtained ~n the previous chapter, it is not in the
least surprising that the transformed equation assumes such a simple
form. However, in isolation it is quite remarkable!
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were associated with two three-parameter subgroups of the symmetry
group 5£(3.R). Moreover, these two invariants were sufficient to determine
the solution of the free particle. In view of the preceding discussions,
this should also be the case for (6.2).
Therefore we have
12 =Q - TQ' .
The solution is immediate:




That (6.5) is the general solution of (2.22) can easily be checked by
direct substitution.
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7. CONCLUSION
In this work we have shown that the non-linear differential equation
.. (Cl)2 Jq +. aqq +. J q = 0 • (7.1)
where Cl is an arbitrary constant, is transformable to the Newtonian
equation of motion of a free particle. In the process we used the free
particle as a vehicle for our discussion. In doing so, we observed that
the symmetry properties of the free particle were injected into (7.1)
under a canonical transformation which was obtained via commutator con-
siderations. The triplets associated with the respective systems provided
tbe solution of (7.1).
F~rthermore, it was shown that the complete symmetry group for (7.1) is
SL(3,R). From the results established above, it may be inferred that the
complete symmetry group for any non-linear system is SL(3,R) provided the
system has eight symmetries. However, the classification of such systems
is a difficult matter and requires further investigation.
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~t2 + 2t +2.1-
I 1 I 1
(6.6)
(6.6) is the same as (6.5) if
- 1
I 1 = r
1
and
Writing out the expressions for I
1
and I 2 in terms of q, q and t we
obtain
(6.7)
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It is shown that the modified Emden equation q + a(t)q + if' = 0 possesses first integrals for
functions a(t ) other than kt -I. The function a(t ) is obtained explicitly in the case n = 3 and
parametrica1ly for other n(::I 2). The case n = 2 is seen to be particularly difficult to solve.
(1.5)
I. INTRODUCTION
The Emden equation of index n,
_1 .!!.- (t2 d(J) = _ (J"
t 2 dt dt '
(J(O) = 1, (J'(O)=O, t;.O, (Ll)
arises in the study of equilibrium configurations of a spheri-
cal gas cloud acting under the mutual attractions ofits mole-
cules and subject to the laws of thermodynamics. The index
n is given by
n = (cv - c)/(cp - cv) , (1.2)
where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume, cp is the
specific heat at constant pressure, and c is the assumed con-
stant in the relationship between heat input dQ and tempera-
ture change dT; i.e.,
dQ=cdT. (1.3)
Chandrasekhar' discusses the equation extensively and re-
-ports complete solutions in the cases n = 0,1,5.
The Emden equation may also be considered as an equa-
tion in dynamics, viz.,
q+(2It)q+q"=0, (1.4)
which represents in general an anharmonic oscillator subject
to damping dependent upon the velocity. 10 the case n = 5,
Logan2 illustrates the use of Noether's theorem with point
transformations by applying the theorem to the variational
integral
i"2 (1 .2 I 1» dJ= t -q--q t,'0 2 6
the integrand ofwhich is a Lagrangian from which (1.4) may
be obtained. He obtained tbefirst integral
I=! t 3q6 +! t 3if +! t 2qq. (1.6)
This same first integral was obtained by Sarlet and Bahac3 by
introducing a time-dependent integrating factor. They ex-
tended their treatment to the more general equation
q +P(t)q + a(t)q'" = 0, m::l - 1 (1.7)
and found that the first iJitegral
1= (q2 + m~ 1 q"'+ I) exp (2J' P(t'jdt')
x[c+c4J'exp ( - J"P(t")dt")dt']
- C4qq exp (JP (t') dt') (1.8)
exists when art ) and P (t ) satisfy the relation
a - 21('" + 3) exp ( - m: 3 J' P(t ') dt ')
-c4J'exp ( - J"P(t")dt")dt'=C (1.9)
and C and C4are constants. Furthermore, they showed that
the result was equivalent to using the gauge-invariant
Noether approach. The extension to the gauge-variant
Noether approach was mentioned, but the calculations and
integral were not given.
Moreira,4 as an example of the application of the Lew-
is-Leachs direct method to Newtonian equations of motion,
studied the equation
q+a(t)q+q"=O. (1.10)
He found the first integral
1= exp (mra(t')dt')lf + aqq(2 - m)
+ [2/(n + I)] qn+' +! ~(m - 2)[(m - l)a2 + all '
(1.11)
where m = 2(n + 1)/(n + 3), provided that a(t) satisfied the
differential equation
ii + (3m - 2)aa + a 3m(m - 1) = O. (1.12)
He did not provide the general solution of (1.12), but gave
two particular solutions, viz.,
a(t)=21mt, a(t)=[(m-l)t]-I. (1.13)
Feix and Lewis,6 in their study offirst integrals for dissi-
pative nonlinear systems using resca1ing (the equivalent in
Newtonian mechanics ofgeneralized canonical transforma-
tions in Hamiltonian mechanics7), examined the equation
i+P(t}X+ a; (x,t) =0. (Ll4)
ax
As an example they treat the case in which
; (x,t) =rft) [x'" + I/(m + 1)], m::l - 1 . (Ll5)
However, they specified P(t ) to be proportional to t - I.
In this note we intend to apply Noether's theorem to an
equation of Emden type. It is necessary to decide which of
the various forms of the equation given above is to be used.
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which was discussed in Refs. 3 and 6. Under the transforma-
tion
Our choice is that ofMoreira (1.10). The reason for this is as
follows. Consider the equation
P =Kpl" + 1)/" • (1.22)
Ifwe imagine that the constant K is replaced by a function of
r, we obtain an equation oftype (1.10) in terms ofa variable q,
where
...
A (t) =exp (f' a(t') dt') . (2.10)
s= a(q,t)q + b (q,t). (2.11)
From (2.3) we see that the first integral is
1= Aq(aq + b) - !. (2.12)
Substituting for L, S' and 1" into (2.4) and integrating with
respect to qwe see that
! = !aAf + c(q,t) (2.13)
and 12.12) becomes
1= !aAq2 + bAq - c. (2.14)
Substituting for L, S, 1', and ! into (2.5) and equating the
coefficients of like powers ofqto zero, we have
aa 1 a(f) A-=--(Aa), (2.15)
aq 2 aq
(q2) A aa + A~ = J...£. (aA ) , (2.16)
at iJq 2 at
W) - aAq" + A ab =.E=...., (2.17)
at aq
(qO) _ Abq" =ac . (2.18)
at
From (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17) in turn we find that
a = oft), (2.19)
1 .
b = - lA (a-A - qA Iq - 11t) , (2.20)
qAq" +lid[1 . . ]c = - - - A - -7{qA - qA) q2
n + 1 4 dt A
- Arq - tS(t) • (2.21)
As the first integrals obtained in Refs. 2,. 3, 4, and 6 were
quadratic in q, we look for one ofthe same type. From (2.6) it
is evident that
L (q,q,t) = !A (t Jf - [A (t )/(n + 1)] qll+ I, (2.9)
where
+ aL {as + . as . (ar . ar)}
aq at q aq -q at + q aq
= a! + q a! . (2.5)
at aq
Since, further,
S- q1' = - g ~~ , (2.6)
where
azL _ 1 (27)af g- , .
we may without loss of generality set l' =0 and do so.
The equation of motion we study is
ij + a(t)q + q" = O. n# 1,0,1. (2.8)
(The cases n = 0,1 are excluded since they are linear systems
and have already been treated elsewhere.9 For the case
n = - 1see the Appendix.) A Lagrangian for this equation
is
(1.23)
(1.16)X +P(t)X + 11t}x" = 0,
(x,tHX,T:X=x,T=!(t)) , (1.17)
(1.17) becomes
X· + (jj-2 +pj-I)X' + ri- 2x" = 0, (1.18)
where prime denotes d /dT. Ifwe set
r=(j)2, a(T(t))=jj-2+pj-l, (1.19)
we have an equation oftype (1.10). Should it happen that 11t )
is negative we could replace the first of (1.19) by r = - j - 2
to keep j real. If 11t) has zeros, the transformation (1.17)
would strictly apply to the interval between successive zeros
and matching of the results for successive intervals would
have to be undertaken.
One may wonder what relevance this has to the original
Emden equation (1.1). This equation comes from the equa-
tion of equilibrium J
J..~(,:z dP)= -41rGp, (1.20),:z dr p dr
where r is the radial variable in the gaseous sphere, p is the
density of the gas, P is its pressure, and G is the universal
gravitational constant, by means of the substitutions
p =AB", P =KJ.. I." + 11/"811+ I (1.21)
and suitable rescaling. The density and pressure are related
by
11. APPLICATION OF NOETHER'S THEOREM
Following Sarlet and Cantrijn,8 if the functional
J =[' L (q,q,t) dt, (2.1)
where L is regular in q, admits a gauge-variant symmetry
generated by
G = 1"!- +s...E..... , (2.2)
at aq
where 1" = -r(q,q,t) and S= S(q,q,t), there exists a first inte-
gral
1= [L1" + ~~ lS-q1')] -!(q,q,t) , (2.3)
where f, T, and Sare determined by the equations
L Z~ ~~ (~ -q Z) = Z' (2.4)
l' aL + s aL + L (ar + q ar)
at aq at iJq







(3.9) becomes, after suitable rearrangement,
u = k [(U + (11 + l)/(n + 3W+ 1]1/4. (3.18)
(u + (n - l)/(n + 3W- 1
The solution of (3.18) may be written in parametric form
(Kamke,IO p. 30, 4.17) as
which comes from (3.5). In terms of p, the first integral (2.14)
is
1 = ~p2n+ 2i + 2pp2n+ Iqq +p2n"+2q"+ I/(n + 1)
_ {(n - 2) p2n p2 + p2n+ I PI ~ . (3.8)
The invariance of 1 is easily checked by direct differenti-
ation. An explicit form for the integral requires a knowledge
of the functional expression for p. As we also require a, we
look for the solution of(3.7) and then obtain p by quadrature
of(3.6).
It is relatively straightforward to perform the first inte-
gration of(3.7). We obtain
(
n + 1 )n + I ( 11 _ 1 )" - ICl ci +__ a2 = C
2
ci +__ a2 ,
n+3 n+3
ICd + IC2 1=1=0. (3.9)
(This form is suggested by the similar result found in
Kamke,'o p. 329, No. 1.204.) Before considering the next
integration of(3.9) in general, we note two particular cases. If
Cl =0,
ci + [(n - 11/(n + 3)] a 2 = 0,
which may be integrated to give
a(r) = (K, + [In - l)/(n + 3)]t)-l,
and from (3.6)
p(t) =K2(K I + [(n - l)/(n + 3))t )I/fn -I).
Likewise, if C2 = 0,
a(r) = (K, + [In + 1)/(n + 3)]t)-' , (3.13)
p(t) = K2(KI + [In + 1)/(n + 3))r )I/ln + I), (3.14)
where K I and K2are arbitrary constants and K2may be set
at unity since it has only a scaling effect on the first integral.
These results are in accordance with those of Moreira4 if K ,
is set at zero. For p as given in (3.12) the first integral is
1 ( n - 1 )Iln + 2)/(n - I) .
11=- K + --t i
2 n + 3




n _ 1 )(2n + 2l1ln - I) qn + •
+K+--t --1'
n+3 n+
and for p as given in (3.14) the first integral is
1 =.!.(K+ n+l r)2 i +_
2_(K+ n+lr)qq
2 2 n+3 n+3 n+3
(
n + I )2 q" + I 2
+K+--t --+ i.
n + 3 n + 1 (n + 3)2
The integration of(3.9) is not simple when both Cl and C2 are
nonzero. If we make the substitution
Substitution for b and c into (2.18) gives the consistency con-
dition
q"+1 d 1 d{ d[1 .]}--~O'A)+--A- ~o-A -O'A) q2
n + 1 dr 4 dr dr a
+ ~Ar)q +~ (o-A - 0'.4 )qn+ I +Ayqn + {j = O.
dr 2
(2.22)
Since n=l= - 1,0,1, we distinguish two cases.
(1) n = 2: Equating the coefficients oflike powers ofq to
zero, we have
(q3) +~O'A )+ +to-A - A ) = 0 , (2.23)
(~) ~!i. {A !!..[~o-A - O'A )]} + Ay = 0 , (2.24)
. 4 dr dr A
(ql) ~Ar) = 0 , (2.25)
dr
(qO) I> = 0 . (2.26)
(2) n =1= 2: Equating the coefficient of like powers of q to
zero, we have
(qn+ I) _1_ ~O'A )+ .!.(o-A _ O'A ) = 0 , (2.27)
n + I dr 2
(qn) Ay = 0 , (2.28)
(q2) !!.- {A!!.- [.!.(o-A - O'A l]} = 0 , (2.29)
dr dr A
d "
(ql) ~ Ay) = 0 , (2.30)
dr
(qO) {j = o. (2.31)
Ill. THE CASE n=/=2
It is evident that y = 0 and 0 is an ignorable constant.
From (2.27) we obtain
(n+3)(Q/0')=(n-lH.4/A), n=l=-3, (3.1)
0'.4 = 0 , n = - 3 . (3.2)
From (3.2) it follows that either 0' = 0, in which case the first
integral is trivially a constant, or.4 = 0, in which case a = O.
As neither is of interest to us we take n =1= - 3 henceforth..
Integrating (3.1), we have
if+3 = K.A n-I, (3.3)
where K I is some constant. If we make the substitution
0' =pn - I, A =K2pn+ 3, (3.4)
(2.29) becomes
p2 p+ (4n _ 3)ppp + 2n(n - 2)p3 =O. (3.5)
Since
A (r )= exp (5' a(r ') dr ') ,
we have
a = (n + 3)pp-', (3.6)
and the function a(r ), for which a first integral exists, satisfies
a+ [4n/(1I + 3)]aci + [2(11 2 - 1)/(11 + 3)2] a3 = 0,
(3.7)
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IV. THE CASE n = 2
We recall the equations for this case [(2.23)- (2.25)],
..
(4.7)
(4.22)ij + 5q/3(t + K) + q2 =°
1= W+K)4i + ~(t +K)3qq +W +K)4q3
+ ~(t +K)2q2+;(t +K)q + Hq, (4.23)
V. CONCLUSION
We have seen that the differential equation




ij + IOtj/3(t +K) + i =0. (4.24)
The results given in (4.17) and (4.22) are the same as those
obtained by Moreira4 when n is replaced by 2 in his general
formula.
ij + 15q/(t + K) + q2 = 0, (4.20)




The solutions of(4.13) and (4.15) fora(t) are the special solu-
tions obtained from the integration of (3.9) with Cl and C2
zero, respectively. The corresponding first integrals are
1= W+ K)6q2+ 2(t +K)Sqq + W+ K)6~. (4.17)
Q+5q/(t+K)+q2=0, (4.18)
1= W+ K)18q2+ 6(t + K)17qq + W+ K)18q3
- 6(t + K)16q2 - 96(t + K)'Sq , (4.19)
oil) = Kit + K2, (4.8)
oit) = (KIt + K2)3 , (4.9)
oil) = (KIt + K2)1/3 , (4.10)
and for M#O,
oil) = (K1t+K2)2IJ , (4.11)
for which the value of M is given by
M=~Ki. (4.12)
The corresponding solutions for a and yare
a(t) = 5K/(Ktt + K2), r(l) = 0, (4.13)
a(t) = 15K/(Kl t + K2), r(t) = 96K~ • (4.14)
a(t)=5K/3(K,t+K2), r(t)=O, (4.15)
IOKI 4K~a(l) = , r(t) = - 7/3




( s.. ) 5 0- ~I s")-Mu u - - u u - .
dt 2 u dt
It has not been possible to make any progress on the general
solution of (4.7). However, a number of particular solutions
are available. These are, for M = 0,







I d I .
- -7{uA )+ - (o-A - uA ) = °,
3 dt 2
I d { d [I. . ]}-- A- -(uA-uA) +Ay=O,
4 dt dt A
d .
-7{ Ay) = °.
dt
viz.,
We observe.that, when y=:0, we obtain the same parametric
forms, (4.3), (3.19), and (3.20), defining a(t )asforthe general
case. However, we proceed to consider the possibilities of
richer results in the case ;"jEO.
From (4.1),
er = KA , (4.4)
so that (4.2) and (4.3) become
!f.1u Sq)_ u Sy =0, (4.5)
dt
!f.1u srI = °. (4.6)
dt
possesses the first integral
1= [K2+ (t - Kil2Fq2 + 2(t - K ,)[K2+ (t - K I )2]qq
+ HK2+ (t - K 1)2]2q4 - K2 i. (3.25)
For general n, we make the substitution
n - I 2 I
7] +--=--" x#O, (3.26)
n+2 n+3x-
so that (3.20) is now
t = k (n ; 3) 1/2 fX (I + X'2)," - 31/4 dx' . (3.27)
This integral may be evaluated in the case where n is an odd
integer, but, with the exception of n = 3, it is not possible to
invert the result to obtain j and so u as an explicit function of
t.
Note that, if in (3.22) K , and K 2 are set equal to zero,
a(t) = 3/t and, if K2 = - K~ and the limit K1-.oo istak-
en, a(t ) = 3/2t. These are the results obtained by Moreira for
the case n = 3.
t = ~ k f (s + +)-3/2 ds
and so
a(t) = 3(t - K.)/[K2+ (t - KIf] , (3.22)
p(t) = { K2+ (t - Kil2}./4 . (3.23)
Hence the differential equation
ij + 3(t - K.)q/[ K2+ (t - Ki] + q3 = 0 (3.24)
[
(7] + (n + l)/(n + 3))H t ]114
u=k ,
(7] + (n - l)/(n + 3)r - t
t = J.. k f'1 [(7]' + (n + W(n + 3)1" - 3] 114 d7]'. (3.20)
2 (7]' + (n - l)/(n + 3))H3
In the particular case n = 3, we obtain
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APPENDIX: THE CASE n = 1
The referee has kindly supplied the results for the case
n = - 1, i.e., for the equation
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possesses first integrals for more general a(t) than has pre-
viously been reported. However, it is only in the case n = 3
that it is possible to write the most general aft )as an explicit
function of time. For other n( ;of 2) it is possible only to define
alt) parametrically. The case n = 2 is especially difficult and
only four particular functions aft ) have been recognized.
In an attempt to avoid the impasse covered by the gen-
eral nonintegrability of (3.27) we examined the differential
equation for a(r), (3.7), for Lie symmetries. For n;of3 two
generators of symmetry were found. Unfortunately they
yielded the same information as is already contained in (3.9)
and (3.20) and so added nothing to what was already known.
The integrable case, n = 3, was found to have eight genera-
tors of symmetry. Inasmuch as (3.7) is rather nonlinear and
the maximum number ofgenerators for a second-order ordi-
nary differential equation is eight, this result was unexpect-
ed, although a similar result has been observed before. 11
(A6)
where K and M are constants (either both real or both pure-
ly imaginary),
1= ! q2 + K tan(Kt + M)qq - ! K 2q2+ log q
- log cos(K + M) . (A5)
Finally, for
a(t)= -lI(t+M),
where, again, M is a constant,
1= ! q - qq/(t + M) + log q - 10g(t + M) . (A7)
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Abstract. A non-linear ordinary differential equation is linearisable if it posseses SL(3, 9'1)
symmetry. The conditions under which the Abelian two-dimensional subalgebras ofsl(3, 9'1)
are sufficient for linearisation are established.
1. Introduction
The Lie theory of extended groups has regained a lot of attention in recent studies of
ordinary and partial differential equations. Knowing point symmetries of ordinary
differential equations generally allows one to reduce the order of the equations (see,
e.g., Bluman and Cole 1974, Ovsiannikov 1978). Alternatively, one can exploit the
symmetries to construct first integrals for the given equations. When the equations are
of Lagrangian type, this is most easily done in the context of Noether's theorem, but
it has been pointed out by many authors that the point symmetries of Noether type
do not exhaust the point symmetries of the differential equations (see, e.g., Lutzky
1978, Prince and Eliezer 1981, Wulfman and Wybourne 1976, Leach 1981). Concerning
a single second-order equation, we know from Lie's counting theorem that there can
be at most eight point symmetries (Ovsiannikov 1978, Anderson and Davison 1974).
It is further known that all linear e.quations do have a full eight-parameter group of
symmetries which is SL(3, ~). Mahomed and Leach (1985) recently added a new
element to the discussion in investigating a non-linear equation of the type
ij + aqq +{3qJ = 0 (1)
which itself arose in a study of the generalised Emden equation (Leach 1985). They
found that such an equation has only two point symmetries, unless a 2 = 9{3, in which
case there are eight symmetries, whose generators again exhibit the sl(3,~) commuta-
tion relations. The latter result means that there exists a point transformation, reducing
the equation to any linear equation (such as the free particle equation) and that the
non-linear equation accordingly can be readily solved. They further inferred from this
example that any non-linear equation may have the SL(3,~) group, proyided it has
eight symmetries. Certainly, in view of the invariance of the commutation relations
of symmetry generators under arbitrary point transformations, haYing SL(3, ~) sym-
metry is a necessary and sufficient condition for a second-order differential equation
t Permanent address: Instituut voor Theoretische Mechanika, Rijksuniversiteit Gent, Krijgslaan 281, Gebouw
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to be linearisable (by which we mean linearisable through a point transformation).
The question then arises whether we need to know the full eight symmetry generators
of an equation beiore we can conclude that the linearisation wil1 exist. The following
property (cf Lie 1891) wil1 be the starting point for the investigation of this paper.
Proposition. In order that a second-order ordinary differential equation has the sl(3, ~)
algebra, it is necessary and sufficient that it has the nilpotent algebra
..
(2)
henceforth referred to as K
Proof. For a general second-order equation ij = /(q, q, t), we write the generator of a
point symmetry in the form
G = 1'( t, q )a/at + ~(t, q)ajaq. (3)
Assuming that the equation has the algebra N then means that we have three symmetry
generators Gh G:, 0 3 , satisfying the commutation relations (2).
If this is the case, we cannot have that both G1 = p(q, t)G2 and G3 = ljJ(q, t)G2 (for
suitable functions p and ljJ) as the first two commutations then would imply G:(p) = 0,
G2( ljJ) =0, which in turn would lead to [G h G3 ] =0, contradicting the last relation in
(2). Without loss of generality, we may therefore assume that no function p exists
such that G 1 = pG:- As a result, there exists a regular point transformation Q = Q( q, t),
T = T(q, t), transforming the generators G. and G2 to the standard form
(4)
Representing, in these coordinates, 6 3 in a general form like (3), it follows from the
commutation relations involving G3 that one must have
aT/aQ=O aUaQ=o a~jaT= 1.
Therefore (disregarding constant multiples of 6 1 and 6 2), the transformed equation
must have the symmetry
(5)
From (4) it is obvious that the right-hand side of the differential equation for Q cannot
depend on T and Q. Expressing the invariance with respect to the generator (5) then
straightforwardly shows that it cannot depend on Q' =dQ / d T as well. The transformed
equation will thus be of the form Q" =constant (Lie 1891), which is an obviously linear
differential equation and consequently has SL(3,~) symmetry. The original equation
in q accordingly has the same symmetry, which completes the proof of the sufficiency.
The necessity is trivial because N is a subalgebra of sl(3, ~).
Remark. Whenever a non-linear differential equation is found to have eight symmetry
generators, the above result also contains a hint for actually trying to construct a
coordinate transformation which does the Iinearisation. Indeed, it will be advantageous
to search for three combinations of the obtained generators which constitute K If this
can be done, a Iinearisation will follow from transforming two of the commuting
symmetries to the standard form (4).
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One can push the question which has been dealt with in the above proposition a
bit further and ask whether linearisability will not even follow from assuming less than
the three-dimensional algebra K This is indeed the case. As a matter of fact, it follows
from our argumentation that to within removing from G3 a constant multiple of G.,
G 2 and G3 commute and further satisfy G3 = l/J( t, q )G2 for some function l/J. This
implies the existence of a coordinate transformation (already established by Lie (1891)
transforming the generators to
(6)
as a result of which the differential equation appears in the form Q" = F( T). Once
again this is a linear equation having SL(3, f?ll) symmetry.
The other subalgebra of (2) constitutes a more appealing subject for further study,
if only because it is not trivial. Having two commuting symmetries which are indepen-
dent means that the differential equation transforms to the general form (Lie 1891)
Q"= F(Q') (7)
which in itself is already a significant reduction, since equations of type (7) may be
solved by two consecutive quadratures. In the following sections, we wish to investigate
the possible existence of more symmetries for (7), thereby keeping an eye on the
identification of further criteria which will ensure linearisability.
2. The symmetry conditions for a class of non-linear equations
Starting from the assumption that the equations under investigation have two indepen-
dent commuting symmetries, we take the preliminary transformation to the standard
form (4) of these symmetries for granted and rewrite the resulting equation in lower
case variables as
ij = j(q). (8)
A generator of the form (3) will be a symmetry for (8) if and only if T and ~ satisfy
the following requirement (invariance of (8) under the second extension of G):
~II + q(2~,q - T,,) +q2(~qq - 2T,q) - q3Tqq + (~q - 2T, - 3qTq)1= [~, + q(~q - T,) - q2Tq lfq
(9)
where the suffices refer to partial derivatives.
It is impossible to proceed further with such a complicated equation without making
further assumptions about the nature of the function I(q). The polynomial character
in q of all the coefficients in (9) strongly suggests looking at the case where 1 itself is
a polynomial. Obviously we are not interested in the case that1 is linear in q. Suppose
then that the leading order term in 1 is of degree n with n~ 3.-We write
1= Tcq" + Iq"-'+ ....
Looking at the coefficients of q"+' and q" in (9), we then obtain the following conditions:
(n-3)kTq =0
(n -4)/Tq+ k[(n - 2)'7", - (n -1)~q]= '7"qq5"3
where 5"3 is the Kronecker delta.
(10)
(11)
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For any n greater than 3, it is clear that (10) and (11) allow T at most to be a
function of t and ~ to be a linear function in q with possible time-dependent coefficients.
One can subsequently look at the terms of degree 0, 1 and 2 in (9) and infer from a
simple analysis that in the most favourable case there can be at most three symmetry
generators, provided the coefficients in f satisfy a number of algebraic relations. The
bigger n is, the larger the number of such restrictions on the coefficients will be so
that the chances of obtaining more than the two given symmetries become smaller
with increasing n. In conclusion, linearisability is certainly not possible for a polynomial
f of degree greater than three and the case n =3 appears to be of a peculiar nature,
because it is the only case for which the coefficients of the highest-order terms in (9)
automatically cancel out, leaving the possibility for a non-trivial q dependence in T.
For all these reasons, we further restrict ourselves to polynomials of degree 3. For
completeness, we study the quadratic polynomial case in an appendix. The reader
may find some similarities between our analysis and a recent paper by Aguirre and
Krause (1985). These authors also treat the case of a polynomial of degree 3 (with
coefficients possibly depending on q and t). However they merely compute the
commutation relations of symmetry generators, without investigating the conditions
under which such generators exist and without analysing the nature of the resulting
algebra, nor the question of linearisabilty.
Considering a differential equation of the form
..
ij =g(f + alf + bq + c (12)
where all coefficients are constant, we can make a preliminary rescaling of time to
make the coefficient of the high-order term equal to one. Having done so, a transforma-
tion of the form
t = T (13)
will eliminate the quadratic term on the right-hand side. So, without loss of generality,
we may assume that g =1, a =0 in (12) and therefore restrict our attention to equations
of the form
(14)
Let us repeat first of all that an equation like (14) can certainly be solved by two
quadratures. Being able to solve a differential equation does not necessarily mean,
however, that the same equation can be linearised by a point transformation. Among
other things, we wish to find out under what circumstances a linearisation for (14)
exists, thereby keeping in mind that we regard (14) as a represenative of a whole class
of differential equations which can be transformed to it once two commuting symmtries
are known. It will appear soon that the study of the full symmetry group of (14) is
quite interesting in its own right.
With an f( q) as in (14), equating the coefficients of like powers of q in the symmetry
condition (9) give rise to the following set of partial differential equations:
2bTq+ 3~, - gqq + 2T,q =0
bT, +3CTq-2~,q + T" =0
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We can solve (15) for ~q and use the result to solve (16) for ~" thus obtaining
~q=!(TI-Tqq) (19)
~,=-i(Tqqq+3T,q+4bTq). (20)
Substituting these expressions into (17) and (18) we obtain two partial differential
equations involving T alone. Expressing in addition that we want the system (19) and
(20) to be completely integrable for ~ we end up with the following requirements on
T (because of the order of the equations" it is preferable to abandon the index notation
for partial derivatives at this stage):
a3T aT aT
--,+3c-+b-=0
at aq~ aq at
a4T a3 T a3T a2T a2T , aT aT
--- b-+ 3-,-+3c-,+b-- - 4b--+9c- = 0




The strategy now is clear: we have to solve the above equations for T first, after which
(19) and (20) will determine the corresponding components ~ of symmetry generators.
Before embarking upon this task, let us try to simplify the equations for T. In the first
place, using alaq of condition (21), (22) readily simplifies to
a3T iT ,aT aT
-b-+3-,--4b--+9c-=0. (24)
aq3 ar aq aq aT
Next, observe that the combination (21)qq-(23), results in a homogeneous third-order




In order to see whether (25) can actually replace the fourth-order equation (23),
suppose conversely that T is a solution of the set of equations (21), (24) and (25).
Then, we can arrive at an equation of type (23) in two different ways. Indeed, it is
straightfoward to verify that
(24)q - 3(21), - b(23)
3(25)q - (24), - 4b(21)q - c(23).
Therefore we distinguish two cases.
Case I. band c not both zero. It then follows from the above observations that the
original conditions on T can equivalently be replaced by the set of third-order conditions
(21), (24) and (25).
:~ .
Case II. b =c =O. The requirements for T readily simplify to
a3T a3T a4T a2,.,
--=0 --=0 -+3-=0.
at aq2 at2aq aq4 at2
(26)
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Remark. There is still a certain amount of redundancy hidden in the conditions for
case I. For example, when b = 0 (c ;r'= 0) one can show that, apart from the homogeneous
equation (25), the other requirements integrate to the single condition T'q + 3CT =
constant. On the other hand, for b ;r'= 0 we have seen above that (21) and (24) actually
imply (23) and therefore also (25). It is, however, more convenient to study first the
solutions of the homogeneous equation (25) anyway and in doing so it will turn out
that a discussion about b being zero or not is rather irrelevant.,
A1l partial differential equations for T we have been dealing with have certain
remarkable properties which can be of great help in constructing particular solutions.
Consider for example equation (21) which we rewrite in the form
a(iT ) a- -+bT +-(3CT)=0.
at aq2 aq




One can easily verify that if T is a particular solution of (21), then the function 4>
generated by (27) is another particular solution of the same equation. In other words,
(27) is a so-called auto-Backlund transformation for (21) (Rogers and Shadwick 1982).
The general property behind this observation is as follows. Consider two relations of
the form
ak+'u av ai+Ju av
a--+cu=- b-.-+eu=- (28)
axk ay' ay ax' al ax
where a, b, c and e are constants. Expressing the integrability condition vxy =vyx
results in a partial differential equation to be satisfied by u. Eliminating, on the other
hand, the derivatives of u from (28) by calculating the combination
b-!...i.-(av) -a~ i.-(av)
ax; ay ay axk ay' ax
and making use of (28) again to express everything in terms of v, results in exactly
the same partial differential equation to be satisfied by v.
Returning to our equations for T one can observe that there are actually different
ways of rewriting some of them in a form like (28) and there is always one particular
solution at hand, namely T =constant. Through the process of (27), for example, this
solution will generate an infinite number of polynomial in q and t solutions of equation
(21), which of course will be drastically limited by the restrictions coming from the
other equations. We will not use this technique here, because the general solution of
our equations (21), (24), and (25) can be obtained in a straightforward manner.
3. Obtaining the full symmetry group
3.1. Triple root case
We start with the simple case 11, for which we have to solve equations (26). The first
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and the functions f, g, h are then bound to satisfy the additional restrictions
h'=o l4l+3g=O.
As a result, the general solution for T is given by
T =Cl + C2q + C)q2 + C4q) + cst + C6tq + C7(q4 - 4t2).
283
(30)
There are seven arbitrary constants in this expression, which give rise to seven different
symmetry generators, the ~ component of which is readily obtained from equations
(19) and (20). In addition, there is always the solution
T=O ~=co
which makes a total of eight symmetries, the maximum one can expect. In table 1 the
eight generators below (Cj ~ G;+I), together with their commutation relations in table 2.
We observe immediately that the generators G 1 , G2 and G) in the above table
satisfy the ~ commutation relations (2) and hence we know from the proposition that
we are dealing with SL(3,~) symmetry.
For treating case I, we will first solve the homogeneous equation (25). The nature
of the solutions of (25) depends on the way the partial differential operator factorises
into the composition of three first-order operators. This in turn is directly related to
the discussion of the nature of the roots of the cubic equation x3 + bx + c = O. From
this point of view, it is clear that the situation we have just covered in fact corresponds
to the case of a triple root for the cubic equation. We therefore next discuss the case
of a double root and finally the case of three distinct roots.
3.2. Two equal factors for equation (25)
Since there is no x2 term in the above-mentioned cubic equation, the sum of the roots
must be zero. Accordingly, for the case under investigation, we write the factorisation
Table 1
G. G2 G) G4 Gs G6 G7 Gs
T 0 1 q q2 q) I Iq q4 -412
~ 1 0 0 -q _!q2_ I !q lq2-!I -4ql-2q)
Table 2
[G;. Gjl G. G2 G) G4 Gs G6 G7 Gs
G. 0 0 G2 2G)-G. -3G4 !GI G6 4Gs
G2 0 0 0 -G. G2 G)-!G. -8G4
G) 0 G) ~G4+G6 !G) iG4+!G6 2G,-4G7
G4 0 2G7 0 !G, 0
G, 0 -tGs lGs 0
G6 0 !G7 Gs
G7 0 0
Gs 0
of equation (25) in the form
(:, +2aa:)(:t -aa:r T=O
with a #- O. We then have




The general solution of (31) is given by (compare with (29))
T =f(q -2at) +g(q + at) + (q - 2at)h(q + at) (33)
where f, g and h are as yet arbitrary functions of their arguments. According to the
results of the previous section, we next have to turn to equations (21) and (24).
Equation (21) becomes
-2af"'+ a(g'" -9a 2g')+ a(q - 2at)(h'" -9a2h') = 0
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the appropriate argument. In
view of the different arguments involved and the fact that a #- 0, it follows that we
must have
f"'=O (34)
The remaining condition (24) then turns out to be identically satisfied. Solving
equations (34) is a straightforward matter. The resulting solution for T takes the form
T = Cl + C2(q - 2at) + C3(q - 2at)2+ C4 sinh 3a(q + at)
+ Cs cosh 3a(q + at) + C6(q - 2at) sinh 3a(q + at)
+ C7(q - 2at) cosh 3a (q + at). (35)
Just as in the previous case, this means that we again have a full eight-parameter group
of symmetries, the generators of which are given in table 3. For shorthand, we introduce
the new variables
T= q+at Q = q - 2at. (36)
We do not list the commutation relations of these generators. They turn out to be
rather messy and it would be a major task to try and reorganise the set of generators
in such a way that some standard sl(3, 9ll) pattern would emerge. The hints which








0 6 cosh 3aT
6, Q sinh 3aT





!a sinh 3aT-~a cosh 3aT
!a cosh 3aT-~a sinh 3aT
!(aQ - I) sinh 3aT -t(3aQ+ I) cosh 3aT
-!(3aQ+ 1) sinh 3aT+HaQ- J) cosh 3aT
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ourselves that we are indeed dealing again with SL(3, g'l) symmetry. To see this,
observe that we have
and
(G5 - G6 )( Q) =0
from which it follows that





The symmetries G7 - Gs and G 5 - G6 therefore can play the role of G2 and G3 in the
introductory discussion leading to equation (6) and their transformation to the standard
form (6) willlinearise the equation, meaning that the algebra of symmetries must be
a representation of sl(3, g'l).
3.3. Three distinct factors for equation (25)
In this case, the factorisation of (25) is
(~+2a~)(~- (a + 'Y)~)(~-(a - 'Y)~) T= O.at aq at aq at aq
The constant a thereby is real, whereas 'Y can be real or purely imaginary, depending
on whether our related cubic equation has three distinct real roots or one real and two
complex conjugate roots: In both cases we certainly have
'Y"rf ±3a (41)
and the expression for the coefficients band c in terms of a and 'Y is given by
b=-(3a 2 +'Y2 ) c=-2a(a 2 -l). (42)
The general solution of (40) is
T =f(g - 2at) +g[q+ (a + 'Y)t]+ h[q+ (a - 'Y)t]. (43)
Inserting this expression into the remaining conditions (21) and (24) again gives rise
to simple differential equations for f, g and h and it follows as before that there are
eight symmetry generators. For writing them down in a real form, one has to make a
distinction between the case 'Y real and the case'Y purely imaginary. Since the full
expressions become rather complicated, we prefer to continue the probe into the nature
of the algebra after a simplifying transformation.
3.3.1. Three real roots. The factorisation (40) of the partial differential equation (25)
means that we are actually looking at the case for which our differential equation (14)
.can. be written as
ij = (q -20' )[q+(a + 'Y)][q + (a - 'Y)].
Under the coordinate transformation
(44)
ij=q+(a+y)t t=q+(a-'Y)t (45)
equation (44) reduces to the form
ij" =(30' - 'Y )ij,2 - (30' + 'Y )ij'. (46)
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So we are· down to an equation of the type discussed in the appendix. We can further
reduce it to one of the standard types treated there by the subsequent transformation .-
q =(3a - 'Y)q -!(3a - 'Y)f i = 1. (47)
This brings us to the equation
q" =q'2 -~(3a + 'Yf (48)
which clearly is of type (A2). Since we found SL(3, @i) symmetry for (A2), we can
draw the same conclusion about (44) and the symmetry generators, if wanted, can be
obtained from those in table AI, using the transformations (45) and (47).
3.3.2. One real and two complex conjugate roots. The factorisation (40), with 'Y =iw,
now relates to a differential equation of the form
ij=(q-2a)(q2+2aq+a2+w2). (49)
The transformation
q= -(9a 2 +w2 )t f=q-2at (50)
is found to reduce the cubic right-hand side (49) again to a quadratic one, explicitly
Putting
(51)
q=q-3af i= f (52)
eventually brings us to the standard type
(53)
for which the symmetry generators are listed in table At. Again, we have SL(3, @i)
symmetry.
Let us briefly discuss the meaning of the results of this section. When one performs
an arbitrary coordinate transformation
T= F(q, t) Q=G(q,t) (54)
(55)
on the free particle equation Q" =0, there results a differential equation which is at
most cubic in q. Explicity it becomes
[FG] ..qij+[F, G]q.qzq3+([F, G],.q2+2[F, G]q.,q)q2
+([F, G]q,r2+ 2[F, Glr.rq)q+[F, G],.,2=0






, q,q aq aq2 aq2 aq .
Equation (55) therefore represents the most general type of second-order differential
equation which can be linearised by a point transformation. It is not at all obvious
from this observation that all constant coefficient equations like (12) are linearisable,
because this involves imposing four partial differential equations on the two functions
F and G. Our results, however, show that indeed all equations of type (12) are
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class of equations which have two commuting symmetries. In this respect, we are now
able to state the following conclusion: a second-order differential equation which has
two commuting point symmetries G I , G2 ( G l not being of the form p( q, t) G I for some
function p) is linearisable, if and only if the transformation which brings G I , G2 into
standard form (4) reduces the differential equation to one which is at most cubic in q.
To comp~ete this study, we construct in the next section a linearising transformation
for all cases we have been led to distinguish.
4. Linearising transformations
4.1. The triple root case
For the equation
ij =q3 (56)
we observed in § 3 that the algebra {G I , Gh G3} is K Now, even though the commuting
generators G I and G2 are in standard form, our equation (56) is not linear! This can
only mean that we have, so to speak, the wrong coordinate playing the role of t. The
transformation
Q=t T=q (57)
indeed reduces the equation to Q" =-I, so that the relation
Q = _~T2+ Cl T+ C2
through (57) implicitly defines the solution of (56).
4.2. The double root case
For a differential equation of the form
ij = (q - 2a )(q+a)2
(58)
(59)
we know from the discussion in the previous section that a linearisation can be obtained
if we transform the symmetry generators Gs- G6 and G7 - Gs to the form (6). It turns
out, however, that the coordinates (36), which were merely introduced to simplify the
notation, do the job as well. They reduce equation (59) to the linear equation
Q"=3aQ'




The solution of (59) thus is implicitly defined by (61) and the transformation formulae
(36).
4.3. The case of three distinct real roots
In view of the reduction which was achieved in the preceding section, we merely have
to Iinearise equation (A2). From the observations in the appendix, it follows that a
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(62)
linearisation will be obtained if we transform for example the symmetries G7 and G3
to the standard form aja T, a/ aQ. Such a transformation must satisfy the requirements






_7 ,(aT a aQ a ) _7 ,(aT a aQ a) a









T = _e- q + w ,Q 1 2w'=-e
2w
and the reduced differential equation becomes Q" = O. Hence, the relation
Cl e-q - w , + C2 e-2w, = 1
(63)
(64)
implicitly defines the solution of (A2). For obtaining the solution of (44), we just have
to replace w by !(3a + y) and take account of the two linear transformations (45) and
(47).
4.4. The case of one real and two complex conjugate roots
For linearising equation (A4), we can, for example, exploit the fact that the generators
G7 and Gs commute and are proportional to each other. Therefore, a transformation
which reduces G7 to a/aQ and Gs to T a/aQ will do the job. Such a transformation
is easily obtained as
T=tan wt Q= -e-q / cos wt (65)




(Cl sin wt + C2 cos wt) eq = 1 (66)
defines the solution of (A4) and obtaining the solution of (49) is just a matter of taking
further account of the linear transformations (50) and (52).
S. Discussion
The general problem of equivalence for second-order equations ii = H(q, q, t) under
point transformation was considered by Tresse (1896). He constructed all semi-
invariants for such equations. For our discussion, however, it suffices' to mention only
the functionally independent order-four semi-invariants of which there are two. The
vanishing of one of them a4H / aq4 is a necessary condition for linearisation (Le.
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reduction to any linear equation such as, for example the free particle equation). This,
one may recall, also follows from equation (55). Furthermore, for an equation in
normal form (Arnold 1983)
ij =A(t)q2+0(lqI3+I IW)
the other semi-invariant is the scalar invariant
which is constructed from the differential form of order ~, namely
w =A(t)ldtls12•
It turns out that the vanishing of the form w is a necessary condition for linearisation.
The two conditions w =0 and a4 H / aq4 =0, however, are sufficient for linearisation.
The geometric theory of second-order equations, therefore, also provides criteria for
linearisation. In this regard we further cite the work of Canan (1924) who in particular
investigated second-order equations cubic in the first derivative. The question of
linearisability of differential equations has recently been discussed by other authors
as well. We can mention, for example, a paper by Berkovich (1979) on ordinary
differential equations, quadratic in q and a contribution by Kumei and Bluman (1982),
dealing primarily with systems of partial differential equations. The ideas put forward
in our paper bear some resemblance to the latter reference, because we discuss
linearisability in terms of the existence of certain point symmetries of the differential
equation.
We have shown that every equation which has two commuting (non-proportional)
symmetries will be linearisable, provided that the transformation which brings these
symmetries in their standard form reduces the differential equation to one which is at
most cubic in q. An interesting topic for further study would be to find practical criteria
for testing given second-order differential equations with respect to the existence of
two such commuting point symmetries.
We have also observed that, when the equation has two proportional commuting
symmetries, linearisation is immediate. In this way, we have in fact treated two of the
four possible cases in the classification of two-dimensional algebras· of symmetry
generators of a single second-order differential equation (Lie 1891). The other two






In the latter case, the standard form for the generators is given by 6\ =a/aQ,
6 2 =Qa/aQ and the transformed differential equation is linear in Q' (Lie 1891).
Whenever an equation has two point symmetries (68), we can therefore again conclude
that it will have SL(3,92) symmetry. Just as it was the case with two commuting
symmetries, the situation is less trivial when 0\ and O2 are not proportional, as in
(67). The standard form of such symmetries then is given by
- a0--\-aQ
. - a a
o =T-+~
2 aT aQ
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and the transformed differential equation is Q" = T- 1F( Q') (Lie 1891). The study,
along the lines of the present paper, of the possible existence of more than two point
symmetries for the differential equation corresponding to this case is currently under
investigation.
Finally, we would like to point out that one can think of generalising this study to
systems with more than one degree of freedom, whereby the generalisation of the case
treated in detail here would be the most appealing one. We would then be talking
about systems
...
it =[(t, q, tj) i =1, ... , n
having up to n + 1 commuting point symmetries, which accordingly can be transformed
to the standard form a/aT, a/aQ\ ... ,a/aQ".
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Appendix. Quadratic in ti equations
Considering a general equation of the form
ij =aq2+ b(f + c (At)
we can perform a preliminary rescaling of q to make a = 1. Having done so, a
transfonnation of the form Q =q +!bt will further eliminate the 4 term. Henceforth,
we can restrict our attention to the case where a = 1 and b = 0 in (At) and we have
to distinguish two different situations.
Al. The right-hand side has real roots
The equation under investigation has the form
.. ·2 2q=q -w . (A2)
The general symmetry requirement (9) for this case gives rise to the following set of
partial differential equations:
€q - €qq +2T,q =0






They can easily be solved and are found to produce the eight symmetry generators
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0, O2 0) 0 4 Os O. 0 7 0,
T 0 I e-1w• e 2w• e-q + w • e-q - w • 0 0
~ 1 0 we-2Wf -Cl) e2(1,l' -Cl) e-q+ w1 fI} e-q - wr eq-,." eq + w1
Their commutation relations are given in table 5. It is clear from this table that,
for example, {G3 , G6 , G7 } constitute the ~ algebra, from which it follows that the
symmetry group ofequation (A2) is SL(3, 9Jl). We recall that the linearising transforma-
tion is given by (63), thereby reducing (A2) to the free particle equation.
Al. The right-hand side has complex roots




0, O2 0) 0 4 Os O. 0 7 0,
0 1 0 0 0 0 -Os -0. 0 7 G,
O2 0 -2",0) 2",04 ",Os -",0. -",0. ",0,
0) 0 4",02 2wG. 0 0 2",07
0 4 0 0 - 2wOs -2wO, 0
Os 0 0 O2 -3,,,01 0 4
O. 0 0) G2 +3wO,
0 7 0 0
0, 0
Table A3
0 1 O2 0) 0 4 Os O. 0 7 0,
T 0 I cos 2"" sin 2wI e-' sin wl e-' cos ",' 0 0
~ I 0 w sin 2wI -w cos 2"" _wo e-' cos wl w e-' sin "" e' cos wl e' sin wl
Table A4
0 1 O2 0) 0 4 Os O. 0 7 0,
0 1 0 0 0 0 -Os -0. 0 7 0,
0 1 0 - 2W04 2wO) wO. -wOs -",0, W07
0) 0 2W02 wO, wOs wO, W07
O. 0 wOs -wO. - W07 wO,
Os 0 0 !04-~WOI !02-!0]
O. 0 !02+!0] !04+~0,
0 7 0 0
0, 0
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The partial differential equations for obtaining all point symmetries of (A4) of course
differ only slightly from (A3). We again find eight generators which are listed in table
A3. The commutator algebra is given in table A4. The N subalgebra is found with
the generators {G8 , G7 , !(G2 + G3 )} or {Gs, G6 , !(G2 + G3 )}. So it is by now no longer
a surprise that we again have SL(3,~) symmetry. The linearisation of (A4) via point
transformation is given by (65). Once more the transformed equation is the free particle
equation.
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ABSTRACT
We show the necessity to consider general pseudo-group ofpoint transformations Q =
F(t,q), T = G(t,q) in order to determine completely all equivalence classes of second-
order ordinary differential equations, written in normal form ii = !(t,q,q), admitting Lie
algebras of point symmetries.
Over the last few decades there has been a number of publications devoted to the
study of ordinary differential equations (o.d.e.'s) utilising symmetry techniques. In par-
ticular, one-dimensional systems of second-order o.d.e.'s have received a fair amount of
attention, especially linear systems.
It is well known that all linear single second-order o.d.e. 's possess the eight-dimension-
al Lie algebra sl(3,!R) as their symmetry algebra. 1,2] Moreover, recent advances have
shown that any nonlinear second-order o.d.e. also has the Lie algebra sl(3,!R) provided it
has eight generators of symmetry.2,S) This follows from the invariance of the symmetry
algebra under a point transformation, a feature which enables the nonlinear equation to
be transformed to any linear second-order equation (SUCh as the free particle equation).
Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for a second-order o.d.e. to be linearizable via
a point transformation is that it admits the Lie algebra sl(3,!R).
The question then arises as to whether we need to know the full eight symmetries
of an equation before we can conclude that a linearization will exist. If not, one may
enquire as to what are the subalgebras of sl(3, lR) which will result in the linearization of
an equation?
It is not necessary to answer the above question in its entire generality since we
do not require all the linearizing subalgebras of sl(3, !R). For our purpose it suffices to
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consider only the minimal linearizing algebras L (see §2 for a formal definition) which
properly contain all point symmetry subalgebras associated with equivalence classes of
nonlinearizable second-order o.d.e. 'so Thus, if we were to use a method to determine
(the number of) point symmetries of a second-order o.d.e., this method shoulq be based
within a framework in which the maximum symmetry algebra is at least of dimension
8 =dim max {I EL}.
In this work we show that 8 =8. The implication here is that the maximum (unique)
symmetry algebra for second-order o.d.e. 's of dimension one cannot be anything less than
8/(3,!Il) if all equivalence classes of equations admitting point symmetry algebras are to
be included. This does not, however, rule out the possibility of having maximal symmetry
algebras of dimensions less than eight providing they do exist. They do, indeed, exist.
The following question immediately suggests itself. What is the least dimension of these
algebras so that they do not· omit any equivalence class of equations admitting point
symmetry algebras? We show that it is three.
This brings us to some of the well known approaches to tackling second-order equa-
tions. Amongst the most frequently used is the Painleve-Gambier classification of second-
order o.d.e.'s (see e.g. Ince41 ) which produces fifty equations. In this context we further
cite the Cartan equivalence method as applied to second-order equationss.61 . These stud-
ies reveal a maximum symmetry algebra of dimension six since they are based on pseudo-
groups of transformations of the restricted type. Q = F(t, q), T =G(t). Consequently,
these methods fail to take into account certain equivalence classes of equations on which
we are able to report as we, in general, allow for mixing of the independent and dependent
variables (i.e. Q = F(t,q), T = G(t,q)).
Another study, one which motivated our investigations, is the classical Noether theo-
rem (Noether's theorem with point transformations 71 ). This theorem establishes a precise
correspondence between equivalence classes of symmetries (invariance transformations of
the action functional up to gauge terms) and first integrals. It should be pointed out that
such a link is strictly with respect to (w.r.t.) a fixed Lagrangian description, bearing in
mind that there are ambiguities in the possible Lagrangian description of a given secon-
order equation. The inverse problem for Lagrangian mechanics guarantees the existence
of a Lagrangian for everyone-dimensional system although the construction of such a
Lagrangian can be highly nontrivial despite there being infinitely many of them. Thus, in
principle, the range of applicability of Noether's theorem extends to all one-dimensional
systems. This theorem has a framework in which the maximal symmetry algebras are of
dimension five. Hence we expect Noether's theorem to provide sufficient information as
to the point symmetry structure of any given second-order o.d.e. Of course, this should
be w.r.t. the natural Lagrangian. For instance, the Noether theorem applied to the free





ii = !(t,q,q) ,
.cyr == IY, rj = gr
r a . a !( .) a
= at +qaq + t,q,q aq'
Y = e(t,q,q) :t + ,,(t,q,q) :q + )(t,q,q) :q
Consider a general second-order o.d.e., written in normal form
where dot denotes differentiation VI.r.t. t. A vector field
is said to be a dynamical symmetry of the second-order equation field
1. THE SYMMETRY APPROACH
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for a suitable function g.
In this work we concern ourselves with point transformations only. Hence we require
the co-ordinate functions eand " of the vector field Y to be independent of q. To denote
this we write
yields five symmetries whereas VI.r.t. the 'unusual' Lagrangian L =- i tq' + qq In q- qq
it gives rise to only one symmetry!
The operator
is referred to as the generator of a Lie point symmetry of r. Furthermore, G(l) is called
the first extension of G.
The set of all operators {G} admitted by a given o.d.e. of the form (1.1) (i.e.(1.2)
holds) generates a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of dimension at most eight.
Alternatively, given a finite-dimensional algebra realization in terms of vector fields
in co-ordinates t and q, one can seek a second-order o.d.e. associated with this realization
by invoking (1.2). This, however, is not always possible as there are realizations which
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3p C 2 = p(t, q)C I
CONNECTEDNESS








IT an equation admits 2AI or A 2 with Cl, C 2 satisfying C 2 = p(t,q)C I for some
function (i.e. ·type 11 or IV),thenitis lineanzable via a point transformation (it has
SL(3,!i) symmetry). Consider e.g. the type II representative equation. Under the
where a/aq is the canonical realization of the algebra Al and ! is a definite function of t
and q. We now treat the case of equations admitting a two-dimensional algebra (abelian
2A, or solvable A 2 ). Second-order o.d.e's possessing two generators of symmetry have
four canonical forms for their generators l •2], They are, with their associated differential
equations,
We use the Mubarakzyanov classification of real low dimension Lie algebras given in
refs.9 •lD1 ,
Suppose an equation of the type (1.1) admits the one-dimensional algebra Al' Then
it has at least one symmetry of the form (1.3). We can reduce the equation to a co-ordinate
independent form by means of a point transformation which brings the symmetry to a
generator of co-ordinate translation. Thus an equation with a single symmetry belongs
to the equivalence class of
2. SUBALGEBRAS OF 81(3, lR) AND LINEARIZATION,
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IG l>G3 1= G I
IG 2 ,G3 ] =G I
IG I ,G3 ] = G I , [G 2 ,G3 ] = G I + G 2
!G I ,G3 ] = Gl> [G 2 ,G3 ] = G 2





the type II equation is equivalent to QII = O. .The six additional operators are easily
obtained from the symmetries of QII =0, using the above transformatiqn.
Hereafter we shall refer to the realizations belonging to the equivalence classes of
symmetries of type I to IV as 2A{, 2A{I, A~1I and A~v respectively.
Let us introduce the following definition:
(i) A ~ t
(ii) any second-order o.d.e. admitting t is linearizable
(iii) no proper subalgebra of .c has the properties (i) and (ii)
DEFINITION: Given a realization A of a subalgebra of sl(3, lR), a realization t of a
subalgebra of 81(3, lR) is said to be a minimal subalgebra for linearization w.r.t. A (MSL
w.r.t. A) if
Hence 2AfI is a MSL w.r.t. 2AfI or 2A{I is a MSL w.r.t. AI: (8/8q)
Likewise for A~v we have A{V is a MSL w.r.t. A~v or A~v is a MSL w.r.t. Al.
In what follows we restrict A c .c. This we can do as .c ~ 2 from the above. Our
choice of A will be as follows: we require A' to be associated with representatives of
equivalence classes of non-linearizable second-order o.d.e.'s. In this case A can be at most
of dimension threesl . Accordingly we have
We focus attention on three dimensional algebras. There are eleven Lie algebras of dimen-
sion three lO] (decomposable and indecomposable). For convenience and easy reference we
list them
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The realizations of these algebras in terms of vector fields in two co-ordinates and






ii = A(l + <i) I









tq = -1 + Aexp( -q)

































As,. (E(I,I» [G1.GS] =Gb [G 2 .Gsl = -G2
Ai,s (0 < lal < 1) [G1.GS] =G1• [G 2 .GS] = aG2
A S,6 (E(2» [G1.GS] = -G2• [G 2 ,Gsl =G 1
A~,7 (b > 0) [G1,Gsl = bG1 - G 2, [G 2, Gs] =G1+ bG2
As,s (5 L(2, R» [G 1 ,G2]=G1, [G2 ,GS] =Gs, [Gs,G1l = -2G2
A S,9 (50(3)) [G 1 ,G2]=Gs, [G 2 ,GS] =G1, [GS,G1] =G 2
r t,.








Let a/at = p and a/aq = r
Of the above algebras most have two realizations. We shall once again denote them
as ;,1, ,AIl. It follows from the above (and ref.sl ) that there are five representatives of
equivalence classes of equations having three symmetries (in each case A =j; 0 and aflR).
They are
(2.1)
0< Ixl < 1




A 2 e Al : (G"G 4 ; Gd
AS,8: (;GI,G"GS)
Dimension 3
Al e A2: (G I ,GS;G2) (G I ,G4 ;G2)
(G I ,GS ;G 4 ) (G 2,GS ;G4 )
As,s: (G I + GS ;G2,G4 )
A S,4: (G I - GS ;G 2,G4 )
A;,6: (GI + xG S;G2,G4 ),
or ij = Aexp(-q)
Table IV
Nonzero Commutators
[GI,GS] = 2G" [G I ,G 2 ] = G I ,
[G 2 ,GS] =Gs
tij = -1 + Aexp( -q)
tij = qS + q+ A(l + e)S/2
.. A's 1.tq = q - 2 q
tij = (a - l)q +Aq~ or ij = Aq;=f a =j; 0,1/2,1,2
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+(tq + bq)r x exp(b tan- 1 t)
As,s r tp+ qr 2tqp tij =qS + q
+(q2 _ t2)r +A(l + q2)!
r tp+ qr 2tqp+ q2 r tij =Aqs - i q
AS,G (1 + t 2)p + tqr tqp + (1 + q2)r qp- tr ij=O
Algebra
The remaining equations of Table 111 are linear including equation (2.1c) when a = 0, 1/2,
1 or 2. It is now a straightforward matter to obtain the MSL w.r.t. 2A{ or A~11. However,
in order to investigate the MSL w.r.t. the realizations associated with equations (2.1) we
need. to look at least at four dimensional algebras. Below, we list the four-dimensional
algebras of relevance8 ) together with their three-dimensional subalgebras lOj
We give the MSL w.r.t. 2A{, A;l1 and the realizations associated with (2.1b) to
(2.1e). For the MSL w.r.t. the realization associated with (2.1a) we must go beyond
dimension four. A discussion of this case will be given after Table V.
AS,I: (G2,GSi G I)
A 2 $AI : (G.,GliG2)' (G.,GliGs)
...
Ib/(1 + b)\ < 1
Ib/(1 + b)1 > 1
w = {b/(1 + b),
(1 + b)/b,




A 2 $A\: (Gs,G.;GI)
As,s: (G.i G lo G2)
AS,2: (G. + XGSiGl,G2) (x i= 0)
As,s: (GS;G I ,G2)
AS,6: (G.;G lo G2 )
A~~~: (G. + xG S ;G\,G2 ) (x i= 0)
AS,I: (G2,GSjGI)
A S,6: (G.i G I,G2),
{
I + b, 11 + bl < 1
11= 1/(I+b), 11+bl>1





[G2 ,G S ] =G I , [G\,G.] = Glo
[G 2 ,G.1 = G 2
[GI,GS) =GI, [G 2,GS] =G 2 •
[G\,G.) = -G2 , [G 2 ,G.l = G I
[G2,Gsl = G I , [GI,G.] = 2G I ,
[G 2 ,G.] =G2 , [Gs,G.] =G S
[Gl,G.] = 2G l , [G 2,G.] =G2,
[GS,G.] =G2+ G S ,
[G2,GS] = G l
[G2,GS] = Gl, [G2,G.] = G2,
[Gs,G.] = -GS
[G 2 ,GS ] =G I ,
[GI,G.] = (1 + b)GI ,
At9
(0 < Ibl < 1)
A~,9
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Let us now examine equation (2.1a) and its associated realization Ats (see Table III).
For A =0, (2.1a) is reducible to the free particle equation via the point transformation2]
where 8 is a definite function of T,Q,Q' governed by (2.2). The latter equation (2.4)
is linearizable only if A = O. The reason being that (2.1a) which point transforms to
it is linearizable only if A = O. To obtain the MSL w.r.t. Ats we use the realization
(2.3) which are free particle operators. Our eventual MSL can only contain free particle
operators. If we append (2.3) with any free paritcle operator, it does not close under
commutation until we have generated the entire 81(3, lR) algebra. Hence the MSL w.r.t.
A~,s is 81(3, lR).
We have shown that the highest dimension for! corresponds to 81(3, lR), the max-
imum symmetry algebra for second-order o.d.e.'s. This is only realised when JI = A~,s'
Consequently, we can state the following theorem:
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'1; Table V
! A ! A
AS.I 2A{ AS,e Al
AIl AIll 2A2 AalS,2 2 S,5
Ab 2A{jA{Il As,s e Al AIlS,S
AaIl AlII Ate A
al
S,5 2 S,5
A!I 2A{ Ate AbS,5






Q" = A8(T,Q,Q') ,
T=q
Cl = a/aT + Ta/aQ C 2 = Ta/aT + 2Qa/aQ
Cs =2(T2 - Q)a/aT + 2TQa/aQ (still A~,s)
Expressing equation (2.1a) in these co-ordinates (T, Q), we have
Under this transformation, the standard A~,s realization becomes
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THEOREM: If A is any realization except A~,s and dim A :5 3 then 2 :5 dim .c. :5 4.
Thus, if the maximum symmetry algebra is of dimension less than eight then it will
exclude the equivalence class of equations associated with the realization Ats' In this case
the maximum Lie algebra will be at least of dimension four. An example of this occurs in
the study of the local equivalence problems,el for (1.1) under the restricted pseud.;group
of point transformations Q = F(t, q), T =G(t). The maximum Lie algebra in this case is
six dimensional. Further equivalence classes omitted by this method are associated with
the realizations A~,6 and A~,~. The Painleve-Gambier classification also fails to take into
account the above mentioned equivalence classes of equations as it is based on a subgroup
of the restricted pseudo-group.
Finally, the least dimension of the maximal algebras for a symmetry method is three.
This follows from Tables III and V. The underlying pseudo-group of point transformations
is of the general type. For example, Noether's theorem with general point transformations
has a framework in which the maximal symmetry a1gebras are of dimension five.
Acknowledgement: F.M. thanks Drs. W. Sarlet, F. Cantrijn and Prof. P. Winternitz
for useful discussions.
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Abstract
The equations for the Lie point symmetries of autonomous systems of second order
linear ordinary differential equations are derived. The results for a two dimensional
system are treated in detail and some consideration is extended to higher dimensional
systems. The effect of the introduction of time-dependent elements into the coefficient
matrix is briefly discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
It is now roughly a century since Lie [41 introduced the concept of the invariance of
a differential equation under an infinitesimai transformation. In the case of a point
transformation, the transformation is generated by the operator, or generator,
--.
a a
G =T(x,t) at + '1(x,t) ax (U)
96 Garr i nge & Leach
.,
Transformations of derivatives of x are induced by the extensions of G where the k
times extended operator is defined by
(1.2)
in which xi. r i and fJi denotes the jth total time derivative of x, rand fJ respectively.
The definition is completed by noting that G(O) = G. A kth order differential equation




The set of all generators of a differential equation constitutes an algebra under the
operation of the Lie bracket. The number of generators depends on the differential
equation. Lie showed that the maximal number was eight for second order linear
equations and n + 4 for higher order linear equations.
'"
Interest in the general question of symmetries of differential equations faded until
recent years. This is not to say that there was no interest in symmetries and sym-
metry groups. The close relationship between group properties and physics led to
considerable interest in certain groups such as 50(3), 50(4) and 5U(3). As the im-
portance of groups became more manifest, it was not surprising that the symrnetries
of differential equations again came under scrutiny. Initially the studies were based
in physical problems such as the harmonic oscillator and variants. In retrospect the
progress appears incredibly slow, but in the works of Anderson and Davison [11, Wulf-
man and Wybourne [15], Lutzky [SJ, Prince and Eliezer [10,U]. Prince and Leach 112]
and Leach [2], there was much learning. Most of these works discussed second order
linear equations which, as eventually became obvious, all have the symmetry algebra
sl{3,R). However, the n-dimensional harmonic oscillator and the Kepler problem
were also studied. Recently Mahomed and Leach 161 found that the nonlinear equa-
tion
c,






also has sl(3, R) symmetry and so, since symmetries are preserved under point trans-
formations, (1.4) could be transformed to a linear equation. This observation led to
a flurry of activity. Sarlet, Mahomed and Leach [131 and Mahomed and Leach [71
found the criteria whereby nonlinear second order equations could be Iinearized by a
point transformation. Recently Mahomed and Leach 18) showed that the number of
symmetries which a second order equation may possess is 0, 1, 2, 3 or 8.
The possibility of Iinearizing a nonlinear second order equation has great practical
importance in the area of computation as it is much less expensive to solve numerically
a linear equation than it is to solve a nonlinear equation. This is the more so when
it comes to systems of equations. One is interested in determining criteria whereby a
system of nonlinear equations can be linearized by a point transformation. However,
before one starts it does help if one knows something of the algebraic properties of
systems of linear equations.
What is known is that all one-dimensional linear equations have sl(3, R) symmetry
a'ld the n-dimensional free particle and harmonic oscillator (autonomous and time-
dependent) both have si (n + 2, R) symmetry.
It is the purpose of this paper to go some way to filling in the gaps in our knowledge.
In §2 we look at a system of two linear equations with constant coefficients so that
we may gain some insight. The restriction to constant coefficients does not, in our
experience, ,constitute a serious restriction as will be seen in a subsequent section,
but it enables us to keep a clear view of the .important results.
2. SYSTEM OF TWO LINEAR EQUATIONS.




ii = cx+ dy
98 Gorr i nge & Leach
.,
with a, b, c and d constants and denoting differentiation with respect to the inde-
pendent variable t. By elementary similarity transformations (see G.F. Wilkinson's
monograph [14J. p46), which do not effect the number of symmetries, this may be








where T, € and 1/ are functions of x, y and t, the second extension of G is
(2.3)
"
G(2) G (e: .. ) a (. ..) a (t 2 0. '0) a (0 o •• _) a (2 )= + ~ - XT ax + 1/ - yT ay + ~ - XT - XT ox + 1/ - 2yT - yT ay .4
The action of G(2) on the system (2.2) with the sense of the natural generalization
of (1.3) to two coupled equations produces a pair of complicated partial differential
equations. We do not write them down here, but indicate what is done. The two
equations contain terms with powers of x and y up to the third degree. As all
functions are functions of x, y and t only, we equate coefficients of separate powers
xii! to zero using a REDUCE procedure. The resulting equations are
a 2T a 2T a 2T
-=--=-=0
ax2 axoy a y 2
(2.5)
02e 02T
ox2 = 2 oxot '
02e 02 T
oxay = oyot ' (2.6)
"
021/ 02T






02e 02T OT OT
2-- - - -3(ax+by)- -dy- =0




02e oe oe OT- + (ax+by)- +dy- - 2(ax+ by)- - ae - b1/ = 0




021/ 02T OT OT
2-- - - - (ax+by)- -3dy- =0
oyot ot2 0::2 oy
From equations (2.5-7) we see that






It is a straightforward, albeit tedious and lengthy, task to substitute equations (2.9)
into equations (2.8) and equate coefficients of distinct powers of x and y to zero so
that the equations which the time-dependent functions satisfy are determined. We
omit the detail and quote the results. In the analysis it becomes evident that there
are distinct cases.





C IO C I1 C 12 C 13 C u C I5
20CIO -20C11 oC12 -oCI • oCH -oC15
0 0 C 12 C 13 0 0
0 0 CH C I5 0 0
0 0 0 0 C I2 Cl.
0 0 0 0 C u C I5
0 -20C7 C IO Cl - 0(3C2 + C5 ) 0 -20C.
20CG 0 Cl + 0(3C2 + C5 ) C I1 20C. 0
0 -20C. 0 -20C. C IO Cl - 0(C2 + 3C5 )
20C. 0 20C. 0 Cl + 0(C2 + 3C5 ) C I1
0 -40CI 0 -20C12 0 -20Cu
0 20C13 0 20CIS 0
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We find the 15 generators (Vii is written as a)
a












2at (a a a)
G 10 = e at + ax ax + ay ay
at (a a a)
G I4 = ye at + ax ax + ay ay
(2.10)
The Lie bracket operation between these generators gives the commutation table
shown in Tables I(a) and I(b). That the Lie algebra is sl(4,R) follows from the
results of Prince and Eliezer !101
Case(ii) The coefficients of (2.2), a, band d, take the form d :f a, b = 0
We find the 7 generators (Vii is written as a and .jd as 13)
G -at a
5 = e ax
G = efJt !..-
6 ay







Comparing this with the results for Case (i) we see that we have lost the interchange
operators, G3 and G., plus G IO - G lS ' The commutation relations are given in
Table 1I.
G I G2 G3 G. Gs G6 G7
G l 0 0 0 QG. -QGs {3G6 -{3G7
G2 0 0 -G. -Gs 0 0
G3 0 0 0 -G6 -G7
G. 0 0 0 0
Gs 0 0 0
G6 0 0
o
Table II Commutation relations for the 7 generators of Case (ii).
Case (iii) The coefficients of (2.2), a, band d, take the form a = 0 = d. b'f. O.





G2 = 2x ax + t at
a a
G3 = 211 ay - t at
a






G 7 = bt ax + 2 ay
3 a a
Gs = bt ax + 6t ay' (2.12)
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.,
The commutation relations are given in Table Ill.
G1 G2 Ga G. Gs G6 G7 Gs
G1 0 G1 -G1 0 0 Gs 2bG6 3G7
G2 0 0 -2G. -2Gs -G6 0 Gs
Ga 0 2G. 0 -G6 -2G7 -3Gs
G. 0 0 0 0 -6G6
Gs 0 0 0 0
G6 0 0 0
G7 0 0
Gs 0
Table III Commutation relations for the 8 generators of Case (iii)
Case (iv) b i 0, a, d not both zero.
In this case 7 generators are again found. The precise form of the generators depends
upon the relationship between a and d. We list the generators for the case in which
aid and both are non-zero. They are (with ..;a. written as ex, Vd as (3 and b/(d - a)
as k)
o
G 1 = ot
o
G2 = (x - ky) ox
Ga = y (kY:x + :J
G = e"'l !!..-
• ox
(2.13)
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The commutation relations are listed in Table IV which we see is just the same as
for case (ii)
G) G2 G3 G4 Gs G6 G7
G1 0 0 0 aG4 -aGs /3G6 -/3G7
G2 0 0 -G4 -Gs 0 0
G3 0 0 0 -G6 -G7
G4 0 0 0 0
Gs 0 0 0
Gs 0 0
G7 0
Table IV Commutation table for the 7 generators of Case (iv)
In concluding this section we observe that, for the two dimensional system (2.1) which
we have written in the standard form (2.2):
(i) There exist three possible numbers of generators, viz. 15, 8 and 7.
(ii) The maximal number of generators is obtained only if the coefficient matrix is
a scalar multiple of the identity. This scalar may be zero. The Lie algebra is sl(4, R)
which, of course, was already known from other studies. We note that, even if the
scalar were time-dependent, the result still holds.
(Hi) When the coefficient matrix is diagonal with unequal entries (one of which
may be zero), the number of generators is reduced to 7. This is equally so when the
coefficient matrix is fully triangular. However, we have treated them separately with
the benefit of hindsight after making the calculations of §3.
-:-~
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(iv) In the case for .....hich the coefficient matrix is strictly upper triangular an extra
symmetry is introduced to make 8 in all.
In our investigation of two-dimensional systems we have found that different cases
occur. Apart from preparing us for the treatment of n dimensional systems we have
already found a distinction between one-dimensional linear systems and greater-than-
one dimensional systems. For the former the symmetry algebra is always the same,
sl(3, R), which means that a point transformation exists which will transform one
equation to any other. That is not the case when the dimensionality exceeds one. This
will be particularly relevant when the study of symmetries of systems of nonlinear
differential equations is undertaken.
3. A SYSTEM OF n LINEAR EQUATIONS.
Having seen how the procedure works in practice we turn now to an autonomous
system of n second order linear differential equations with constant coefficients
(3.1)
The summation convention is used throughout unless otherwise specifically stated.
Writing the generator as
(3.2)
where, again, T and '7k are functions of Xi and t. The second extension of G is
k=l,n (3.3)
The invariance of (3.1) under the action of G(2) with (3.1) applying l~ads to the
. lIYstem·of e<lya.tions
-.....-.
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The terms of third degree in the x's give
k =1, n. (3.4)
k = l,n,
i.e., the Hessian of T with respect to x is zero. Thus
T = b,{t)x, + c{t) .
The terms of second degree in the x's give
(3.5)
k = l;n
from which it follows that
Substituing for T and l1k into terms of first degree in the x's we have
(3.6)
• k = l,n.
The terms independent of x give
k,j = l,n
108
from which it follows that
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(3.7)
where dkj are constants and D = [dkjl, DO = [dkJ The terms dependent on x and
x may be collected by differentiating with respect to xm and Xt. This yields
After substituting for rand f/k the terms left in (3.4) are
The terms independent of x give
and those linearly dependent on x are
from which, with (3.7), it follows that






Differentiating the quadratic terms in (3.9) with respect to xm and then xt we obtain
k,l,m =1,n. (3.12)
The generators are now obtained by solving equations (3.8, 10, 11 and 12). In
principle (3.10) is straightforward as it is just the original system (3.1) and will have
"
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2n arbitrary constants in the solution. Hence all linear systems have a generator of
the form
k=I,2n, (3.13)
where ell: is a solution of (3.1) (Note that there is no summation in (3.13).) Inspired
by the two dimensional example we firstly consider the two special cases A = crI and
A = D where I is the unit matrix and D a diagonal matrix with not all entries equal.
Case (i) A = crI
Equation (3.8) becomes
from which it follows that
k,l,m=l,n
m = l,n (3.14)
Subsituting (3.14) in (3.12) leaves (3.12) satisfied identically. The solution of (3.14)
will have 2n arbitrary constants and so there are 2n generators of the form
k = 1,2n (3.15)
where the b's are the solutions of (3.14) and there is summation on i but not on k.
Turning now to (3.11) it becomes
~~.; ... _.
'c' - 4crc = 0
which has three solutions and gives three generators of the form
(3.16)
k = 1,3 (3.17)
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where Ck(t) is one of the solutions of (3.16) and there is no summation on k. Finally
there are the n 2 elements of DO which give generators of the form.
i,k=l,n. (3.18)
In all there are (n + 2)2 - I generators and one can identify the algebra of the
generators with respect to the Lie bracket as s/(n + 2, R).
Case (ii) A = D
Equation (3.8) is now
k,l,m = I,n.
Setting k = l # m and k = l = m we have
k,m=I,n
respectively and, since not all the diagonal elements of D are equal, it follows that
all of the b's must be zero. This leaves (3.12) identicaIly satisfied.
Equation (3.11) has diagonal terms of the form
'c' - 4cD•• = 0
because the diagonal terms of the commutator are zero. It follows that C is a constant,
Co and the di. arbitrary. The off diagonal terms are
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Here dik will be zero whenever Du and D ii differ. Since at least one of the D ii
must differ from the rest, there are at most (n - 1) 2 +] di/s. If all. elements of D
differ, there are just n elements of DO and these are the diagonal elements. Hence the
minimum number of generators is 3n + 1 and the maximum is n 2 + n + 2. Whenever
two of the diagonal elements of D are equal there are two extra off diagonal di/s. In
general, if k of the diagonal elements of D are equal, there are an additional k(k -1)
dij's.
Recognizing already from the considerations of Case (ii) that the situation becomes
more complex the greater the value of n, we consider a general matrix A which has
been transformed to upper triangular form. It follows that all b's are zero and again
it is the c's and d's which have to be considered. From (3.11) it is evident that c is
at most a constant which depends on the elements of DO and A and so c contributes
only one generator additional to those from the d's. The number of indl'pendent
elements of DO depends upon the multiplicities of eigenvalues of A. Since A is in
upper triangular form, the multiplicities are given by the number of repeated elements
on the leading diagonal. To be concise let us consider (3.11) in the case n = 3. It
may be rewritten as
(3.19)
in which d';'" is the transpose of the ith row of DO and aT is the transpose of the
ith row of A. We may solve this iteratively by starting at the bottom block. The
number of arbitrary dO's depends upon the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of A.
If it is one, there are three arbitrary dO's, dii and c = o. If it is greater than one
the situation is rather more complex as relations between d"'s occur which depend
upon the off diagonal elements of A. For example, if we take 4 22 = 4 33 and 4 12 ,413 ,
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an '" 0, we have as arbitrary d's, dll , d23 and d33 with c = 0, and all other d's
apart from d l2 and d l3 automatically zero. Likewise with all = a22 = a33 and
a 12 , a 13 ,a23 nonzero we again find three arbitrary dO's. However, if we put a l2 and
a23 equal to zero, the number of arbitrary dO's increases to six. To sum up this case
we may consider (3.19) as three systems of equations with the coefficient matrix in
each case having at most rank 2. The augmented matrix in the case of maximal rank
can always be made of the same rank as the coefficient matrix by appropriate choices
of higher dO's and c so that there are always three arbritary dO's. However, this is
not necessarily the case if the rank is not maximal. We can conclude that for an
n-dimensional system there will be n arbitrary dO's. However, there may be more if
the rank is not maximal and some of the off diagonal terms are zero.
In Case (iii) of §2 we saw that, when A was strictly upper triangular, there was one
extra generator. The equation for the dO's is just (3.19) with a,. = 0 which is the
equivalent of putting all = a22 = a33 . We saw above that the presence of non-zero
a 12 , a l3 and a23 had no effect on the number of arbitrary dO's, but that, with a l2 and
an zero, there was an increase from three to six. This effect can be seen more clearly
if we move to a four-dimensional system. In the case that the only non-zero elements
of A are a 13 , a H and a2., the arbitrary dO's are di3 and di., i = 1,4. Also c, diP
d l2 and d21 are specified in terms of the others. The result is unchanged if a H = O.
If the only non-zero element is a H , .dll-and dij , i = 1,4,j = 2,4 are non-zero and
c= dll /4.
4. DISCUSSION.
In the Introduction we stated that we would confine our attention to autonomous
systems for the sake of clarity in the exposition. We wish now to note the effects
of time dependence in the elements of the coefficient matrix. The effect of this is to
add the term rakjxj to the right hand side of (3.4). As this term is independent of
the velocities the structures of r and the 1Jk are unaffected. The only changes to the
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'equations to be solved, viz. (3.8, 10, 11 and 12) are to (3.11) and (3.12) which now
become
'n - 4cA - 2cA + 2IDO,A] = 0
Cb' m +bjQjm)Okt - 2bmQkt - bmakt




We note that equation (3.8) is unchanged and so the only case for which a nontrivial
solution for b exists is in the case A = art)! for which
(3.14)
::..."
It is readily verified that (3.14) satisfies (4.1) identically and so no b's are lost. It is
just that now the solution of (3.14) is not so trivial.
We do not wish to repeat the long analysis of §3 for the equation (4.1). Let us rather
see the flavour of the results for the case of a two-dimensional system. We look at
(4.1) for the various cases considered in §2.
Equation (4.1) reduces to just
for which there are three solutions. There are no constraints on the dO's and so the
Lie algebra is still 5/(4, R) (as expected from the work of Prince and Eliezer [101).
-. "'~'''~-..
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Now (4.1) reduces to
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From the first two of these, it is evident that in general only the trivial solution c =0
exists and in this case the number of symmetries is reduced from 7 to 6. However, if
all(t) 0:: a
22
(t) V t, we see that c(t) = C(all )-! and so the number of symmetries
stays at 7.
Equation (4.1) is now
From the first two it is evident that 'c' = 0 and d21 = O. The third equation is
best viewed as defining permissible functions a12 (t). From this point of view the
number of generators is 10-4e's, 3d"'s and 3e's. If one has a given a 12 , the number
of generators will usually be reduced to seven - 4e's and 3d"'s unless the solution
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Case (iv) a 12 t- 0, all' a22 not both zero
The relevant equations are
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It is evident that d21 = 0 whether all = an or not. In general there will not exist
a c which satisfies the three equations. Hence d ll = d22 , d 12 = 0 and there are only
five symmetries in all.
In summary we see that in the two-dimensional case introduction of time-dependent
elements into the coefficient matrix A can affect the number of symmetries, usually
downwards. We would expect the same to be the case in higher dimensions. Inter-
estingly the system of highest symmetry is not affected by the introduction of the
single permissible function of time. This indicates that the system
x= a(t)x
can always be transformed to the equivalent time-independent system by a point
transformation. Indeed the transformation is well-known being
Xi = xJp(t)
where p(t) is a solution of the Lewis-Pinney equation 13,9J
p_ ap = p-3.
The general reduction in symmetry means that point transformations are not avail-
able to render the system time-independent.
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CONCLUSION.
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Part of the motivation for this work was the idea to extend recent work !7,8,13J on the
linearization of single nonlinear differential equations to systems of equations. We
believed that the identification of the syrnmetries of linear equations would help when
nonlinear systems were analysed. Certainly we knew that, if the nonlinear system
had (n + 2)2 - 1 syrnmetries, then it could be linearized by a point transformation.
We now see that systems with rather fewer symmetries can still be linearized in the
same way. That a nonlinear system could be linearized would mean a great reduction
in computational effort.
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ABSTRACT
We show that a linear third order ordinary differential equa-
tion has either five or seven "point symmetries. Then it is
shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for a third
order equation to be linearizable is that it admits the three
dimensional Abelian algebra 3A1• Furthermore, we establish
representatives for all third order equations possessing three
symmetries.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the algebraic properties of ordinary differential equations
(a.d.e. 's) was initiated by Lie l ) in the previous century. He had in mind the
integrability of equations (linear or nonlinear) which admitted a one or multi-
parameter group of invariant point transformations. These invariance or sym-
metry transformations generate a Lie algebra.2)
Over the years first and second order a.d.e. '$ have received much attention
using the Lie symmetry method. In particular Lie obtained the two canonical
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forms of generators for each of the two real two-dimensional Lie algebras (see
e.g. ref.3 ») and their associated representative equations.
In this work we investigate the analogous problem for third order a.d.e. '5.
In other words we find the representatives for third order equations which pos-
sess three generators of symmetry.
Another study which has generated much interest is the Painleve analysis
for o.d.e. '5.4 ) The question whether or not the Painleve property (this property
is linked to the integrability of the equationS») holds has been investigated
for first and second order equations in detail. The only first order equations
with the Painleve property are generalized Ricatti equations. For second order
o.d. e. 's there are fifty canonical equations (hereafter referred to as the Painleve
equations), six of which define new transcendents. The determination of third
order equations was carried out by Bureau6 ). This work, however, is incomplete.
In previous papers7,8) we mentioned the existence of second order equations
with no point symmetries (such as PI, the first of the Painleve equations which
defines a new transcendent, see ref. 4») that do possess the Painleve property.
We also noted that there exist equations with two or more symmetries (such as
(2.1e) of reel) devoid of the Painleve property. These remarks also hold true
for third order equations. For example,
'if =eexpq
admits the three dimensional algebra A 3 ,3' but does not have the Painleve
property since it contains a transcendental function of q. One cannot reduce
the above equation to a Painleve equation via a point transformation. Moreover,
it is not clear how one would reduce an equation to a Painleve equation using
a contact transformation.
In view of the above remarks the third order representative equations oh-
tained here, using symmetry techniques, supplement the existing Painleve equa-
tions of Bureau.
2. LINEARITY AND ABELIAN STRUCTURE




where the Bi'S are functions of t and the dot denotes dldt. By means of the
transformation q = Iq + qp, where qp is a particular solution of (2.1) and
1= exp[k t B 2 (s) ds], equation (2.1) is reducible to a homogeneous equation
independent of the q term. Hence, without loss of generality we may treat
O;j + B 1q+ Boq = o. (2.2)
We analyze (2.2) for its point symmetries. If the generator of point symmetry
of (2.2) is
and qCi) denotes the jth total time derivative of q. The symmetry requirement
for (2.2), viz. G(3) Cif + B1q + Boq) = 0 whenever (2.2) holds gives rise to a
partial differential equation. Equating coefficients of separate powers of qi(jj to
zero then results in a set of five determining equations
the third extension of G is
a a




G(3) = G + "77 U)--L...J aqu) ,
;=1
(k) _.!!.. (k-1) _ (k) d€









1..... . - ....
77qq = 0
77tq = €tt 377ttq - €ttt + 2B1 et + eiJ1 = 0
77ttt - B oq77q + 3BoqEt + B 177t + B077 + eiJOq = o.
Solving the first pair for eand 77 yields
(2.5)77 = b(t)q + c(t) .e= a(t)
i.
-" -··.v I( ." -
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The functions a, b and c are constrained by the remaining determining equations
to satisfy
(2.6)
It is immediately observed tha.t (2.6a.) and (2.6d) give rise to four point symme-
tries for equation (2.2). We examine conditions (2.6b) and (2.6c) more closely.
Subsituting (2.6a) into (2.6b) and (2.6c), we obtain
"
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provided El i 2Bo. However, if BD = EI/2, (2.7b) turns out to be precisely
d(2.7a)/dt implying that the two conditions (2,7) can now be replaced by the
single condition (2.7a). Consequently equation (2.2) has seven point symmetries
whenever BD = EI /2 and five otherwise.
As an aside it is interesting to note that (2.7a) is related to the well-known
Lewis-Pinney (er. ref.g ») equation which commonly is found in the study of time
dependent second order systems.
Equation (2.2) has a seven dimensional-Lie algebra when BD =jh/2, the
maximum algebra that one can expect for third order o.d.e. 'so The Lie algebra is
isomorphic to the Lie algebra of'q' = 0 which is (see ref. ID») 3A II8l. (sl(2, !R)I8lAd
(where I8l and 18l. denote direct and semidirect product respectively).
When El i 2Bo, equation (2.2) possesses a five dimensional algebra. In
this case the Lie algebra is 3A I 18l. (A 118l Ad. We again have a three dimensional
~,I
~~?f~i£~r!i::1;~r::-
. ... , ...
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admits the algebra 3A l , then its generators of symmetry satisfy 3A 1. In a
previous paperS) we showed that there exists only one realization of the algebra
3A I in terms of vector fields in two co-ordinates. This realization, in canonical
form, is given by
where h(t) is not linear in t. It now remains to show that the third order
equation which is left invariant under the operators (2.10) is linear. Expressing
the invariance of a third order equation of the form (2.9) with respect to each
of the first two operators of (2.10) in turn, we find that H cannot be a function




Abelil.'.l\ algebra 3A I . The sl(2,lR) algebra of the previous case now reduces to
the one dimensional Abelian algebra Al.
We have in fact shown that if a third order a.d.e. is linearizable via a point
transformation then it admits the algebra 3A l . This follow from the invariance
of the symmetry algebra under a point transformation as well as by noting that
the three linearly independent solutions of (2.6d) generate 3A b which turns
out to be a subalgebra for both the five and seven dimensional algebras either
of which can be admitted by a linear equation. The question then arises as to















which is linear. The function a is in terms of h and {3 is arbitrary.- Equation
(2.11) admits the maximum algebra only if a = 0, otherwise it has the five
dimensional algebra.
Formally, we have proved the following result:
Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a third order equation
of the form (2.9) to be linearizable via a point transformation is that it admits
the three dimensiona.l Abelian algebra 3A1·<>
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Remark: We have seen that a general third order linear a.d.e. (2.2) is only
. reducible to 'x = 0 via a point transformation provided Bo = ih/2 (cL ref. lO»).
To conclude this section we give an application from electrodynamics. The
equation of motion of a radiating charged particle embedded in a radiation field,
the Langevin equation, isH)
(2.12)mx = eE(t) + F(t, x, x) + mrx, r = 2e2 /3mc3
where m is the mass and e the charge of the particle, F the given external force
and E the electric field. For a force defined by (cf. 12»)
1-· ' -.-
(2.12) can be written in the form (2.1) and so its invariance properties are just
those deduced above.
3, EQUATIONS WITH THREE SYMMETRIES
In this section we establish representatives for all third order equations, of
the form (2.9), which admit three dimensional point symmetry algebras. Thus,
if an equation possesses three point symmetries, it can be reduced via a point
transformation to one of the canonical equations derived here.
The realizations of real three dimensional Lie algebras in terms of vector
fields in two co-ordinates were obtained in ref. 8) We need only associate third
order equations to each of the realizations which are generators of symmetry.
This we do by invoking the symmetry requirement







for each G belonging to every three dimensional algebra (subalgebra of 3A l ®a
(sl(2, !R)® Ad) realization. As in the case of second order o.d.e.'s, it may
happen that a realization does not leave invariant any third order equation.
This occurs for the so(3) (A3,9) realizations (see Table IT).
There are eleven real Lie algebras of dimension three. 13) They are
.. - . ' ...... '
' ...... - .. • '; ..,J..
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Table I
Algebra Nonzero commutation relations
Aa,l (Weyl)
[G b G 21= G ll [G2 ,Gal = Ga, [Ga,G I ] = -2G2
[Gb G2 ] = Ga, [G2 , Gal = Gb [Ga, Gd = G 2
Aa,4 (E(I,I)) [G I , Gal = G I , [G2 , Gal = -G2




The realizations of these algebras in terms of vector fields in two co-





Let a/at = p and a/aq = r
3A I r tr h(t)r
Aa,l r p tr
Aa,2 r p tp + (t + q)r
r -(lnt)r tp+ qr
Al e Az (a = 0), Aa,a (a = 1), Aa,4 (a = -1), Aa,s (0 < lal < 1)
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p r tp + aqr
r tr (1 - a)tp + qr
A a,6 (b =0), Ab (b> 0)
p r (bt + q)p + (bq - t)r
tr r (1 + t2)p + (tq + bq)r
Aa,s r qr q2r
r tp+ qr 2tqp + q2r
r tp+ qr 2tqp + (q2 - t2)r
Aa,9 i(sin q)r r -i(cosq)r i=A
(1 + t 2)p + tqr tqp + (1 + q2)r qp - tr
Of the above algebras most have two realizations. The algebra Aa,s has
three realizations. We shall denote the above realizations as AI, Al1 and AIl1
whenever there are more than one.
We associate third order o.d.e.'s to each of the realizations except that
of A a,9 which is not a subalgebra of 3A I 0. (sl(2,!R) 0 Ad. This involves the
solution of a system of three linear first order partial differential equations which
arise from using the symmetry requirement for each of the three operators of a
given realization. One can then use the theory of complete systems to obtain
the solution of the system. However, if the operators are simple as they usually
are, then one can use the procedure adopted in §2 whereby we obtained the


















"ij + a(t)q + T(t) =0
.q" = T(q)
"ij = q2T(q exp q)
. - .
.... ~ ... ...." . ... " .
.' ~---.,... . .
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t2"(j = T(tq + q) + 2q
"q' = q2T(q)
"q" = ijT(t)
"q' = ij;=tT(qq;:~) a =J 1,2
a =J 1,1/2
q'q' = T(ij) a = 2
""" -~T( ~-)q =ql-2. t.-I q
rq" = T(ij) a = 1/2
"q' = 3qq2(1 + q2)-1 + (1 + q2)2 exp(2btan-1 q)
x T (q(l + q2)-3/2 exp( -b tan- 1q))
"q" = 3tij(1 + t2)-1 + (1 + t2)-S/2 exp(btan-1 t)
x T (ij(l + t2)3/2 exp(-b tan-1 t))
q"q' = H2 + q2T(t)
t2q "ij = qST ((tij + H)jq3) + 3t2ij2














In the above table T is an arbitrary function of its argument. We observe
that there are fifteen classes of equations each of which is reducible to a second
order equation (some of the equations are even reducible to first order). Four
of them are parameter (a or b) dependent.
Note that the representation of the generators in canonical form does not
necessarily lead to the simplest expression for the differential equation. For
example the equation associated with Afa becomes, under the transformation
Q = t, T = q,
in which' denotes d/dT.
We also notice that two of the classes in the above table are linear. Hence
we can state the following result.
Theorem e. IT a third order o.d.e. admits operators, Gi i = 1,3, of the
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form (2.3) such that G I = p(t, q)G2 and Ga = T/J(t, q)G2 for some functions p
and T/J with pT/J ¥= 1, then it is linearizable via a point transformation.
The proof of this theorem follows upon observing that the only represen-
tative equations which admit proportional operators are those associated with
3A lo A~~a and A~,8. Among these only the last mentioned violates the condition
pT/J :f- 1 and this equation has exactly three symmetries for Y arbitrary.o
In conclusion we prove
Theorem :I. There does not exist any third order o.d.e. having exactly six
point symmetries.
Proof. A third order o.d. e. cannot possess exactly a six dimensional al-
gebra of point. symmetries containing the Abelian algebra 3A 1 as this would,
by Theorem 1, imply linearization and consequently a seven dimensional point
symmetry algebra for the equation. Moreover, the only six dimensional al-
gebra (subalgebra of 3A1 ~. (sl(2,lR) ~ Ad) which does not contain 3A1 is
2A 1 ~. (sl(2, lR) ~AI)' We show that an equation cannot have exactly six point
symmetries which generate this algeba. Let us consider the sl(2,lR) (equiva-
lently A3 ,s) structure. There are three realizations of A3 ,s (see Table II). Writ-
ing G4 as (2.3) and invoking sl(2,lR) ~Al with the operators A~,8 representing
G; i = 1,3 we obtain G4 = a(t)a/at with a(t) arbitrary. A transformation of
the form T = t l/a(s) ds, Q = q is then used to eliminate a(t). Hence without




















Representing the realization of 2A 1 as {GS ,G6 } and acting with Al (G4 ) on
2A I by dilation we find that
a a
G; = o;(q) exp(-t) at + f3;(q) exp(-t) aq' J' = 5,6
with 0; and f3; functions of q. The equation invariant under (3.2) is (see Table
III)
. ... 3 -2 .28






-- ';.-,'" . :.. . -.......-
--." " .
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This equation is not invariant under operators of the form Gs or G6. In a








G. = t at' (3.3)
... ......
j.
where {Gi i = 1,3} is the realization A~~8' Invariance with respect to (3.3)
implies (see Table ill)
which by means of T = q, Q = t is simply QIII = 0 whence we have a seven
dimensional algebra of point symmetries. Lastly we find that A~~' is not a
subalgebra of sl(2, lR) ~ Al' This completes the proof.o
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Conventionally the symmetries of a dynamical system are used to determine the first integrals
associated with the system. In this paper the reverse procedure is adopted for one-dimensional
systems possessing SL(3,VO symmetry. The equivalence of such systems enables the free
particle equation to be used as a vehicle. It is observed that for three particular first integrals,
each gives rise to a triplet of generators having isomorphic algebras. It is then shown how the
knowledge of a first integral and its associated triplet enables one to obtain the remaining
integrals and triplets.
a a
y(I)(q,p,t) = Y(q,p,t) + TJO)(q,p,t) aq + ; (I) (q,p,t) ap ,
( 1.2)
preserves the form of Hamilton's equations
q _ aB = 0, p + aB = 0. ( 1.4)
ap aq
The action of yO)(q,p,t) on (1.4) produces the equations
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall use the Hamiltonian version of the
Lie method. I•2 Suppose a one-parameter symmetry group
has the generator
a a a
Y(q,p,t) = s(q,t) at + TJ(q,t) aq + ;(q,p,t) ap .
(1.1 )
As a consequence of its property of transforming solution
curves in (q,p,t) space into solution curves, the first exten-
sion of Y(q,p,t) ,
71(1)- y aB =0, ;(1)+ y aB =0, (1.5)
ap aq
which may be manipulated to obtain Y (this being possible
due to Sand 71 being free of the variable p).
Assuming the existence of solutions for Y, these consti-
tute the complete symmetry group for the dynamical system.
Once the generators are found the associated first integrals
may also be found.
Here we work from a different viewpoint. Given a con-
stant of the motion we find the set ofone-parameter symme-
try groups with which it is associated. It is known already
that in some cases the same constant arises from different
generators. As an example, the simple harmonic oscillator
with




G6 = q aq ,
G . a 2 a7=qsmt-+q cost-,
at aq
G a 2' as=qcost--q smt-
at aq
(in the usual notation3.4), all of which give rise to the same
first integral,
l(q,p,t) = (q cos t - P sin t)/(q sin t +P cos t). (1.8)
At this stage we should note that the functional form given to
a first integral is a matter ofchoice. Another form for l( 1.8)
(Ref. 5) is
I'(q,p,t) = t - arctan(qlp). (1.9)
What we shall do is show that for a one-dimensional
system possessing SL(3,VO symmetry, all of the generators
of the complete symmetry group may be found from three
constants only. We look at the relationship between combi-
nations of generators and various different constants of the
motion. The common features of the action ofthe set ofgen-
erators on the constants mentioned above are noted. Finally
we take a new look at the commutation properties of the Lie
algebra which may be written in a simplified form. The vehi-
cle for this discussion is the free particle. The results are true
for all one-dimensional systems having sl(3,Vl) algebra.
11. GENERATOR FROM FIRST INTEGRAL
In the usual discussion of Lie symmetry groups the
transformations act on solution curves in (q,t) space, trans-
forming solution curves into solution curves. In the Hamil-
tonian context, which we adopt here, we have trajectories in
(q,p,t) space. The advantage of considering (q,p,t) space is
that the motion, being of the form l(q,p,t) = C, represents
invariant surfaces in this space, and we may consider infini-
tesimal transformations that transform solutions into solu-
tions on the same invariant surface.
Let Y( q,p,t) be the generator of such an infinitesimal
transformation (i.e., Yl = 0). Referring to Fig. I, suppose
that Y transforms the trajectory (1) into trajectory (2) and,
in particular, that Pis transformed to P'. Let the vectors T J
(1.3 )
where
710 ) = i] - t aB, ;(1) =; + t aB ,
ap aq
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and 7'2 be tangential to the solution curve and the transfor- .
mation curve at P, respectively. The vectors have the follow-
ing properties:
7' I X7'2cx:VI(:;60), 7'1'VI=O, 7'2'VI = 0, (2.1)
where V is the gradient operator in (q,p,t) space. The three
properties listed in (2.1) are not independent, and we con-
sider the first, which essentiallyis the rule for permutation of
solutions, and the third, which is that the infinitesimal trans-
formation is in the invariant surface.
Writing
~ aH ~ aB ~
7'1 = H+-q --. p,
ap aq
7' I = si + 1]q + ;il,
FIG. 1. Curves (1 ) and (2) are s0-
lution curves in (q.p.t) space lying
on an invariant surface. At P. (3)
is tangent to the solution curve ( I )
and is represented by 1",. The trans-
formation path in the invariant
surface from P to P' is (4) and is






H _ S a
2
H = O. (2.8)
ap2 aq ap at ap
Eliminating ;(q,p,t) between (2.7) and (2.8) and insisting
that Sand 1] be independent ofp, we may determine those S
and 1] permitted by the particular invariant 1. The expression
for; is obtained from (2.7) or (2.8) and that for Y from one
of (2.3). We observe that the rank ofthe coefficient matrix in
(2.3) is always 2.
Ill. SOME EXAMPLES
To illustrate the method, we consider a few examples.
The examples appended are linear as well as nonlinear.
. Example (a): As is customary nowadays, we begin by
considering the simple harmonic oscillator that has Hamil-
tonian (1.6). There exist six standard constants of the mo-
tion, which are listed in Table I together with the generators
for which they are invariants. The order of generators fol-
lows the usage of Lutzky.3 For simplicity the generators are
written in unextended form. Starting from the six linearly
independent constants listed in Table I we may work back-
wards to find the generator(s) of the transformation(s) un-
der which each remains invariant. We illustrate the method
with J3• Substituting into (2.7) and (2.8) we have
;cost +1]sint + (qcost-psint)s=O, (3.1)
1](1) -; = O. (3.2)
We eliminate; between (3.1) and (3.2) and then impose the
additional constraint that 1] and S be independent of p to
obtain
[Y,!]PB + [S,H]PB =0. (2.6)
q.p q.p
The condition that the transformation be canonical, viz.,
[q,p]PBq.p=l, (2.4)
reduces in the infinitesimal case to
J. = (q cos I - P sin I)/(q sin 1+ P cos I)
J. = (qcos I-psin I)/(qsin l+pCOS I)
J. = q cos I - P sin I
J7 = (q cos 1-P sin I)/(q sin 1+ P cos 1)
Invariant
J, = !(p2 - i)sin 21 - qp cos 21





aG2 = cos 2/-al

















TABLE I. Symmetry generators and associated invariants for the one-di-
mensional harmonic oscillator. The generators are given in unextended
form for the purpose of simplicity.
(2.3 )












In addition to the first integral satisfying (2.3), it also satis-
fies ( 1.5). In particular, taking the first of e51ch set we have
; aI + 1] aI +saI = 0, (2.7)
ap aq at
V
~a ~ a ~ a
=t-+q-+p-,
at aq ap
where q, il, and i are unit vectors in the direction ofq, p, and t
increasing, respectively, and letting the proportionality in
the first of (2.1) be y(q,p,t), we have
a1] + a; = O. (2.5)
aq ap
From (2.3) we see that this is equivalent to
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difference to the functional form of the operator in this case,
but does, say, for the damped free particle wherep = p(q,t).
The three triplets of generators are of interest to us and we
list them in unextended form in Table n. To mark the depar-
ture from the usual expressions used we now employ the
symbol X(q,t) to refer to an operator in (q,t) space (i.e., the
"unextended" operator). The corresponding operator in
(q,p,t) space (i.e., the "extended" operator) is written as
Y(q,p,t). In Table n the generators are listed against their
invariants (now relabeled 11,]2'/3) and the corresponding
y's are also given.
We defer discussion of the algebraic properties of the
generators listed in Table n to the next section. In this sec-
tion we compare the usual forms for the generators and first
integrals given in Table I with those adopted here, show how
higher-order integrals are constructed from linear combina-
tions of the generators, and observe the pattern of the action
of all the generators on all the integrals in the Table n for-
mat. In terms of the X's, the G's, which are usually used to
determine the commutator relations that identify the algebra
of the SL(3,!1t) group, are given by
GI = X22 - X 33, G2= - X23 - X32, G3= X 21 ,
G4 = X31 , Gs = - X 23 + X32, (3.8)
G6 = - XII = Xn + X 33, G7 = - X 12, Gg = X 13•
The linear dependence oftheX's is seen in the expressions for
G6 , which are equivalent to the linear relation
XI. + X22 + X33 = O. (3.9)
We further observe that the X's are related among each other
as follows: .
aT] + P aT] _ p (as +pas)
at aq at aq
+T]tant+ (q-ptant)s=O. (3.3)
Equating coefficients of independent powers ofp to zero we
see that .
s(q,t) = a(t), T](q,t) = (0 + a tan t)q + b(t), (3.4)
where a(t) and b(t) are solutions of
d 2 (a/cost)/dt 2 +a/cost=0, h+btant=O. (3.5)
Thus we have
a(t) = A cos! t + e cos t sin t, b(t) = B cos t, (3.6)
from which it follows that
Y(q,p,t)
= (A cos! t + e sin t cos t) !-
at
+ {( - A sin t cos t + e cos! t) q + B cos r}~
aq
+ {(A sin t cos t + e sin2 t)p - [A (cos2 t - sin2 t)
+ 2e sin t cos t]q - B cos r}~. (3.7)
ap
Similar calculations may be performed for the other
constants of the motion. It eventuates that, for J I , J2, and Js,
only one generator is obtained in each case and it is the one
listed in Table I. For J.~ a three-parameter solution is again
obtained and, not surprisingly, J6 , J7 , and Jg give rise to a
common three-parameter solution consisting of a linear
combination of G ~I)(q,p,t), G ~.)(q,p,t), and G ~\)(q,p,t).
We emphasize that the first extensions are written in
terms of the momentump and not the velocity q. It makes no
qXil = cos tX,"]. + sin tX,), ; = 1,3,
Xli + q cos tX2i + q sin tX3i = 0, ; = 1,3.
(3.10)
(3.11 )
TABLE H. The three invariants with associated generators and constants of proportionality. Again, X's instead of Y's are listed for reasons ofclarity.
Invariant
/, = q c.os t - P sin t
qsmt +pcost
/2 = q sin I +P cos t
/J = q cos t - p sin I
Generator
aX.,= -q-aq
X . a -2 a'2= -qsmt--'{ cost-al aq
X
a -2. a
'J = q cos t - - '{ sm t-at aq
ax" =COS/-- aq
X · a 2 a22=smtcost-+qcos t-
al iJq
X






J2 =Sin 1- + qSIn tcos t-at aq
X
. a ·2 a
JJ= -smtcost at +qsm t-aq
Constant of proportionality
YII = {q sin t + P cos t)2 .
Y'2= (qsint+pcost)2
X (q cos t - P sin I)
rl3= (qsint+pcost)J
r2' = 1
Y22 = q cos t - Psin t
r2J = q sin I +P cos t
rJ2 = - q cos I + Psin I
rJJ = - q sin t + P COS t









Y II 0 - I, - 13
Y t2 0 -1,1, -n
Y'3 0 I' - 1,13- ,
Y" 1112 (= I,ll,) 0 I ( = 13113)
Y" I, ( = 131/1,) 0 13 ( = I,I3II,)
Y23 I ( =./,1,/1,) 0 1,( = 1,1,11,)
Y3, - I,ll, I ( = I,ll,) 0
Y3, -n (= -M/I,) I, ( = I,I,//,) 0
Y33 - I, ( = - I,I,Il,) I, ( = 1,1,//,) 0
H = ~p2e-kl, p = qekl.




The triplets of generators corresponding to each first inte-
gral are
a
Xli = - q"7ii'
q (1 - ekl ) a 2 a
X'2 = ~'---'--- q
k at - "7ii'
TABLE Ill. The effect of each Yacting on each invariant. The expressions
in parentheses illustrate the effect more explicitly. A Y2i operator has the
effect of dividing by 13 and a Y3i operator by I,. in contrast to the multiply-
- .ing.effect.shown by Yi2 and Y, 3'
dratic integrals, whereas the third provided an integral of
arbitrary order depending only upon our choice of m and n.
We do not wish to labor the matter ofcombinations ofgener-
ators, but we point out that the relationship between the
combination of generators and the combination of the asso-
ciated integrals is not simple. The reason for the diversity of
the results in (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) possibly lies in the
commutation relations between generators. The effect of the
commutation relations would become obvious ifexponentia-
tion were used due to the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff for-
mula.
To conclude this example we observe the action of each
ofthe Y's on the three integralsII,I2' and 13, These are given




where Aij is some combinationof11,12, and 13, then
Ya.!j = I~ij' Yi3~ = 10ij' (3.23)
The connection with (3.12) is obvious.
We have treated the simple harmonic oscillator in great
detail. For the remaining examples, we merely give a sketch.
Example (h): Let us now consider the damped free parti-
cle, which has the Hamiltonian
x, = mX21 + nX31 •




The first of (3.15) is
dt dq dp
- = = -------""----o m cos t + n sin t - m sin t + n cos t
from which is follows that11 is a function ofu, and u2, where
u, = t, U 2 = m(q sin t +P cos t) - n(q cos t - p sin t).
(3.17 )
As a matter of terminology we point out that here we use u,
and U 2 to emphasize the traditional equivalence of the ca-
nonical coordinates in Hamiltonian mechanics. Were we us-
ing q, q, and t as variables, the usual u and v where v repre-
sents the differential invariant would be appropriate. Using
the second of (3.15) in the standard fashion,
dU 2 = dU2 (du ') - I = O. (3.18)
dUI dt dt
Hence the invariant is
1) = mI2 - nI3, (3.19)
i.e., simply a linear combination.
Combining X23 and X32 in the same manner we obtain
12 = (m + n)J2 + (m - n)J5 , (3.20)
i.e., a linear combination oftwo of the quadratic integrals.
The choices m = - I = n and m = - 1, n = 1 yield J2 and
J5 , respectively (up to a constant multiplicative factor there
is an arbitrariness in how an integral is written). These two
choices coincide with the combinations given in (3.8). Simi-
larly the combination of X 22 and X 33 gives
13 = (p sin t - q cos)m(p cos t + q sin t) - n, (3.21)
yielding J I and J6 for the choices m = I, n = - I and
m = 1, n = I, respectively.
We note that in the three examples of integrals consid-
ered, the first gave simply a linear combination of the two
linear integrals, the second a linear combination of the qua-
The r's, which are also listed in Table 11, are constants,
which perhaps is not unexpected. We note that in each case,
r ..l = 13ril' r" = 12ril' i = 1,3. (3.12)
By inspection, the relations between the constants listed in
Tables I and 11 are
J 1= - !I213' J2 = !(l~ - I~),
J
3
=I2, J4 =I3, (3.13)
J5=!(l~ +ID, J6 =JI ( =J7 =J8 )·
The members of each of the three classes of first integrals-
linear, quadratic, and quotient-constitute a complete set of
each class. In the case of the quotient integral, 11, it will be
appreciated that the theory involved in determining the inte-
gral does not distinguish between 11 and its reciprocal.
Considering the relations between the I's and J's and
the X 's and G 's, it is instructive to calculate the integral that
results from a linear combination of the X's. As an example
of the calculation we take
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The first integrals are (cf. Ref. 7)






( 1 33 3??)a+ tq +"2 t q -"2 t -q- aq'
X (
I? ) a (1 2,,3 2) a
33 = - - t -q + t - + - t 'i - tq - .
2 at 2 aq
The linear dependence relation is given by
XII = X22 + X33 ,
and the relations among the operators are
(t - IIq)Xli = X2i> i = 1,3,
(tlq) -t 2/2)Xli =X3i •
Example (d): The equation
tq = qJ + q
was considered in Ref. 9. It has the Hamiltonian
H= -4t(q3pI2)1/2_4tq, p=2q2_2t 2I q2,
and first integrals
/. = 2(q2 _ p12) 1/2 + 2q,
12 = t
2 - i - 2q(i - p12) 1/2,
t 2 - i - 2q(q2 - p12) 112
/3= .
2q + 2(i - p12) 1/2






1 2 a ( ,.2 1?...3 ) aXII = - t q - + t'i - - t -" - q -,
2 . at 2 aq
a a
X I2 = tq-+ (i - trr)-,
at aq
The linear dependence relation is again (3.9) and the follow-
ing relations amongst the generators are observed:
qXil = e
kl
X'2 + [(ekl - I )Ik ]X", , i = 1,3, (3.29)
Xli + qeklX2i - qkektX 3i = O.
It may be verified by direct calculation that the first integrals
and generators have the properties summarized in Tables III
and IV.
We next treat two familiar examples of nonlinear sys-
tems.
Example (e): The differential equation
q+ 3qq + rr = 0 (3.30)
occurs in the investigation ofunivalued functions defined by
second-order differential equations and in the study of the
modified Emden equation. 6•7 Recently it has also been treat-
ed in Ref. 8. Equation (3.30) has the Hamiltonian
H = t Iq - pq2 - ~(t 2 _ 2pq2) I::,
I t 2 I 1
p ="2 i - 2 (i + q)2'
12 = t 2/2 + (lIq)( I - tq)(t 2 - 2pi) 1/2,
I _ t 2q+2(1-tq)(t 2-2Pi)I!2
3 - _ 2tq + 2q(t2 _ 2pi) If:
The triplets of generators corresponding to each first inte-
gral are
TABLE IV. Commutation relations between the X's. The entry is [X column, X row). The relations for the Y's are, naturally, the same.
XII X12 XI) X2, X22 X2J Xli Xl2 XJJ
XII 0 -X12 -XI) X21 0 0 Xli 0 0
XI2 X I2 0 0 X22 -XII -X12 -X13 XJ2 0 0
X,l ,Xll 0 0 X2l 0 0 Xll-XII -X12 -X13
X2, -X21 XII -X22 -X2J 0 X2, 0 0 Xl' 0
X22 0 X'2 0 -X2, 0 -X23 0 XJ2 0
X2l 0 XI) 0 0 X2l 0 - X21 XlJ -X22 -X2J
Xli -Xli -XJ2 XII -Xll 0 0 X21 0 0 Xl'
Xl2 0 0 X12 -Xli -XJ2 X22 - Xll 0 0 XJ2
Xn 0 0 XI) 0 0 X2J -Xli -Xl2 0
.
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(3.41 )
The /1 generators are form-invariant under (4.9). It is easily
(4.9)
(4.8)
By inspection w~ observe that the /z generators are equiva-
lent to the /3 generators under the interchange transforma-
tion
We immediately observe these relations among the genera-
tors [cf. Examples (c) and (d)]:
H= Ip 2 P= Q'2' ,
and the first integrals are
11=P, 12=Q-TP, 13= (Q-TP)IP. (4.7)
Here /. has associated the triplet [cf. (4.6)]
- a a - a - a
XI1=T-+Q-, X 12 =-, X 13 =-.aT aQ aT aQ
For /2' we have
- 2a a - a - a
X 12 = T aT + TQ aQ' X 22 = T aT' . X23 = T aQ '
and for /3'
- a ~a - a - a
X31 = TQ-+Q--, X32 =Q-, X33 =Q-,aT aQ aT aQ
condition. There is, however, no less generality in assuming
the conjunction than there is in assuming the disjunctive
statement, since G2= pGI implies G3= rPG. and vice versa.
Invoking A 3.3 we obtain GIP = 0 and GI r/J = 1. Transform-
ing GI to GI = a I aQ and taking the simplest solutions of the
aforementioned equations we arrive at the generators
- a - a - a
G'=aQ' Gz=T aQ , G
3=QaQ' (4.5)
Expressing the invariance of the differential equation for Q
with respect to (4.5) results in the free particle equation
Q"=O.
By assuming that G2,#,p(t,q)GI for any function,p, we
straightforwardly obtain
- a - a - a a
G I = aT' G2= aQ' G3=T aT+ Q aQ' (4.6)
the differential equation once more being the free particle
equation. Proof of the case for which the generators Gland
G3 are unconnected is omitted as it also yields (4.6).
Thus it follows that the equation for q has the sI( 3,!R)
algebra. Proof of the necessity is trivial since A3.3 is a subal-
gebra of sI( 3,!R). 0
We have two realizations for the algebraA 3•3 , viz., (4.5)
and (4.6). On examining each of the triplets of generators
obtained in the examples we notice that they are unconnect-
ed. For example, X I2 #pX11 , X I3 ,#r/JXII , andX12 #,pXI3 for
any functions p, r/J, and lb. Therefore each ofthe triplets of the
examples can be reduced to the standard form (4.6) by
means ofa point transformation that transforms the original
equation to the free particle equation Q" = 0. It is thus in-
structive to look at the free particle equation. The Hamilto-
nian is
IV. COMMUTATION RELATIONS
Each ofthe triplets {XI)' {X2), and {X3J constitutes a
Lie subalgebra. The commutation relations are
[XII,xI2] = - X 12, [XII ,x13] = - X 13,
[X 12,X13 ] = 0, (4.1)
[X21 ,x22] = ± X 21 ' [X21 ,x23] = 0,
[X22,x23] = +X23' (4.2)
[X31 ,xd = 0, [X31 'X33 ] = ± X31 '
[X32,x33] = ±X32• (4.3)
Clearly each ofthe three sets ofcommutation relations given
above can be written in the form
[Z"Z2] = 0, [ZI,Z3] = ZI' [Z2,Z3] = Z2' (4.4)
and so the algebraic properties of the triplets are identical.
The Lie algebra represented by the commutation rela-
tions (4.4) is denoted by A 3,3 (see Refs. 10 and 11). The
question now arises as to whether the three triplets ofgenera-
tors, having isomorphic algebras (4:1), (4.2), and (4.3),
associated with each of the examples treated in the previous
section, can be transformed into a canonical triplet ofgener-
ators by a point transformation. To answer this we prove the
following result.
Proposition: In order that a differential equation
q= N(q,q,t) possess s1(3,!R) algebra it is necessary and suf-
ficient that it have the algebra A 3,3 •
Proof To prove sufficiency, suppose that q= N(q,q,t)
has the algebra A3,3' The generators of symmetry Gi
(i = 1,3) then satisfy the A 3,3 commutation relations. As-
sume first that G2 =p(t,q)G1and G3= r/J(t,q)G1 for suit-
able nonconstant functionsp and r/J. This certainly is a strong
x = (.!.... _.!- t -Iri)!"" +q~,
11 2 2 at aq






1 1 -1....3) a 2 a
X 21 = 2: tq -2: t 'I at +q ai'
x = -t-lri!....+q~ (3.42)








1 _I 4) a (2 ....3) a
X31 = 2: - "2 t q at + t q + 'I aq'
- 1....3) a (2 2) a (3 43)X32 = - (tq + t 'I at + t + q aq' .
(
1 1 -12)aX33 = -t+-t q -.
2 2 at
The linear dependence relation is again (3.36) and the rela-
tions among the generators are
qX\j = X2i , i = 1,3,
(3.44)
(t 2 + q2)X1i = X3i .
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verified that the /2 generators transform into the /1 genera-
tors via the transformation
XII = C 2 fC- 2 dt :t +q(l + CCfC- 2 dt) ~ ,




Hence using (4.9) together with (4.10) we deduce that
T= - lIQ, Q= T IQ, (4.11)
reduces the /3 generators to the /1 gener~tors. Clearly the
above transformations leave the free particle equation invar-
iant.
Hence the knowledge of a first integral J together with
its associated triplet {G;: i = 1,3} enables an equation to be
reduced to the free particle equation by a point transforma-
tion that transforms the G;'s to the standard form (4.6).
Accordingly one can obtain the remaining first integrals
from (4.7) and the associated triplets from (4.8). Thefore-
going examples can easily be shown to illustrate this. How-
ever, we consider the time-dependent oscillator as a further
example. The equation is
q+w2 (t)q = 0, (4.12)
with the Hamiltonian
H = !p2 + !W2q2, P = q.
A first integral is given by
/ = lI(qC - pC),
where C is a particular solution of (4.12). The triplet of
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The transformation which reduces (4.13) to (4.6) is given
by
T= fC- 2 dt, Q=qlC.
It is now a simple matter to obtain the remaining first inte-
grals and triplets by using (4.7) and (4.8) together with the
above transformation. The first integrals are
J = ~ - (pC - qC) f C -2 dt,
K= C(PC~qc) - fC- 2 dt,
and the triplets are given by
f C -2 dt Xli = X 2i> i = 1,3,
(qIC)Xli = X3i> i = 1,3.
(4.10)T= -liT, Q= QIT.
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Analysis and solution of a
nonlinear second order
differential equation through
rescaling and through a
dynamical point of view
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q(O) = 3A , ;
. Ao
q(t) = 6/t, A;#O,




that there are other values of[3 for Which something ~an b~
deduced about (2) analytically and that the critical value of .
/3 is not ~. This is something that was nOt detected in the
symmetry analy~isreferre'd to' above since. for all values of
/3 =fi~, there eXIst only two Symmetries, i.e., the Lie point
symmetry analysis distingui~hesbetween /3 = 4and /3 =fi .~
only. We note that Ince7 jncludes (2) in his detailed discus-
sion of second-order nonlinear equations. However, our
treatment is differently based.
In the case /3 = 4, application of the Riccati transforma-
tion q::::; 3u/u to (2) gives the third-order equation
u=o
From (3) we see that onry A:1/Aoand A 2/Ao matter and
consequently. we take Ao'= L .- ,. .
The asymptotic behavi9l' of q(t) depends not only on
the value ofA2 but also on the existence and sign of the roots
of I + A It + A 212 = O. If there is no positive .root fOr this.
. equation, the asymptotic behavior (t- QC) of q(l) is
( I )
(Received 3 May 1988; accepted for publication 3 August 1988)
The solutions of the equation ji + yy + /3y' =0, where /3 is a free· parameter~ are investig~ted.
For /3 = ~ the equation is lineari~:l,?le through an eight-parameter symmetry group and is. .
completely integrable. For /3# 4only two symmetries subsist, but through adynam'i.cal ,: ..
description the analytical asymptotic solutions and their behavior are given according to the
value of/3 and according to the initial conditions. .
q+ qq + /3t1 = o. (2)
We are interested in the behavior of the solution of (2), in
particular for varying values of /3. One question 'to be ad-
dressed is the following. For /3 = ~, (2) is linea"rizable, pos-
sesses eight symmetries, and is completely integrable. Con- On the other hand, if a positive root exists, then the solution
sequently, we could expect that this .remarkable exhibits an explosive character [Le., q(t) goes to infinity in ~ .
~athematical property corresponds to an important phys- finite time]>The problem is to obtain the boundary curves
leal one appearing (or disappearing) Jor this value which for the initial conditions.
eonsequently would appear as a criti~alone. ~y setting the. IfA 2 < 0, the equation 1+A It + A1t 2 has real roots of
problem in the context of dassi~al_mechanics,weshall s~e ~ .. opposite sign a~d consequently one is positive leading to an
.. ' ' explosiyeso.lu!ion,. I(Ai'> o-,twocases occur. For A I> 0,
'} Present address: C.E.A. Centre d'~udedeYauj~urs.OA~;BP No. ,:. . :either-ther.e'.~o r~otoi the two ro~tsarenegativ~and con-
17181 Courtry. France, ','s~ql!eritlY'noexplosivesoluti?nc~n take place. ForA I <0, if
This is the general form of a second-order ordinary differen-
tial equation linear in the first derivative' that can be trans-
formed into a linear second-order equation by ~eat1sof a
point transformatioll.~-hAs aconsequence Eq. (.1) possl:;sses
the algebra sl(3,R). . .
By virtue of its interest in both inathematica] and phys-
ical contexts, we here make further investigations into Eq.
0). To provide interpretations based on an understanding
ofphysics, we recast the problem as the classical mechanical
problem ofa particle moving,in a one-dimensional potential,
Further, we modify (I) so' that tbe Newto'riian 'equation of·




y. + yy' + y'/9 = 0
"' anses in the study of the modified Emden equation t-)
i:j + a(l)q + y(t)qm = 0 .
in the case m = 3. It is also found in the study of univalued
. functions defined by second·ordc.:r differential equations.
•.. Equation ( I) is a memba of the Riccati hierarchy arid can
·be transformed into a linear third-order equation by means
of the standard transformation y(x) = 3u'(x)/u(.t). It is
also a member of the class of equations. represemed by
y. +3a(x)yy' + b(x)y' + a~(x)y'
+ c(x)l + d(x)y + e(x) = O.
~:" .
~talysiS and solution of a nonlinear second-order differential equation
i1i'oUgh rescaling and through a dynamical point of view
~.' P. G. L. Leach
Co·. Department a/Computational and Applied .lfathematic.'i. Thr: Unh'l!rsity 0/ Witu·ater.'irand.
...~<t 2050 Wits PO.H Office. Johannesburg. South A/rica
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Ill. BEHAVIOR OF THE POTENTIAL WITH VARYING ~
For the convenience oflater reference, we categorize the
behavior of the potential as 13 varies downwards. This is pre-



































~~ = (3 - S)w + (52 - 25 - 13;),
where e= log t is the new time.
Equations (5) are interpreted as a system of first-order
equations of motion in the new phase space-time (s,w,8) ofa
particle moving under the influence of a velocity-dependent
drag force (3 - S)w and a force derivable from the potential
V(5) =1135 4 +S 2 -!S3. (6)
We note that the velocity-dependent drag force is damping
for 5> 3 and accelerating for S< 3.
5=qt,1J=qt 2•
Noting that
dS I. ~ I ( /;-= -(qt- + qt) = - 1] + ~),
dt t t
we take as new variables the invariants 5(for position) and
W = 1] + 5 (for velocity), so that Eq. (2) becomes
as can be seen by setting a = (I + l) -I. As (2) is autono-




We will see, later on, that the combination of these two sym-
metries will give both the asymptotic behavior and the classi-
fication of the initial conditions. The elementary invariants




B - 2A = 2B - A = 3B.
This system has the consistent solution B = - A with A ar-
bitrary. We note that this tranformation corresponds to the
second of the Lie point symmetries associated with (2) ,4
viz.,
-- ,r. 1t-=.(t,q)-(t,q: t=a t, q=a q)
is self-similar if
the roots exist, they are both positive and the explosive solu-
tion takes place.
Consequently, the boundary curves are
A 1 = 0, for A I > 0, (3· )
A~ -4A 1 =O, for A.<O. (3-)
Taking into account (3), (r) and (3-) can be written, re-
spectively, as
A 2 = 0 ~ ql) = - 3A ~ .
This relation together with
qo=3AI~qo=-i~·
Taking into account the two last relations of (3),
A~ -4A2=O~qO= -1~·
Figure I gives the sign ofA I' A1, and A =A ~ - 4A 2 and
shows that the boundary curve for initial conditions leading
to an explosive solution are given by the two half-parabolas.
In fact, we are going to show the generalization of this result
for O<p < 1.
11. SELF-SIMILAR ANALYSIS
ForP taking on general values, we may use rescaling2 to
determine the asymptotic beha.... ior of q(t). The transforma-
tion
-2 0 2 ~
FIG. 2. Plots of the potential VeS> = lfJs' - is' + t l fordilferent values
offJ·
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~IG. 1. The boundary curve between explosive and nonexplosive solutions
IS the half-parabola 9'0 = - tIa /6 for qo <0 and the half.parabola
9'0 = - tio/3 for qo> 0 in tlie case fJ = ~.
1-··-....·_-_·.·_· ........4. ':-."__ • ~._ •••:....::.- • .:__om-170'
In fact, Eq. (11) is transformed into Eq. (16) if we take
- I/a: as the new variable. Consequently, introducing the
solution 5,~ and 5.'0/ of Eq. (16) for a given {3, we can write
the special solution (iii) [Eq. (11)] as
solutions (i) and (ii) are almost idl:ntical. As expected, they
are particular forms of the general solution (3) for the p = ~
case.
We consider case (iii) and the condition {3
= - a:(2a~ + I) in more detail. The expression forthe po_
tential (6) is now
V(s) = -(a:14)(2a:+1)5~+S:-15J. (15)
If we are interested in real valued solutions to (2), the inter-
p:etation in terms ofa: is valid for {3< jsince for {3> 1.0: as
given by ( 11) becomes complex. Hence the special solution
(iij) is only to be considered for 13<j. We recall that it is this
value of J1 that separates two distinct regions of behavior of
the potential. From Fig. 2 and Sec. III we see that the poten-
tial V(S) has three extrema, 50 = 0, 51 =Sm' and 52 =5.'01'
for 0 <{3<. j. These extrema are obtained from Eq. (6) and
they are given by
Equations (17a) and (17b) show clearly the important role
that will be played by the special solution (iii). The curves
w.\( (5) and (v'" (5), interpreted as initial conditions in the
phase space (5,(:), are frontier curves for different types of
time evolution. Indeed, the solution W.'o/ (5) describes a par-
ticle arriving with a zero velocity on the top of the potential
hill (with possible subsequent bifurcations) while, for the
solution (v", (5). the particle falls in the potential bottom and
has a zero velocity at S=S", (consequently playing the role
of an attractor solution). These two curves are exactly the
ones we found in the case J1 = ~ (er. the discussions of the
end of Sec. I where we found that the boundary curve for
bifurcating initial conditions is indeed the self·similar solu-
tion going through the point S=S.\f = 3).
It is interesting to understand why such simple special
solutions can be obtained and to see the roles of the two
symmetries G. and G2 (see Sec. 11) which for our equation
exists for all values of{3.
In fact, the introduction of the new phase space (s,w)
makes .1he...system.autonomous ·(i.e.,invariant under the
symmetry a laB). To compute the boundaries, we must con-
sequently solve Eq. (7). In our case, the solutions of this
equation can be obtained by using the symmetry G1 [i.e., the
invariance ofthe equation in (q,q) space]. Let us consider at
. the initial time t = 1 the conditions q = Sm, q= - 5m,
which correspond in the (s,w) space to S= Srn' W= O. In
this (5,w) space, nothing happens and the particle is motion-
less. Ofcourse, in the (q,q) space we have an evolution with
q = 5m1t, q= - 5m 1t2.
Let us consider the system at t = T. Since the system is invar-
iant under time translation, we can reintroduce the values








(J1;; - Si + 2)5, =0 (i = 0,1,2).
w.\! (t) = $"(1 - $"/5.\(),
(.:)",(5) =5"(1-$"/5",)'
IV. SOME SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
Before we discuss the qualitative behavior of the motion
for varying 13, we consider some special solutions. Elimina-
tion ofe from Eqs. (Sa) and (5b) gives
w
dw
=(3-5)w+S 2 -25-J1s J• (7)
dS
An ansatz of the form
w=ao+a1s+oiS
2 (8)
for the solution of (7) yields the following possible solutions:
( i ) w = 2S - ! 52, {3 = ~, (9)
(ii) W= -6+3S-!t 2, {3=~. (10)
(iii) w=s+aiS 2, {3= -o2(2a2+1}· (11)
[It is a trivial matter to show that a finite polynomial solu-
tion to (7) can only have the form of (8).]
We may then solve (Sa) for each of these solutions. We
also list here the corresponding solution ofthe original equa-
tion (2).
Case (i),
5 = 6e211 I(K + ell), q = 6t I(K + t 2 ); (12)
case (ii),
;- = 3K + 6e ll , 3K + 6t 6(\ K + t) .
K + ell q = Kt + t 2 = - K 214 + (~ K + t)2 '
(13)
case (iii),
5= -ell /(K+a2ell ), q= -1I(K+a2t); (14)
where in all cases K is a constant of integration. We see that
[12] V(s) has a single minimum at S= O. It is strictly
monotonic increasing for Is !- ::c.
~ V(s) has a single minimum at 5 = O. a stationary
point of inflection (dV IdS =d ~ V Id; ~ = 0) at 5 =4, and
now it is monotonic increasing for Is 1- ex: .
I ~ > /3 > !I: The stationary point ofinflection of the poten-
tial splits into a maximum at 5.'0/ in [3,4] and a minimum at
Sm in [4,6].
. Iq = ~I: V(S) has minima at S =0 and 5m = 6 and a
maximum at 5.'01 = 3. Note that the potential reads
V(5) = (5 - 6) 2S2/36 in this peculiar case and that it is
symmetric about the maximum 5.'0/ = 3. Moreover, the ex-
tremum 5.'01 is the limit abscissa between a damping and an
accelerating velocity-dependent drag force.
10 <OB < ~I: The maximum 5.'01 is in [2,3] and the mini-
mum Sm is in [6, + oc [. AsP-O, 5.'0/ moves towards the
limit value 2 and the minimum Sm behaves as lip. The po-
tential is strictly monotonic increasing for 151- ex:.
lOB = 01: The maximum is at 5.'0/ = 2. The potential is
strictly montonic increasing in [0,2] and strictly monotonic
decreasing in ] - oc, 0] and in [2, + ex: [.
~ V(5) has a minimum at 5=0 and two maxima
on either side of the origin. The maximum on the left of the
origin moves in from S= - ex: for 13 increasingly negative
and away from 5 = 2 to the right. From this rather detailed
analysis, it appears that the critical values ofJ1 areJ1 =0 and
J1 = 1·














A. The case O<~q
We first study the range bounded by the critical values ~:'. 5
fJ = 0 and {3 = 1. In this interval, we have the two special " ti
01
solutions W.\( (S) = S( I - 5Is.\() [Eq. (17a)] and Win (S) tl
=s(1-s/Sm ) [Eq. (17b)]. where 5.",=
( I - J I - 8/3 )12/3 and Sm = ( I + JI - 8{3 )12{3.
As shown in Fig. 3, these solutions are two parabolic
trajectories in the phase space. These curves pass through
the point (0;0) where they have a common tangent line,
(dwlds) = 1.
The "large" parabola corresponds to W =W m (5) and
the intersection with the 5axis is at 5= Sm' The small pa-
rabola represents W = w.\( (5) and S= 5.\( is the intersection .•
with the 5axis. .
In order to structure the discussion, we divide the phase
space into four strips defined by
SI = {S/S>Sm}'
S2 = {S /S.\f<S<Sm}'
S3 = {s/O<s<S.\f}.
Sol = {S /S<O}.
VI. OUALlTATIVE BEHAVIOR
Now we present qualitative behavior obtained through
numerical simulations of the system (5). The discussion is
made in the phase space (s,(u) according to the values of
initial conditions Si and w, (5,: initial position; W j : initial




o 4 ~ l~';.'
FIG. 3. Evolution in the phase space (s,«) for P= to (0 <P< l). The ;: 5
"large" and "small" parabola represent, ~ctively, «) = (J) ... (s) lIl1d
«) = «)..,(s)· The curves(j).@~®CD.® lead to the attractor.poin!_",,:""._.~~~.
S=s... and «) = O. The curvesQI<D®®describe explosive so!uuonS·
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a; to Ila~ ')
+--«(-(1) + (t-/I)
3.21 39.21.21
4a~ p]+ «(-l.) - .. , ,
39.21.21 _
where a 3 is ar1?itrary.
For a o- = I and {3 = - I, it is
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bring back the clock to t = 1. The new 5and ware conse·
quently
5 = Sm lT, W = - SmIT~ + Sm IT.
Eliminating T, we indeed obtain
w=s(1-s/sm )
a o = (I ±~l- 8{3/2{3~fJ=(ao-2)/a~ (21)
since a u;60. We have two particular solutions correspond-
ing to the two roots. They areao• «( - (I) -1 and
ao- «( - (I) - I. These solutions fail to be real for {3 > pn the
second step of the Painleve analysis we determine the reso·
nances (Kowaleski exponents). Writing
and substituting into (2) we find that
r+(au -3)r+(ao-4)=0, '(23)
so that r takes the values r l = - 1, which always occurs in
such analyses, and rz = 4 - ao. Since the resonances are re-
quired to be integral and the leading behavior is detennined
by (/ - (1) -\, we have that 4 - ao must be a non-negative
integer, i.e., a oE{3,2, 1,0, - I, ...}. Consequently this speci-
fies the value of/3. For ao+ we have the sequence of permissi-
ble (ao· ,/3) to be { - n, - (n + 2)/n2,nez+} and, for a o- ,
{3,~; 2,0;1, - t}, where in the case of (2,0), I'Hopital's rule
must be used.
By way of example, the solution for ao- = 3 and fJ = ~
is
q(t) = 3(t - 1\) -I + a l [1 _!:t(t - /\) + a~ (t _ /\)2
3 3
a~ 3 a~ 4 a~ s]
--(t-ll) +-(t-l\) --(t-ll)'" .
J3 34 3s
Performing the summation, we obtain
q(t) = 3(t - l\) -\ + 3a\/[3 +al(t - 1\)], (24)
where a\ is arbitrary. We recover a particular case of the
general solution given by (3).
and we have obtained the parabola going through the equi-
librium point (Sm'O). In the same way, we obtain the pa-
rabola going through the other equilibrium point (SM'O).
These boundary curves appear consequently as prolongation
of the ·two equilibrium points obtained by going into the
(q,q) space (where evolution takes place) and coming back
to the (S,w) space.
V. PAINLEVE ANALYSIS OF Ea. (2)
We perform the Painleve analysis of (2) as follows.
First, we detennine the dominant behavior by substituting
q(t) er. a o(t - t 1)" ( 19)
- into (2). We find that n = - 1 and all terms are dominant.
This reflects the fact that (2) is invariant under the scale
change (-at, q-a-1q as we saw already in the self·similar
analysis of Sec. 11. The value of a o is detennined from the
solution of
2ao - a~ + {3a~ = 0, (20)
t-T,
FIG. 4. Blo..... up orthe region IQ,Cm I shown in Fig. J.
not jump over the top and, if ClJ, is positive, the particle falls








S 3T(A I + 2A 2T) _1_,
A2(T-r') t-T
3-r(A 1 +2A2T) (-1)
ClJ::::;: 2
A2(T-r') (t-r)
For the computation of (J), we can neglect qt when t ..... T. We
have consequently, for t ..... T,
~=(_l)A2(T-T') (33b)
S2 3 A I +2A2T'
But since T and T' are the two roots of A 2/ 2 + A It + 1 = 0,
the second member of (33b) is just equal to ( -!), i.e., to
- 1I5M in agreement with (31).
As a conclusion of this section, we have two kinds of
asymptotic behavior. The particle falls to S... = 5m with
ClJ ... =0 for 5,>0 and ClJj>OJM(SI) and for SI <0 and
0), > (J)m (5;)'
IfClJ; <OJM (51 ) for 51 >0 and if OJI<ClJm (s,) for 51 <0, the
particle moves towards the region of negative 5 with an in-
creasing negative velocity and OJ(5) - - s2/s.w for
()
_3(A 1 +A 2T) 1q t - --.
A 2(T-r') t-T
In the above formula, T' is the second root of 1 + A It
+ A2t 2 = O. Since S= qt and W = qt + qt 2, we have, for
.1
I LA'or





We have the following results:
(i) ClJ,>ClJm (5,), then (5 .. ,ClJ .. ) = (Sm.o>; (30)
(ii) ClJj<ClJm(S,), then ClJ .. (S)- -t2/s.\{, for S- - 00.
(31)
For high negative velocity [(V, «Vm (5,) 1 the particle
climbs up the potential (the velocity dependent force ex-
ceeds the potential force) and experiences an explosive insta·
bility (curve@). By contrast for ClJ, > Wm(5, ) the particle is
always trapped at S =Sm with a zero velocity (curve @).
Let us point out that this result is again a generalization
of the result obtained for /3 = ~. In that case, the explosive
instability appears at time Tfor which I + A IT + A2-r =O.
Taking (3) into account we find that, for t .... T, we have
2. S,ES2
The behavior is similar to the one obtained for the case
t,eS•. The curve ClJ = ClJ,w (5) separates the initial conditions
in two classes. The first class [ClJ > fl}"M (5) ]·leads to evolution
(28) (curve @», corresponding to the attractor, while the
second class [ClJ<ClJ.w (5)] leads to solution (29) (curve~)
corresponding to the explosive solution). A blowup ofFig. 3
in the region {O, 5m ] is shown in Fig. 4.
1
q(l) --- / .... /0. (29)
/0 log (I I/o) / - /0
The particle moves to infinity in a finite time and we recover
the results of the Painleve analysis as given in Sec. V. This
501ution is again an extension of (12) to /3 i=~, where the
constant K is negative.
3. S,ESJ
The asymptotic behavior is again the same as the case
tieS•. Nevertheless (see Fig. 4), the transient stage is quite
different. In fact, for OJ, > ClJoW (s. ), the particle climbs up the
top of the potential before falling to 5 = 5m with a zero ve·
locity (curves @and(2». For ClJ, <OJ.\l(5I)' the particle can·
We now describe the behavior for different initial conditions
(S"ClJ,). We denote the asymptotic solution for the time-
evolution of the particle by (5... ,ClJ..,).
1. S/ES,
We have the following results:
(i) ClJ,>ClJ.w(S), then (S,.,ClJ .. ) = (Sm'O), (26)
(ii) ClJ,<ClJ,w(S), then ClJ", (S)- -S2/S.w, for 5- - 00.
(27)
In case (i), the particle always asymptotically falls into the
bottom of the potential with a zero velocity. Two features
must be pointed out. First, if the particle moves initially
towards the positive 5, it comes back after a finite time and
during the way back, the work done by the friction force
(3 - t)ClJ exactly balances the potential energy in such a way
that the particle reaches 5m with a zero velocity (curve <D in
Fig. 3). As a matter of fact, also for negative initial velocity
[but greater than ClJ.\( (5, ) J, the particle cannot pass over the
top (S = t.\{ )of the potential and it is finally trapped at
5 = 5m (curve Q»). For the second case [case (ii) J, the ini-
tial velocity is highly negative. The particle climbs up the top
of the potential and for 5 < 0, the ClJ-dependent force exceeds
the potential force. As a consequence, an explosive solution
arises and the particle moves outwards (5"" - 00 ) with an
increasing negative velocity (curve CD). The behavior is giv-
en by Eq. (27) which is obtained by seeking a solution of the
form At" in Eq. (7). We may now solve q as a function of /.
Combining on one hand (4) and (26), we obtain the evolu-
tion corresponding to case (i),
. () . I + JI - 8/3 I 5m (28)q / - '-=-, I-cc.
2/3 / /
This is an extension of solution ( 12) to /3 i= ~ for large / and
K> O. On the other hand, combining (4) and (27) we obtain
[case (ii) J
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FIG. 6. Evolution in the phase space (t.C:ll for /1 = - 0.4 (/1 <0). Th~:1Ii
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point q =q =0 that is subsequently described and solved in
the new space. For /3 > !we. of COUl"5e. do not need this new
space.
C. The case 13 <0
Since wc now recover the self·similar solutions, we come
back to the (S.{U) space. Figure 6 exhibits the two parabolic
trajectories in the phase space (s.(;))· These trajectories cor-
respond to the special solutions ( 17a) and ( 17b) for /3 <O.
But in contradistinction to Sec. VI A, the curve (Urn (S) is
now concave. Note that Sm is always negative while 5..., al-
ways lies in the range [0,2).
The new feature brought in this subsection is that no
attractor point can exist in the potential V(s).
This can be easily seen in terms of the variables q and t.
Indeed, coming back to Eq. (2). the force - /31 derives
from the potential V(q) = (/3 /4 )q~. which is always nega-
tive and monotonic decreasing for q' - + cc. Consequent-
ly. the point (q. q) = (0,0) is unstable and the particle al-
ways falls to the right or to the left.
The question is now the following: Starting from q<0
(resp. q>O) with a positive velocity q (resp. q<O) can a
particle reach the top (q = 0) of the potential and fall
towards the zone q> 0 (resp. q <O)?
The answer is yes. It is obtained from the study in the
(S.(u) phase space given in Fig. 6. Keeping in mind that the
curves (v'" (5) and (;).H (5) are trajectories of the particle and
noting that two distinct trajectories cannot cross, the phase
space (S.(v) separates in two regions. The frontier between
. these two regions is given by the curve {U = {Urn (S) for S<0
and by {U = (V.1f (S) for 5' > O. We sre. therefore. that thisprop-
erty. already obtained in the range 0 </3 <k' is preserved for
/3<0.
The first region contains every initial point (Si '(Ui)
whose evolution brings asymptotically the particle towards .'t
5- + co with positive velocity. For any initial condition
(Si .(U,) taken in the second region. the particle always
moves towards S- - co with negative velocity. The initial '
points labeled <D to @) (respectively, G) to (ID) give the evo-
lution towards S- + co (resp. -:c) with an increasing
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B. The case 13 > i
For /3 > 1. the situation is completely modified. The po-
tential has only a minimum at S= O. The two pivot points
S= Srn and S= S.\f and the corresponding "small" and
"large" parabolas do not exist any more. Since we have
shown that for 0 </3 < l,these elements give both bifurcation
boundaries and the attracting solutions. we can wonder if.
for /3 > 1. there is any interest in working in the new space.
Consequently. the study in terms of q, q. and t appears more
relevant. In the following. we consider therefore the basic
equation (2) and we will present simubtions performed in
the phase space (q.q).
Equation (2) holds symmetry propertics: it is invariant
under the transformation t - - t and q - - q. The trajec-
tories in the phase space arc therefore expccted to be sym-
metric with respect to the q axis. Starting initially from
- qo) <0 with a zero velocity (q = 0). the particle moves
towards the region q> 0 and reaches the point q" with zero
velocity. For the same reason. the evolution from this point
qo with this initial zcro vc1qcity brings back the particle at
- qo. In other words. the trajectory in the (q.q) space is a
closed curve. The particle oscillates ir. the range [ - qo.
+ qo]'
Figure 5 exhibits the evolution for /3 = 0.15. /3 = 0.3,
and {3 = 0.6. The initial position is - q" = - 1.
We note that the larger the value of /3, the larger is the
amplitude of q. This behavior comes out from the fact that
the potential /3q~/4 stiffens for increasir.g /3. Consequently,
the particle is more accelerated and the amplitUde of the
velocity increases.
The lower part (q < 0) of the trajectory presents a little
bump. This is a slowing down of the particle, when going
from q > 0 to q < 0, due to the velocity-dependent drag force.
As one brings {3 nearer the critical value 1. the particle
passes through q = 0 at a slower pace and in the limit /3 = 1,
the particle arrives at q = 0 with no velocity while the time to
reach that point goes to infinity. It is this approach to the
5- - 'X (explosivc solution). This beh:lvior is de<icribcd in
terms of q and t by Eqs. (28 J. (29 J. ar.d (31). ~ote that
(28). (29). and (31) also display the asymptotic bchavior
for the case {3 = !. Consequently. asymptotic solutions ob-
tained analytically for the case (3 = t,may be generali=ed to the
u'hole range 0 < (3';k·
VII. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was, first, to exhibit the im-
portance and role of the different symmelries obtained by the
usual Lie analysis, and. second. to show that rescaling and
casting the problc:m in a new phase space allows one to use
qualitative arguments about the sign of the drag force, the
form of the new potential, and the role of the self-similar
solutions.
, The first intriguing result is the critical position from a
purely "mathematical" point of view of the case,6' = 4where
everything can be analytically expressed while from a "phys-
ical" point of view it plays no role at all. This somewhat
arbitrary distinction between mathematical and physical
points of view just means that the bifurcation values (for the
parameter) or the bifurcation boundaries (for the initial
conditions) will be labeled physical results while the fact
that an analytical expression can be given is a mathematical
one.
The second result was the "pivot" role played by the
self-similar solutions q = 5",lt and 5,,, It. Moreover, since
the equation is also invariant under time translation, these
solutions can be extended (curves {J)=5-5~/5", and
(iJ =5- 5~15.\t) providing all the interesting results about
the boundaries for the initial conditions leading to bifurca-
tions and the nature of the asymptotic solutions. When these
self-similar solutions disappear, the nature of the general so-
lution is totally modified.
The third result is the interesting concept of rescaling
where, introducing the new dynamical variables, we can find
easily the equilibrium points and their nature not only in
their neighborhood but, sometimes. far away ,in a strongly
nonlinear region. Of course. in some situations (,6'> 1). the
new phac;e space does not present any interest and the prob-
lem is simpler in the original (q.q.t) space.
Now we point out that these methods and concepts can
be generalized to the case of the second-order differential
equation with self-similar solutions [either time invariant as
(3) or not J. Of course. the results will depend on the struc-
ture of the different terms of the equation, but the method-
ology will essentially remain the same. We will present later
work on this generalization.
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S~nd-order ~rdinary di~erential equations are classified according to their Lie algebra of
poInt symmetnes. The.exIstence of these symmetries provides a way to solve the equations or
to ~ransformt~em toslmpl~rforms..Canonical forms of generators for equations with three-
poInt symme~es are estab~shed. It IS further shown that an equation cannot have exactly
r e{4,5,.6,7} POInt symmetnes. Representative(s) ofequivalence class(es) of equations
possessIng s e{I,2,3,8} point symmetry generator(s) are then obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is by now well established that when one realizes a real
Iow-dimensional Lie algebra in terms of vector fields in two
coordinates more than one canonical form may occur. A
familiar example of this is found in the two canonical forms
of generators obtained for each of the two real two-dimen-
sional Lie algebras 2A t and A2 given in Lie. t
Lie s~?wed that. if a second-order ordinary differential
equation q = E(t,q,q) admits a two-dimensional algebra
(Abelian algebra 2A 1 or the solvable algebra A 2 ) of point
symmetries, then its point symmetries Gt and G2 can be ei-
ther connected [Le., there exists a function p (t,q) such that
G2 =p(t,q)Gd or unconnected [i.e., for any function
t/J(t,q) G2 =1= t/J(t,q) Gd· Thus he was led to distinguish
between connected and unconnected operators for each of
the algebras 2A t and A 2, respectively. Consequently he had
four cases (see Ref. 2) to consider (Types I-IV, see Ref. 3).
Lie deduced that, if a second-order equation admits a two-
dimensional algebra with operators G1 and G2 satisfying
G2 = p(t,q)Gt for a suitable functionp (i.e., Type 11 orlV of
Ref. 3, then it is linearizable via a point transformation, Le.,
it has SL(3,R) symmetry (see Ref. 2).
In Ref. 2 second-order equations having two commut-
ing unconnected point symmetries (Type I) were investigat-
ed for linearizability. It was shown that such an equation is
linearizable provided the regular point transformation that
brings these symmetries into their canonical form reduces
the equation to one which is at most cubic in the first deriva-
tive. Accordingly, for equations of this type, the complete
symmetry group SL(3, R) and the corresponding lineariz-
ing point transformations were-obtained.
The study of second-order equations admitting two
noncommuting unconnected point symmetries (Type Ill),
with a view to linearization, was undertaken in Ref. 3. It was
found that such an equation has the SL(3,R) symmetry
group provided the point transformation that casts these
symmetries to their canonical form reduces the equation to
the form
fq = ail + bi! + (1 + b 2/3a)q + b 13a + b 3/27a2,
(i)
where a (=1=0) and b are arbitrary constants.
A necessary condition for a second-order equation to
admit the sl(3,R) algebra (see Refs. 2 and 3) is that it be of
the form
q= ~ (t,q)iI + ~ (t,q)ij + CC (t,q)q + 9 (t,q), (H)
,,:here the ~~nctions .fIE, ~, CC, and 9 are analytic. Suffi-
cient conditions for a second-order equation to admit the
sl(3,R) algebra are given by (see Ref. 3)
3.fIE" + 3~, CC - 3~q9 + 3.fIECC + CC - 6~9• qq q
+~ CC q - 2,?g ~, - 2~.q = 0, (Hi)
6.fIE,9 - 3~Ji + 3~9, +~" - 2CC,q - 3~9q
+ 39 qq + 21f CC q - CC ~. = 0, (iv)
where the suffices refer to partial derivatives.
In Ref. 2 and 3 we have treated all four cases (Types 1-
IV) of second-order equations admitting two-dimensional
algebras of point symmetries which are linearizable via a
point transformation. Thus, if an equation of the form (ii)
passes the linearization test, i.e., conditions (Hi) and (iv)
hold, then one requires only two-point symmetries of the
equation to obtain a linearizing point transformation for the
equation.
In this paper we thoroughly investigate second-order
equations admitting real Lie algebras ofdimension two and
higher (and at most eight which is the maximum dimension
for such equations). We give a complete and rigorous treat-
ment of three-dimensional Lie algebra realizations in terms
ofvector fields defined on the plane (see Sec. 11) since in this
respect there have been omissions in the works ofLie. Lie did
not take into account the realizations of the family of alge-
bras A t 7 (b is a real parameter) and the algebras A 3.6 and
A 3•9 (see Table I for their commutation relations). The ca-
nonical realizations in two coordinates obtained for the low-
dimensional Lie algebras (see Tables I-Ill) are utilized sys-
tematically to derive all equivalence classes of second-order
equations (see Sec. Ill) which admit point symmetry alge-
bras. More precisely, we obtain five representatives [see
(45) ] of equivalence classes ofsecond-order equations hav-
ing exactly three-point symmetries. It is also deduced that
second-order equations possessing exactly two-point sym-
metries can belong to one of two equivalence classes [see
(46) ]. Moreover, we prove, in Sec. 11, that a second-order
equation cannot admit exactly r e{4,5,6,7} point symme-
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TABLE 1. Lie algebras of dimension 3.
tries. This in effect means that a second-order equation can
'.admit exactly one of 0,1,2,3, or 8 point symmetries.
11. LIE ALGEBRA REALIZATIONS IN TWO
COORDINATES
The Lie algebra classification used is the Mubarak-
zyanov classification given in Patera et 01.4 For the three-
and four-dimensional algebras our list also includes the de-
composable algebras. The notation is the same as given in
Ref. 4. Thus when referring to A ~J we simply mean the jth
algebra of dimension r. The superscript(s), if any, indi-
cate (s) the parameter (s) on which the algebra depends. The
range of parameters is restricted to avoid double counting
and algebraic sums oflower algebras. Assignment ofspecific
values to a parameter singles out special algebras, within a
family. which are well-known and which in some cases result
in the linearization of the associated second-order equation.
There are 11 Lie algebras of dimension three4 (decompos-
able and indecomposable) two of which depend on param-
eters. For convenience and easy reference we present their
commutation relations in a convenient basis {G;: i = 1,3} in
Table I.
The decomposable Lie algebras are the Abe1ian algebra
3A 1 and the non-Abelian one A 1 EflA 2• In many cases we have
indicated the corresponding Lie groups in parentheses.
These are the Weyl group, the semidirect product of dila-
tions and translations D ~ s T2 , the Euclidean group E (2),
the pseudo-Euclidean group E( 1,1), the special linear group
SL(2,R), and the special orthogonal group SO(3).
The following easily verified identities will be used in the
proof of theorems. Let G.,G2 ,G3be operators ofthe form
G = 5(t,q).i + 7](t,q).!..- .
at aq
Then (a) [G1,G2 ] = (- G']/J)G2, if G1 =p(t,q)G2 for a
suitablefunctionp. (b) [G1,G3 ] = (G1t/J)G2 + t/J[G"G2 ], if
G3 = t/JU,q)G2 for a suitable function t/J.
Theorem 1: A second-order ordinary differential equa-
tion does not admit the Abelian Lie algebra, 3A I'
Proof: Suppose a general second-order equation of the
form ij = H(q,q,t) has the Abe1ian algebra. The generators
ofsymmetry G; (i = 1,3) then satisfy the Abelian commuta-






A 3.3 (D@,.T2 )
A3.' (EO.I)








[G,.G,I = G,. [G2.G,1 = G, + G,
[G,.G,I = G•• [G2.G,1 = G2
[G,.G,I = G,. [G2.G,1 = - G,
[G,.G,I = G,. [G2.G,1 = aG,
[G••G,I = - G2• [G2.G,1 = G,
[G,.G,I = bG, - G2• [G2.G,1 = G, + bG,
[G,.G,I = G,.[G2.G,1 = G,. [G,.G,I = - 2G2
[G,.G,I = G,.[G2.G,1 = G,. [G,.G,I = G2
one cannot have G, = p(t,q)G2orG3= t/J(t,q)G2 (for any
nonconstant functions p and t/J). Assume the contrary is
true. Then for the case G, = pG2, the first and last commuta·
tors of 3A, imply
G']/J = 52 ap + '7]2 !e.. = 0,
at aq
GJP=53 ap +'7]3 ap =0.
at aq
As p cannot be a constant, at least one of aplat or aplaq is
nonzero. This in turn leads to 527]3 - 53'7]2 = 0 and conse-
quently
G3= (53/ 52)G2·
Invoking the second commutator, [G2,G3 ] = 0, we obtain
G2(53/52) = O.
Therefore we must have 53/52 =/(p) for some function/
(since also G']/J = 0). Thus eventually we have
G, = pG2, G3= ftp)G2with G']/J = O.
Transforming G2 to G2= a laQ and solving G;P = 0
[p =p(Q,T) where Q= Q(t,q) and T= T(t,q) are the
transformed coordinates] we obtain p= g( T) for some
function g. Without loss of generality we may set g( T) = T
making the generators appear as (cf. Lie')
- a - a - a
G1=T-, G2 =-, G3=/(T)-· (1)
aQ aQ aQ
Expressing the invariance of the differential equation for Q
with respect to ( I ) results infbeing linear in T contradicting
the linear independence of the G; 's. The preceding argument
applies equally to the case G3= t/JG2 since G, and G3 play
interchangeable roles. It follows therefore that G. =1=pG2and
G3=1= t/JG2 for any functions p and t/J. This, however, leads to
(upon reducing G., G2 to canonical form)
- a - a - a a
G1 = aT' G,=- G3=a-+/3-
- aQ' aT aQ
(a, /3 constants and a:;=O) which obviously are linearly de-
pendent. 0
An immediate consequence of the above theorem is that
a differential equation does not admit a Lie algebra which
contains the Abelian three-dimensional algebra 3A" as a
subalgebra. As a result we need not consider all the real Lie
algebras ofdimension four (24 if we include, as we have, the
decomposable ones). Indeed we have tabulated only nine
(see Table 11 below). Of the five-dimensional algebras,
Theorem 1eliminates all except three of the indecomposable
algebrasAs.36 , A S•37 , and A S•40 (see Table Ill) and two ofthe
decomposable algebras A 3,8 Efl A2 and A 3,9 Efl A2 • We list the
four-dimensional algebras (in convenient basis {G;:
i = 1,4}) of relevance together with their three-dimensional
subalgebras (Patera and Winternitz5 ) in Table 11. The su-
balgebras listed in Table 11 are enclosed in parentheses
(rather than in braces), e.g., (G"G3;G2). This is to indicate
that they are m~imal subalgebras of the Lie algebras con-
sidered. The generators of the derived algebra are written to
the right of the semicolon.
Concerning the five-dimensional real Lie algebras (in-
decomposable), all but three of the algebras do not contain
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TABLE 11. Relevant algebras of dimension 4 and their three-dimensional
subalgebras.
TABLE Ill. Relevant algebras of dimension S.
3A J as a subalgebra. Their commutation relations in a con-
venient bases {Gi : i = 1,5} are given in Table Ill.
We shall discuss the Lie algebras listed in Tables Il and
III after investigating the three-dimensional Lie algebra re-
alizations ofTable I.
Proposition 2.' If a second-order equation admits the Lie
algebra s1(2,R) (A 3.8 ), then it has either three or eight gen-
erators of symmetry.
Proof' Suppose an equation admits the Lie algebra
sl(2,R), i.e., the generators of symmetry satisfy the s1(2,R)
commutation relations. Proceeding as in Theorem I we can-
not have GJ = p(t,q)G2 or G3 = t/J(t,q)G2 (for any noncon-
stant functions p and t/J) as, in the case GJ = pG2, the first
and last commutators yield
G1P + P = 0, G3 = (llp)G2, (2)
with the remaining one giving rise to
G2 (lIp) = lip, (3)
th~e in turn leading to the generators [on transforming G2
to G2 = Q(a laQ) and choosing the simplest solution of
(2a)]
GJ = :Q' G.=Q :Q' G3 =Q 2 :Q' (4)
which as is seen by elementary calculation cannot be symme-
tries of a second-order equation! It follows therefore that
G t :lpG2 for any function p. Similarly it can be shown that
no function t/J exists such that G3= t/JG2· Hence G. :lpG2
and G3:1t/JG2for any functionsp and t/J. Consequently, there
exists a regular point transformation Q = Q(t,q),
T= T(t,q}, transforming G., G2to the canonical form
- a - a a
G. = aQ' Go = T-+ Q-. (5a)
- aT aQ
The commutators involving G3 then give us
G3= (2TQ+aT2)~+ (Q2+/3T2)~, (5b). aT aQ
where a,/3 are constants.
It is now a simple matter to obtain the differential equa-
tions for Q having at least the three symmetries (5); They are
TQ"= 2- 1 {(2Q'+a)(2Q'2+2aQ'-2/3)
(a + 4/3)
+ A(2Q'2 + 2aQ' - 2{3)3/2}, (6)
with a2+ 4/3 :10, A constant and
TQ"= -J..(Q'+al2)+B(Q'+a/2)3, (7)
2
with a 2 + 4/3 = 0, B constant. The emergence of two differ-
ential equations (6) and (7) should imply the existence of
two canonical forms for the generators. This in fact is the
case. We find that the linearJransformations
T= (i12)( a 2 + 4/3) 1/2T, i = !=T,


























[G..G.] = - G,
(G,.G,)=G,.















[G,.G,l = aG, - G.•.
[G...G.I = G, + aG.,
[G,.G,]=G,.
[G,.G,] =G,.
(G,.G.I = - G,.
[G,.G,l =G,
Dimension 3
A, III A,: (G,.G,;G,) (G,;G.;G,)
(G,.G,;G.) (G,.G.,;G.)
A,..,: (G, + G.,;G,.G.)
A,.• : (G,- G.,;G,.G.)
Ai.• : (G, +xG,;G,.G.).
a_Ix, 0< Ixl <1.










1+ b. 11 + b 1<1.
v= lI(\+b). Il+b\>I.
A .... : (G.;G,.G,>. b= -!
A;:,: (G.;G,.G,).
W= {bl(\ + b). Ibl(\ + b)1 <1.
(\ + b)lb. Ibl(\ + b)1 > I.
A ... ,: (G,.G,;G,)





A...,: (G, + xG,;G,.G,) (x#O)
A .... : (G,.G,;G,)
A .... : (G,.G,;G,)
A",,: (G,;G,.G,)
A ... : (G,;G,.G,)






[G2.GJ] = G.. [G,.G.] = GI• [G2.G.] = G2
[G:z,G,] = - G2• [GJ.G,] =G3
[G2.G,] = G.. [GI.G.] = 2G,. [G2.G.] = G2
[G,.G.] = G,. [G2,G,] = - G,. [G3.G,] = G2
[G,.G2 ] =2G,. [G,.G,] = - G2• [G2.G,] = 2G,
[G,.G.] = G,. [G2.G.I =G.. [G2.G,] = - G,.
[GJ.G,] = G.
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(12a)
(8)
with a = 2a, P = - a2do provide reductions to the two Lie
canonical forms
(14)
would lead top2 + 1 = O. We thus assume G2~pGJ for any
p. This produces the following generators:
- a - a
GJ =-, G2 =-,aT oQ
- a a
G3 = (bT+Q)-+ (bQ- n-.aT aQ
The differential equation for Q is
Q" = A (1 + Q '2)3/2 exp(b arctan Q '), (15)
where A is a constant. It is fairly simple to observe that the
rhs of Eq. (15) cannot be a polynomial which is at most --
cubk in Q' unless A = O. Hence it follows from the conclu-
sion of Ref. 2 (see Sec. I) that (15) is not linearizable via a
)Dint transformation ifA ~O. It has three symmetries. For
A = 0 Eq. (15) clearly has five more symmetries.
We next assume that G3~ 'l/JG I for any function ,po With-
out loss of generality we may further assume that
GJ = t/J(t,q)G2 for some function t/J. Since we have
[GI'G2 ] = 0, the reduction to canonical form of the genera-
tors GJ and G2 is given by
- a - a
GJ = T aQ' G2 = aQ ' (l6a)
and
0 3= (1 + T2)~+ (TQ+bQ)~, (l6b)aT aQ
following easily from the commutators involving G3• The
associated differential equation is
Q" =B(1 + T 2 )-3/2 exp(barctan n, (17)
where B is a constant. This equation clearly is linear. 0
The canonical forms (14) and (16) are presented for
the first time. The realizations of the family of Lie algebras
A t7 (b> 0) and A 3,6 and the corresponding second-order
equations were not considered by Lie.
Remark: Suppose we have an equation of the precise
form ( 15) or ( 17) but with b < O. Then we can introduce the
basis {VI = G2, V2 = G1, V3= - 03} so that the resulting
Lie algebra is of the desired form A 3~/( - b> 0).
Proposition 4: Ifan equation admits the Lie algebra A 3.2 ,
then it has either three or eight generators of symmetry.
Proof Suppose an equation admits the algebra A 3.2' We
find that the symmetry generators G; cannot be proportional
to each other. Therefore we resort to proof by cases. In the
first case we assume that no function ,p exists such that
G3 = ,p(t,q)GJ• This, proceeding as before, gives rise to the
following generators:
- a - a a




(disregarding an additive constant multiple of G I ). Express-
ing the invariance of a general differential equation for Q
with respect to (18) yields






. - a . a




G; = 1:-, G; = 1'1:- + -.!.- Q1:-
aT aT 2 aQ'
G; = 1'21:- + TQ1:-.
aT ao.
The corresponding differential equations are
(1'- Q)Q" + 2(Q' +AQ'3/2 + Q'2) = 0, (l3a)
Q3Q" + jj = O. (l3b)
where Aand jj are constants.
Proposition 3: If a second-order equation admits the Lie
algebra A t7 (b> 0) A 3.6' then it has either three or eight
generators of symmetry.
Proof Suppose an equation admits the algebra A t7
(b>O), A 3•6 • Then we cannot have G2=p(t,q)GI and
G3 = ,p(t,q)GI for any nonconstant functionsp and 'l/Jas this
where.0f is a constant. It now becomes clear that Eq. (10)
has more than the three given symmetries (8) whenever
.fit = O. This follows straightforwardly from the results of
Ref. 3 [see Sec. I, (i) ] . It is also evident that Eq. (7) is linear
when B = O. For B ~O we have the form (11). Equation
(l0) has exactly the three symmetries (8) whenever.0f is
nonzero.
It should also be mentioned that the transformations
1'= Q + aT, Q= Q + bT, a,( ~b) constants,
with a = a + b, /3 = - ab and
T=Q+aT, Q=TI/2,
-, a a a a
G} =-=-+-=- G; = T-=-+ Q-=-
aT aQ' aT aQ'
- -- a -2 a
G3 =2TQ-- +Q -- .aT aQ
The associated differential equations are
1'Q" = Q,3 + Q' +.0f(1 + Q'2)3I2,
1'Q" = er3-+Q',
- -- a -2 -2 a
G3 =2TQ--+(Q -T)-_aT aQ
and
T= B -J12T, B ~o,
-Q= Q + (a/2) T, a 2 + 4P =0,
do provide reductions to the two canonical forms
- a - -a -a
G1 =--, G2 =T--+Q--,aQ aT aQ








where a and /3 are constants. The associated differential
equations having at least these three symmetries are then
given by
TQ" = (l/a)(a-l)(aQ' -/3)
+ B(aQ' - /3)(20- 1)/(0- \J, a::l:O, (28)
TQ"= -aQ'+C, a=O, (29)
where Band C are constants. Equation (29) being linear has
eight symmetries, three ofthem given by (27) (with a = 0).
By means of a linear transformation we can reduce (28) to
the form [may as well set a = I, /3 = 0 in (28)]
TQ" = (a - 1)Q' + pgQ'(20- \J/(o- \J, (30)
where pg is a constant. Evidently this equation is not lineari-
zable if pg::l:O and a::l:O, ~. For a = 2 and pg ::1:0, (30) takes
the form
TQ" = pgQ'} + Q'. (31)
By a rescaling of time we can make the constant pg unity,
whence we have the familiar equation ofRef. 3 [see (i)] for
which we obtained eight-point symmetries. 0
Under the transformation
Q=t, T=a1/Oq'/o, a::l:O, (32)
(25) (in lower case variables and with a =F 0) is equivalent to
(27) (a = I,P = 0). When a = 0 (a = 1,P = 0) thegener-
ators (27) are reducible to the simple form
- a - a a
G, =-, G, = T-, G; = Q-, (33)
aQ - aT aQ
where G i = 63 - (;1' The generators (25) (in lower case
variables and with a = 0) are now equivalent to (33) by
means of the transformation
T = exp q, Q= t.
We also point out that the transformation
Q=q, T=!3t 1- 0, P::I:O,
maps (27) (in lower case variables with a = 0) to
- a - a
G, = aQ' G, = T-,- aQ
63= (l-a)T~+~.
aT aQ
The related equation is
For the second part of the proofwe assume G3 ::1: t/JGI for
any function rP. This gives rise to the symmetry generators
6 =~ 6 =aTI-Q..2..-+/3TI-Q~
I aQ' 2 aT aQ'
(27)
where D is a constant.
In view of the above discussion we have two canonical
forms for the generators. They are either the Lie canonical
forms given by (25) and (34) or those given by (27) upon






TQ" = - Q' + D, P= 0,
Q" =AQ'(0-2)/(O-\J,
-, - a - - a
G 3 = T --=- + (T+ Q)--=- ,
aT aQ
and
where A and D are constants, Equation (20) is linear. It is
immediate from the results of Ref. 3 [see (i)] that (19) is
not linearizable (via a point transformation) ifA ::I: O. In this
case (19) has exactly three symmetries.
The transformations
Q- = Q+2: ln T-2: T= T P~OP P' p'"1""'
and
Q= - Q, T= - In T, /3 = 0,
give the Lie canonical forms
- a - a
G; = aQ' G; = aT'
where A is a constant. It follows from Ref. 2 (see Sec. I) that
Eq. (26) is not linearizable (via a point transformation) if
A ::I: 0 and a::l: 0, ~, 2. In this case (26) has three symmetries.
Note that for lal > 1 we can introduce the basis {VI = (;2'
V2 = (;1' V3= (lIa)(;3} so that the resulting Lie algebra is
A ~:50(0< 1/lal < 1).
(;; =-!-+Q-!-.
aT aQ
The associated differential equations are





The differential equation for Q invariant under at least the
three symmetry generators (25) is
where Aand Bare constants.
The case G2 ::1:pG1 for p arbitrary gives the generators
(21) above. 0
Proposition 5.' Ifan equation admits the Lie algebra A ~.5
(0 < lal < 1), A 3.4' A I 6l A2, then it has either three or eight
generators of symmetry.
Proof' Suppose an equation admits the algebra A ~.5
(0< lal < 1), A 3.4' AI 6lA 2·
Then we certainly must have G2 =f=p(t,q) G 1 or G3 =f=t/J(t,q)G.
for any functions p and t/J. Otherwise the commutators
would imply G,rP = a (::I: I) and G,rP = 1. Thus we first as-
sume that no function p exists such that G2 = pG,. As a
result the reduction to canonical form of the generators G)
and G1 is immediate and we finally obtain
- a - a
G] = aT' G2 = aQ'
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t2 = acos T + li sin T, ~2 = Ccos T + dsin T.
with
d = a' (c sin /3 + d cos /3).
Similar expressions ho~d for a, li, and c. Hence, ifd =1= 0 at the
outset. we can make d = 0 by the requirement that f3 be
determined from the relation cot /3 = - cid. This relation
is not violated when G3 transforms to 63,
Henceforth we work in coordinates in which d = O. In
order to preserve this property we further restrict the trans-
formations (38) to be of the form
Q=a(q), T=l. (42)
The conditions (41) with d = 0 imply
(40)
(39)
Since the generators G). G2• and G3 are unconnected we must
have c =1= 0 or d =1= o. We firstly assume that c=l= O. Without loss
of generality we may further take d = O. The reason for this
is straightforward. For under the transformation (38) G2
transforms to
a = 0, cb ' = I + b 2,
making the generators appear in simplified form. By means
ofthe transformation [set a = bin (42)]
Q= b(q), T= t,
the generators G; acquire the form
cn,2 _ cn,3 _
at'-"'3, at'- -"'2'
which in turn imply
a2S2 a27]at2 +S2=0, ar/ +"'2=0.
Consequently S2 and "'2 are
S2 = a cos t + b sin t, 7]2 = C cos t + d sin t,
where a,b,c, and d are functions of q. The coordinate func-
tions S3 and "'3 are immediately given by
S3 = - a sin t + b cos t, 7]3 = - c sin t + d cos t.
The remaining commutator [G2,G3 ] = G. then yields
the conditions




where the s's and ",'s are functions of t and q. Invoking the
commutators [G.,G2 ] = G3 and [G.,G3 ] = - G2of the Lie
algebra so(3), we obtain
aS2 = S3' aS3 = - S2'
at at
(38)Q= a(q), T= t + /3(q),
which are not symmetries of a second-order equation.
Therefore G. =l=pG2 for any function p. Likewise we can
show that no function t/J exists such that G3 = t/JG2• Hence
GI=I=pG2and G3=1=tPG2' This being the case we always can
choose coordinates in which one ofthe generators appears as
a generator of time translation. Thus the only admissible
transformation from now on will be of the form
!hich in turn lead to the generators [on transforming G2 to
G2 = a laQ and choosing the simplest solution of (36a)]
G- ., Q a G- a.=ISIO aQ' 2= aQ'
- .. a
G3 = 1 cos Q--;;-;: , i = ..r=:r,
aQ
;,,_. We now prove theorems relating to the linearizability
(via a point transformation) of a second-order equation.
__ ; ,- Theorem 6: In order that a differential equation q
.•.-==N(ij,q,t) possesses sl(3,R) algebra it is necessary and suf-
, ticient that it has the algebra (A) AI ~A2' A ~1, (B) A 3.3'
· (C)A 3•1 , (D) A 3.9 [so(3)].
· ,.: Proof (A): To prove sufficiency we need only refer to
Proposition 5 and the discussion following it. We restrict our
'attention to (27) with a = 0, /3 = I and a = 1, /3 = 0, re-
e speetively, bearing in mind that a can take on the values 0, !.
':.or 2. When a = 2 we always can introduce a basis so that the
; Lie algebra isA ~~S2. This much is apparent from the previous
•theorem. The relevant equations (29) and (30) each have
eight generators of symmetry whenever a = 0, !' 2. Thus
they admit the sl(3,R) algebra. The original equation
q= N(q,q,t) accordingly has the same algebra. Proofof the
necessity is trivial because A I~A2and A rl are subalgebras
of sI (3,H). 0
We proved part (B) of the above theorem in Ref. 6
which deals with the reverse procedure to find the point sym-
metry algebra from three given first integrals of a second-
order equation that possesses sl(3,R) algebra. The algebra
· A 3.3 arises in connection with each of the three triplets of
symmetry generators of the second-order equation.
The proofofpart (C) is given in Ref. 2. The algebra A 3.1
plays an important role in the determination of linearizing
transformations for equations ofType I considered in Ref. 2.
In Ref. 2 the Lie algebra A 3.1 was referred to as the N algebra.
Let us also mention that some of the structure of the proofs
· in this paper are closely patterned along the lines of the
proofs of the propositions of Refs. 2 and 6. We now prove .
part (D).
Proof (D): Suppose an equation has the Lie algebra
so(3) (A 3,9)' Then we cannot have G] =p(t,q)G2 or
G3 = t/J(t.q)G2 (for any nonconstant functionsp and t/J) as,
in the case G1= pG2• we deduce
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It is now simple to deduce that equations possessing two
point symmetries belong to either of the equivalence classe
q=/(q), tq=g(q), (46
where/is not a polynomial which is at most cubic in qand i
is not of the form given in (45) and g is not linear in qaD!
neither is g of the form given in (i) nor of the form given i
(45).
Equations admitting the richest number ofpoint syn
Ill. EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF EQUATIONS
A second-order ordinary differential equation has either
0,1,2,3, or 8 point symmetries. We exclude the case ofequa-
tions possessing no point symmetry as we cannot in general
write representatives of equivalence classes for such equa-
tions. If an equation has one-point symmetry, it can be re-
duced to an autonomous form by means of a point transfor-
mation which brings the symmetry to a generator of time
translation. Thus an equation with a single point symmetry
belongs to the equivalence class of
q=/(q,q),
where a lat (realizesA \) is the standard form forthesymme-
try and/is a definite function of q and q. We treat the case of
equations possessing two-point symmetries after investigat-
ing the three-point symmetry case. For the equivalence
classes of equations having three-point symmetries we need
only recall the results of the previous section. It follows thal
there are five representatives ofequivalence classes (in eacl:







tq = - 1 +A exp( - q)orq =A exp( - q),
q= A(l + f)3/2 exp(a arctan q).
il; = qJ +q+A(l + f)3/2,
tq =AqJ - !q,
tq= (a_l)q+Aq(20-')/(O-'l orq
algebra and hence imply linearization for a second-order
equation that admits it.
We now investigate the case ofa second-order equation
which admits a six- or seven- dimensional real Lie algebra.
The only simple algebra of dimension less. than eight
(greater than five) is so(3,1) (see, e.g., Ref. 8). Ifa second-
order equation admits 80(3,1) then it is linearizable since
so( 3, I) contains so( 3) as a subalgebra which implies lineari-
zation by Theorem 6. Every six- or seven-dimensional non-
semisimple real Lie algebra is Levi decomposable or can be
written as a direct sum oflower dimensional Lie algebras. A
six- or seven-dimensional nonsemisimple real Lie algebra
- has a four-dimensional subalgebra (see Ref. 8). This in tum
implies linearization for a second-order equation that admits
a six- or seven-dimensional nonsemisimple Lie algebra.
An immediate consequence of the preceding proposi-
tions, theorems, and related discussions is the following in-
teresting result.
Theorem 8: A second-order equation does not admit ex-
actly an 1E{4,5,6,7} dimensional point symmetry algebra.
63 = Qcos T.!.... - (1 + Q2) sin T.!.....
aT aQ




- a aG2= Qsin T-+ (1 + Q2)COS T-
aT aQ'
(43)
61 = (1 + T2)~+ TQ~,
aT aQ




The differential equation for Qis the free particle equa-
tion. A similar argument holds for the case d :;t: 0, once again
giving rise to the above generators (43). It therefore follows
that the equation for q has the sl(3,R) algebra, concluding
sufficiency. The necessity is trivial since so (3) is a subalge-
bra ofsl(3,R). 0
We point out that the generators (43) were previously
obtained by Wulfman and Wybourne7 in their treatment of
the simple harmonic oscillator.
The so(3) algebra when realized in two coordinates has
a unique canonical form, viz., (44) which are generators of
symmetry of a second-order equation. The so (3) realiza-
tions derived above were omitted by Lie.
We now concentrate on four- and higher-dimensional
Lie algebras. The four-dimensional algebras of interest are
listed in Table 11. Each one of them contains a three-dimen-
sional subalgebra which implies linearization by Theorem 6.
Hence, ifa second-order equation admits a four-dimensional
algebra, then it is linearizable. However, there are four-di-
mensional algebras which are not admitted by any second-
order equation. In fact one can prove the following.
Proposition 7: A second-order equation does not admit
the Lie algebra (A) A 3,9 Efl A .' (B) A 4.7' (C) A 4,10' and (D)
A :.JJ (a> 0), respectively.
Remark: We only prove the result for (A). The proofs
for (B), (C), and (D) are similar and are therefore omitted.
Proof Suppose a second-order equation admits the alge-
bra A 3,9 EflA\. Then we can use the A 3,9 realization given in
(43) (now using lower case) since (43 ) is the only canonical
realization of A 3,9 that generates symmetries of a second-
order equation.
Writing G4 in the general form G4 = sea lat) + Tj(a I
aq) and applying [G.,G4 ] = 0, we find that sand Tj are inde-
pendent of t. The remaining commutators then require that
both sand 1/ be zero, contradicting the assumption. 0
A second-order equation does not admit the five-dimen-
sional algebra A 3.9 Efl A2• This is a consequence of Proposi-
tion 7 by noting that A 3,9 Efl A. is a subalgebra of A 3.9 Efl A2·
Moreover, it is not difficult to verify A 3,8 Efl A 2 is not admitted
by a second-order equation. Each of the Lie algebras A 5.36'
A 5.37' and A 5,40 (see Table Ill) has a four-dimensional sub-
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,. In this work we have shown how second-order ordinary
.differential equations can be classified by investigating the
tealizations of reallow-<limensional Lie algebras in terms of
-. vector fields in two coordinates. In this way we were able to
1lssociate differential equations to those realizations that are
generators of symmetry ofa second-order equation. Our re-
sults show that an equation admitting exactly an r-<limen-
'Sional (1:e{l,2,3,8}) Lie algebra of point symmetry genera-
'''tor(s) possess(es) a canonical representative for the
. Corresponding differential equation.
-~;-:: For the case r = 1the differential equation can be trans- -
_iformed to an autonomous form. The case r = 2 resulted in
-two classes of representative equations. For equations hav-
ing three-point symmetries (r = 3 case), we obtained five
representatives ofequivalence classes. The subject oflineari-
zation (r = 8 case) was addressed and a number oflineariza-
bility results were proved.
We have infact obtained a general (local) structure the-
ory for second-order equations which admit point symmetry
algebras.
Finally, let us note that many further questions remain
open. We, however, content ourselves with just a few of
them. It would certainly be of great interest to compare the
Lie classification of equations given here with the Painleve
classification which produces 50 equations (see Refs. 9-11
and references therein). The transformation up to which the
Painleve classification was done is given by
T= a(t), Q = {3(t)q + r(t) .
D(t)q + r(t)
The question which arises is this. Is there an overlap between
the Lie classification and the Painleve classification? The
first step in answering this question would be to determine
the symmetries ofthe Painleve equations. Alternatively, one
may attempt to reduce some of the Lie equations to the Pain-
leve ones. This certainly is not a trivial task. For example,
how would one go about reducing Eq. (45e) to a Painleve
equation since (45e) contains a transcendental function. If
one cannot perform such a reduction, then this would mean
that the Painleve classification is inexhaustive and needs
supplementation. Moreover, the Painleve classification was
achieved under the restrictive point transformation given
above so one would expect incompleteness. However, the
Lie classification also requires supplementation in the case
ofequations possessing no symmetry as we cannot write re-
presentatives of such equations. Even in the case of equa-
tions having one symmetry the Lie classification is found to
be too general. To remedy this requires further investigation.
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that a preliminary
investigation shows that the Pain1eve classification does pro-
vide representatives for equations having zero or one sym-
metry.
Recent investigations (Kamran et al. 12, Kamran and
Shadwick l3 ) using Cartan's equivalence method have stud-
ied the equivalence of differential equations of the form
q= F(q,q,t) under the restricted point transformation
T = t!J(t), Q = J/!(t,q).
This was motivated by the Painleve classification and as
such should be viewed against the Painleve background dis-
cussed above.
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We show that an nth (n ~ 3) order linear ordinary differential equation has
exactly one of n + 1, n + 2, or n + 4 (the maximum) point symmetries. The Lie
algebras corresponding to the respective numbers of point symmetries are obtained.
Then it is shown that a necessary and sufficient conditon for an nth (n ~ 3) order
equation to be linearizable via a point transformation is that it must admit the n
dimensional Abelian algebra nA 1 = A 1 EB A 1 EB ... EB A I' We discuss in detail the
symmetry realizations of (n-I)A1Ell,A 1• Finally, we prove that an nth (n~3)
order equation q(') =H(t, q, ..., ql'-IJ) cannot admit exactly an n + 3 dimensional.
algebra of point symmetries which is a subalgebra of nA I Ell, g/(2, IR). © 1990
Academic Press. IDC.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of point symmetries of ordinary differential equations has
enjoyed a renewal of interest over the last few decades. Initial investigations
were motivated by physical problems such as the one dimensional har-
monic oscillator (see, e.g., [21, 1, 7]). Indeed, most of the earlier works
dealt with second order linear equations which, as is now well known
[14,1,13], have the symmetry algebra s/(3, IR}. This in effect means that
any second order linear equation is, by means of a diffeomorphism of the
plane, equivalent to the equation of the free particle, i.e., a linear second
order equation belongs to the equivalence class of the free particle
equation.
In a recent paper [11] we have shown that the number' of point
symmetries which a second order equation can possess is exactly one of
.0,1,2,3, or K··1f a nonlinear.second order equation has eight symmetries,
which can only mean s/(3, IR) algebra, then it is linearizable via a point
transformation. Thus a second order equation with eight point symmetries
also belongs to the equivalence class of the free particle equation [20].
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•
The subject of the present paper is the investigation of the Lie algebraic
properties of nth order (n ~ 3) equations. In studying this, one should note
that the n = 2 case differs substantially from the n ~ 3 case in three respects.
First, the maximum number of point symmetries for second order (n = 2)
equations is 2 + 6 (Lie [9]) whereas for higher order (n ~ 3) equations it
is n + 4 (Lie [10]). Second, all linear second order equations are equivalent
to the free particle equation whereas a linear higher order (n ~ 3) equation,
as we shall show (see Sections 2, 3, and 4), can belong to one of three
equivalence classes depending upon whether it has n + 1, n + 2, or the
maximum number (n + 4) of point symmetries. Third, the full Lie algebra
of a second order equation is a subalgebra of the maximum Lie algebra
5/(3, IR), whereas the full Lie algebra of a higher order (n ~ 3) equation, as
we shall see in Section 6, need not be a subalgebra of its maximum algebra.
The outline of this work is as follows. In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we
investigate the conditions under which the general linear higher order
equation can have exactly one of n + 1, n + 2, or n + 4 point symmetries.
The Lie algebras corresponding to the respective numbers of point sym-
metries are then obtained. In Section 5 we discuss Iinearizability of nth
(n ~ 3) order equations using transformation properties. This is dictated by
the underlying algebraic structure. In this section we also discuss in detail
the symmetry realizations of (n - l)A 1 ffi, A 1 and their associated equations.
Finally in Section 6 we show that an nth order (n ~ 3) equation cannot
admit exactly an n + 3 dimensional point symmetry algebra which is a
subalgebra of nA 1 ffi s g/ (2, IR).
To place this work in its proper perspective, we would like to refer the
reader to recent papers on this subject by Krause and Michel [3, 4]. These
authors treat equations belonging to the equivalence class in) = 0, and
thus only discuss the n +4 point symmetries which are the single case that
occurs for this problem. Let us also mention the survey paper by Neuman
[16] which contains several of the recent as well as the classical references
on the topic of linear nth order equations.
2. SYMMETRY CONDITION FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS
Consider the general nth order linear equation
n-l
q(n) + L B;(t) q(i) = g(t), (2.1 )
where the B;'s and g are functions of the time t and qU) denotes the jth
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total time derivative of q. The implication of making infinitesimal transfor-
mations is that these functions are analytic. By means of the transformation
(2.2)
where qp is a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (2.1)
and f = exp[(ljn) Jt Bn _ ds) ds], the original equation (2.1) is reducible to
a homogeneous equation independent of the q(n -I) term. Hence without
loss of generality we may treat
n-2
q(nl + L Bi(t) qli) = 0,
i=O
n~3. (2.3)
We shall refer to (2.3) as the canonical form of the general linear equation
(2.1). We analyse Eq. (2.3) for its point symmetries. Let us note that the
symmetry algebras of (2.1) and (2.3) are isomorphic since the symmetry
algebra of a differential equation is invariant under changes of coordinate
(cf. Section 5). (The reader is referred to Olver [17] for an up to date and
thorough introduction to the application of the Lie theory to differential
equations. )
If the generator of point symmetry of (2.3) is
C 0
G = elt, q):;- + ,,(t, q)-;-,
ot uq
(2.4 )
the nth extension (or prolongation in the terminology of [17]) of G (which
induces transformations of the derivatives of q up to the nth) is
n 0






k = 1, n ,,(0) =".[ k) d [k-I) Ik) de"=-,, -q-,dt dt
Equivalently we can write ,,[k), using binomial coefficients, as
,,[k) ="Ik) _ i (~) q(k + 1- i) e(il
i-I I
. 0\:-1 (k)
=,,(k)_ L . q(j+l)e(k-1l
1-0 }
in which e(/l and ,,(1) denote the lth total time derivative. Using induction
I
. _4._· .• ......----
---_._-~.-... --.._----_.---
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on the recursion relations for the '1[kJ'S given above, it is not difficult to
verify the relations (2.6). An nth order ordinary differential equation
£(1, q, q(ll, ..., q(n)) =°possesses the point symmetry G if
(2.7)
Applying the symmetry requirement (2.7) (and using (2.6)) to (2.3) we
obtain
,,(n)_ ±(~)q(n+l-j)~(j)+~ ni2 B~l)(t)q(i)
j_1 J ;=0
+ ~i 2 Bj(t) ['1 (i) -±. (i.) q(i+ 1- j) ~e)J = 0,
1-0 j_1 V
n ~ 3. (2.8)
..
Guided by the expressions for '1(3) and '1(4) (and perhaps ,,(5), '1(6), •••,
bearing in mind that n~3) (note that q=q(l) and ij=q(2)),
(2.9)
Since , and" are functions of q and 1 only, we may equate coefficients of
separate powers of ijq(n- ll, qq(n- ll , and q(n-l) to zero, which results in a
subset of three determining equations:
we write down the relation for the terms containing q(n-l) in (2.8). We
observe that only the expression [T/(n)-Lj=l (j)q(n+l-j)] of (2.8) has
terms involving q(n- ll :
nq(n-I)'1tq + nqq(n-ll"qq - (;) q(n-I)(," + 2q'tq + q2'qq + ij~q)
- (:) q(nq(n-ll'tq + nqq(n-ll'qq) - C: 1) ijq(n-ll'q =0. (2.10)
." : '1 qq = 0,
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Using Leibnitz's rule for differentiating a product we compute ,,(k) from
(2.11 ):
k= 1, n.
Thus ,,[k] (using (2.6)) becomes
Recall that (2.8) is
(2.12)
n-2 n-2
,,[n] + ~ L B~1)(t) qU) + L B;(t) ,,(i] =0,
i-O ;=0
n ;?: 3. (2.13 )
Substitution of (2.12) and (2.11) into (2.13) results in the functions a and
b satisfying the condition
(2.14 )
The coefficient of ((n - 1)/2 alII + et) clearly is identically zero. The q(k),
k =0, n - 1 independent terms give
n-2
b ln )+ L Bi(t)bU)=O,
i-O
(2.15)
whence the n linearly independent solutions of the original equation (2.3)
generate the Abelian point symmetry algebra nA 1 = Al $ A 1 $ ... $ A 1
(where $ denotesn-fold directsum) admitted by (2.3). The generator of
the Abelian algebra (nA d is sometimes referred to a a superposition
operator (see [5J). A further point symmetry for (2.3) is evident from
(2.11) since " contains the constant IX. This symmetry acts on nA 1 by
dilatation.
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Condition (2.14) now reduces to
nf (~) n; 1 q(J)a(n+ I-j) _ nf (~) q(J+ I)a(n- j )
j=O j 'j=O j
+ nIl Bi(t) i l {n; 1(i,) q(J)a(i+ I-j) _ (i.) q(J+ lla(i-jl}
.=1 j=O j j
n-2 n-2




Note that to obtain finally (2.16) we have replaced q(n) by - L7:~ Bi(t) q(i)
in the first sum of (2.14). Separating out the q(n-i) (1 ~i~n) terms we
obtain the differential equations for a. They are
{( n .)~_( ~ )}a(i+I)n-l 2 n-l-l
i~1 , (i_j+1){(n-j)~_( n-j )}
+ L- Bn_ja '2 . 1, n-l n-l-
j-2
(
n-i )- B ' a(l) +na( I)B '+aB(l) ,= 0
n-l n-i-l "-I n-J ,
We can write this more compactly as
i= 1, n.
(n+l)!(i-l) (i+I)+i (l)B+ B(l)
(n-i)!(i+l)!2a a n-, a n-,
i~IB (n-j)![n(i-j-l)+i+j,-l] (i-j+1)=O
+ L- n-j ( _')'('_' 1)'2 a ,
j-2 n I. I j+ .
i= 1, n.
(2.17)
Oearly, Eq. (2.17) vanishes identically for i=1 (Bn_I=O). This is to be
expected since the relation ~ = aCt) is an outcome of equating the terms
containing q(n-I) to zero (see (2.10)).
3. THE n + 4 DIMENSIONAL SYMMETRY ALGEBRA FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS
.It is -instructive- at this stage, to determine the point symmetries of the
simplest equation, which is the one treated in Ref. [3]. It is of course the
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We already have n+ 1 point symmetries for (3.1). Indeed, (2.15) (B;=O)
implies
"-1
b= " ,:A·t;L. I'
;=0
ffI; constants
and (2.11) gives qojoq. Moreover, invoking (2.17) we have, since B; = 0,
.91; constants.
Hence Eq. (3.1) admits n+4 point symmetries which (see [3,4]) con-
stitute the Lie algebra nA 1 EBs (sI (2, IR) EB Ad:::::: nA I $ s gl (2, IR) (where EB
and $ s denote direct and semidirect sums, respectively).
Let us now consider the case when the B;'s are not all zero. For i = 2,
(2.17) reduces to
(n + I)! I- (1) 1 (1)-'-----'--a "'.a B +-aB 0(n-2)!4! ' "-2 2 "-2=' (3.2)
As an aside it is interesting to note that (3.2) is related to the well-known
Lewis-Pinney [8, 19] equation which commonly is found in the study of
time-dependent second order equations.
It is well known that an nth (n ~ 3) order ordinary differential equation
can have at most n +4 point symmetries. Lie [10] provided a geometric
proof (see also Ref. [2] for a recent contribution). Hence it is most
appropriate that we first investigate (2.3) for the maximum number of
point symmetries. To this end we already have n + 1 symmetries with the
B;'s still arbitrary. A further three symmetries will arise from (3.2) provided
that (2.17) vanishes identically for all i~ 3. We discuss the conditions
under which this will occur. It turns out that the B/s can be determined
recursively in terms of B" _ 2 • We indicate the procedure whereby this can
be achieved. Setting i =3 in (2.17) we find
(n+l)! (4) _3_ IIlB _1_ BO) (2)B -0 (33)
(n_2)!4!a + n_2 a "-3+ n_2 a "_3+ a "-2-' .
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In order for (3.4) to vanish identically we must have r3 = 0, i.e.,
n - 2 (I)
Bn_ 3= -2- Bn - 2' (3.6 )
It follows that if (3.6) is satisfied then (3.3) turns out to be precisely
d(3.2)jdt, implying that there is essentially only one condition, viz., (3.2).
We apply the above reasoning for i=4 (in (2.17)). Starting with
(n + 1)! (5) (3) B 5(n + 5) a(2) _5_ B
(n_2)!4!a +a n-2 18 + n-2 n-3
40 (I) B 10 aB(!) - ° (37)
+3(n-2)(n-3)a n-4+3(n-2)(n-3) n-4- .




For the single third order condition (3.2) to remain valid we require r4 =0,
which gives
_3(n-2)(n-3) 6> 2 (n-2)!(5n+7)(n-2)(n-3) (3.10)
Bn_ 4 - 20 B n_ 2+ Bn_ 2 (n + I)! 10
Here we find that, if (3.6) and (3.10) hold, (3.7) is idential to d 2(3.2)jdt2.
Proceeding in the above manner we obtain a few more ocefficients in
terms of Bn - 2 • This is rather straightforward albeit lengthy and tedious.
We have
B = (n _ 2)(n _ 3)(n _ 4) {B~322+ B B(I) (n - 2)' (5n + 7)}
11-5 30 n-2 n-2 (n+ 1)! 10 '
B =( -2) ... ( _5){B~422 B(2) B (n-2)!(21n+29)
- 11-6 - n .. n - 168 +- n-2 n-2 (n+ 1)! 140
(
B(l) )2 (n-2)! (7n+ 10) B 3 (n-2W (35n
2+ 1l2n+93)}
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B _ =(n_2) ... (n_6){B~5~1+B2 B(l) (n-2)!2 (35n
2
+ 112n+93)
n 7 . 1120 n-2 n-2(n+l)!2 140
+ B(l) B(2) (n - 2)! 3(7n + 10) B B(3) (n - 2)! (14n + 19)}
n-2 n-2 (n + I)! 280 + n-2 n-2 (n + I)! 420 '
B =(n-2) ... (n-7){ B~6~2 B B(4) (n~2)!(3n+4)
n-3 9.8.6.5.4+ n-2 n-2(n+l)! 9.8.7
+ (B(2) )2(n-2)!(9n+13) B(l) B(3) (n-2)!(12n+17)
n-2 (n+l)! 8.5 2 .4 + n-2 n-2(n+l)! 8.6.5.3
B4 (n - 2W (175n 3+ 945n2+ 1769n + 1143)
+ n-4(n+lW 7.6.52.4
B2 B(2) (n-2W(315n 2+996n+817)
+ n-2 n-2(n+l)!1 7.6.52.4
B (B(l) )2(n-2)!2(21On2+678n+568)}
+ n-2 n-2 (n+1)!2 8.7.6.5
(3.11 )









ia( I)F j +aF: I) = 0 (3.12)
-~~--
when F i = 0 for i = 5,6, 7, and 8, respectively, taking into account that the
condition F i =0 yields Bn _ i in terms of B n - 2'
The following general discussion is now in order. We note that once the
third order condition (3.2) holds, the n - 1 functions Bn _ k (k = 2, n) satisfy
n - 2 equations which arise from (2.17). By the procedure outlined above
one can obtain the coefficients B n _ i (i > 2) in terms of Bn _ 2. We have
in fact done this for i = 3, 8. It therefore follows that if we repeat the
same argument a further n - 8 times, i.e., for the remaining values of
i E {9, 10, ..., n}, by substituting for each i E {9, 10, ..., n} d i - 2(3.2)/dt i - 2
into (2.17) together with the relation for Bn _ i + 1 in terms of B n - 2 , one will
arrive at Eq. (3.12). Setting Fi=O will then yield Bn _ i in terms of Bn _ 2 •
An attractive endeavour worth pursuing would be to determine the
general relationship between the Bn _;'s and the arbitrary coefficient Bn _ 2.
We have seen that the maximum number of point symmetries n + 4
applies only to linear equatIons· (2.3) whenever their coefficients satisfy
relations of the form (3.11). The implication here is that each coefficient of
the equation can only be written in terms of one arbitrary function of time.
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(3.13 )i = 1, 3.
are arbitrary, Eq. (2.3) has n+ 1 symmetries which generate the Lie algebra
nA I EB s AI (see discussion following Eq. (2.15)).
We identify the n + 4 dimensional Lie algebra of (2.3) when it has the
maximum number of point symmetries. We already have at our disposal
the n + 1 dimensional subalgebra nA I EB s A I of the desired algebra. It now
remains only to look at the commutation properties of three additional
generators of symmetry. These are readily available on invoking (3.2).
Suppose the three linearly independent solutions of (3.2) are ai' a2, and a3'
Then by (2.11) the additional symmetry generators are
_ ~ n-1 (I) !.-
Gj-aj at + 2 a j q oq'
We obtain the commutation relations of the generators (3.13). Writing
[G j, Gj ] = L~ _I f.ijkFb where f.ijk is the permutation symbol, we find that
k= 1, 3, (3.14)
where
.. i,j= 1, 3. (3.15)
The Wk'S are nonzero since the a;'s are linearly independent 'and one can
easily deduce that the Wk'S are functionally related, i.e.,
3
L. ajwj=O. (3.16)
Moreover, it is a simple matter to verify that Eq. (3.2) has seven point
symmetries. This means that (3.2) is reducible to Q'" =0 via a point
transformation ([12], see also [3,4,6]). The transformation that does
the reduction is given by
:. . .'. .' (3.17)
provided 03 = o;/a l . This is always the case if al> 02' and (so) 03 are
properly chosen, i.e., there is no special property (such as a subcase)
. involved, We·shall discuss transformations of type (3.17) in greater detail
after proving Theorem 1. At present we concern ourselves with the Lie
algebra of the G;'s. The requirement that the operators Gj (i= 1, 3) close
under commutation, taking into consideration the generators of nA lEDsAl'
gives rise to
•
... - ---- --_····_~-------------- ..,.i...·l-.·
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W 1 =1303 + i'4 02
W2 = -"14°1 - ("11 + "13) 02 - "1203'
(3.18 )
where the y;'s are constants. To obtain the above form we have used the
functional relation 03 =O~/Ol as well as (3.16). It is now apparent from
(3.18) that the operators G; generate a three dimensional Lie algebra. In
fact, (3.18) defines a class of Lie algebras. For example, if we set "11 = "13 = 0
and "12="14=1, we arrive at the algebra [G 1,G2]=G2 , [G2,G3]=G2,
[GI' G3] = G1 + G3 which by a change of basis is isomorphic to ~he classi-
cally well-known algebra [G1,G2]=0, [G2,G3]=G2, [G1,G3]=G1
(denoted as A 3.3 in Ref. [10]). However, since {w 1 , W2' w3} is linearly
independent, (3.18) gives rise to a simple algebra isomorphic to s/(2, IR)
(and not to so(3 )). Hence, without loss of generality, we may set "12 = "14 = °
and "11 = ;'3 = 1 in (3.18). The generators G1, G2 , G3 , and qo/cq generate the
algebra s/(2, IR) Ej) A I' It then emerges that the n + 4 dimensional Lie
algebra of (2.3), provided (3.11 ) holds, is nA 1 E9 s (s/ (2, IR) Efl A d, where nA 1
is an Abelian ideal of the algebra.
We list the linear time-dependent equations (2.3) (up to order eight)
which have n + 4 (n =3,8) point symmetries. As a consequence of this we
wiII be in a position to characterise all constant coefficient linear equations
(2.3) which admit n+4 point symmetries. Straightforward manipulations
utilising relations (3.6), (3.1 0), and (3.11) yield (in each case the B;'s are
functions of t)
1
(a) q(3)+B 1q(!l+2"B\llq =0,
(b) q(4)+B q(2)+B(llq(I)+(~B(2)+~B2)q=0
2 2 10 2 100 2 '
(c) q(5) + B q(3) + ~ B(l)q(2) + (.2... B(2) +~ B2) q(l)
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•
(e) q(7) + Bsq(S) +~ B~!)?(4) + (3B~2) +~ B;) q(3) + (2B~3)+~ B~I)Bs) q(21
+ (~B(4) +~ B(l)2 +~ B(2lB +~ B3) q(l)
7 5 .4.142 5 142 5 5 143 S
+(_3_B(S)+~B(!)B(2)+~B B(3)+~B2B(11)q=0
2.14 5 4.142 5 S 2.142 S S 143 ss'
(f) q(8) + B q(6) + 3B(I)q(S) + (~B(2)+~ B2) q(4)6 6 2 6 8.21 6
(
(3) ~ (I)) (3) (~B(4) 1773 B(2)B 1485 B(I)2
+ 4B6 +2.21 B6 B6 q + 7 6 +4.21 2 6 6+4.212 6
3229 B3) (2) (~B(S) ~ B B(3) ~ B(l)B(2)
+ 16.21 3 6 q + 14 6 + 2 .21 2 6 6 + 2 .212 6 6
+ 9687 B2B(!») q(l) + (J.. B(6) + 40 B(4)B
16.213 6 6 12 6 212 6 6
+ _5_1_ B(2)2 +~ B(l)B(3)
80.21 6 24.21 6 6
25 4 ~ (2) 2 ~B B(ljl) -0
+256.212B6+96.212B6 B6+24.212 6 6 q-,
(3.19)
Assuming now that the coefficients B j are constant (BV) = 0, for j = 1, 2, ... ),
we observe by inspection that the equations of odd order contain only odd
derivatives of q and likewise equations of even order contain only even
derivatives of q. In both these cases one can write the above equations in
their factored form. It is then a small step to deduce that in the general case
one would obtain the following. For n odd, n + 4 point symmetries occur
only if the equation has the form
(3.20)
For n even we. have
(3.21 )
which has n + 4 point symmetries. Both series (odd and even) are derivable
from a second order equation.
•
•
' .. . -.r--
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4. THE n + 1 AND n + 2 DIMENSIONAL SYMMETRY ALGEBRA
FOR Llr-"EAR EQUATIONS
Having discussed at length the n + 4 symmetry case for linear equations
(2.3), it is natural to enquire under what circumstances (2.3) would possess
n + 1, n + 2, or n + 3 point symmetries.
We choose first to look at the situation when (2.3) possesses exactly
n + 2 point symmetries. No doubt the discerning reader may already have
perceived that exactly n+ 2 symmetries do exist for (2.3). Indeed it is
immediate that for fixed i (i~3), (3.12) is a first order equation in a
provided F;(Bn_;, Bn_z)#O. Therefore for fixed i, say i=k, we can solve
for a in terms of Bn- z and Bn_k> i.e.,
~ ( #0) constant. (4.1 )
•
Once (4.1) holds, the n - 1 coefficient functions Bn _ j (t) (j = 2, n) are con-
strained to satisfy n - 2 equations which arise from (2.17) upon substitu-
tion of the relation (4.1). Thus the linear equation (2.3) admits exactly
n + 2 point symmetries only if each of its time-dependent coefficients can,
in principle, be written in terms of one arbitrary. function of time.
It is an easy task to identify the Lie algebra of (2.3) when it has exactly
n + 2 point symmetries. The n + 2 dimensional Lie algebra is nA 1 EB s (2A I ).
The 5/(2, IR) subalgebra of the maximum algebra now reduces to the one
dimensional Abelian subalgebra A I which clearly is an outcome of (4.1 ).
Let us now consider the possible existence of exactly n + 3 point sym-
metries for (2.3). In order for (2.3) to possess exactly n + 3 symmetries,
Eq. (2.17), which is a condition on 0, must be implied by a second order
equation in 0 in the sense that we have seen (2.17) implied by the third
order equation (3.2) for the n + 4 symmetry case. But this cannot occur for
the simple reason that each stage (i~3 in (2.17)) one would have to
contend with either the first order equation (3.12) (F;(Bn_;, B,,_z) #0)
or (3.12) vanishing identically, i.e., Fj=O, \:fi~3, meaning that one would
be left with the third order equation (3.2).
By implication it now becomes obvious that in general the linear equa-
tion (2.3) has exactly n + 1 point symmetries whenever at least one of its
time-dependent coefficients can be expressed in terms of at least two
arbitrary functions.
It is opportune to once again look at the constant coefficient linear equa-
tions (2.3). This time, however, we take the coefficients to be arbitrary
constants. We observe that aft) = 0 0 (00 constant) is always a solution of
(2.17). So all constant coefficient linear equations (2.3) have at least n + 2
point symmetries;- In particular, -if an equation (2:3 ) has ·constantcoef-
ficients which are not of the form contained in (3.20) or (3.21), then it
possesses exactly n + 2 point symmetries.
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To illustrate some aspects of the foregoing discussion on linear equations
(2.3) with time-dependent coefficients, we consider examples of linear third ~
and fourth order equations of the form (2.3). We already know the form for
the maximum number of point symmetries (see (3.19a, b». Let us then 3
investigate the conditions for exactly n + 2 and n + 1 point symmetries for
n = 3 and n = 4, respectively.
For third order linear equations we assume that (3.4) is a first order
equation in a where r3 is given by (3.5)ln=3' Then (cf. (4.1)
~ ( #0) constant. (4.2)
Thus a third order equation (2.3) would have exactly n + 2 = 3 + 2 point
symmetries provided (in contract to (3.19a»
(4.3 )
and the solution a given in (4.2) satisfies (3.2)1 n _ 3' This in turn implies
that there is a functional dependency relation between Bo and B I' i.e., each
coefficient can be written in terms of one function. Let us now look at
linear fourth order equations. Assume first that (3.4) is a first order equa-
tion in a for n = 4 where r3 is given by (3.5)ln=4' Then we have (cf. (4.1»
a = ~(B~I) - BI)-1/3, C(/ (#0) constant. (4.4 )
.. Substituting d 2(3.2)/dt 2 In=4 into (3.7)ln=4. we obtain (cf. (3.8))
(4.5)
where r4 is given by (3.9)ln_4' From insertion of the relation (4.4) into
(4.5), there results
with
A - 100B - 50B(l) - 9B2+ 20B(2)- 0 I 2 2 •
(4.6)
(4.7)
Thus Bo• BI, and B2 are constrained to satisfy (4.6). We can therefore
obtain Bo in terms of BI and B2 • There are two possibilities for Bo. They
are
The equation (4.8) is deduced from (4.6) by either setting A =0 or treating
(4.6) as a first order equation in (B~ll_ Bd. So a fourth order equation
{
...L(50B(l) + 9B2- 20B(2»B - lOO I 2 2
0- 1~(50B~I)+ 9B~ - 20B~2) + y(B~I) - Bd4/3, (4.8)y#O.-
~ ----i-- -
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(2.3) would have exactly six point symmetries if BD is given by (4.8). with
the additional requirement that a given by (4.4) must satisfy (3.2)ln_4'
Thus. BD of (4.8) (and B I and B2 ) can be expressed in terms of one
function.
We next assume that T 3 =0 in (3.4). We then have (see (3.6)ln_4)
(4.9)
Solving (3.8) (with T 4 as in (3.9)/n=4) for a gives
a = d(30B~2) + 9B~ - 100Bo)-1/4. d =1:0. (4.10)
In this case a fourth order equation (2.3) would have exactly six point
symmetries provided (in contrast to (3.19b»
(4.11)
5. LINEARITY A~l) ABELIAN STRUCTURE
a given by (4.10) satisfies (3.2)ln=~. and (4.9) holds. We again deduce that
each coefficient of the equation is expressible in terms of one function. It is
now simple to characterise those third and fourth order equations (2.3)
that have exactly n + 1 (n =3. 4) point symmetries. For example. one could
choose any two coefficients as arbitrary functions.
At this juncture it is important to remember that all linear equations
(2.3) have at least n + 1 point symmetries which generate the Lie algebra
nA I Ei) s A I' This implies that all linear equations. written in canonical form
(2.3). have a generic Abelian structure in the form of the Abelian n dimen-
sional algebra nA I .
Let us go one step further and make the assertion that if an nth order
equation
is linearizable via a point transformation then it admits the Abelian algebra
nA l' In order to prove this assertion we need only show that the induced
symmetry algebra of (5.1) is invariant under a point transformation. (We
have assumed this simplntatement to be true in going from (2.1) to (2.3».
To this end suppose (5.1) is linearizable to Q(n)=H (of form (2.3)
by Q= F(t, q). T= G(t. q) (or equivalently in inverted form by
























(5.1 )q(n) = H(t. q• ...• q(n-I»
- --_._- --------.--_._.-.
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;;( T, Q) OjoT+ '1,(T, Q) C/i3Q, i = 1, 2, of the n + 1 symmetry generators of
Qlnl =H, we have
The commutator of these same operators in coordinates (t, q) is given by
[G I (t, q), G2 (t, q)]
= {GdG 2 t)-G2 (G l t)} OjoT+ {GdG 2q)-G2 (G l q)} o/i3Q,(5.3)
where, for example, G2 t = ~2 ot/oT+ '12 ot/iQ. It is not difficult to show
that the right-hand sides of (5.2) and (5.3) are identical. This completes the
proof.
The question now arises as to whether the converse of the above asser-
tion holds. Indeed it does hold. If an nth order equation of the form (5.1)








G, = ~,( t, q) O/et + '1,(t, q) c/cq, i= 1, n (5.4 )
•
satisfy the Abelian commutation relations. Let us consider the case when
the G;'s are unconnected, i.e., Gj:l: p( t, q) Gk for any two indices j and k
such that j:l: k and for any function p. A point transformation can then be
performed to reduce Gj and Gk to
(5.5)
Writing GI (j :I: 1:1: k) in these coordinates and invoking the commutators
involving Gj and Gb we find that {G), Gk, GI } is linearly dependent. Thus
we cannot have a linearly independent set of unconnected operators which
generate the Lie algebra nA I' We therefore assume connectedness for the
operators, i.e., for any two indices j and k (j < k) there exists a non-
constant function r/Jjdt, q) such that Gj=r/Jjk(t, q)Gk. We have assumed
j < k because of the skew symmetry of the Lie bracket. Moreover, since
G,=r/JijGj(i<j) and Gj=r/J)kGk(j<k), we require r/Jijr/Jjk=r/Jjk (i<j<k).
Hence we can write n - 1 of the operators, say G;, i = 1, n - 1 in terms of
Gn . A point transformation will then reduce Gj and Gk to
Representing GI for any I such that j:l:/:l:k in (T, Q) coordinates, we
obtain
where the set of n functions {1, T, !I(T)} is linearly independent. This
------_._---- ------ -.-.-_ ----..---.. - ..-. -- --_. --- -..--- ----------_.__._---- ---,."
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means that a realization for the Abelian Lie algebra nA I is given by (using
lower case variables)
G2 = to/cq, G; =/;(1) %q, ;=3, n, (5.6)
with {1, t, /; 17= 3} linearly independent. We shall refer to (5.6) as the
canonical realization of nA I .
Expressing the invariance of q(n) = H with respect to GI and G2 results
m




(n1 __3_ (n-I)+H ( I n-3)q - j~n _ I) q 3 t, U , ... , U , (5.7)
j (-k)
uk=q(n-k)_ 3 q(n-k-I)
j~n-Ic-I) , k= 1, n-3
and H 3 is an arbitrary function of its n - 2 arguments. Further invariance
with respect to G4 of (5.7) results in H 3 being of the form
o





xle =jfn-le-I) 3 _jln-le)
4 j~n le-I) 4 ,
x kVk = Ule U Ie + 1
X Ie + 1 '
and H 4 is an arbitrary function of its n - 3 arguments. It follows that subse-
quent invariances under G; for all ; ~ 5 will result in H; being an arbitrary
function of n - ;+ 1 arguments. Hence we can write down the most general
equation that will remain invariant under (5.6) as
.. '-__.. ...""'l•.----...... _ ...... _ .. ~~ ._ •• -- .... - .•.• _ •• -•••• - - -_.- - - •
n-I
qllfl = L b;(t) q(i) + Hn(t),
;-2
(5.8)
-- _. - _. - - -- _..--- - -- ------,- -_.
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where the b/s are n - 2 functions of the n - 2 coordinate functions JJ(t) and




The bi'S are now obviously obtained from
~n f(n)F
b =£""k=3 k k p ,
p det(f)
i= 3, n.
p= 2, n-1, (5.9)
..
where Fkp is the cofactor of f~P). This completes the proof.
Formally, we have proved the following result:
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for an nth (n ~ 3) order
equation of the form (5.1) to be linearizable via a point transformation is that
it admit the n dimensional Abelian algebra nA 1 •
Remark. A striking yet simple fact is that the above theorem even holds
for n = 1, i.e., for first order equations. It follows that all first order equa-
tions that admit a symmetry are (locally) equivalent to each other.
However, the above theorem does not in general hold for n = 2. The reason
for this is that there are two realizations for 2A I' viz., {alcq, tc/cq} and
{clcq, alat}. Theorem 1 applies to the former realization whereas the latter
realization does not imply linearization for the associated second order
equation (see [11 ]).
We note from the above (see (5.9)) that in the simplest case one would
have fk = tk -I (k =3, n) and (5.8) would reduce to (bp =0 for all p)
(5.10)
Clearly, (5.10) is the most general equation which will remain invariant
under (5.6) whenever fk = tk - I (k =3, n). Moreover, it is immediate that
the translation ij = q - qp' where
k=O, n-2
- is a '-solution or-(5.10),-transforms' the solutions of (5.10) into solutions of
ij(n) =0. The operators tk - I jalaq (k= 1, n) (see (5.6)) are invariant under
this translation. It is apparent that Eq. (5.10) admits the maximum algebra.
Let us go back to (2.15). Assuming that Eq. (2.15) (equivalently (2.3))
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has the solution set {b i : i = 1, n}, the symmetries of (2.3) which generate
nA I are given by
k=i, n. (5.11)
It follows from the preceding discussion that the point transformation that
reduces (5.11) to rk-1%Q (k=l,n) will transform (2.3) to a form that
admits the maximum algebra. The transformation
(5.12 )
which we used previously (see (3.17», will reduce (2.3) to Q(n)=o provided
that bk = b; - 1/b1- 2, k = 2, n. Of course only that special class of equations
(2.3) whose coefficients satisfy relations of the type (3.11) would have the
property that their entire solution set could be spanned by just two
solutions {bl> b2 }, i.e., are derivable from a second order equation. The
resultant linear equation is referred to as an iterative linear equation
(see Neuman [16J and Krause and Michel [4J).
We now consider the n (n> 3) dimensional subalgebra (of
nA I Efl s (sl(2, R) Efl A d) structure (n - I)A 1 Efl s A I' The n = 3 case has been
treated in Ref. [12]. Hence we mainly discuss the n > 3 case here.
THEOREM 2. If an nth (n> 3) order ordinary differential equation admits
(n-l)A 1Efl s A 1, then it has generators of symmetry equivalent to exactly
one offorms
(a) G 1= a/aq, G2 = to/aq, Gj = !j(t) a/aq, j = 3, n
(b) G 1= a/oq, G2 = to/aq, Gj = !j(t) a/oq (j = 3, n - 1),
Gn=qa/aq (5.13)
(c) G1=%q, G2 =t%q, Gj=!j(t)O/oq (j=3,n-l),
Gn = a/at + a.q %q
(d) G1= O/oq, G2 = t%q, Gj = t
j
- I O/oq (j= 3, n -1),
Gn= (fJI t
2+ fJ2 t + fJ3) O/Ot + (fJl (n - 2)1 + fJ4) qo/eq,
where a. and fJ i are real parameTers such that fJ 1 and fJ 2 are not both zero.
Proof Assume that an equation of the general form (5.1) admits the
Lie algebra (n -1)A 1 Efl s Al (n > 3). Then,-the symmetry' generators of the
form (5.4) admitted by (5.1) will satisfy the commutation relations of
(n - I)A 1 Efl. A I' We consider first the Abelian subalgebra (n - I)A I' The
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canonical realization of this subalgebra in terms of vector fields in two
coordinates is (cr. (5.6))
G1=a/aq, G2=ta/aq, Gm=fm(t)c;aq, m=3,n-1. (5.14)
Writing the nth vector field Gn (realization of Ad in the general form (2.4)
and invoking the commutators [G 1 , GnJ and [G 2 , GnJ of (n -l)AI ffisA 1 ,
we find that Gn=a(t) a/at + (b(t)q+c(t)) c/aq, where c is an as yet
arbitrary function of t and the functions a(t) and b(t) are given linearly in
terms of the elements of {I, t, /;17:n.
We first assume that a( t) = O. Then Gn can be brought to the form
Gn = b(T) Qa/cQ (5.15 )
..
by means of the point transformation T= t, Q= q + c(t)/b(t), provided that
b =1= O. The generators (5.14) remain invariant under this transformation.
For b=O, Gn reduces to Gn=c(t)a/aq, where {I, t,fm(t)I;:;-:.13, c(t)} is
linearly independent. In this case we have the Abelian algebra nA 1 (see
Theorem 1). Thus we have the form (5.13a).
We discuss the case b =1= O. Invariance of an equation of the form (5.1)
under (5.14) yields, by the argument preceding Theorem 1 (note that the
penultimate step in the proof of Theorem 1 will yield the following equa-
tion, bearing in mind that the leading term after t will always be q(n-I) for
each Hi, 3 ~ i ~ n - 1),
q(n 1=nf
l
cd t)q(k)+Hn_ l (t,q(n-
1l+ nf 2dk(t)q(k»). (5.16)
k=3 k=2
The functions cdt) and dk(t) are in terms of the coordinate functions h(t)
of the generators (5.14). More precisely we have, since (5.16) is invariant
under (5.14) and H n _ 1 is arbitrary in its arguments, the relations
n-I
f~n) = L f~k)Ck>
k=3
n-2




Thus the c/s and the d/s are given by
L:k::~ - f~"-I)Fks
ds = det(fi:')) , s = 2, n - 2,
(5.18 )
-where Fkp and F/a.are the cofactorsof the elements f~Pl (p = 3, n - 1) and
fi:') (s = 2, n - 2), respectively.
We impose the additional requirement that Gn (dropping the bar and
using lower case) of (5.15) must be a symmetry vector field of (5.16) subject
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to (5.17). We obtain, recalling that the nth prolongation of Gn is given by
G[nJ = ~J-n ~i-J (J) q(i)b(J-i) %q(J) the condition
n ~J-O ~,-o I ,
,,-2
U=q(n-l) + L dk(t) q(k),
k-2
provided that b(l) =O. Therefore in order for G" of (5.15) to be a symmetry
of (5.16), we must have b =J4::p 0, a constant. The resultant differential
equation is linear,
"-1 ,,-2
q(") = L Ck(t) q(k) + g(t) q(,,-l) + g(t) L dk(t) q(k), (5.19)
k-3 k-2
where g is a function of t. As a consequence we have derived the form
(5.13b).




t c(s) ( fS b(r) ) ] ft b(s)Q=q+ -- exp --dr ds exp -ds
a(s) a(r) a(s)
G" =a(T) %T+b(T) QO/OQ. (5.20)
The generators (5.14) remain invariant under this space translation. We
require that (5.20) (using lower case) to be a symmetry of (5.16) subject to
(5.17). The nth prolongation of G" is (using (2.6»
"
G~"J =G" + L bq(k) O/OqCk)
k-l
Acting with G~"J on (5.16), whenever (5.16) holds, we find that G" is a
symmetry of (5.16) provided that either a(1) = 0 and b(l) = 0 or a(3) = 0 and
b(1)=a(2)(n-2)/2 with dk=Ck=O. In the first case we have a=.fII::pO and
b = ~ (both constants). Thus we can write G" as
G" = %t + IXq %q, IX = ~/.fII constant, (5.21 )
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provided that a(l) = 0 and b(l) = o. The associated differential equation is
qln)= nil Ckq(k)+J(qln-llexp(-:xt)+exp(-:xt) ni2dkq(kl)exp(:xt),
k=3 k=2 (5.22)
where J is arbitrary in its argument and Ck' dk are independent of t. Hence
we have derived the form (5.13c).
In the second case (dk= Ck =0) we have the symmetry requirement
(b - na(l») Hn_ 1 - a(2)un/2
(I) oHn I oHn I+ [(n-1)a -b]u-----a----=O,ou ot
u = q(n-Il, (5.23 )
provided that a(3)=0 and b(l)=a(2)(n-2)/2. Thus we have the symmetry
Gn
Gn = (PI t
2+ P2 t + P3) %t + (Pdn - 2)t + P4) q%q, (5.24)
where Pi are constants such that PI and P2 are not both zero. If PI =P2 = 0,
then we would have the previous case, which is more general. To determine
the most general equation invariant under (5.24), we distinguish two cases.
First we assume PI = 0 (P2¥= 0). Then we can, without loss of generality,
take P2 = 1. Now solving for H n _ 1 from (5.23) we obtain the equation
(5.25)
where J is arbitrary in its argument. Next, we suppose that PI ¥= o. Then we
can set PI = 1. Solving (5.23) under these circumstances we arrive at the
equation
(t 2+ P2 t + P3) q(n) + ntq(n-I)




2 _I P2 + 2t
r-;tan r-;'
V -LJ V -LJ
s(t)=





Since dk=Ck=O we can set (in (5.14)) fm(t)=tm- I (m=3,n-l). This,
together with (5.24), yields the form (5.13d). This completes the proof. I
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It is immediate from the preceding theorem that linearization is only
implied by the first two symmetry realizations of (5.13). As a matter of fact
the first realization (Abelian 1IA d was treated in Theorem 1. We now focus
our attention on the second realization. We observe that Gn of (5.13b) acts
as a dilatation operator. It is a simple matter to verify that only the sym-
metry generators (5.13b) possess the commutation relations [G i , Gn ] = Gi ,
[Gi , Gj]=O, i,j=l,n-1. Hence it is now opportune to state the
following linearizability result.
THEOREM 3. An nth order (n > 3) equation of the form (5.1) is
/inearizable via a point transformation if and only if it admits the n dimen-
sional Lie algebra
i, j= 1, n-1. (5.27)
Proof The proof for sufficiency follows from Theorem 2 and the
preceding discussion. The necessity is straightforward since if an nth order
equation is linearizable and put in the canonical fonn (2.3), then it
admits the n + 1 dimensional Lie algebra nA 1 EflsAl' which contains
(n -1 )A I Efl s Al as a subalgebra. I
Remark. Theorem 3 does not apply to the cases n =2 and n =3. For
n = 2 there are two realizations of the algebra A I Efl s A I == A 2' viz.,
A ~: {%q, t%t + q%q} and A ~/: {a/aq, qiJjaq}. Theorem 3 does not
apply to the fonner realization (see [11]). For n =3 there are two realiza-
tions of the algebra (5.27). They are A ~.3: {a/at, a/aq, ta/at + qiJjaq} and
A ~~3: {a/aq, t%q, qiJjaq}. The above theorem applies to the latter realiza-
tion whereas the fonner realization does not in general yield linearization
for a third order equation (see [12]). The Lie group corresponding to the
algebra (5.27) is a semidirect product of space translations (q -+ q + er(t),
where rE {t, t,fm(t)I::,~13})'and space dilatations (q-+qexpe). We denote
this group by r:_ 1 Efls Dq. The superscript q is used to distinguish this case
from the general case of translations and dilatations in both t and q. (For
example, (5.13d) with /31 = /33 = 0 does oot yield lioearizatioo. The same is
true for A~ and A~,3')
6. NONEXISTENCE OF EXACTLY AN n + 3 DIMENSIONAL SYMMETRY ALGEBRA
WHICH IS A St.;BALGEBRA OF nA 1 Efl s gl(2, IR)
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. There does not exist any nth (n ~ 3) order ordinary dif-
ferential equation having exactly an n + 3 dimensional point symmetry
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Proof An nth (n ~ 3) order ordinary differential equation cannot pos-
sess exactly an n + 3 dimensional Lie algebra of point symmetries contain-
ing the Abelian algebra nA 10 the algebra (5.27) for n> 3, or A ;~3 for (see
[12]) n = 3, as these would, by Theorems 1 and 3 and the fact that a linear
nth (n ~ 3) order equation does not admit exactly an n + 3 dimensional
algebra of point symmetries, imply linearization and consequently an
(n + 4)th dimensional point symmetry algebra for the equation. This
in effect means that the only n + 3 dimensional algebra structure (sub-
algebra of nA, Efl, (si (2, IR) Efl Ad) that we need to investigate is
(n - 1)A, Efl, (sl(2, IR) EB A,). We show that an nth (n ~ 3) order eqution
cannot have this algebra as its maximum symmetry algebra. Let us con-
sider the subalgebra (n - l)A, Efl, A ,. In the foregoing we have discussed
the possibility of linearizing an equation admitting this algebraic structure.
Let us then investigate the case where linearization need not follow. For
n> 3, the symmetry realizations of the algebra (n - 1)A, Efl, A, were
. obtained in Theorem 2. Recall that in the case where linearization is not in
general implied by the operators (5.13) (i.e., (5.13c, d)), we can write, using
(5.14) and (5.20),
G, =%q, G2 =t%q, Gi=ii(t)O/Oq (i=3,n-l),




where a(t) # 0 and b(t) are given linearly in terms of the elements of
{1, t, ii 17::l }. Of course in the case of linearization we had a(t) = O. Writ-
ing Gn + i = ~i %t + "i %q, i = 1, 3, realization of s/(2, IR), in their general
form and invoking the commutators [G"Gn +;] of (n-1)A,EB,sl(2,1R)
(subalgebra of (n - 1) A 1 Efl, (si (2, IR) Efl Ad), we arrive at
~~i=O, "i=gi(t)q+h,(t), i=1,3, (6.2)
where gi is a linear combination of the elements of {1, t, /;/7::31 } and hi is
a function of t. The commutation relations of the algebra s/(2, IR) then
imply (since o~joq=O) (i,j= 1, 3)
O"j 0" i"i oq -"j oq = f:ij'''3 - 2£ij2"2 + f: ij3 ",·
Substituting "i of (6.2) into (6.3) yields gi=hi=O, i= 1, 3, whence we
cannot have exactly an n + 3 dimensional algebra of symmetries, which is
a subalgebra of nA 1 $, gl(2, IR), for any nth (n> 3) order equation.
For n=3 the-algebra of -interest is 2A,EB, (sl(2, 1R)E!.1A,). We con-
sider the Abelian 2A 1 subalgebra. There are two realizations of 2A I in
terms of vector fields on the plane. They are 2A ~: {%q, %t} and
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2A fI: {O/oq, t%q}. First we focus on the 2A fI realization. The realization
of 2A I EB, A I in this case (excluding the linear case A ~~ 3) is (cf. (6.1)
G2 = tC/oq, G3 = a(t) %t + b(t) qOjoq, a;c O. (6.4)
Utilising the same argumentation as for n> 3, it is quite straightforward
from (6.2) and (6.3) that we cannot have exactly a 3 + 3 dimensional sym-
metry algebra (subalgebra of 3A I EB, gl (2, IR» for a third order equation
admitting two generators that are reducible to 2A fI•.
Next we look at the 2A f realization. Writing G3 in its general form and
invoking 2A! EB, A I with the operators G1 = o/aq and G2 =a/at represent-
ing 2A f, we obtain (disregarding constant multiples of G1 and G2 ) G3 given
by (a3' b3, C3' and d3 are real constants)
(6.5)
As a result of the classification of three dimensional Lie algebras [18], G3
can assume one of the standard forms (see [12])
{
t%t + aq %q,
G _ t%q
3 - ta/ot + (t + q) %q




Let Gj, i =4, 6 realize si (2, IR). Then the algebra 2A I EB, si (2, IR) implies
(a j , b j , Cj , and d j are real constants)
i=4,6. (6.7)
(6.8)
Moreover, since G j , i=4, 6 constitute sl(2, IR) and commute with G3 , the
constants aj, b j , Cj , and dj, i =4,6 are constrained to satisfy (i, j = 4,6)
(a) C j = -bj
(b) eij4c6 - 2eijscs + eij6c4 = ajdj - ajdj
(c) - teij4a6 + eijSaS - !eij6a4 = ajCj - ajc j
(d) -teij4d6 + eijsds - teij6d4 = cjdj - cjdj
(e) a j d3 - a3 d j=O
(f) 2a3bj + (C3 - b3)a j= 0
(g) 2d3b j+(C3- b3)dj=O.
We show that the realizations 2A f, G3 (anyone of the forms given in (6.6»
and G
j
, i =4,6 are not symmetries of any third order equation. To that end
I
J
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let us first assume that G3 = te/at + aq a/aq (a3 =0, b3= 1, C3 =a, and
d
3
=O). We solve (6.8) to obtain the precise form of the generators (6.7).
It is immediate that (6.8e) is identically satisfied. The last two sets of condi-
tions (6.8f, g) give rise to (i = 4, 6)
(a-l)a;=O, (a-l)d;=O.
If a:l= 1, then clearly a; =d; =0, i =4,6. The remaining sets of equations of
(6.8) imply that c; = b; = 0, i =4, 6. Thus we must have a = 1. This means
that we need only concentrate on (6.8a-d). Let us now suppose that ak = 0
for fixed k E {4, 5, 6}. We take as = O. Further, we cannot have bs = 0
(cs =0), for if we do, then a4 =b4 =C4 =d4 =O. For cs:l= 0, a simple
analysis of (6.8a-d) shows that only in the cases Cs = ! and Cs = -! do we
have liearly independent operators G;, i = 3,6 occurring. In the case
Cs = -! we obtain (taking alinear combination of the original operators)
G6 = to/aq. (6.9)
For Cs =! we obtain a linear combination of (6.9). The most general third
order equation invariant under G1 , G2 , and G3 = ta/at + qa/aq is
Yarbitrary. (6.10)
Invariance under G6 of (6.10) results in Y being a constant. Equation (6.10)
with Y constant is now easily seen not to be invariant with respect to G4
and Gs of (6.9). In a similar manner one can show that by assuming a4 = 0
or a6 = 0, the resultant operators G;, i = 4,6 do not leave Eq. (6.10)
invariant. Hence we cannot have aj =0 for any j E {4, 5, 6}. Without loss
of generality we can set a;= 1, i=4, 6. Thereafter invoking the first four
sets of Eqs. (6.8), we obtain a linear combination of the operators G3 =
to/er + qa/aq and (6.9), thereby implying the nonexistence of any third
order equation which admits these operators together with 2A f as sym-
metry generators.
In an analogous manner one can easily show, by assuming G3 to be any
one of the other three forms (6.6b-d) and solving (6.8), that there are no
additional generators of the form (6.7). In fact the system (6.8) has the
trivial solution. This completes the proof. I
It is of great interest to note that there do exist nth order (n~ 3) (non-
linearizable) equations admitting exactly an n + 3 dimensional algebra of
.pointsymmetries. -We·-consider an -example originally due to Michel [15].
The third order equation
(6.11 )
... _. - --.--~._-
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possesses the full Lie algebra si (2, IR) E!3 si (2, IR) of dimension n + 3 = 3 + 3.
The generators of symmetry are given by
(a)
0 0 2 a
G1=aq' G2 =q oq' G3 = q oq'
(6.12 )
0 a 2 a(b) G1 =at' G2 = t Ot' G3 = t ot"
Both sets (6.12a, 6.12b) of vector fields are equivalent to the A ;.8 realiza-
tion [12]. It is easy to derive Eq. (6.11). We only have to seek invariance
of the equation associated with A;.8' viz., qq(3) = ~i/ + q2r(t) (Y arbitrary
function of t) with respect to the operators (6.12b). We note that
sl(2, 1R)E!3sl(2, IR) is not a subalgebra of 3A 1 E!3 s gl(2, IR).
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Abstract. The existence of explicit expressions for conserved vectors for the charge-
monopole problem and the Kepler problem is well known. The Lie algebras of the point
transformations under which the equations of motion are invariant have been found more
recently. The recent discovery of an explicit expression for a Laplace-Runge-Lenz-Iike
vector for the equation of motion r+ h'L/ r+ (hh' + kr-2 )r = 0, h = h(r), from which one
of the equations for the orbit is easily obtained, has prompted the question of what is the
Lie algebra of the point symmetries of the equation r+ f(r)L+ g(r)r = 0 of which each
of the above problems is a member. In the case that f(r)IIiO it is well known that
Laplace-Runge-Lenz-Iike vectors exist. The existence of such conserved vectors does not
imply a panicular algebraic structure of the Lie point symmetries of the equation of motion.
However, the existence of such symmetries provides a systematic method for constructing
the vectors.
1. Introduction
Some years ago Fradkin (1967) demonstrated that all central potential problems
possessed the dynamical symmetries 0 4 and SU3 • The former followed from the Lie
algebra so(4) (for bounded motion, so(3, 1) for unbounded motion) of the components
of two conserved vectors under the operation of taking the Poisson bracket. From the
nature of the potential it is evident that the angular momentum L (;=, x ;, throughout
this paper the mass has been scaled to 1) is a conserved vector. The other conserved
vector was a conserved vector in the plane of the motion which could be written as a
linear combination of generalisations of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector (Laplace
1799, Runge 1923, Lenz 1924) and Hamilton's vector (Hamilton 1847) of the Kepler
problem. The latter group was obtained by using the angular momentum and by
constructing an appropriate generalisation of the Jauch-Hill-Fradkin tensor (Jauch
and Hill 1940, Fradkin 1965) of the simple harmonic oscillator problem.
In this paper we are concerned with the connection of the symmetries of the
differential equation governing the motion and the existence of conserved vectors
rather than the algebraic structure of the first integrals. To this purpose the central
result of Fradkin (1967) is that every central potential problem has a vector of
Laplace-Runge-Lenz type in addition to the angular momentum. Peres (1979) was
led to a restricted form of this result since he assumed a particular structure for the
Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vector. Yoshida (1987) demonstrated the relationship of
Peres' result to that of Fradkin and later extended the existence of such a vector for
all motions in the plane (Yoshida 1989).
0305-4470/90/132765 + 10$03.50 © 1990 lOP Publishing Ltd 2765
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Generally speaking, multidimensional nonlinear dynamical systems are not
integrable, are lacking in symmetry and are given to chaotic evolution. However, there
are some completely integrable nonlinear systems which have become well worn
paradigms. The most noteworthy of these is the Kepler problem with equation of
motion (in reduced co-ordinates)
(1.1 )
(1.2)
(Throughout this paper overdot means differentiation with respect to time and caret
denotes a unit vector.)
In addition to the conserved angular momentum vector L and energy, the Kepler





and the better known Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector (Laplace 1799, Runge 1923, Lenz
1924)




,The latter vector may be used to obtain the orbit equation since, if the polar angle (J
is measured from J, the scalar product J. r leads to
e
r = (1.4)
I-' - J cos 8
(Hamilton's vector could equally be used to obtain the orbit equation, but the derivation
is not as elegant.)
The Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector has been termed inessential (Kaplan 1986) since
the conservation of angular momentum and energy implies integrability by Liouville's
theorem (Whittaker 1944). This is certainly a valid and correct viewpoint in so far as
integrability is concerned. However, the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector classically leads
to the orbit equation (1.4) in a trivial way and quantally provides the source of the
hidden degeneracy in the spectrum of the hydrogen atom. Considerations of this
nature cause us to be rather more excited than Kaplan about the existence of explicit
expressions for vectors such as the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector.
Another system which has been known for a long time to possess a conserved
vector is the charge-monopole problem with equation of motion
.. Arxr AL
r=---=--
r 3 r 3
which has the conserved vector (Poincare 1896)
Q=L->..'. (1.6)
It is usual to regard (1.6) as a generalised angular momentum (Moreira et at 1985)
since the surface on which the motion takes place can be obtained from (1.6) by taking
the scalar product of J with r. As the motion is three dimensional, this is one of the
two equations required to specify the orbit. The angle (J between J and r is constant,
so that the orbit lies on a right circular cone with its vertex at the origin and the
direction of its axis of symmetry is P.
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Although, Fradkin (1965) and Yoshida (1989) have demonstrated the formal
existence of conserved vectors of Laplace-Runge-Lenz type for any planar motion,
the number of examples for which explicit expressions were known was limited.
However, in the last decade the number of dynamical systems possessing explicit
conserved vectors from which the orbit equation may be derived has been increased.
Katzin and Levine (1983) and Leach (1985) derived the Laplace-Runge-Lenz-type
vector
J = L x (u; - ur) + IJ-r
for the time-dependent Kepler problem with equation of motion




where u( t) is an arbitrary function of time. Then Jezewski and Mittleman (Mittleman
and Jezewski 1982, Jezewski and Mittleman 1983) obtained the vector
Lx; A
J =7+ IJ-z'(8)8+ IJ-z(8)r
where z( 8) =J:o sin( 8 - 71)( h - a71) -2 d 71 and h and a are constants, for the Kepler





(The notation used follows the usage of Gorringe and Leach (1988a) rather than that
of Jezewski and Mittleman.) Recently Thompson (1987), in an investigation of the
Kepler-charge monopole problem with equation of motion
.. L ( 1 k) Ar--+ --+- r= 0
r3 r3 r2






(One should note that this motion is not planar and so does not fall within the ambit
of the results of Fradkin (1965) and Yoshida (1989).) All of these studies were
computationally rather complicated. However, adapting a panicularly simple and
elegant method promoted by Collinson (1973), Leach (1987), Leach and Gorringe
(1987) and Gorringe and Leach (1987, 1988a, b, 1989a, b) were not only able to recover
the examples cited above but also to provide whole new classes of problems for which
a Laplace-Runge-Lenz-type vector existed in explicit form. Thereby they opened up
the way for a direct calculation of the orbit for these problems. We mention just the
one of these which is relevant to the purpose of this paper. The equation of motion
;+ h'(r) L+(hh'+'!:)r= 0
r r2
has the conserved Laplace-Runge- Lenz-type vector
J =Lx ;+hL+kr (1.14)
where h(r) is an arbitrary differentiable function of r (Leach and Gorringe 1988).








a 2( a a a)0, = t-+- x-+ y-+ z-




The richness of the Kepler problem and of the charge-monopole problem in terms
of explicit expressions for conserved quantities attracted attention to the Lie point
symmetries of their equations of motion. For the Kepler problem with equation of





The non-zero commutation relations are
[0 10 O2]= 0 1 [0),04]= 05 (1.16)
[04,05]=0) [05,0)]=04
from which it is evident that the Lie algebra is the direct sum a2E±lso(3). In passing
we note that 0), 0 4 and Os follow from the invariance under rotation of (1.1), 0)
from its invariance under time translation and O2 , the generator specifically related
to the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector, indicates invariance under the similarity transfor-
mation (t, r) ~ (f, r: t =ex f, r = ex 2/3 r). The two-dimensional algebra a2 of O. and O2
has recently found application in the analysis of one-dimensional nonlinear second-
order differential equations (Leach et at 1988).
The algebraic structure of the Kepler problem extends to the time-dependent Kepler
problem (1.8) since they are related by a point transformation (Leach 1985).
For the charge-monopole problem (1.5) Moreira et at (1985) found the generators
a a 1( a a a)0 1 =- 02=t-+- x-+y-+z-at at 2 ax ay az
(
a a a a) a aO)=t t-+x-+y-+z- 04=Z--y- (1.17)
at ax ay az ay az
a a a a
05=X--Z- 06=y--X-
az ax ax ay
with non-zero commutation relations
(1.18)
j ."
[0 10 0 2]=0) [020 0)]=0) [0),0)]=-202
[04,05]= 0 6 [05,06]= 0 4 [06,04]= 05'
This algebra is the direct sum of the subalgebras of 0 1 , O2 and 0) and 0 4, Os and
0 6 and is sl(2, R)EBso(3). (Moreira et at (1985) use so(2, 1) rather than sl(2, R).)
We observe that the charge-monopole problem has a richer algebraic structure
than the Kepler problem. This means that, as Thompson (1987) observed, they cannot
be related by a point transformation.
-Equation (1.13) withh--constantand k non-zero is just the Kepler problem (1.1).
With k zero and h non-constant it cannot be reduced to the charge-monopole problem
(1.5). Nevertheless (1.13) does possess a Laplace-Runge-Lenz-type vector just as (1.1)
and (1.5) do and it is of interest to determine the Lie algebra associated with it.
However, to make the results of this paper ofgreater generality we consider the equation
i+f(r)L+g(r)r=O (1.19)
of which (1.1), (1.5) and (1.13) are particular instances.
Symmetries of and the existence of conserved vectors
2. The determining equations
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(2.1)
A second-order differential equation is invariant under a Lie point transfonnation
generated by a symmetry generator, G, if the action of the twice extended generator,·
G(2), on the differential equation is zero whenever the differential equation holds. We
shall perfonn the analysis in a cartesian basis as it is easier to detect computational
errors due to the structure of the equations obtained. We define 0 to be
a a a a
O=T-+~-+11-+'-
at ax ay az
where T, ~, 11 and , are functions of't, x, y and z. The twice extended operator is
where
+(E 2" . . ..) a +(.. 2 .. . . ..) a (- 2 .. . . ..) a!> - XT-XT ~ 11- yT- yT ~+ ,- ZT-ZT --::
oX oy az
(2.2)
aT aT aT aT
i=-+i-+y-+i- (2.3)
at ax ay az
.. a~T . a~T . a~T . a2T .' a2T ., a~T . a2T .. a2T
T= -+2x--+2y--+2z--+ x- -,+ y- -,+ Z2 -,+2xy--
at2 ax at ay at az at ax· ay- az· ax ay
2 .. a
2
T 2 .. iT .. aT .. aT .. aT (2.4)+ vz--+ zx--+ x-+ y-+ z-
. ayaz az ax ax ay az
etc. The three components of (1.19) are
x+f(yi - zy) + gx =0
z+ f(xy- yi)+ gz =0.
y+ f(zi-xi)+ gy =0
(2.5)
(2.6)
The partial differential equations which detennine T, ~, 11 and , are obtained thus.
0(2), (2.2), is applied to each of (2.5) with the derivatives expanded as in (2.3) and
(2.4). All second derivatives are removed using (2.5). Since we have assumed a point
transfonnation, the tenns can be collected as coefficients of various combinations of
powers of the total time derivatives i, y and i and coefficients of linearly independent
combinations then set to zero. This process is somewhat tedious to do by hand, but
it was readily handled by REDUCE. Forty-eight partial differential equations were
obtained, twelve of which were superfluous being.a twofold repetition of the six
second-order equations for T (equation (2.6) below). We list the equations in groups
according to the order in which they were subsequently analysed:
a2 T a2T a2T
-=0 --=0 -=0
ax2 ax ay ay2
a2T a2T a2T
--=0 -=0 --=0
ayaz az2 az ax
a2~ a
2
T (aT aT)-=2--+f y--z-
ax2 ax at az ay
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(2.12)ciTJ (a~. cl{) ( aT aTJ aTJ aTJ ) vg'-+f z--x- +g TJ+2y--x-- y--z- +-'-(x~+YTJ+z()=o
at2 at at at ax ay az r
a
2
, (a TJ a~) ( aT a, a, a,) zg'-+f x--y- +g '+2z--x--y--z- +-(x~+YTJ+z()=o
at2 at at at ax ay az r
where' denotes differentiation with respect to r.
The solution of equations (2.6)-(2.12) was performed block by block. Although
the calculations are lengthy, they are routine and we merely quote the results. For
general f and g the equation
r+ f(r)L+ g(r)r =0 (2.13)
obviously has the algebra a l EBso(3) with a l representing invariance under time transla-




and the generator of al is
a a
G =X"--"'-






Special cases of (2.13) with additional symmetry are
.. J.Lr
r+ r4A/IK+A) 0
which has the algebra a2 EBso(3), the additional symmetry being
G =2At.i+(A + K)(X.i.+ y.i.+ z.i.)
5 at ax ay az
.. AL J.L'
r+-+-=O
r 3 r 4
which has the algebra sl(2, R)EBso(3) with
a (a a a)G =t2 _+t x-+y-+z-
6 at ax ay az
and










which has the same algebra, but now
(
la a a a)G =e21.r. --+x-+y-+z-
5 ..fi at ax ay az
G =e-21.r.(_1_ ~-x.i.- y.i._z.i.).
6 ..fi at ax ay az
(For E <0, Gs and G6 can be replaced by 05 and 0 6 which would be expressed in
terms of sine and cosine functions.)
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The additional symmetry (2.17) for the power-law central force represents invariance
under the self-similar transformation
K+A-r= 0: r (2.23)
and is lost if the central force is not a power law.
The equations of motion (2.18) and (2.20) both possess the algebra sl(2, R)EBso(3)
regardless of the values of the parameters. They may be regarded as direct extensions
of the results of Moreira et aJ (1985) for the algebra of the charge monopole problem.
The tenn JLrr-4 can be interpreted as a centripetal force and the tenn er represents
a hannonic repulsor or oscillator depending upon the sign of e or a 'free' particle if
e =O. The latter tenn does not affect the algebra nor the integrability of the equation.





and L is also constant in both cases. We note that the motion continues to be on the
surface of a cone. Another scalar integral
(2.25)
also exists. Equation (2.20) does not belong to the class of problems (1.13) treated by
Leach and Gorringe (1988). However, (2.18) does in the particular case that J.' =-A~.






from which the orbit equation is just as easily obtained by taking the scalar product
with r as was the case with (2.24).
3. Connection between Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vectors and symmetries
We have seen that, when in (2.13) f(r) == 0 and g(r) is a power law, the algebra of the
symmetries is a2 EBso(3) no matter the degree of the power law. However, when g(r)
is not a power law, Os is lost. Now, in the case of the Kepler problem Os is usually
associated with the existence of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector of that problem
(Levy-Leblond 1971). However, Leach (1981) demonstrated that the vector could be
obtained from 0 4 , which represents invariance under time translation, a property of
any autonomous first integral. As Fradkin (1965) has demonstrated, any central force
law will have a Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vector and so it is evident that the presence
of Os is not essential for its existence although it may well help in thedetennination
- of an- explicit expression for the vector.
In this paper, because we were interested in equations of the types (1.1), (1.5) and
(1.13), we have not considered the general planar problem for which Yoshida (1989)
demonstrated the existence of a Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vector. However, elsewhere
(Gorringe and Leach 1987) we showed that an explicit expression for a Laplace- Runge-
Lenz-like vector for the autonomous equation of motion
i+g,+h8=O (3.1)
Symmetries of and the existence of conserved vectors
could be found by ColIinson's method (Collinson 1973) only when
( 6)
_U"(6)+U(6) 2V'(6)







where U and V are arbitrary functions of 6. Excluding the cases for which the force
is constant or h =0 and g a power-law potential, one finds that (3. I) possesses one
symmetry in addition to the obvious one of the generator of time translations only when
g=(K sin26+Lcos26)W(w1)G+X(w1)G (3.4)
h(r,6)=G- 1 W(w.) (3.5)
where
G=(F+K COS26-LSin26)-1/2exP(E-2A1)f d6 ) (3.6)
F + K cos 26 - L sin 26
wl=r~(F+KcOS26-LSin26)exP(-2Ef d6 ) (3.7)
F + K cos 26 - L sin 26
and Wand X are arbitrary functions of W1and AI, F, K and L are arbitrary constants.
Even when the r dependence in (3.4) is put in the form of (3.2) and (3.3), which is
possible, the freedom of choice of U( 6) and V( 6) is restricted. (The method of
calculation follows that outlined in section 2.) ~
The point which may be inferred from the two previous paragraphs is that the
number of symmetries for a planar motion is not related to the existence of a conserved
vector of Laplace-Runge-Lenz type at all. However, in terms of the construction of
an explicit expression for the vector, the existence of symmetries provides a method.
A function I (r, 6, r, 6, t) is invariant under the action of a symmetry G if G[ I) I =O.
In principle we can find I as a function of four independent characteristics. The
requirement that I be a first integral, i.e. j =0, reduces this number to three independent
characteristics each of which is a first integral. It is in this sense that the existence of
symmetries is of value. It is not in the demonstration of existence but in the process
of construction of explicit expressions for the first integrals.
Finally we remark that one of the main results of this paper has been the determina-
tion of the Lie algebras of the Lie point symmetries admitted by (1.19). We have seen
that the Kepler problem shares the same algebra with any power-law potential. Moving
away from planar motions, the algebra of the symmetries of (2.18) and (2.19) is
independent of the values of the parameters A, J.L and E (excepting that A and J.L may
not both be zero). By way of contrast, McIntosh and Cisneros (1970) in their study
of the monopole- Kepler and monopole-oscillator problems take J.L = -A 2 to ensure
.... cIosedorbit~. -This choice had already been made for the former problem by Zwanziger
(1968) so that a Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vector could be explicitly constructed. (The
reason for the case of construction of the vector becomes obvious from the more
general work on the construction of Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vectors for (1.19) by
Leach and Gorringe (1988).) It would be interesting to see whether the relaxation of
this condition, which is not required for the symmetries of the differential equation
(the source of a construction base), leads to significant results for the monopole-
oscillator problem.
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The nature ofgeneralized Ermakov systems is explained in terms of the symmetry algebra sl(2, IR). The concept of weak gen-
eralized Ermakov systems is introduced.
by introducing an auxiliary equation
In 1880 Ermakov [ I ] obtained a first integral for
the time-dependent harmonic oscilIator, (6)
,'Ix
I=!(x.V-:i:y)l+f [u!(u)-u-Jg(u)] du.
In fact the presence of the w 2 terms in (4) and (5)




eliminating the w 2 between (I) and (2) and mul-
tiplying by the integrating factor pq-pq. It is
which is usually called the Lewis invariant, folIowing
Lewis' rediscovery of it in 1966 [2] using the
asymptotic method of Kruskal [3].
Ray and Reid [4] popularized Ermakov systems
in the western literature and introduced generalized
Ermakov systems of the form
(3)
(4)
X=p-I XCSC T, Y=p-I ycsc T,
where
p+w 2 (t)p=r J ,











where! and g are arbitrary functions of their argu-
ments. A first integral for the system (4) and (5) is
obtained by eliminating w 2 between the two and
multiplying by the integrating factor xy-xy. It is
I Associate member of the Centre for Nonlinear Studies, Uni-
versity of the Witwatersrand. Johannesburg, and supported in
part by the Foundation for Research Development of South
Africa.
(Eq. (8), calIed the Pinney equation [5], is endemic
in studies of time-dependent systems.) In the second
place the w 2 can be replaced by anything (a point·
already noted by Ray [6], Ray and Reid [7] and




There have been many studies of Ermakov invar-
iants in two dimensions. In particular we mention
102 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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the generally quantum mechanically oriented works
of Wollenberg [9] and Ray [10], extensions to ve-
locity-dependent potentials [11] and time-depen-
dent potentials [12]. More recent contributions are
by Athorne et al. [13] and Athorne [ 14] who in the
latter paper was concerned with particular func-
tional forms of!(y/=) and g(y/x) in (4) and (5).
In the context of the usual usage of the phrase, gen-
eralized Ermakov system, (9) is really the equation
of interest. We examine (9) for the existence of Lie
point symmetries. To our knowledge this is the first
time that the Lie point symmetries of the differential
equation (9) have been studied. However, we note
that Korsch employed the dynamical group SO(2,1)
in a study of the Hamiltonian form of ( I) [15]. Re-
call that a system of ordinary differential equations
of this type. Since the generalized Ermakov system
(4' ) and (5') has the first integral (6), which is of
angular momentum type. it makes sense to go over
to plane polar coordinates (r, e). The system (4')
and (5') is
i'-r6P=~[sec2e!(tan e)+csc2eg(tan e)). (4")
r
N(x. .t, i. t) =0
possesses a symmetry
(10)
+csc2e cot e g( tan e)] .
The force is derivable from a potential if
tan2e!' (tan e) +g' (tan e) =0
and the potential is
V=-2
1




is the second extension of G. The usual routine cal-
culation leads to there being three symmetries for
(9), viz.
[GI>G2 ]=2G.. [G•. G3 ]=G2 , [G2 ,G3 ]=2G3 ,
( 15)
which is the algebra Au • better known as si (2, IR).
These same symmetries apply to (4') and (5')






-1 f [u 2!,(U)+U- 2g'(u)] du
tan 0
I=Hr20)2+ f [u!(u)-u- 3g(u)] du
=1(r20)2+! [u 2!(U)+U- 2g(u)] lu='an e
The first integral (6) is
If we take (4") and (5") to represent the equations
of motion ofa particle of mass one and ( 16) applies,
the Hamiltonian of the system is
and, when the force is derivable from a potential, we
can use ( 16) to obtain
1= 1(r 20)2+! [sec2e!( tan e)
+csc2e g(tan e» .
so that the system is immediately integrable (cf. ref.
[ 16». It is evident that generalized Ermakov sys-
tems are really Cartesian forms of a system of equa-
tions which have the polar form

















G=~(x, t) aa +lJi(X. t) -a ,
t Xi
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()"+., '()' _ G«()r _r - 3
r (21) v= 2
1
, F«(), rp) .,- (29)
with the symmetries Multiplication of (27) by r3 sin30 ~ gives
:t Hr2 sin2()~)2=H«(), rp) sin2()~, (30)
which represent time-translation, self-similar and







H( (), rp) =- - 2() ,
SIn
(27) has the first integral
J= Hr2 sin2() ~ )2+! U( rp) ,
(31)
(32)
The Ermakov invariant comes from the angular
component of the equation of motion (21) and is
I=Hr20)2-fG«()d() (24)
=Hp~+F«()] , (24' )
which is really just the type of Ermakov invariant
met in the two-dimensional case. Multiplication of
(26) by r 3 0gives, when (30) is taken into account,
(33)
with a potential given by
possesses the si (2, IR) symmetry of (22). The system
has a Hamiltonian provided




G=_!iJW H__ !iJ W
2 iJ() , - 2 a6 '
and this is the Ermakov invariant appropriate to three
dimensions. Although we have used manipulation of
the equations of motion (25) - (27) to obtain I and
J, they can be recovered by using the standard
method based on symmetries. This is given in the
appendix. Note that, if W = F, the system is Ham-
iltonian. The requirement that both I and J exist leads
to the form of the Hamiltonian given by Landau and
Lifschitz [16], but this is not the case ifonly I is re-
quired to exist as then (35) is a less stringent con-
dition. The generalization to higher dimensions is
_obvious.
The existence of an Ermakov invariant has been
based on the invariance of (9) under the represen-
tation (14) of the algebra si (2, IR). It is appropriate
to introduce the concepts of generalized Ermakov
systems and of weak generalized Ermakov systems.
We define a generalized Ermakov system as one in





.. . . G«() rp)
r() + 2;()_rrp2 sin ()cos ()= ; ,
r
.. riJ2 . 2() A,2 F( (), rp)
r- -rSIn 'fi' = -r-3-'
..' .. H«() rp)
r sin () rp + 2;rp sin 0+ 2r()rp cos ()=. 3 .' fJ'--r SIn
if the system is Hamiltonian.
As we saw above, the Ermakov invariant in the
two-dimensional case comes from the angular com-
ponent of the equation of motion. This provides the
clue for generalization to higher dimensions which
is straightforward if polar coordinates are used. This
is not the only way to look for generalization to higher
dimensions. Lutzky [17] increased the number of
Cartesian equations, but kept the single auxiliary
equation (2). (See also ref. [18].) The criterion is
invariance under the second extension of the sym-
metries in (22). In three dimensions we have that
the system
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(36c)
integrals of the original system of differential
equations. . .
Given that the variables are t, r, 8, IP. r. 8 and lP,
invariance under G1= a/at gives the last six as char-
acteristics and the integral is F (r, 8, lP, r, e, ~ ). The
associated Lagrange system [20] is
dr d8 dIP dr
f = 7i = if; = F/r 3 +rtJ2+rsin286 2
de
The general idea is to manipulate the equations in
(A. I ) until a denominator is zero and the numerator
is an exact differential of a function. This function
is then a first integral. To avoid writing down lengthy
equations we refer to the members of (A. I ) as
(A.U-(A.l v;) respectively and just state the ma-
nipulations involved.
To obtain J (31 ) we proceed as follows. In the de-
nominator of (A.l v;) the term -2r~/r is eliminated
by the addition of (2~/r) (A. Id and -2e~cot8 by
the addition of (2ecot8) (A.I;d. This just leaves
the H term. If (A. 1vd is multiplied numerator and
denominator by ~, the H term is removed by the sub-
traction of [H/(r4 sin28)] (A.I;id. The denomina-
tor of (A.l v;) is now zero. The numerator is
(A.I)
HI (r4 sin28) - 2r~1r- 28~ cot 8 .




=- 2r3 sin 8 a6
where S can be any function of r, 8, IP and t, need
have no symmetries at all, but it does possess an Er-
makov invariant (both if ( 31 ) holds) and so it is of
the weak generalized Ermakov class. The reason for
this is that eqs. (36b.c) do have si (2. IR) symmetry
and it is from these equations that the invariant (s)
is (are) found.
Finally we note that for dimensions greater than
two it is possible for a generalized Ermakov system
to have higher symmetry. If in (36) r3SU, r, 8, IP)
and W depend only on 8, there is the additional sym-
metry so (2) and the full symmetry algebra is
so (2) Eesl (2, IR).
.. .' ',. I aW(8, IP) (36b)
r8+2r8-rlP-sm8cos8=- 2r3 a8 '
r sin 8 ~'+ 2r~ sin 8+ 2re~ cos 8
and (5' ) ) are invariant under action of the si (2, IR)
representation (14) and a weak generalized Erma-
kov system as one in which (9) holds, but the orig-
inal equations of motion are not invariant under the
action of sl(2. IR). The notion is easily extended to
higher dimensions. Thus the three-dimensional
system
. (. 2~ . ) HIP dlP+ - dr+ 28 cot 8 d8 -~ dIP .
r r sm-o
(A.2)
Multiplication of this by r4 sin48 (numerator and zero
denominator) gives
dOr4sin48~2)-Hsin28M, (A.3)
which is an exact differential if (31 ) is satisfied and
so we have J.
To find I we manipulate (A.lvd to obtain (A.2).
To remove -2re/r and ~2 sin 8cos ofrom (A.l v) we
add (28/r) (A.ld and subtract (~sinOcos8)
(A.li;i)' The G term is removed by multiplying nu-
merator and denominator by e and subtracting
(A. 1ii ) I r 4 which makes the denominator zero and
the numerator
Appendix. Symmetry-based derivation of I and J
We note that the Ermakov invariant (24') is in-
variant under the three symmetries (22). (This is
not as unusual as it may seem. See ref. [19].) This
suggests that the simplest symmetry GI = a/at be used
in the derivation of the invariants for the three-di-
mensional -generalization.. We recall -the "standard
symmetry-based method for determining first inte-
grals. We use the symmetry G to determine the char-
acteristics invariant under the first extension of G
and write the invariant as a function of these char-
acteristics. The requirement that the total time de-
rivative be zero leads to a second linear partial dif-
ferential equation the characteristics ofwhich are first
. (. 2e. ) G
8 d8+ -;- dr-IP sin 8 cos 8 dIP - r4 d8. (AA)
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",
The combination (r 4 sin20) (A.2) + (r4 ) (AA)
yields
dOr4e2 + !r4 sin20 ~2) -G dO-H diP, (A.5)
which is an exact differential if (35) is satisfied and
so we have I.
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FIRST INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
ADDITIONAL SYMMETRY OF CENTRAL FORCE
PROBLEMS WITH POWER LAW POTENTIALS
V.M. GORRINGE AND P.G.L. LEACH
ABSTRACT. It has recently been shown by Leach and Gorringe that the
equation of motion ~ + Ilr-!;!:. =0 is invariant under the action of the
symmetry G = t o/EJt+crr o/{)r in addition to the usual time and rotation
symmetries in contrast to the occurrence of two extra symmetries for the
charge monopole problem (Moreira et ai, J Phys, 18 (1985) L427). The
integrals associated with G are calculated and an interesting connection
with Hamilton-Jacobi theory demonstrated.
1. Introduction. A second order ordinary differential equation
(1.1)
where overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time, is said to
possess a Lie point symmetry
(1.2)
Both of us acknowledge the support of the Foundation for Research Development of
South Africa and:one'of us (V M-0) the support of the University of the Witwatersrand,
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(1.3)
if (1.1) is invariant under the infinitesimal transformation generated by
the second extension of G
G[2) G ( . ..) a (.. 2'" . ") a:= + T/j - XjT -a' + T/j ~ XjT - XjT -a"
Xj Xj
whenever (1.1) holds.
A function I(t,xi,Xi) is a first integral of (1.1) associated with the
symmetry G if it possesses the properties
(1.4)
(1.5) dII _0
dt £=0 - ,
where G(1) the first extension of G is given in (1.3) by truncation after
the terms involving the differential operators a/axj. If the dimension of
the space is N, I is a function of 2N+1 variables t, Xi, Xi which by virtue
of (1.4) are expressible in terms of 2N characteristics each of which is
invariant under the infinitesimal transformation generated by Gill. By
virtue of (1.5) I becomes now a function of 2N - 1 characteristics each
of which is a first integral of the original differential equation (1.1).
The relationship between the first integral I and the Lie point sym-
metry G is one of the primary reasons for the investigation of these
symmetries of differential equations. The determination of first inte-
grals is the major part of determining integrable systems. Of course the
method of extended Lie groups is not the only way to determine the first
integrals of a system. One can use the "direct" method, Noether's the-
orem or Hamilton-Jacobi theory. One's experience with all methods is
that in a particular application to a difficult problem any method other
than the one being used is more appropriate.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the first integrals associated
.. with -the "additional'Lsymmetry 'ofthe equation of motion
(1.6) .. + _.a. 0T P.T" T = ..... ....
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We adopt the usual convention?:. = (Xl,X2,X3)T = (x,y,z)T and
r =11 ?:. 112. Since, for appropriate values of the constants JJ and 0', (1.6)
includes the free particle and the isotropic simple harmonic oscillator, we
insist that j.J. be non-zero and 0' finite. Although both problems fit into
the structure of (1.6), the number of their symmetries is much higher
and their general properties are sufficiently well-known in the literature
to warrant any further discussion. In the case 0' i= 1, (1.6) corresponds
to the power law potential Hamiltonian
(1.7)
1 0'j.J. , 2-~
H=-p·p+--r Q
2........ 20' - 2
and, when 0' = 1, to the logarithmic potential Hamiltonian
(1.8)
where the momentum canonically conjugate to r is p = r. (This can
.... .... ....
be interpreted either as taking the mass of the particle to be unity or
as rescaling to make it unity.) Although (1.7) and (1.8) have different
structures, there is no essential difference in the results obtained and
we will consider (1.7) as the generic case and simply quote the relevant
results for (1.8) at the appropriate sections in the text below.
At the beginning of the previous paragraph we mentioned the "ad-
ditional" symmetry of (1.6). Let us explain what we mean. Recently








G2 =y - -z-az ay
a a
G3 =x --y-ay ax
a a
G4 =z --x-ax az
a (a a 0)Gs = t - + Q' X - + y - + z -at· ox ay az
with the non-zero commutation relations
(1.10)
[G2 , G3] = G4 , [G3 • G4 ] = G2 , [G4 • G2 ] =G3
[G},Gs] = G1
These commutation relations show that the Lie algebra of the sym.-
metries is the direct sum a2 $ 80(3). The additional symmetry is Gs
since for an autonomous general central force law only G1 through G4
are found and the algebra is al $ 80(3).
It is usual to identify Cl with the conservation of energy and G2
through G4 with the separate conservation of the three components of
angular momentum. However, in the case of the Kepler problem (for
which a = !) it was shown [Leach 1981] that the conserved energy,
angular momentum and Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector could all be found
from G1 although the last is normally associated with Gs [Levy-Leblond
1971, Prince and Eliezer 1981, Leach 1981]. The question naturally
arises: What other integrals are associated with Gs for the Kepler prob-
lem, Q' = i, and for general a, what integrals?
2. First integrals associated with Gs• As we know that the motion
described by (1.6) is planar, there is no loss of generality in reducing
the number of spatial dimensions to two. From the discussion following
equns(1.4,5) it is evident that we lose two integrals, but, as the reduc-
tion of dimension from three to two reduces the ,number of non-trivially
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conserved components of angular momentum. from three to one, this is




a (8 8)Gs = t - + 0' X - + y -8t 8x 8y
a 8
Gs = t at + ar ar .
For the time being we shall use the second form although the first does
have a useful function to which we shall refer below. The first extension
of (2.2) is
(2.3)
[I) a a a . a . aG = t - + ar - + 0 - + (0' - l)r - - 0-.
s at ar 80 ar ao
in which we include 8/ao with a zero coefficient to remind us that all
variables must be present. The characteristics of (1.4) are found from
the associated Lagrange's system
(2.4)
and are
dt dr dO dr dO
t =~ = 0 = (() - l)r = --0
(2.5)
VI = rt l - a
V2 = iJt .
The radial and angular components of the equation of motion (1.6) are
(2.6) - 0.2 I-~r=r -pT ..
282
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(2.7)
Ul = t-1(Vl - aud
U2 = C1V2
...........
The characteristics of (1.5) are found from the associated Lagrange's
system
(2.8)
dUI dU2 dVl dV2 dt=-= .2.= =-
VI - aUl V2 (1- a)vl + UIV~ _ JLU~-" V2 - 2VIV2/Ul t
to which dt/t has been added in the sense of an auxiliary variable [Ince
1956]. To determine the characteristics of (2.8) we must take rather more
complex combinations than in the case of (2.4). To facilitate description
of the combinations we label the ith member of (2.8) as (2.8.i, i =1,5).
After some simplification the combination (UIV~ + JLU~-:) (2.8.1)
+Vl (2.8.3) +UIV2 (2.8.4) gives
(2.9)
d [
1 2 1 2 2 ~ 2-!]
2 VI + 2 u1v2 + 2(a-l) u 1 dt
---=--~-~------~----::-:-=-
2(1 ) [
1 2 1 2 2 a 2-:] t- a 2 VI + 2 u1v2 + 2(a-l) JLu1
which can be immediately integrated to give the characteristic and first
integral







1 1 aJL 2_.2.] .
Wl = - v2 + - U2 v2 + U .. t2(a-l)
2 I 2 1 2 2(a-I) 1 •
1 2 1 2· aJL
Wl = - r + - r ifl + r 2-:
2 2 2(a-l)
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which is the conserved energy in a more recognisable form. In the case
0' = 1 the ultimate term in (2.lOb) is replaced by JJlogr.
The combination 2ulv2(2.8.1) + uH2.8.4) reduces to
(2.11)
d(uivz) dt
(1 - 20')uivz = t
so that the second characteristic is
(2.12a)
or, in terms of the original variables,
(2.12b)
the one component of the conserved angular momentum which we did
not make zero when going from three dimensions to two dimensions.
(It is easier to use the cartesian form of Gs to find the components of
angular momentum in three dimensions.)
In establishing the conservation of energy and angular momentum
using the similarity variables of Gs(, i.e., Ui and Vi) it has been nec-
essary to use the auxiliary variable t in (2.8.5). This is because the
denominators in the left hand members of (2.9) and (2.11) have been
non-zero. One way to obtain a zero denominator is to take the combi-
nation t(2.8.1) - (Vl - O'ud(2.8.5) which gives
(2.13)
tdUl +O'Ul dt - Vldt
o
As the denominator of (2.13) is zero, the numerator is the differential of
a characteristic although in its present foim it is not obvious what the
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-dt + [VI t o- l tld('Ul to)
o





0_1)2 2 w2 ap. ( 0)2-~
vlt = Wl - ( )2 - ( 1) 'Ult 0'Ulto a-
so that the characteristic derived from (2.14) is
(2.16a)






r W ap. 1. 2
W3 =-t +J 2Wl - -1 - -- TJ2- 0 dTJ •
ry2 a-1
(For the logarithmic potential the last term in crochets is replaced by
-2p.logTJ·)
In principle with the determination of the first integral (2.16b) the
problem of solving the equation of motion (1.6) is reduced to the final
quadrature
.. -
"" ." -;. .. ' (2.17) e= /t W2 dt'
r 2
in which integral r is replaced by r(t) from (2.16b). For general a the
integral in (2.16b) cannot be evaluated in closed form and in fact is
known in terms of elliptic or circular functions for only fourteen values
of a [Whittaker 1944; Taff 1985].
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3. Discussion. The reader will have observed the connection of (2.16b)
with Hamilton's characteristic function of Hamilton-Jacobi theory. For
the Hamiltonian (1.7) (the usual substitution will give the result for that
of (1.8)) the solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
(3.1) ! [(08)2 + .!. (08)2 + ....!!L r2-~] + 08 = 0
2 or r 2 08 Cl' - 1 at





is a constant as predicted by the theory. However in obtaining (2.16b)
using the symmetry of the equation of motion (1.6) we have in fact used
a rather less sophisticated argument. It goes like this. It is self evident
that W3 defined by
(3.4) W3 =-t+ Jt dt
is a constant. Writing dt = dr(dt/dr) = dr/r, (3.4) becomes
(3.5) Jr drW3 = -t+ T
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So far we have not mentioned analogues to the Laplace-Runge-Lenz
vector. Consider Gs in cartesian cOo-ordinates when a = ~. In two-





and the associated Lagrange's system arising from (1.5) is
where p2 = uI + u~. Using the same convention as for (2.8) the combi-
nation
(V2 - J.L'U~P-3)(3.7.l) - (VIV2 - j..tUIU2P-3)(3.7.2) - U2V2(3.7.3)
+ (2UIV2 - u2vt}(3.7.4)
gives
(3.8) d(UI v~ - U2VI V2 - j..tUIP-I)o
so that the characteristic is
. "'~:'
(3.9)
which is readily recognized as one of the components of the Laplace-
Runge-Lenz vector in two dimensional space. The combination
- (VIV2 - j.lUIU2P-3)(3.7.l) + (v~ - j..tuIP-3)(3.7.2)
- (UIV2 - 2U2Vl)(3.7.3) - UIVl(3.7.4)
''',--
gives the other component
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(3.10)
To the best of our knowledge this is the first explicit demonstration of
the derivation of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector from Gs although it
has been implied by Levy-Leblond [11] and Prince and Eliezer [14].
Although the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector is very convenient for ob-
taining the orbit equation[l, 9] it is not essential [6] for the integration of
(1.6). In principle, as Fradkin [2] has shown, a Laplace-Runge-Lenz vec-
tor exists for all central force problems and so for all a. It will certainly
not be quadratic in the velocity. The reason for this is simple. Ignoring
the free particle and isotropic harmonic oscillator the only central force
problem apart from the Kepler problem which admits a second integral
quadratic in the velocity is in the case a = ! as we shall show. The
Hamiltonian [8]
(3.11) 1 1p 2 1 (r)H=-p·p---r +-U - ,2_ _ 2 p p2 p
where p = pet) is an arbitrary function of time and U an arbitrary




. . . .. In the case a = !' (1.7) is
(3.13) H
I 1_2= - P . P - - p.r .2 _ _ 2
The potential in (3.13) can be obtained from that in (3.11) in two ways:
(i) set p = 1, U = -! p.r-2 and (ll) let U =-! p.(r/p)-2_ k(r/p)2 and
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set p"/p +~ = 0, Le., p = tt. Corresponding to (i) there is the usual
4p .
energy integral and to (ii) we have
(3.14)
1 .
W6 = tWl - "2 TT
= -WIW3
..
as can be verified by direct calculation from (2.16.b) with 0 = ~. (The
reader will have noted that the choice of U(T / p) and the solution p =Tt
have been selected to give a result in accordance with (2.16.b)). The case
o = ~ happens to belong to the class of monopole problems for which the
algebra is 81(2, R) $ 80(3) [Moreira et al 1985, Leach & Gorringe 1988]
and the additional symmetry gives rise to an integral which is quadratic
in t, but, as one would expect, it is not algebraically independent of
Wl, W2 and W3'
4. Conclusion. We have seen that the additional symmetry which
the equation of motion for a particle moving under the influence of
a central power law force possesses leads naturally to the conserva-
tion laws of energy and angular momentum and to a time-dependent
first integral which arises from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation when the
first two conservation laws are present. In general we do not expect a
fourth independent conservation law/first integral for then, with (2.17),
the system would be overdetermined. The explicit expression for the
Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector for the Kepler problem (0 = 2/3) appears
almost anomalous in the general power law central force context al-
though explicit expressions for similar vectors are known for other types
of force laws (Mittleman and Jezewski 1982, Mittleman and Jezewski
1983, Thompson 1987, Leach and Gorringe 1987, Gorringe and Leach
1988). We have been unable to determine any for general a, but we do
know that, if such a conserved quantity exists, it will not be quadratic
in the velocities and we doubt that it will be autonomous.
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There is a natural link between contact symmetries (symmetries that leave invariant the first-
order contact form) and first integrals of a given second-order ordinary differential equation.
It will be shown that the contact symmetry algebra of a general second-order ordinary
differential equation is infinite dimensional and it is generated by the functionally independent
first integrals of the equation. Moreover, the contact symmetry algebras of second-order
equations admitting one, two, three, and eight point symmetries are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Whereas there have been many publications devoted to
the study of the point symmetry structure ofordinary differ-
ential equations, the same is not true for the contact symme-
try structure. Since the initial works of Lie l on this subject .
there have been few contributions to this area. Notable
among these are the works of Campbe1l2 and Eisenhart,3
who in the main consider the geometry of contact transfor-
mations. Recently, there have been books by Anderson and
Ibragimov4 and Ovsiannikov' devoted to Lie's first-order
contact transformation groups and their generalization. We
also mention a paper by Schwarz6 dealing with the contact
symmetries (not to be confused with generalized symme-
tries) of the one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator.
The Lie algebra ofcontact symmetries ofthe simple harmon-
ic oscillator is shown to be infinite dimensional. Moreover,
the Lie algebra of point symmetries, viz., s1(3,R) is recov-
ered as a subalgebra of the infinite-dimensional algebra. In
Sec. III we present a generalization of this result. More pre-
cisely, we determine the contact symmetries of the general
linear second-order equation. We also obtain the contact
symmetry algebras of nonlinear second-order equations ad-
mitting one, two, three, and eight point symmetries, respec-
tively. These results are natural extensions ofthe results pre-
sented in our previous work on point symmetry algebras (see
Ref. 7) and provide a direct relationship between (contact)
symmetries and first integrals of a second-order ordinary
differential equations.
11. CONTACT SYMMETRY CONDITION
We begin with an operator
Y= s(t,q,q) :t + 1/(t,q,q) ~ , (1)
where sand:" are analytic functions. The jth prolongation
(see, e.g., Ref. 8) of Y is the operator (note q(\) = q and
q(2) = q)
ylJI = Y+ ~ 1/[k l _ a _ j= 12 (2)
k~1 aq(k) , , ,
where 7](k I is given by the recursion relation (1/10 1== 1/)
1/lk l =~ 1/[k- I) _ q(k)~ S' k = 1,2, (3)
dt dt
with the total differentiation operator
d a . a .. a
-=-+q-+q-. (4)
dt at aq aq
Then it is said that Y, as in ( 1), is a generator ofa generalized
symmetry (or simply a generalized symmetry) of the sec-
ond-order equation written in normal form q = E(t,q,q) , E
analytic, if
y(2) [q _ E(t,q,q)] = 0,
whenever q= E. Once E is given, the above symmetry con-
dition, after using (3) and (4), can be written as a partial
differential equation in Sand 1/. There exists, in general, an
infinite number of generalized symmetries for any second-
order equation. However, there is no systematic method of
determining these generalized symmetries except if one
makes a suitable ansatz for the coefficient functions (see,
e.g., Ref. 9). Even then the calculation can be unwieldly.
We specialize to generators offirst-order tangent or con-
tact transformations. We discuss the notion ofcontact trans-
formations as applied to second-order equations. Consider
the first prolongation of the operator (1) of the form
X = s~ + 1/ 3-. + 1/1 113-., (5)
at aq aq
in which the coefficient functions S, 7], and 1/1 I 1depend only
on t, q, and q. Using the recursion relation (3) we can write
1/1 11 in its expanded form as
1/[1 1= 1/, + q7]q +~" - q(s, + qSq + qS,,),
where the suffices refer to partial derivatives. Since S, 1/, and
1/1 11do not depend on q, we have the following determitiing
equations of the one-parameter group of transformation
generated by X
1/" = qS", (6)
1/1 11 = 1/, + q(1/q - s,) - ifSq'
By a contact symmetry we shall mean a symmetry vector
field X defined in R3, as in (5), such that (6) is satisfied. It
follows, by virtue ofour definition, that a contact symmetry
is a restricted type of generalized symmetry. We introduce
the auxiliary analytic function W(t,q,q) defined by (cf. Refs.
4-6)
W(t,q,q) = 1/(t,q,q) - qS(t,q,q). (7)





. Consequently, we can write S, 71, and 711I 1 in terms of Was
s= - Wq, 71= W-qWq,
7111 ] = W, + qWq = W(\) - qWq•
Conversely, for an arbitrary function W(t,q,q), Eqs. (8)
give a solution of the determining Eqs. (6). We can also
write relations for 71121 in terms of W. We have
71[2] = W(21 - q(3IWq• (9)
The contact symmetry condition for a second-order equa-
tion is
X(I][q-E(t,q,q)] =0, (10)
whenever q= E. Here, we have identified X [I J with Y 12l of
(2). Equation (10) upon using (8) and (9) can be written
solely in terms of Wand its partial derivatives.
If W is linear in q, the corresponding contact symmetry
is a prolonged point symmetry. A point symmetry is often
referred to as a zeroth-order contact symmetry.··5 One can
then speak of a contact symmetry (in the way we have de-
fined it) as being a first-order contact symmetry.
Ill. CONTACT SYMMETRY ALGEBRA
Consider a second-order equation written in normal
form, viz.,
q = E(t,q,q = p)'. (11)
where E is analytic. The contact symmetry condition for
(11) is (10) whenever (11) holds. In terms of W, we can
write (10) as
W(21 _p(2)Wp - (WOI -PWp)Ep
- (W-pWp)Eq + WpE, =0. (12)
Expanding (12), subject to (11) holding, we obtain a linear
second-order partial differential equation which after some
suitable rearrangement can be written as
(
a a a )2-+p-+E- W
at aq ap
(
a. a a )-E -+p-+E- W-E W=O.
p at aq ap q
Werecognize thata / at +pa / aq + Ea / ap is the operatorof
total differentiation along q= E which we denote by r.
Hence, we can express (13) more compactly as
r 2 (W) -Epr(W) -EqW=O. (14)
For a given E, the solution of ( 14), via (8), will generate the
contact symmetry algebra of ( 11 ).
It is instructive to first consider the example of the free
particle equation, q= O. This will provide a cue for a more
general treatment. Invoking (14) with E = 0, upon intro-
ducing the function S(t,q,p) , leads to
reS) = 0 and re W) = S.
The solution of ( 15) is straightforward and we have
W(t,q,p) = tU(l,J) + V(l,J), (16)
where
1= p, J =q - pt, (17)
and U, JIare arbitrary functions oftheir arguments. Thus the
free particle equation admits an infinite-dimensional Lie al-
gebra of contact symmetries. Its generators ofcontact sym-
metries are defined by (8) and (16). As for the simple har-
monic oscillator (see Table 1 of Schwarz6), one can also
. obtain the eight point symmetries of the free particle equa-
tion by an appropriate choice of the functions Uand V.Ifwe
choose U and Vas (U and V are obtained by setting Wpp
=0)
U= (co +cIP)(q-tp) +c2 + c3P+C,p2,
(18)
V = Cl (q - tp)2 + (c. + c,p) (q - tp) + C6 + c,p,
where the cj's are constants, then W is linear in p
W= (cotq+cli+C2t+C4q+C6)
- p(cot
2+ Cl tq - c3 t - c4t - csq - c,). (19)
Consequently there are eight point symmetries that generate
the Lie algebra s1(3,R).
What are the salient features that arise from treating the
free particle equation? First, we observe that the contact
symmetry algebra is infinite dimensional. Second, we notice
that the arguments of the two functions U and V given in
( 17) are functionally independent first integrals of the equa-
tion itself. That is, the contact symmetries are generated by
the first integrals ofq= O. In a sense there is a link between
the contact symmetries and the first integrals of the free par-
ticle equation. The properties outlined are also satisfied by
the one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator.6 Hence,
they are satisfied by two of the paradigms ofone-dimension-
al systems.
Are the above features peculiar to general linear second-
order equations? More generally, do they hold even for non-
linear second-order equations?
For a general linear second-order equation we require E
of (11) to be of theform (note p = q)
E = - P(t)p - y(t)q - 6(t), (20)
wherep(t), y(t), and 6(t) are arbitrary analytic functions.
Substituting (20) into (14) we obtain
r 2( W) +p(t)re W) + y(t) W = 0, (21)
in which the coefficients P, y depend only on t [cf. the gen-
eral case (14) ].
We implement a procedure whereby (21) can be re-
duced to the simple form [cf. (15)]
f2(JV(T,Q,P» = 0, (22)
where T, Q (note P =Q'), and Ware the transformed vari-
ables to be defined and f = a/aT + pa / aQ. To perform the
reduction of (21) to (22), we at first treat the differential
equation (21) as a linear homogeneous second-order ordi-
nary differential equation in W. Then one can look upon
(22) as the transformed "free particle" equation in Wwith f
the operator of total differentiation d /dT along Q" = 0
(. = d / dn. Notwithstanding this, we simultaneously have
to effect a transformation of the general linear nonhomogen-
eous equation, i.e., (11) with E given by (20) to the free
particle equation Q. = O.
Let us indicate how one obtains the point transforma-
tion that reduces the general linear equation






The change ofvariables that brings (32) to the form (33) is
W= W, T= lI(t+A). (34)
The solution of (33) is straightforward and we eventually
have that Wof (31) takes the form
W=pU(l,J) + V(l,J), (35)
where I( = A), J are
1 = lip - t, J =P exp q, (36)
which are two functionally independent first integrals of
(30).
Admittedly the nonlinear example, admitting sl(3,R),
just treated is a simple one. However, the above procedure
equally well applies to any nonlinear equation that admits
the sI (3,H) algebra. The most general second-order equa-
tion that admits the sl(3,R) algebra is given by (24). Equa-
tion (24) is reducible to the simplest equation Q" = 0 by
means of the regular point transformation Q =F(t,q),
T = G(t,q). The solution of (24) is F(t,q) = G(t,q)/1 + 12
which can be (locally) solved for q in terms of t. Thus one
can writeEq andEp of( 14) in terms oft. This in turn implies
that ( 14) can be cast in the form (21) from which one can
deduce (33) and hence the contact symmetry algebra of
(24). Alternatively, one can resort to the implicit form (16)
where Wis now a function ofT = G, Q = F, and P = dQ IdT
with I and J given by (17) in terms of T= G, Q = F, and
P=dQldT.
We have in fact proved the following theorem.
Theorem: The contact symmetry Lie algebra ofa linear
or linearizable (via a point transformation) second-order
equation is the infinite-dimensional algebra as Ell. sl(3,R)
( Ell. denotes semidirect sum and as denotes the Lie algebra
of purely contact symmetries) and it is generated by the
functionally independent first integrals of the equation.
In the general case we cannot always express Eq and Ep
of (14) explicitly in terms of t. This in general involves a
priori knowledge of the solution (or, at worst, the first inte-
grals) of the nonlinear equation (11). However, one can
locally solve ( 11) for q as a function oft with respect to some
given initial conditions. Then, in principle, one can obtain
the contact symmetry algebra of the nonlinear equation _
involving a constant of integration A of (30). Now we can
reduce (32) to the form [cf. (22)]
r2(W(T,q,p» =0 (33)
by means of the transformation (t, W)~(T, W), where
- a dt a dt a
r=-+p--+-E-.
aT dT aq dT ap
for contact symmetries. Invoking (14) with E = - i
= - p2 we have .
r 2 ( W) + 2pr( W) = O. (31)
Unlike (21), (31) contains p as a coefficient of r< W). To
write (31 ) in the form (21 ), we requirep to be given explicit-
ly in terms of t. Accordingly, we need at least a first integral
of (30). For this problem it is clear that (31) can be written
as
(26)
q+ P(t)q + r(t)q + <5(t) = 0 (23)
to the free particle equation Q " = O. In Ref. 10 it was shown
that
[F,G ]q"q + [F,G ]q',qqJ + ([F,G ]9'" + 2[F~G ],q,q)i
+ ([F,G ]",q + 2[F,G ],q,l)q + [F,G ]"" = 0, (24)
where, for example, [F,G ]"" is a shorthand for
F" G, - F, G", is the most general type ofsecond-order ordi-
nary differential equation equivalent to the free particle
equation Q" = 0 by means of the diffeomorphism
Q = F(t,q), T = G(t,q), with Jacobian [F,G ]q" not identi-
cally zero at least locally. By setting the coefficients ofif and
i in (24) to zero and solving for F and G one can obtain the
point transformation that will reduce (23) to the free parti-
cle equation (see Refs, 11 and 12). It turns out that (23) is
reducible to Q " = 0 if
p(t) = (lnAC 2r, C =FO,
r(t) = (1 ). + 1 C+ C
A A C C'
1 [(.4)' A· .. ]<5(t) = C A D+ A D + D ,
Thus for linear equations we have the following conclusion.
The contact symmetry algebra of the general linear sec-
ond-order equation is infinite dimensional and is generated
by the functionally independent first integrals of the equa-
tion.
Let us now consider an example ofa nonlinear equation
that has the sl(3,R) algebra. We investigate
q+i =0, (30)
and
Accordingly the point symmetry algebra of (23) is the same
as that for the free particle equation which is sl(3,R) (see
Refs. 13-15). We show that (23) admits an infinite-dimen-
sional algebra ofcontact symmetries that contains sI (3,R) as
a subalgebra.
We require the following transformation scheme
(t,q,p = q,W)~(T,Q,P= Q',W),
such that the transformation in t is the same for both
(t,W)~(T,W) and (t,q)~(T,Q), i.e. T= T. This can be
done by using the result of the preceding discussion. It fol-
lows that the transformation
W=ACW, T=A, Q=A(Cq+D),
P=A(Cq + D)IA + (Cq + D) + Cp,
where A, C, and D are functions of t related to .0, r, and <5 by
(25), will reduce (21) to (22). The solution of (22) in T, Q,
P, and Wvariables clearly is of the form (16). This, in turn,
implies that the solution of (21) is [using (27) ] ofthe form
W(t,q,p) = (A lAC) U(l,J) + (lIAC) V(l,J), (28)
with 1 given by (27b) and J by
J=A(Cq+D) -ACp-A(Cq+D) -AA(Cq+D)IA.
(29)
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( II ). Thus the contact symmetry algebra ofa second-order
equation possessing no point symmetry is infinite dimen-
sional and we shall denote it as 0 0 •
Let us now consider the equivalence class of equations
that admit one point symmetry. Then we can write (I I} in
the form q= E(t,p}. This equation admits the point symme-
try algebra A I (see Ref. 7) realized by the canonical vector
field a laq. We investigate the contact symmetry algebra of
this equation. Invoking (14) withE = E(t,p} , andintroduc-
ing the function S(t,q,p} , gives rise to
r(S} = Ep and In r( W) = S. (37)
The solution of (37) is
W(/,q,p} = U(l,J}[f ~ expUP ~. dP')dP]
+ V(l,J}, (38)
where Uand Vare arbitrary functions of the first integrals of
q= E(t,p}.
The contact symmetry algebra ofan equation admitting
exactly one point symmetry is infinite dimensional and is
given by 0 1 ~ r41'
We obtain the contact symmetry algebra of equations
having two point symmetries by invoking (38). First, we
look at equations admitting the 2A I (Abelian) algebra of
point symmetries (see Ref. 7). This means that (I I} must
admit a laqanda lal (instandardform). Hence (1 I} can be
brought to the form q= E(p}. Utilizing (38) with
E = E(p} we immediately get [cf. (35)]
W(/,q,p} = U(l,J}p + VU,J}, (39)
where I and J are the first integrals
J
p dr
1= E(r} - I,
Jp dr JPJ' dsJ = P E(r} - E(s} dr - q.
The contact symmetry algebra here is infinite dimensional
and given by 0 21 ~ s2A I •
The canonical equation admitting the A2 (see Ref. 7)
algebra of point symmetries is q= t - IH(p} [set
E = t - IH(p} in (ll)] with generators a laq and
TABLE I. Equations with the form of Wand the contact symmetry algebra.
ta lat + qa laq. The first integrals are
. (JP d )I = I - I exp __r_,
H(r}
J = p exp(fP --.!!!.-) - t - Iq exp(fP --.!!!.-)
H(r} H(r}
- JP exp(f'~) dr. (41)
H(s}
We substitute E = 1- IH(p} in (38). This, upon using
. (4Ia), leads to
W(t,q,p} = U(l,J} JP exp(fs -!!!:-) ds + V(l,J}. (42)
H(r}
I and J are, as usual, the first intagrals given in (41). The
contact symmetry algebra is infinite dimensional, given by
0 22 ~ sA 2 •
It remains now to discuss the contact symmetry algebra
of second-order equations admitting exactly three point
symmetries. We use the following notation. When referring
to 03j' we mean thejth (j = 1,2,...,7) algebra of purely con-
tact symmetries which forms a semidirect sum with a three-
dimensional algebra. There are five representative classes of
second-order equations possessing exactly three point sym-
metries (see Ref. 7). We list the equations (in each case
B ¥O, heR and U, Vare arbitrary functions ofthe functional-
ly independent first integrals of the respective equations)
together with the form of Wand the contact symmetry alge-
bra in Table I.
Note that although Up + V is repeated thrice in the ta-
ble, the associated contact Lie algebra is different in each
case since U and V for each case have different integral de-
pendencies.
Thus we have obtained a complete classification scheme
for the contact symmetry algebras of scalar second-order
ordinary differential equations. For a given differential
equation, the contact Lie algebra is a semidirect sum of the
point symmetry (including, trivially, the zero point symme-
try) and the purely contact symmetry algebras. Moreover,
the contact Lie algebra is generated by the first integrals of
the equation itself and this provides a direct relationship be-
tween the symmetries and the first integrals.
Equation W(t,q,p) Contact algebra
ij-Bexp(-p)or
tij= -1+Bexp(-p)
tij = (b _ I}p + BpUb-ll/lb- Il
or
it = BpCb- 2)/lb- "b #0,1/2,1,2
it = B( 1+ r)JI2 exp(b tan -Ip)
tij =pJ + P + B(1 + r)J/2
tij=Br-pI2
Up+ V
Uln(l - Bexp(1- p») + V
Upb/lb- Il + V
Up+ V
Up+ V
U(Bp + (1 + p2) 112) + V




(ifb # - 1)
0.)4 $,J'f.'.b
(ifb=O)
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Dyer, McVittie and Oattes (1987) presented the field equations for shear-
free perfect fluid spacetimes which are spherically symmetric and admit a
conformal symmetry. Two special solutions of these equations are found.
Furthermore. in the general case, one field equation is solved in terms of
a Painleve transcendent. while the remaining equation is reduced to an
Emden-Fowler equation.
1. INTRODUCTION
In trying to solve the highly nonlinear field equations of general relativity
it is usually assumed that the spacetime admits symmetries. Recently a
number of solutions have been found in spherically symmetric models with
the assumption that the spacetime is invariant under a conformal Killing
vector (see e.g. Ref. 1 for the static case and Ref. 2 for the nonstatic case).
Dyer, McVittie and Oattes [3] assume a particular form of a conformal
Killing vector in the t-r plane in spherically symmetric shear-free perfect
fluid spacetimes. They derive the field equations with these restrictions,
but are unable to find any closed form solutions of these equations.
In this paper we study the two field equations of [3] in greater detail.
The appropriate results that we need from [3] are given in Section 2. In
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Section 3 we find an exact expanding solution for the field equations with
the specified conformal Killing vector by demanding that an arbitrary
function of integration vanishes. We show that this solution is a member
of a wider class of known solutions that in general do not admit a conformal
symmetry. In Section 4 we express the field equations in terms of canonical
coordinates. We find a special non-expanding solution which is non-static.
Furthermore, we show that one field equation has a solution in terms of a
Painleve transcendent, while the other is an Emden-Fowler equation.
We follow the notation and conventions of [3] throughout.
2. FIELD EQUATIONS WITH CONFORMAL SYMMETRY
In this section we give the relevant results from Dyer et al. [3] neces-
sary for our solutions. For a shear-free perfect fluid source the spherically
symmetric metric can be written in comoving coordinates as [3,4]
where the fluid four-velocity is u'" = A-lo"'t. If there is no heat flow then
B
B = AH(t) (2)
where 3H =e =the fluid expansion rate (4]. The condition for pressure
isotropy
B' 1 E" (E) (B') 24- + - = -. + 2 -.- -
B r B' B' B
yields the first integral
(3)
(4)
where G(r) is an arbitrary function of integration.
If the spacetime is invariant under a conformal Killing vector e, then
(5)
where <P is the conformal factor. The particular € chosen in [3] is, after a
coordinate transformation,
C = tfiY t + rO" r (6)
~...,
\.
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The motivation for the choice (6) is that subclasses of McVittie's solutions
[5] admit a conformal Killing vector in the t-r plane [3]. The converse
question is addressed by [3]: to find solutions of the field equations with
especified by (6). Note that (6) maps fluid flow lines into fluid flow lines
(since £{Ua = _qJUa), and is invariant under the Killing vectors X(a)
(a = 1,2,3) of spherical symmetry (i.e. [X(a),e] = 0). Note also that
in flat spacetime (6) generates a self-similarity. This is reflected in the
occurrence of the rlt dependence of AIB [see (7) below].







B = u(r/t) == u(jj)
where u is an arbitrary function. From (2) and (7)






At this stage it is convenient to distinguish between the two cases of
vanishing/nonvanishing function of integration G(r): G = 0 and G =F O.
We observe from (4) and (9) that G = 0 <=> T = O.
Case 1 (G = 0):
With G = 0 the field equations (9) and (10) become
UIJ - jjU1J1J = o.
(ll)
(12)
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We present the general solution to (11) and (12) in Section 3. Note that
this case was not considered by Dyer et al. [3].
Case 2 (G # 0):
In this case we have from eqs. (4) and (9), and then (8) that
which yields
G = r- 1- m





where m is an arbitrary constant. With the form of q in (16), (10) becomes
J.l2T JJJJIJ + J.l(2m - l)TIJIJ + (m2 - 2m + 2T)TIJ = O. (17)
Clearly Dyer et al. [3] obtained (13)-(17) by assuming thatG "# 0 and
T"# O. Equations (4) and (17) need to be integrated to obtain a solution
to the field equations with G "# O. We take up this problem in Section 4.
3. A PARTICULAR EXPANDING SOLUTION
Here we consider the Case 1 (G = 0) which was omitted in [3]. For this
special case we can integrate the field equations and obtain a consistent
solution. We assume that H "# o. If H = 0 then iJ = 0 by (2), thereby
forcing the expansion to vanish. The resulting solution will then be static
or can be generated by a static solution (since the shear also vanishes)
(Ref. 4, p.166).
On integration (11) gives the metric function
B = [r2K(t) + L(t) t 1 (18)
where K(t) and L(t) are arbitrary functions of integration. The differential
equation (12) is of the Euler-Cauchy form and has the solution
q = aJ.l2 + b = ar2Jt2 + b
where a and b are constants of integration. Then (7) gives the remaining
metric function
(19)
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Substituting the metric functions (18) and (19) into (2) gives
K(t) = -aJC 2 H(t)dt
L(t) = -bJH(t)dt.
Thus (18) and (19), with the above restrictions on K(t) and L(t), are a
solution to the field equations for Case 1.
Solutions with the metric function B(t, r) of the form (18) have been
reported previously (Ref. 4, p.168). In these solutions, the other metric
function A(t, r) is obtained from (2) by specifying H(t), and the functions
K(t) and L(t) are arbitrary. Here the functions of integration K(t) and
L(t) are determined by the function H(t). This restriction is a consequence
of the conformal symmetry (6). The conformal factor is [with the help of
(18) and (19)]
L - tL - r 2K - r2tJ<
4> = L + r2f{
so that in general the solution admits a proper (i.e. non-homothetic) con-
formal symmetry. .
4. SOLUTIONS WITH G(r) ::F 0
In Case 2 (G =F 0) the function of integration G(r) assumes the form
(14). By (13) we observe that B = B(r,jj) is a separable function of the
variables rand jj = rlt. This severe restriction did not arise in Section 3
when G = o. With G given by (14), we can write (4) as
(20)
If we let TJ = In r, TJ + ( = In jj and y-l = B, then (20) transforms to
(21)
:..
which has the advantage of not containing an explicit <dependence. We
have been unable to exhibit the general solution of the nonlinear, second
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order partial differential equation (21). However (21) is readily seen to
admit a special solution y = (m - 1)(3 - m) exp(m - 1)71, i.e.
(22)
The solution (22) is non-expanding since i3 = 0, which implies H = °by
(8). Then (13) shows that TIJ = 0, and by (22)
T=(m-1)(3-m).
Then eq. (10) may be solved for u. After the change of variable p = In J.l,
(10) becomes
d2u du
- - 2 - + 2(m - 1)(3 - m)u = °dp2 dp
which has the advantage of being a linear equation with constant coeffi-
cients. Thus u(p) is readily found in closed form once m is specified. Then
A is determined by (7) and (22). The time-derivative of the fluid pressure
p is found from the general expression of p (Ref. 4, p.166):
This is readily seen to be non-zero. Thus the special non-expanding solu-
tion given by (22) is not static.
We now show that in the general (expanding) case, the second field
equation (17) has a solution in terms of a Painleve transcendent. First,
we observe that (17) has a first integral
where k is a constant. We make the change of variables
where To is the constant solution of (23), given by
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Equation (25) is of Painleve form (Kamke: Ref. 6, eq. 6.23, p.547) if we
let
2(m - 2)/3 = 5a,
These equations show that /3 and i (and hence a) are arbitrary non-zero
constants, while k is determined by m:
'\,
k = 24(m - 2)2/25. (26)
Then To is determined by (24), which always has real roots, by (26). Thus
for k given by (26), the second field equation (17) has a solution given by
the solution of (25):
(27)
where l' is a Painleve transcendent (Ref. 6, eq. 6.23, p.547) and Cl, C2
are arbitrary constants.
Finally, we show that the remaining field equation (4) in the general
case (G =j:. 0 =j:. H) can be transformed to a particular case of the Emden-
Fowler equation. With the transformation 4w(t,x) = 1/B(t,r) and x =
r- 2 , (4) becomes [using (14)]:
xw" + 2w' + x(m-3)/2 w2 = 0 (28)
which is an Emden-Fowler equation (Ref. 6, eq. 6.74, p.560). Thus, given
the Painleve solution (27), we have reduced the general problem to the
solution of the Emden-Fowler equation (28).
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Abstract-When, in the generalized Emden-Fowler equation y" + f(x)y" =0, the function f(x)
takes certain forms. the equation possesses one or two Lie point symmetries and in some cases
closed-form solutions can be obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
The literature devoted to the generalized Emden-Fowler equation
y" + f(x)y" = 0 (Ll)
and its various special forms is vast. Wong [IJ in his review paper of 1975 lists 144
references and is rather selective. For example in Vol. 91 of the Monthly Notices ofthe Royal
Astronomical Society, in which Fowler [2J provides an astrophysically motivated discus-
sion, there are also papers by Milne [3J, Fairclough [4J, Hopf [5J and Russell [6J on the
Emden-Fowler equation which doubtless reflects the strong interest in stellar structure at
the time and the value of Emden's model. Equations of the form (Ll) (and more general
ones) occur as reductions of partial differential equations and there is continuing work
being done, in particular by Atkinson and Peletier [7-9].
Even in the case of the Emden-Fowler equation (f(x) = x"') closed-form solutions are
scarce although we should mention that of Kustaanheimo and Qvist [10J which arises as a
solution to the Einstein field equations. Indeed from the very beginning [l1-13J studies
were concerned rather more with the existence and behaviour of solutions and this is still
very much the case [14].
It is the objective of this paper to search for (and find) explicit solutions of equation (Ll)
using the methods of Lie point symmetry analysis. The motivation comes from general
relativity in which the Einstein field equations in the spherically symmetric shear-free model
[tOJ reduce after transformation to equation (1.1) in the case n = 2. Recently [15, 16J some
new solutions have been found within this class of models. (It is amusing to note that Fowler
[13, p. 261J remarks that "the chief interest lies ... in n odd rather than n even".)
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the principles of Lie
symmetry analysis and apply it to equation (1.1). We see that there is a natural splitting into
consideration of n #: 2 and n = 2 and the two cases are treated in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively. (Note that we do not consider the trivial cases n = 0, 1 for which the symmetry
structure and integrability are well known.)
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR THE POINT SYMMETRIES
In general an ordinary differential equation
N(x, y, y', ... , yl") = 0 (2.1)
Contributed by W. F. Ames.
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where' denotes d/dx and {Ill d"/dx", admits a Lie point symmetry
G= ~(x,y)O/ox + ~(x,y)%y
if
(2.2)
G(II)NIN=O = 0 (2.3)
where G(II) is the nth extension of G. When equation (2.1) is a second-order equation,
where






etc. The functions ~(x, y) and ~(x, y) are found by equating coefficients of independent
powers of y' in equation (2.3) separately to zero. In the case of the generalized










2 oxoy + 3fy" ay - ox2 = 0
02~ o~ o~
- - fy"- + 2fy"- + ~f'y" + n~fy"-l = o.
ox2 ay Ox





and a and e are related via




In the case of equation (2.9) the last term on the left-hand side signals the need to
distinguish between n #: 2 and n = 2. In the case n #: 2 we obtain in addition to equation
(2.11)
d = 0 e" = 0
(n - l)fe + 2fa' + f'a = O.
When n = 2, the equations are
d" = 0 e" = - 2fd
ef + af' + 2a'f= O.





3. CASE n #: 2
From equations (2.11)-(2.13) we have





f= Ka-{1I+2l/2 exp [ -IX fJC ds J. (3.1)
a(s)
We note that for IX #: 0, f(x) is an algebraic function only in the case that the discriminant of
the coefficients of a(x) is positive. .
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(3.7)
Before we proceed with the general implications of the general result in equation (3.1) we
consider the restriction of equation (1.1) to the standard Emden-Fowler equation in which
f(x) = x m. Now equation (2.13) is a constraint on a(x) and c(x) and we find that
(m + n + 3)A 2 = 0 (3.2)
a = - t(2m + n + 3)A 1 (3.3)
mAo = O. (3.4)
In the case m = 0, we can have three generators of symmetry if n = - 3 and a = 0, namely
o
G1 = - (3.5)ox
o 0
G2 =2x- + y- (3.6)ox oy
2 00G3 =x -+xy-ox oy
with the commutation relations
[G 1,G2] = 2Gl' [G 1 ,G3] = G2, [G2,G3 ] = 2G3
and so the algebra is evidently sl(2,R). However, the case m = 0 is not really of interest.
In the general case m =I: 0, if m + n + 3 =I: 0 there is just the single symmetry
o m + 2 0
G1 = x ox - n _ 1 Yoy (3.8)
which is the generator of a self-similar transformation. The Emden-Fowler equation is
transformed to autonomous form by the rescaling transformation [17]
and becomes
y = yx(m+2)/(1I-l) x = logx (3.9)
(3.10)Y" _ 2m + n + 3 Y' + m + 2 m + n + 1 Y + Y" =O.
n-l n-l n-l
For general m and n eq~ation (3.10) can only be reduced to a first-order equation.
When m + n + 3 = 0, in addition to the symmetry in equation (3.8), we also have
2 0 0 3 )G2 = X - + xy - ( .11ox oy
which represents a conformal transformation. Since [G1 , G2 ] = G2 , we may use G2 to
reduce
y" + X-(1+3)y" = 0
to quadratures [18]. The invariants of Gl are found from
dx dy dy'




u = yx- 1
This leads to the first-order equation
v = y'x - y. (3.14)
dv u"
du = --;
which can be immediately integrated to give the first integral
1 11=_vl + __ U"+ 1•
2 n + 1
As u' = vx- l , equation (3.15) can be rewritten as the quadrature
1 1 f'''-' du
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(3.17)
(In the case n = - 1, uft + 1/n + 1 is replaced by log u.) It is possible to perform the
quadrature in closed form whenever n takes the form -(i - 1)/(i + 1) where i is an integer,
but inversion to obtain y as a global function of x is possible only in the case n = - 3.
(Strictly speaking when n is not an integer one should write x"'yft = x- ft - 3yft as
xylxl- ft - 4 Iylft-l.)
We now revert to the discussion of the generalized Emden-Fowler equation with f as
given by equation (3.1). Under the transformation
f"'ds (a.X)X = - Y = ya -: 1/2 exp ---a(s) n - 1




Y" +-- Y' + MY + KY" =0
n-l
M=(_a.)2_~
n - 1 4
(3.18)
(3.19)
and .1 is the discriminant Ai - 4AoA 2 . If a. = 0, equation (3.18) is readily reduced to
quadratures. In the case .1 > 0 and a. = ± 2fl/(n - 1) equation (3.18) can be reduced to
d2 v
du 2 + sgn(K)vft = 0 (3.20)
by the transformation
Y= vexp[ ( - n: 1 ± ~ fi)X ]
u = (IKI/.1)1 /2 exp [ ± fix]. (3.21)
The reduction of equation (3.20) to quadrature is immediate. In this case f is algebraic
and is given by
since
f(x) = K(2A 2 t+ 3 (2A 2 x + A 1 + fi)-lft+3)f2±2/Ift -ll
x(2AiX + Al - fl)-lft+3l/H2/Ift -ll (3.22)
4. THE CASE n = 2




x",+4a - A + A x + A x 2 ....:0=-- _




c = ta' + a. = tAl + Cl + A 2 x - ° (4.1)
(m + 1)(m + 2) (m + 2)(m + 3)
provided m ::I: -1, - 2, - 3, - 4. (In fact explicit calculations for the excluded cases show
that there is nothing special about them. For m = - 1, the equation y" + x -1 y2 = 0 has
the single symmetry xiJ/ox - yo/fJy; for m = -2, y" + X- 2 y2 = 0 has xiJ/fJx; for m = -3,
y" + X- 3y 2 = 0 has xfJ/fJx + yfJ/fJy and, for m = -4, y" + X- 4 y2 = 0 has xiJ/iJx + 2yfJ/fJy.
In other words, the symmetry is of the self-similar kind found for all other values of m. Note
also that under the transformation x ~ x -1, Y~ y/x, m = -1 is mapped to m =4 and
(4.3)
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m = -2 is mapped to m = -3.) The consistency condition (2.15) leads to
Ao =0 (4.2a)
ex "!" 1(2m + 5)A 1 = 0 (4.2b)
(m + 5)A2 = 0 (4.2c)
(7m + 15)Do = 0 (4.2d)
(7m + 20)D 1 = O. (4.2e)
Condition (4.2b) is just the self-similar transformation and condition (4.2c) is the
m + n + 3 =0 case which represents a conformal transformation. The treatment of each
case is the same as for the general n case and will not be repeated here. It is conditions (4.2d)
and (4.2e) which introduce something new for the case n = 2.
When m = -20/7, the two symmetries are
a a
G1 =7x-+ 6y-ox ay
a a
G = 343x8{7 - + (l96x 1/7 y + 12x)-
2 ox ay
with [G 1 , G2 ] = G2 , which means that the solution of
y" + X- 20{7y2 = 0
can be reduced to quadratures with G2 [18].
The integral invariants of G2 are
6
U = x- 4{7y _ _ X 2/7
49
4 12v = x 4{7 y' - - x - 3/7Y __ X 3/7
7 343
the reduced equation is
dv
du = v
and, since v = x 8{7 u', the solution of equation (4.3) is reduced to the quadrature
fu d7( - 1{7 - 1{7) - "Xo - x - uo (21 _ ir,3)1/2
where 1 is a constant and Uo = u(xo, yo).
When m = - 15/7, the two symmetries are
a a
G1 = - 7x ox - y ay
a a
G = 343x6/7 - + (147x -1/7 y - 12)-
2 ox ay
and [Gp G2 ] = G2 • The integral invari~nts of G2 are
u = x- 3{7 Y _ ~ x- 2{7
49
3 12
v = x 3{7 y' -7 x- 4{7 y + 343 x- 3{7
and the result corresponding to equation (4.4) is
7( 1{7 1{7) fU d"x - Xo = MO (21 _ i,,3)1/2·
(4.4)
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(4.5)
(4.11)
(Note that the transformation x - X-I, Y - y/x, maps the m = 14/7 equation to the
m = - 20/7 equation.)
We note that, for those cases in which the solution is reducible to quadratures due to the
possession of. two symmetries with the property [G 1 , G2 ] = G2 , G1 is a self-similar
symmetry whereas G2 appears to be of a conformal type. Bouquet et al. [20] studied
equations invariant under time translation and self-similarity the generators of which also
have the algebra [G 1 , G2 ] = G2 and in that case it was the time translation symmetry which
led to the reduction to quadratures.
We turn now to the generalized Emden-F,?wler equation for which equations (2.11),
(2.14) and (2.15) give
d=Do +D1 x
C =ta' + a
f= Ka-'/2 exp ( -a Id:)
where a(x) is the solution of the non-linear equation
a'" = - 4Kda - 5/2 exp (-a Id:). (4.6)
(It is interesting to note that the expression for f in equation (4.5) is the same as that
found by Leach [20] in his study of a time-dependent oscillator with a quadratic anhar-
monic term. The equation for a(x) differed from equation (4.6).) Without solving the
equation for a(x) we can transform the generalized Emden-Fowler equation with f as given
in equation (4.5) as follows. The symmetry




G = oX (4.8)
by means of the transformation
X = Id:, Y= ya -1/2 exp ( - aId: ) - I[da 3/2 exp( - aId: ) ] dx. (4.9)
Under this transformation the generalized Emden-Fowler equation becomes
y' + 2aY + Ky2 + (1M + a2 )y + N =0 (4.10)
where K is the constant in f and
M = aa" - ta,2 + 4K f[da - 3/2 exp( - ex fd: ) ] dx
N = iI(4a2 + 2M - 4KI) + a- 1(a' + 21%)1' + a- 2I"
where
and M and N are constants. (In fact M comes fro.m the formal integration ofequation (4.6).)
The constant term in equation (4.10) can be removed by a translation, Y = Z + J, where
J satisfies
and equation (4.10) becomes
Z" + 2aZ' + KZ2 + (1M + 1%2 + 2KJ)Z = O.






u = exp( - !CLX)
equation (4.13) is transfQrmed to
(4.14)
v" + v2 = 0 (4.15)
which is easily reduced to a quadrature. For this to be possible, CL must take the value
(4.16)
In view of the expression for .11 ' equation (4.16) leads to the requirement that
KN ~ m2/4.
Thus we see that without actually solving equation (4.6) we have been able to delineate
the conditions under which the generalized Emden-Fowler equation can be reduced to
quadratures.
Although we have been unable to solve equation (4.6) in general, it is easy to obtain some
particular solutions in the case CL = O. If one assumes that a has the form
a = (Ao + A1 x)ft
it is straightforward to see that consistency of equation (4.6) demands that fJ = 6/7 and d be
constant. This recovers the m = - 20/7 case with the obvious generalization to Ao + A 1 X
instead of x.
The trial function
a = (Ao + A 1 x + A 2 x 2 )P
yields fJ = 4/7, d a monomial and .1 = 0 and so the m = - 15/7 case is recovered. (Once
again, these two cases are limited by a transformation, namely x -+ X-I, Y -+ y/x.)
S. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have sought similarity solutions to the Emden-Fowler equation
y" + x"'y" = 0
and the generalized Emden-Fowler equation
y" + f(x)y" = o.
We have found a variety of solutions for various values of m and n in the former case and
various functional forms of f(x) and values of n in the second case. It is interesting to note
that it was the order-two equations arising in solutions to the Einstein field equations which
provided the richest structure.
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The problem of the existence of elementary bound states is discussed. A-trivial~bservation
that every elementary wave function tfJil(r) is an exact bound state for an appropriate
potential, V(r) = rlil [t{1(r),r], is shown to lead toa very transparent form of the "quasiexact"
(QE) solvability condition 0il = rlJl for doublets and multiplets of the 1/I's. In this
sense, the particular class of elementary ansitze, tfJil(r) =~polynomial(?)
Xexp[r'polynomial (?)], also defines the particular class of QE-solvable potentials. They
have an elementary nonpolynomial (rational) form, possibly also with a strongly singular-
repulsiv~reat the origin. The properties of these forces are discussed in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the SchrOdinger equation for
harmonic oscillators is exactly solvable. Their potential
'1'= rl°1(r) =A? with A >°is a rather exceptional force.
In accord with Newton, I we may only list three other
completely solvable radial SchrOdinger equations,
During the later development the interest in polyno-




d2 1(/+1) 1"1 ]
-d?+~+ V I (r) =Et{1(r), 1=0,1,.... (I)
(Refs. 5-11), of the strongly singular potential
(4)
The first one, with Coulombic rlll(r) =B/r and B <0,
proves obtainable simply by the change of variables
r-r' =? in the harmonic oscillator, Eq. (1 ).2 In the sec-
ond case the square-well potential function, rl21 (r)
=Ar"", remains discontinuous. Finally Newton's last
case, the solvable-repulsive-spike with JA31(r) =Ar-2
does not possess any bound states at all.
Weaker definitions of the exact solvability may be-
and are currently being-accepted. Even the mere restric-
tion of Eq. (l) to a single partial wave (/= lfaxed) enables
one to solve this equation already for a fairly broad class
of the so-called Bargmann potentials. I
Recently, a strengthening tendency toward further
weakening of the solvability concept may be noticed. Fol-
lowing the pioneering work of Singh et al. 3 devoted to the
potential
(2)
many people started feeling happy even when a single
solution of Eq. (1) acquired an elementary form. The
construction of these partial or "quasiexact" (QE) solu-
tions was extended by Magyari4 to arbitrary polynomials.
(Ref. 12), and of the various more complicated descen-
dants of these examples. Here we intend to propose a
further extension or "natural closure" of this QE class of
V(r)'s.
We shall start from a fixed, postulated structure of
the ground-state 1/I(r)'s. In the present paper we shall
only use exponentials, powers, and polynomials as ele-
mentary functions. Thus we take the wave functions to be
of the form
1/I(r)=~ polynomial (,1) xexp[~polynomial (,1) ]. (5)
Arbitrary superpositions of the above examples (2)-(4)
will be shown to enter this QE-solvability scheme in a
natural way (Sec. 11).
In Sec. Ill, the formal challenge of constructing and/
or proving the simultaneous existence of several elemen-
tary bound states t{1=vfJl (r}, j= 1,2,...,t for the same p0-
tential V(r) will be analyzed. Next, Sec. IV will be
devoted to the underlying algebraic considerations. Sec-
tion V will complement it by a short discussion of the
possible moves beyond the imminent QE-solvability lim-
itations. In Sec. VI we provide a summary.
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11. THE CONCEPT OF QE SOLVABILITY
In the light of the various possible (e.g., perturba-
tiveI3.14) applications of the QE solutions and/or of their
multiplets, we believe that their completion and general
analysis remains a topical problem. An indirect indica-
tion of its importance may be documented by the multiple
(independent) rediscoveries of, say, the QE results of
Singh et al. 3 (cf. e.g., Refs. 15-19).
The initial encouragement of our present new 9E
study stemmed from a rather puzzling mixture of trivial
and nontrivial features in virtually any QE-solvable prob-
lem. In particular, a strong motivation came from con-
structionsof multiplets, as described, e.g., in Ref. 12 on
the singular equation (4) or in Refs. 9 and 20-22, de-
voted to the nonpolynomial anharmonicity (3).
A. The reconstruction of a single potential
An explicit construction of a single elementary bound
state becomes entirely trivial once we proceed in an "in-
verse" manne~3 and postulate some (i.e., arbitrary, not
necessarily elementary) form of the exact bound state
t/J(r).7,24 As a consequence our partially solvable fo~ces
will be easily obtainable from Eq. (1) once we reread It as
an explicit formula for, or definition of, VCr) itself, viz.,
(6)
Obviously any imposed ground-state wave function
t/J=tLJ!l(r) generates the corresponding potential V
= vliY(r) explicitly, via the simple rearrangement (6) of
Eq. (1). In a pheriomenological context the trivial inverse
'f d .. 23 1procedure IS 0 ten use , e.g., In SpIn systems or aser
theory.25 Of course, most papers on partial or "quasiex-
act" solvability of Eq. (6) deal with its less trivial aspects.
Thus let us start with their short-and by far
incomplete-review.
B. The possible applications of QE solvability
For the sake of brevity people often select polynomial
potentials as the simplest models that may be partially
solvable.4,26 Several formal aspects appeared as a moti-
vation for these studies. We may recall, e.g., the presence
of continued fractions that terminate3 and/or the
above-mentioned change of variables, giving the Coulomb
+ linear + harmonic Fivel modification of Eq. (2).27
Results of this type may be generalized in certain
very natural ways.28 Again a broad variability of the QE
forces themselves (e.g., after the same change of variables
or after a less straightforward transition to the noncen-
tral29 or many-bodyl9 cases) is worth mentioning.
QE considerations are usually assisted by detailed
analyses of some separate examples. Indeed, starting from
the simplest sextic anharmonic example of Singh et a1.,3
and ending up, e.g., with quasi-SchrOdinger equations in
some curved spaces,18 the examples always clarify our
understanding of the QE phenomenon. In this setting
studies of the algebraic propertieS of the QE models17 or
of their supersymmetric background30 or recurrent fea-
tures31 should also be recalled. QE examples play an im-
. 32· hportant role in the analyses of 1/N expansIons, In t e
.. Itt' 33 tapproxlmatlve extrapo a ons, e c.
A methodically important extension of the QE hori-
zon was provided by transition to nonpolynomial forces.
'alI 1 . 1S-7,10 'blof the form V=polynoUll po ynomla , poSSI Y
also with singularities in VCr) at finite values of r. 11 The
well-behaved forces of the latter type became very popu-
lar as a testing ground. A particular emphasis has been
laid upon the simplest nontrivial nonpolynomial anhar-
monicity, J?/( 1+~)S-11 and/or its screened-Coulombic
equivalent.34 We remind the reader of the pertinent in-
teresting algebraic results and observations of Whitehead
et al.,35 who proposed to treat certain sets of solutions as
multiplets of Sturmians. Adhikari et al. 36 reemphasized
the relevance of rational examples in supersymmetric
quantum mechanics.
In a purely computational context new features of the
nonpolynomial case were noticed in Refs. 37 and 38.
Whenever these forces become singular, we immediately
39 Th' . hlose the firm background of standard theory. IS IS t e
reason why the singular case has been studied separately
by several authors. IHO Vice versa, we may only apply the
relevant and well-established Floquet mathematical the-
ory39 to the simplest (e.g., inverse-sextic) singular anhar-
monicities.41
In a way an ultimate methodical QE extreme is rep-
resented by the forces that are nonpolynomial (rational)
and strongly singular (repulsive) in the origin at the
same time. Particular attention has to be paid to the ex-
tremely natural character of this "last-step" generaliza-
tion, which seems to have been, rather undeservedly, ne-
glected in the literature up to now. It preserves all the
merits of feasibility of the simpler QE potentials.
In this paper we shall study, within these extended
QE limits, as specified by Eq. (5) above, the general
problem of existence (and also of the construction) of
multiplets-mostly doublets-of bound states. We shall
put emphasis upon the specification and representations
of some underlying algebra and symmetries. Marginal at-
tention will also be paid to the role that QE solutions may
have in the various numerical algorithms and standard as
well as new approximation schemes.
Ill. THE QE CONSTRUCTIONS
If one solves the radial SchrOdinger equation (I) nu-
merically, one·may encounter unexpected difficulties in-
deed. For example, one of the standard methods for nu-
merical computation based on the Priifer transform42 in
the NAG Library43 might fail for singular potentials (cf.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 33, No. 8, August 1992
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A. Trivial case-The ground-state-generated QE
potentials
Let us postulate each exceptional eigenstate vJ.il (r)
="'(r) of a potential y{il(r) in the form (5) or, better,
Ramatlhape et al,44 who reported that the more robust
algorithm of Gorringe and Leach4s was to be preferred).
Thus, precisely the above-mentioned exact solutions of
the singular and fractional type are needed there for test-
ing. Of course, the complexity of their explicit construc-
tion may vary.
after an inessential change in notation. By immediate
evaluation, we again arrive at the specification of the un-
derlying QE solvable potential







with D(r) merely polynomial,
N
D(r) = I dn?n,
n=O
and a slightly more complicated exponent
M




Various potentials discussed in the older literature
may be obtained at the special values of the couplings
from Eq. (12), e.g., the rational equation (3) results
from the choice of c=O, the multinomial singular equa-
tion (4) is obtained at g=O, and the polynomial-
harmonic oscillator~omes out for trivial g=c=b=O.
Again, we may emphasize that the requirement of regu-
larity c=O, as is usually used in the literature, does not
imply any simplification.
The simplest illustration may be taken over from Singh
et al. J With trivial D= I and the simplest nontrivial F(r)
=a?+{3r4 inserted in Eq. (6), we recover their sextic
polynomial potential (2) immediately. Similarly, in ac-
cord with Flessas,s we may choose trivial F(r) =a? and
nontrivial D(r) = I +g? and get the second "next-to-
solvable" potential of Eq. (3). We also obtain the
strongly singular force (4) from the trivial D= 1 and
nontrivial F(r) =a?+{3r:"'2. Thus we may expect that
the next-to-the-simplest examples will result from a com-
bined choice of nontrivial D's and Fs.
In general, we may rewrite Eq. (6) simply as an ex-
plicit formula or prescription,
B. The QE multlplets
Now that we have guaranteed, in the trivial manner,
the existence of "the simplest" ground state of the form
(7) and (11), let us consider a search for the second
bound state solution of the same SchrOdinger equation
(l) with the potential (12). In general, the assumption of
elementarity of this second bound state ~ becomes much
less trivial.
Obviously we must require that the new, overcareted
elementary factors are of the form
(13)
of our algebraic problem. We may also rewrite it as our
final formula.
with a polynomial P. The shift of energy and the coinci-
dence of potentials,
form the further conditions of existence ofour doublet or,
in general, of the several overcareted components of a
multiplet.














for the "unknown" potential. Thus let us summarize the
straightforward overall strategy that applies in the case of
a single ground-state input t/!. We postulate an elementary
formula (7)-(9) for t/! and get the explicit definition
equation (10) of the corresponding "partially solvable"
potential.
By way of further illustration let us fix nontrivial
N = 1 and, say, M =2 in Eq. (9). Then, with the simplest
negative p. = - 2, we have
D(r) = I +g?, F(r) =a?+b log r+cr-2, a,c.g> 0,
(11 )
2D'P' 2P'F' - 1'"
€=---+DP P (16)
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which must be satisfied by the new "unknown" wave
function or, in the present notation, by the polynomial
P=P(r).
ity requirements. At least one QE doublet of bound states
exists. We notice that this doublet degenerates to the ex-
ample (3) for c=O.
C. The simplest doublet-The constructive proof of
existence
We take D(r) and F(r), as given in (11), to denote
P=P(r) =l+I?+hrl,+z,ft, (17)
IV. THE ALGEBRAIC BACKGROUND OF QE
SOLVABIUTY
Let us assume the existence of the second QE· solu-
tion with jj replacing D and E+€ replacing E. Then, Eq.
( 15) can be written in the form
and try to satisfy Eq. (16). In the first step we notice that
the right-hand side of Eq. (16) becomes singular in the
limit r ..... O. Thus, as long as the left-hand side-the energy
difference E-must remain r independent and finite, we
have to fix the value of the coupling 1 by the condition
We may also choose any triplet of integers I, J, and K ~
the respective highest (finite) powers of r in F, D, and D,
1=0. (18) (24)
As an immediate counterpart to the latter postulate,
let us also imagine that the limiting transition r..... 00 sim-
plifies Eq. (16) considerably. The second formula,
€=24a, (19)
In this-slightly modified-notation, Eq. (23) becomes
I I [(j+k-l )(k-j)dJIe,J+1e-2] -2 I I I [il;(k
j le i j le
a=-~hc, 2b=3+4cg, 2hc+6ci=9g, (21)
from which we have, in conjunction with the require-
ments of normalizability and regularity, the final specifi-
cation of the (unique) solution,
We are left with the sufficiently simple form of Eq.
(16). It already admits a comparatively quick reduction
to the almost elementary set of equations,
-j)dJJI+j+Ie-2) +€ I I dJIe,J+Ie=o, (25)
j le
in which the highest powers of rare J +K - 2, I +J
+K - 2, and J+K in the first, second, and third sums,
respectively.
A. The nonlinear coupled algebraic equations
In the case that I> 2 the terms in the second sum in
Eq. (25) must self-cancel for powers greater than J+K.
~simple calculation shows thaV=K and that, if D and
D are normalized to dJ= 1=dK, the coefficients dJ _ i
=dK - 1, etc. until the other terms in (25) are to be co.!!.-
sidered. If I is sufficiently large, all the coefficients dj=dk
and so €=O, i.e., there is only one state for the potential
given by Eq. (10).
If I is not too large a number, there still remains some
freedom in Eq. (25), which is now reduced to a system of
2K+ I_equations in the K +3- I undetermined coeffi-
cients die and the parameter €. As such, it is a constrained
eigenva1ue problem. Although this feature has not explic-
itly been noted before, we do not labor it, but rather
consider it an alternative approach to determining the set
of polynomials D that satisfy Eq. (10).








then follows simply from the leading-order part of this
limit in Eq. (16).
In the third step we notice that the right-hand side
function ofEq. (16) also grows indefinitely near the (pair
of) roots of D(r). The disappearance of such a spurious
pole necessitates that the polynomial D divides the prod-
uct of polynomials D'P', so that we have to fix
An important observation concerns the nodal zeros
of our new state t/J. As long as both hand z are negative,
our second wave function may and must have just one
nodal zero and, therefore, it has to be interpreted as the
first excited state of our system.
In summary, our construction specifies the couplings
compatible with the current normalizability and regular-
(26)
(by implication W is even and so D is chosen as even),
which, when substituted into (25), leads to the three non-
trivial equations (the other two are zero equals zero):
€-l6a(c-d) =0,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 33, No. 8, August 1992
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(27)
in one dimension. The state
A.= -2g(g+2).





The nature of the potential in (32) is such that the
wave functions are either even or odd. We write
where 8=0 or I, depending upon whether the state is
even or odd. With this, D= 1+gx2 and F=4x2, Eq. (30)
becomes
which are consistent with the well-known results for the
even sextic potential.
The case 1 = 2 is typical of the case when a harmonic
oscillator is perturbed by a potential that contains nega-
tive powers or is a rational function, the J..x2/ ( I+p?)
perturbation being the best studied example. In (25), the
highest powers of rare J + K - 2, J + K, and J + K in the
first, second. and third sums, respectively. Equating co-
efficients of separate powers of r to zero starting from the




which means that multiplets can only occur when K=I=J.
which is very opposite to the case 1> 2. The next power
gives X (2;+8+3) -2(2;+8) ]p~i+cS
(29) (37)
and expressions for "ix_n, n=2,... , are readily found by
routine manipulation.
In the context of1 = 2 the ansatz (13) may profitably
be used, as it has been observed'·9 that the denominator of
a rational potential occurs in the wavefunction. The for-
mula (16) becomes, in an obvious notation,
..
The coefficient matrix for the vector ofp;'s is tridiagonal.
The last term permits the separation of a finite part of the
eigenvalue problem by setting E'=2(U+8) and Pi=O,
;=1+ I..... The truncated part of (37) is now an eigen-
value problem on the parameter g.




X,J+i+ I- 2+ e L Ldplri+I=O,
i I
with the highest power in P being 1-. The expression for
E' is as in (28), with K -J replaced by L. The next highest
power of r yields
P=Po( 1-4x2+4x4/7), g= -t.,
and for 1=3, E'=12,






and further coefficients follow by means of routine arith-
metic.
By way of example we take the well-known interac-
tion
It is noted that in both cases g <0 so that we are treating
the singular potential discussed in Refs. 10 and 36. The
original state is the second excited state and the subse-
quent states are the sixth and fourth or eighth (depending
on the sign in g), respectively.
Let us now put 8= 1. When 1= 1, e=6, g= -iwe get
P=P&X(1-2x2/9), which is the fifth excited state. When
J. Math. Phys.• Vol. 33. No. 8. August 1992
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H= LQk(T3)kTI+ Lbl(T3)IT2+ Lcm(T3)m,
(45)
The constants aI' a2, and j are selected to match the
different elements of the Hamiltonian.
The obvious question is whether the most general
Hamiltonian may be given a representation in terms of
the generators of the sl(2,R) or so(2,1) algebras. The
work of de Souza Dutra and Boschi Filho provides a clue
in this regard.
Their approach was to write
(44)1 [a! ]u=-. -+]-1 ,
2} a2
provided only that
It is well known that many quasiexactly solvable
problems may be related to a finite-<iimensional represen-
tation of a Lie algebra. Turbinerl7 was the first to treat
the problem of the sextic potential via the representation
B. The underlying "quasidynamical" Ue algebras
1=2, €=10, g = ( - 13 ± M)/18, and we have
P=poX(l-(2g+4)/3r+(g+4)/15x·). We may also
note that, again, in both cases we are in the singular,
. g <0, regime.
In full analogy with the above analysis of r- (x), we
might parallel it by the similar discussion concerning the
lowest powers of r and the equation (25) in the vicinity of
zero r=O. This is quite straightforward and will not be
done here.
(40)
and, since T3 was independent of D:=dldz, the third
term permitted the introduction of an arbitrary polyno-
mial potential. The ansatze of (42) and (45) can be nat-
urally generalized to
of sl(2,R), where z=x2 and ](]+ I) is the eigenvalue of
the Casimir operator. Indeed, the commutators of these
operators give the standard sl(2,R) relations (46)
(41)
and
One of the difficulties with this representation of the
elements of sI (2,R) is that one is limited to polynomial
potentials of degree six. Recently, de Souza Dutra and
Boschi Filho46 used a generalization of this representation
to attain polynomial potentials of higher degree via the
algebra so(2,1) [isomorphic to sl(2,RH The representa-
tion used was
(47)
where the coefficient functions are to be determined.
.The primary constraint on the generators in (46) is




which satisfies the so(2,1) algebra must be solved. This leads to the solutions
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 33. No. 8, August 1992
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(49)
This can be integrated to give
( 1) -2 1a=K 2LQ+ f -; +4 (r' _u)2
I ( f I)-I I-4 (r' -u) 2LQ+ -; -2 r(r' -u)',
where the functions a-i are to be determined through the
relations
where go and ho are arbitrary functions and c is an arbi-
trary constant.
It might be wondered whether a more general repre-
sentation would be possible. Suppose that we take the





where K is an arbitrary constant. However, there is no
generalization, as G1, G2, and G3 are essentially the same
as Tt, T2, and T3• In fact, in terms of writing down a
Hamiltonian operator as a combination ofJ's there is less
freedom than with the 1"s.
In summary, the analysis of the rational QE forces
with a strong singularity in the origin remains very sim-
ilar to its preceding simpler special cases. Now an impor-
tant feature of the generalization may be seen in the in-
crease of singularities in the underlying differential
equation. Only some very general methodical consider-
ations may be applied now to the construction of the
non-QE solutions. This is very much of a challenge for
applications.
After a calculation of tedious length we find that
(51)
where
G2=~[ (r' -u) (2LQ+ f ~) -11
-H2LQ+ f ~ )D'
(52)
Here Land Q are arbitrary constants, r and u are arbi-
trary functions, and the function a is the solution of the
Iirst-order equation: .
V. A FEW ANALYTIC ASPECTS OF QE SOLVABILITY
One of the most straightforward generalizations of
the QE solutions may be based on a replacement of the
polynomial [say, D(r) (8)] by its N - 00 Taylor-series
limit. In accord with the underlying theory of ordinary
differential equations,39 every (i.e., normalizable as well
as non-normalizable) solution t/!(r), which pertains to the
force V(r) regular in the origin may then be expressed in
the form ofEq. (7). Thus, the new, N - 00 extended class
of D(r)'s becomes already "too rich"-its restriction
must be guaranteed by an independent imposition of the
physical boundary conditions.47 Nevertheless, terminat-
ing solutions remain useful here as a non-numerical
source of information.
A. QE solutions as points of degeneracy of the
power-series method
Of course, a limiting transition N - 00 in D(r) (8)
may (and often does47 ) violate the physical asymptotic
boundary conditions. Hence any QE-like formal solution,
t/!( r) = Taylor series Xan auxiliary exponential,
(54)
need not represent a bound state, in general. Vice versa,
there exists a number ofexamples3.47 where it does specify
the exact solution at the correct energy.
In the QE context, it is interesting to notice that the
standard Frobenius power-series ansatz may happen to
coincide with an exact (i.e., QE) solution ifand only if its
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 33. No. 8. August 1992
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auxiliary exponential factor remains asymptotically
equivalent to the physical WKB wave function,
In such a case the QE solutions may be obtained simply
from the standard N - 00 Frohenius recurrences for the
h'S,39 complemented by the obvious conditions of termi-
nation at a finite dimension M < 00,
N














'20,0 Qo.I 0 0 0










Here M =Mq] and the superscript q is introduced to run
over all the members of the multiplet, q= 1,2,...,t.
Often the overcomplete set of linear algebraic QE
equations (56) still remains finite and may be solved non-
numerically (cf. e.g., Refs. 4, 7, or 12). In the infinite-
dimensional limit, M - 00, these equations may (but they
need not) remain solvable and their solutions may
(though they need not) remain physical. For more details
on a rigorous analysis of this limiting transition (and on
the related computational, so-called "Hill-determinant,"
method), we refer, e.g., to Hautot's review.47
B. Forces singular In the origin and doubly Infinite
Hili determinants
In the standard mathematical textbooks (e.g., Ref.
39), the usage of the name of Hill determinants differs
from Ref. 47. The name remains reserved to situations
where the force VCr) is strongly repulsive in the origin.
In such a context the above limiting transition N - 00
must be complemented by the decrease of A. - - 00 in Eq.
(8). Mutatis mutandis most of the other statements of the
preceding section remain valid again, and only the matrix
Q in Eq. (56) has to be replaced by its doubly infinite
generalization
The new situation is, of course. not entirely identical.
Let us only mention that the new generalized ansatz,
"'( r) = Laurent series X an auxiliary exponential,
(58)
need not suffice for representing bound states anymore. In
fact, we have to replace 1in Eq. (SS) by (a pair of) free
parameters so that only a pair of the QE-like ansiitze (58)
with I=/! and 1=12 may-and must-be employed, in
general. More details may be found, e.g., in Ref. 41.
C. QE solutions as starting points of perturbative
considerations
In the standard (say, Rayleigh-SchrOdinger) pertur-
bation theory, people often combine numerical algo-
rithms with perturbative considerations and the compu-
tations may start from a QE solution tf°)(r) and potential
0°)(r) in principle. Thus, whenever the latter force lies
sufficiently close to the one under investigation, the use of
QE states may be of importance. Now let us briefly men-
tion a few other possible strategies.
In the simplest examples of type (2), several new
perturbationlike uses of the QE solutions may be found in
the recent literature (Refs. 22 and 33). Here let us just
briefly mention the most straightforward one. Whenever
we use the Hill-determinant method [Le., basically an
infinite-dimensional generalization of Eq. (56),47] we
may use an appropriate qth QE state as an approxima-
tion.!4
Whenever we admit a (complex) pole in VCr), we
cannot use the above simple power-series methods at
all-the rational functions VCr) and their QE solutions
"'(r) are better understood in a variational-like setting.35
Then we may assume that a bound state in question is
written as a finite sum,
(59)
J. Math. Phys., Vo!. 33, No. 8, August 1992
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in some complete-not necessarily orthononnalized-set
of states In). In the spirit of the above-mentioned-now
inapplicable-Hill-detenninant constructions, we may
even use a WKB-inspired choice of the type
(r/ n) =D(r)r' exp[ -F(r)].
More details may be found in Ref. 48.
(60)
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VI. SUMMARY
An appeal of our new QE-solvable examples lies in
their methodical aspects. They may combine a strong sin-
gularity in the origin with the presence of poles of VCr) in
the complex plane, so that any other non-numerical way
of constructing bound states may represent a real chal-
lenge fonnally.
For polynomial potentials we may treat QE solvabil-
ity as a certain degeneracy of a more universal Hill-
detenninant method. Polynomial plus singular interac-
tions pennit an application of Flaquet theory and
Laurent (=doubly infinite) power-series expansions in
the similar spirit.41 Unfortunately, the more complicated
forces (and especially those with singularities in the com-
plex plane) cannot be treated in such a spirit, so that a
common background of the QE phenomenon is not clear
and unique.
Here we proposed a possible QE-classification
scheme based on the tt'-initiated reconstruction of the po-
tential. This approach proves efficient, even in the case of
QE multiplets. An unexpected simplicity of the related
algebra has been demonstrated on a number of examples
here. Several particular bound-state solutions with ele-
mentary structure seem tractable by the common and
transparent fonnalism.
The presence of features not excluded in the present
QE examples (and, especially, poles lying near the real
axis) usually restricts the use and/or convergence of the
variational methods. Thus all the possible QE-solvable
forces may find applications in the computational (as
well as perturbative, etc.) approximation techniques.
Originally our present study was initiated by an op-
timistic expectation that an applicability of standard tech-
niques and/or reinterpretations of the elementary QE
bound states will adhere to some suitable Lie algebra or
SUSY representations. In this context our present results
remain unsatisfactory and incomplete. Nevertheless, we
hope that we shall be able to cover more of these alge-
braic aspects of the QE phenomenon in the not too dis-
tant future.
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Abstract. A representation of the group al(2,R) is the symmetry algebra of the Lewis-Ermakov
invariant. Under certain circumstances it is also the symmetry algebra of the associated pair of
second order differential equations. The most general pair of sodes possessing the same .1(2, R)
symmetry is called a generalized Ermakov system. In three dimensions the system of sodes invariant
under al(2, R) symmetry contains the magnetic monopole as a special case. The general system
in three dimensions always admits a Poincare vector and in fact three such vectors always exist.
A special case of weak generalized Ermakov systems in three dimensions is the monopole-Kepler
problem.
1. Ermakov systems
In 1880 V P Ermakov [1] put forward a method to find a first integral of
ij + w2(t)q = 0
by introducing the auxiliary equation
(1)
(2)p+ w2 (t)p = ~ .
p
Elimination of w2 (t) between (1) and (2) by the combination p (1) - (2)q, multipli-
cation by the integrating factor (P4 - pq) and integration give the first integral
(3)
known as the Ermakov invariant. It is also known as the Lewis invariant after
Ralph Lewis who found it in 1966 by an independent method [2]. An elementary
generalisation was provided by Ermakov who replaced the A/p3 term by p-3/(q/p).
In 1979 Ray and Reid [3] treated the system
i + w2 (t)z = z-3/(y/z)
y+ w2(t)y = y-3g(y/z) (4)
and used the same procedure as Ermakov to determine the first integral
1 ., 111 /% _1== 2"(zy - zy)2 + [u/(u) - u 3g(u)] du.
25S
N. H.lbragimov et aL (eds.),
Modem Group AlIQtysis: Advanced AlIQlytical tJNl Computational Methods ill Mathematical Physics. 255-264.
Q 1993 Kluwer Accuhmic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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In fact I exists for any system of the form [4]
z+Dx = x- 3f(yjx)
ii +Dy = y-3g(y/x). (6)
The structure of I suggests angular momentum. In plane polar coordinates the
Ermakov system is
r- r82+Dr = r-aF(O)
rO + 2r8 = r-aG(O)




and is manifestly the autonomous first integral of the angular equation in system
(7).
2. Algebraic properties of the Ermakov invariant
If a function I(t, x, x) is invariant under the action of the first extension of a Lie
point symmetry G =T(t, x)ojfJt + 1/i(t, X)Ojoxi,
.....r1]1 01 01 ( , ") 01 0
li' ·=T-+n·-+ n'-X'T-=. fJt 'I' OXi 'I' 'OXi .
In the case of
I = ~(r28)2 - JG(O)6






G2 = 2t- +r- (11)
fJt or
20 a
G3 = t -+tr-
fJt or
with [Gb G2] =2G1 , [G1, G3] =G2, [G2, Ga] = 2G3, which is a representation of
the Lie algebra sl(2, R). The system of differential equations
E(t,x,z,z) =0
is invariant under the Lie point symmetry G = TO/fJt +1/iO/OXi if
G[2]E(t, x, X, x) 1E=0 = O.
where
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The system
r - riP = r-3 F(O)
rO + 2rO = r- 3G(O) (15)
has the same symmetries as I. This is not the case for the general system (7).
However, if the additional term is w2r, another representation of 51(2, R) leaves (7)
invariant.
3. Generalized Ermakov systems from the 51(2, R) viewpoint: two dimen-
sions
An inverse problem is created [6] if one takes the 51(2, R) representation, (11), and
seeks the form of I(t, r, 0, r, 0, r, 0) = 0 invariant under all three symmetries. The
action of G t removes t from I. G2 leads to the five characteristics (J, u = rr,
v = r20, w = r3r and z = r40. G3 reduces the number of characteristics to four
(J, u, v, wand y = z + 2uv to give the general form
(16)
How is this done? Consider G2.
[2] a a a a .a a ..a
G2 =2tOt+rar+Oa(J-rar-2(JaiJ-3rar-4(Jao (17)
and
G~2]I 1/=0 = 0
leads to the associated Lagrange's system for the characteristics
dr d(J dr dO dr dO
-; =0 =-r = -20 = -3r = -40
(recall allOt = 0). These are easily solved.
The general twcrdimensional system invariant under sl(2, R) is
F((J, r 20, r3r, r4 jj + 2r3rO) = 0
G((J, r20, r3r, r4 jj + 2r3r9) = o.
Attention is confined to the forms
r3,: = It ((J, r20)
r40+2r3rO = g((J, r20)
which can be written in the more physical forms
,: - riJ2 = r-3 /(O, r20)
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(!I = / + (r29)2). Note that (22) differs from (15) by the inclusion of the magnitude
of the angular momentum in the arguments of / and g. If new time, T = Jr- 2dt,
and the inverse radial distance X = r- 1 , are introduced the system (22) becomes
X" + [0'2 +/(0,0')] X = 0
0" = g(O, 0') .





which is the generalisation of the Ermakov invariant (5). Assuming that (25) can
be inverted (which is always possible locally) as
0' = N(O, I),
this can be integrated to give
f dOT- TO = N(O, I) .
Finally, with the inversion of (27) to give
°=J (T, I, TO) ,




4. Generalised Ermakov systems from the 8/(2, R) viewpoint: three di-
mensions
The extension of the results of § 3 to three dimensions is straight forward [7]. For
an equation of the form
/(t, r, 0, 4J, r, 9,~, T, 8,~) = 0 (29)
(30)
to be invariant under the action of the second extensions of the generators of 81(2, R)
given in (11) the characteristics are 0,4J,r2iJ,r2~,r3T,r48+2r3;.iJ,r4~+2r3;'~.
Consideration is restricted to the system of equations
r3r = /(0, 4J, r2iJ, r2~)
r40+2r3 ;.9 = g(8,4J,r29,r2~)
r4~ + 2r3;'~ = h(O, 4J, r2iJ, r2~).
In terms of the new time T and the inverse radial distance X these are
X" = /(0, 4J, 0', 4J')X
0" = g(O,4J,O',4J')
4J" = h(0, 4J, 0', 4J')
(31)
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which are too general as they stand. This generality is reduced by the imposition of
an additional symmetry requirement. A natural one is invariance under the rotation
group 80(3). Invariance under the algebra 80(3) represented by
a
G4 = 8tP
Gs = sin tP ~8 + cot 8cos tP ~tP
G6 = cos tP ~8 - cot 8 sin tP ~tP
requires that the system take the form
(32)
r 3 ;: = A1 (L)
r48+2r3;.O = r4~2sin9cos8+B(L)r20-C(L)r2~sin9
r48 + 2r3;'~ = -2r40~cot8 + Si~8 [B(L)r2~sin8 + C(L)r20] , (33)
where L2 := r4(02 + ~2 sin2 8) is the square of the magnitude of the angular momen-
tum. In vector form (33) takes the compact form
where
r = ~ {A(L)r + B(L)w + C(L)L} ,
w:= t x r and A = Al + L2 •
(34)
The full symmetry, 81(2, R) $ 80(3), of (34) can be broken by the addition of an
additional radial term without affecting the properties inherent in the wand L
components just as was the case of the two-dimensional system described by (7).
Some particular cases are
(i) B = C = O. L is conserved and so A(L) is constant. This represents a Newton-
Cotes spiral with an excess/deficit of angular momentum.
(ii) A = B = O. C(L) = >'L. This describes a particle moving in the field of a
magnetic monopole. There is the conserved Poincare vector [8]
P=L+>.r.
The motion is on the surface of a cone with semivertex angle arccos(>./P).
To determine the Poincare vector for (34) assume a vector of the form
P:=Ir+Jw+KL.
The requirement that P be zero leads to
it (~) = r- 2 (~L ~ C~L) (~ )
K 0 -C/L 0 K
(35)
(36)









3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2
Fig. 1. B =C =0; A(L) is constant. A(L) > O. Newton-Cotes spiral with an excess of angular
momentum.









-4 L I I J
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Fig. 2. B =C = 0; A(L) is constant. A(L) < O. Newton-Cotes spiral with deficit of angular
momentum.
In terms of new time, T:= Jr- 2dt, (36) is
(37)
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Fig. 3. A =B =0: C(L) =>'L. Particle moving in the field of a magnetic monopole. Motion is
on the surface of a cone with semivertex angle arccos(>.fP).
Returning to eq(34) the vector product with r is
and the scalar product of (38) with L gives
Li = r- 2BL
<:} L' = B(L).





and leads to three vectors of Poincare type.
Eq (37) can be solved in principle. Normalization of the conserved vector, P,
means that there are only two independent variables. Under the Weierstrass trans-
formation [9]
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(41) becomes
"{I (Cl L' .) 1/2 1(C' L' .) I L2 }
U 4 C - L + lL - 2 C - L + lL + 4C2 U = 0 (43)
. (44)r - r(02 + ~2 sin2 0) = r-3A(L).
In terms of X and T (44) is
which is just the equation for the time-dependent oscillator. The radial component
of (34) is
x" + [L2 + A(L)]X = 0 (45)
and, since L = L(T), this also is the time-dependent harmonic oscillator.
5. The Pinney equation and time-dependent systems
The time-dependent oscillator
(46)
is transformed to the time-independent oscillator

















where {'22 is often taken as unity, and its Hamiltonian version
q-o: JQ = -p-' P = p(q - a) - p(q - 0:), T = p-2(t)dt
are used in both classical 'and quantum mechanics.
The Hamiltonian [11]
H = ~p2 + F(t)q + ~w2(t)q2 + :2 u (q ~ 0:)
(51)
(52)
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provided p satisfies (49) and er is a solution of
i:i + w2(t)er = F(t) .
6. The Pinney equation and sl(2, R)
The symmetries of eq(49) are
G1 = ut{t)~ + ~Ul (t)p~
G2 = U2(t)~ + ~U2(t)P~Ut 2 Ut
G3 = U3(t) ~ + ~U3(t)P~ ,






or, on division by p3,
and the Lie algebra of the symmetries is sl(2, R). When (56) is multiplied by u, the
resultant equation is easily integrated to give
uii - ~u2 + 2w2u2 = est. (57)
2
Let u = p2, est = 202 • Then (57) becomes
liJ+w2 p4 = 0 2
•• 2 0 2
p+wp= p3.
The Pinney equation is, in a sense, the second integral of (56).
Note that (56) is a tode which has the maximal number of symmetries, seven
(3 + 4), with the algebra Al $ 3A1 $ sl(2, R). The Pinney equation is the integral
associated with the sl(2, R) part of the algebra. The solution of the Pinney equation
(49) can be found as follows. Eq(49) has the syr:nmetry
G = u(t)~ + ~u(t)p~ . (59)
A new independent variable, T = Ju-1dt, and a
new dependent variable, V = pu-l/2, are introduced. Eq(49) is transformed to
V" + 02V = e: (60)
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which is readily solved in terms of the solutions of [10]
y" + n 2y = 0
and is
V 2 = Asin2 nt + 2B sin nt cos nt + C cos2 nt,
where
2AC-B2 = 1.
7. Higher order equations and the Pinney connection
Equation (56) has maximal symmetry and is also self-adjoint since
(





-[u· + 4w2u+ 4wwu] = O.
Eq(56) is the first of the hierarchy of higher order equations which possesses the max-
imal symmetry Al $nAI $81(2, R). They are all self-adjoint and can be transformed
to autonomous form by the transformation
v
V = u(n-I)/2 . (64)
There should be an equation of order (n - 1) which has the essential feature of the
Pinney equation, viz. the Lie algebra 81(2, R). It is an open question whether other
conditions should be imposed.
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Abstract-The integrability of one-dimensional time-dependent particle Lagrangians is investigated
via the techniques of Noether's theorem and the method of Lie symmetries.
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of autonomous Hamiltonian systems built by Liouville and, more recently, by
Arnold is one of the great achievements of the theory of non-linear differential equations.







(where the dot stands for the total time derivative) can be solved by elementary means.
A first integral is the Hamiltonian
p2
H(q, p) = '2 + V(q), (1.3)
(1.4)
where the potential V(q) is connected to f(q) through the classical relation
f(q) = - d V/dq. Physically, the Hamiltonian is the conserved energy E. In addition to (1.3),
one can obtain a second first integral by the quadrature
f dqJ = c- J2[E _ V(q)]'
Recently, it was shown in [1] through the formalism of canonical transformations that
the non-autonomous case
q=f(q, c) (1.5)
leads to first integrals, i.e. provided one first integral. 1, explicitly exists, the independent
second one, J, is immediately derived.
Using the integrating factor technique, this result was recovered in [2] and an explicit
form for J was given in terms of quadratures. As a consequence, if one first integral can be
found, the second one is easily obtained and equation (1.5) is completely integrated.
However, since the Hamiltonian
H(q, p, c) = 1p2 + V(q, c) (1.6)
is not a first integral, this result is difficult to use because a first integral is required initially.
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The proof of the extension of Liouville's theorem is vety close to the theory of Lie
symmetries which can also be used to find a first integral. The aim of this article is to
describe all the geometric (i.e. not generalized) symmetries of equation (1.5) and its natural
Lagrangian
and the forms of function f(q, e) (resp. V(q, t» for which symmetries occur. In Section 2 we
determine the Noetherian symmetry and integral of (1.7). In Section 3 we use this first
integral to determine the second first integral following the procedures described in [2]. The
Lie symmetries of (1.5) are determined in Section 4. For generally admissible f(q, t), one Lie
symmetry differs from the corresponding Noetherian symmetry by a parameter-dependent
self-similar term. Although the order of the differential equation can always be reduced by
one, in general closed-form integrability occurs only when the parameter is zero, i.e. in the
Noetherian case. However, some exceptions are found and they are integrated in Section 5.
We finish with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
L = itj2 - V(q, t)
2. THE SEARCH FOR NOETHERIAN SYMMETRIES
Equation (1.5) has the Lagrangian
L = 1q2 - V(q, t),
where the potential V(q, e) is given by
a
- oq V(q, t) = f(q, t).
The Lagrangian (2.1) has a Noetherian symmetry
a c
x = ~(q, t) at + '1(q, t) oq
and an associated first integral I (q, p, t) if [3J
X(l)(L) + ~L = ~,
where cp(q, e) is a gauge function and X(1l is the once extended operator
(1) a a . . ax = ~ - + '1 - + ('1 - p~) -,
at oq op
with p given by p = q. If condition (2.4) is satisfied, the first integral is








After substitution of (2.1) into (2.4) and expansion of the total derivatives in terms of
partial derivatives, we separate the coefficients of independent powers ofp and integrate the
first three equations to obtain the coefficients of the symmetry together with the equation
for the potential:
~=aOO, ~n
'1 = ta'(e)q + b(e), (2.8)
cp = ia"(t)q2 + b'(e)q + e(e), (2.9)
oV oV
a at + (!a'q + b) oq = - ia"'q2 - b"q - c' - a'V, (2.10)
where the prime indicates the derivative ofa function with respect to its argument. Equation
(2.10) is a linear partial differential equation for the potential V(q, t~ the characteristics of
which are found from the solution of the associated Lagrange's system:
dt dq - dV
-; = 1a'q + b = !a'" q2 + b"q + c' + a' v" (2.11)
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A combination of the first and second terms of (2.11) gives the first characteristic u to be
u = qa- 1/2 - fba- 3/2 dt. (2.12)
In the literature this characteristic is usually written as (q - a)/p (cf. [4]) and we shaUmake
use of the redefinition
a = p2 and b = p3 (~)'. (2.13)
The second characteristic v is found from the first and third terms of (2.11) with (2.12).
Using (2.13) to replace a and b after integration, by parts when necessary, we obtain
v = - p2V - !ppq2 + (app - p2i)q + !p2ci2 - ppaci + !p2a2 - c. (2.14)
Hence, we obtain the form of the potential V:
V ip 2 (.. ..) q 1 (. . 2 C 1 (q - a)= - - - q + pa - pa - + - p~ - pa) - - + - X -- ,
2 p P 2p2 p2 p2 P
(2.15)
(2.16)
where X is an arbitrary function of its argument.
Introducing (2.7)-(2.9) into (2.6) and using the redefinition (2.13) of a and b, the first
integral I is easily derived:
I 1[( .. ]2 (q - a)= 2" p p - a.) - p(q - ~) + X -p- .
We have already obtained the result by different methods (e.g. in [4,5]).
3. THE PROLONGATION OF NOETHER'S CASE WITH LlOUVILLE'S THEOREM
In this section we begin with a result originally presented in [2]. Starting with a given
function I(q, p, t), the Hamiltonian H(q, P, t) having I as the first integral is derived together
with the canonically conjugate function to J(q, p, t), J(q, p, t). The derivation of J is obtained
through a generating function Fn(q, I, t), which is also connected to the expression of
H(q, p, t). (Note that it makes no essential difference if one uses a generating function of the
form Fn(p, I, t); see ref. [2].) As a consequence, a knowledge of one first integral provides
a knowledge of the second one. This result is expresssed as follows. Denoting by G the
inverse function of I(q, p, t) with respect to p,
p = G(q, I, t),
the second first integral reads
J(q, I, t) = f: G.(x, I, t)dx - f: (GG.)(O, I, y)dy,
(3.1)
(3.2)
where the subscript I represents the partial derivative. In this formulation the generating
function does not appear and this explicit derivation of J (equation (3.2)) is given in [6].
We apply this result to the first integral defined by (2.16) which is easily inverted with
respect to p. After some calculation we obtain
fq 1{[ (x a)]}-1/2 f' dyJ 1 = 0 P 2 I - X -p- dx - 0 p2(y)
f'{ [ (a )]}-1/2( a1p+p1a)+ 0 2 I - X - p(y) - p2 _ (y)dy. (3.3)
Then, if we introduce the auxiliary function K defined by
f dxK(x, y) = J2[Y - x(x)] , (3.4)
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(3.6)
By eliminating' the constant term K(- ~(O). I)' the final expression
J = K ( q ~ ~ , 1) - f:~
is obtained. We may replace 1 with I(q, p, c) in order to have J in the standard variables
(q, p, c), but we can also consider that this formula provides the expression of q as a function
of eand two arbitrary constants I and J, i.e. the solution of the original equation.
Another way to solve completely equation (1.5) is to use a change of variables. This is the
equivalent of a generalized canonical transformation in Hamiltonian mechanics [7]. The
change of variables is natural by considering (2.16):
T = fd~ , Q = q - 'J. • (3.7)
p. p
The symmetry found in Section 2 becomes
c
X = aT'
. The first integral (2.16) is now
1 =102 + X(Q),
where the dot now stands for the derivative d/dT.






This equation is autonomous and can be reduced to a quadrature. The second first integral
is obviously
J = f dQ - T
}2[1 - X(Q)] .
This is exactly the first integral (3.6) found by the first method.
Finally, it is interesting to note that J as given by (3.6) or (3.11) is similar to J as given by
(1.4). As a consequence, for time-dependent Hamiltonians, I(q, p, c) (equation (2.16» plays
the same role as E (or H) when H is time-independent. This result is not only valid for the
family of potentials given by (2.15) but also holds for any time-dependent Hamiltonian [1].
4. THE SEARCH FOR LIE SYMMETRIES
We apply the Lie analysis to (1.5). We consider the symmetry
a a
X = e(q, ch- + '1(q, c)::-. (4.1)
ut cq
After extension of the operator (4.1) to the second order in the derivatives and computation
of the determining equation, four equations are obtained:
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) give
~qq = 0,
'1qq - 2eqr = 0,
3Rq + ell - 2'1qr = 0,
efr + 'If" = '1rr + ('Iq - 2er)/'
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'I = b(t) + c(t)q + d'(t)q2,
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(4.7)
where a, b, c and d are four arbitrary functions. To solve (4.4), there are two possibilities. If
eq is not zero, then f is linear in q and we obtain the case of the oscillator (already
considered in [6]). In the following we suppose that f is not linear in q and we get, from
(4.4),
~ = a(t),
'I = [1 a'(t) + P]q + b(t),
(4.8)
(4.9)
where P is a constant. By comparing equations (2.8) and (4.9) it is clear that the Lie
symmetry contains the Noetherian case and that for P= 0 we recover the Noetherian result.
This will be illustrated later. Equation (4.5) can be solved by the method of characteristics
already used in Section 2. We obtain the two characteristics
u = e-PT(~ - ePT f bp-3 e- PTdT) (4.10)
and
v = e- PT(fp3 - p2 pq ) + f [(pb - ph)e- PT ] dT,
where we have introduced p(t) and T(t) by the definitions
a= p2 and T =fa~:) .
Hence, the general solution of (4.5) is
f = e/JT p-3 { - cI>(u) + f [(ph - pb)e- PT ] dT} + ~ q,




(4.14)x = p2 :t + [(pp + P)q + b];q.
We introduce a transformation for t and q in the same spirit as [q - cc(t)]/p for q in
Section 3. We consider the variables T and Q defined by
T= f:~ and Q=p-lq_ePT fbP-3e-PTdT, (4.15)
under which (1.5) with f given in (4.13) is now
Q= _ ePT cI>(e-/JTQ), (4.16) .
...
where the overdot is d/dT. In terms of Q and T the symmetry (4.14) is
a a
x = oT+ PQ oQ' (4.17)
(4.19)
The conventional approach would be to introduce a transformation which would convert
(4.14) to a/aT. However, this would introduce a velocity-dependent term into (1.5) (cf. [8]).
Consequently, we must be content to have a non-autonomous equation (equation (4.16»,
but it will still be of the form (1.5).
The symmetry (4.17) allows the reduction of equation (4.16) to a first-order equation. If
we choose the new variables x and y defined by
x = Qe- PT and y = Qe- PT - px, (4.18)
we obtain
y :~ + 2Py + cI>(x) + p2x = 0,
which, being an Abel's equation of the second kind, is not integrable in the general case.
There are two exceptions. The first one is obtained for P= O. This case corresponds to the
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existence of a Noetherian symmetry and from (4.16) it is clear that the evolution is
completely integrable and the two first integrals are given by (2.16) ana (3.11). The second
integrable case arises for cjJ linear in x. This special case makes (4.19) homogeneous and it
can be integrated by elementary means.
At this stage we may place this result in the framework of the approach described in [6].
To use it we must verify conditions (3.3) of [6]:
!...(11- p~) + !...(~ - R) =O.eq op
We deduce that {3 must be zero. This case is therefore especially fruitful and the different
techniques (Noether's theorem, direct Lie symmetries or Lie symmetries in the Hamiltonian
context) lead to the same conclusion. On the contrary, none of the methods gives a general
solution in the case f3 =1= O.
The existence of the constant {3 in the symmetry has been found in [8] in studies of
particular forms of the generalized Emden-Fowler equation although forms (4.16) and
(4.17) were not given there. In [9] it was observed that a further symmetry of a particular
case of the generalized Emden-Euler equation existed for a special value of {3 ( =1= 0) and this
enabled the equation to be reduced to a quadrature. In the next part of this paper we
explore the possibility of the same property being true for the general equation (4.16).
5. THE CASE OF LIE SYMMETRY WITH f3 =1= 0
Since for f3 = 0 we have the same situation as for Noether's theorem, it is clear that the
case f3 =1= 0 departs from the results of the previous sections. We have proved that the
existence of a Lie symmetry for (1.5) allows us to reduce the problem to the canonical form
(in (4.16) Q. T and - cjJ are, respectively, replaced with q,t and F)
q= eiJIF(e-iJ'q), (5.1)
with the corresponding symmetry
(5.2)
Equation (5.1) is an extension of the family of equations [10] q= tk - 2 F(q/tk ) for which the
o 0
symmetry reads X = t et + kq oq' For k = 1/2 it can be shown that the equation is always
completely integrable for any function F (this case corresponds therefore to the case (3 = 0,
with the existence of a Noetherian symmetry), whereas for k =1= 1/2 only some forms of Fare
admissible to make the equation completely integrable.
In order to be able to solve completely (5.1), a second symmetry X' is required. We need
X' to be of the same form as in (4.1), where ~ and" are given by (4.8) and (4.9):
X' = a(t) :t + {[ ~a'(t) + Y} + b(t) } :q' (5.3)
Notice that the constant appearing in (4.9) is now written as y since the parameter {3 is
already present in (5.1).
The determining equation is
[Ha' + y - {3a)qe- iJl + be-iJl]F' + (ta' - y + f3a)F = !a'''qe- PI + b"e- iJl . (5.4)
For (5.4) to be integrable, each term must be a function of qe- PI up to a multiplicative
function of time. Alternatively, each term must be zero which places no constraint on F but
the symmetry found is the X given by (5.2). We consider the ratio of the coefficients of F and
qe - PI F' written in the form
ia' - y + f3a
.1 ' f3 = M-I, (5.5)2a + y - a .
where M is an arbitrary constant. This equation is considered as a differential equation for
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a(t), the solution of which is given by
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(5.6)Y (2M)a = - + A exp -- {3tP M+4'
where A is a constant. Since the coefficient of F' must be the product of a function of qe -/It
and a function of t, we set
4AP (3M + 4 )
b = - K M + 4 exp M + 4 pt ,
where K is an arbitrary constant. Equation (5.4) is then rewritten as
(qe-/l1 + K)F' - (M + I)F = (M~ 4Y [- M3qe-/l1 + K(3M + 4)2],
which is easily integrated to give
F = B(qe-/l1 + K)M+l + (:~4Y(qe-/l1 + K) - Kf32,
where B is an arbitrary constant.




(5.10)I (2MP)[ 0 0] Y( a 0 )X = exp -- t (M + 4)-+ (Mpq - 4Kpe/lt )- + - - + f3q- .
M + 4 at oq f3 at oq
The last term on the right-hand side is clearly proportional to X and therefore it can be
omitted without loss of generality. Consequently, X' becomes
X' = exp( 2M{3 t)[(M + 4) ~ + (M{3q - 4K{3eIJI ) ~J. (5.11)M + 4 at oq
The two symmetries are now used to reduce equation (5.1). We take variables which
convert X' to a/aT:
T= _ M + 4 exp(- 2Mf3 t)
2M{3 M+4'
Q = eXP(M4~ 4 t }qe-/l1 + K).
and equation (5.1) becomes
Q= BQM+l.
Since it is autonomous, the Hamiltonian is a first integral:
H = ~ Q' 2 _ _ B_ QM+ 22 M+2 .







In this paper we compared two approaches (Noetherian and Lie symmetries) leading to
the integration of the Hamiltonian equation q= !(q, t) (equation (1.5». The existence of
a Noetherian symmetry always leads to an explicit first integral, from which a second one
can be deduced by Liouville's theorem. In that case (1.5) is therefore always completely
integrable.
In contrast, one Lie symmetry is not enough, in general, to get total integration. This
result is explained as follows. The class of the Lie symmetries is larger than the Noetherian
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(6.1)
one. They differ by the introduction of an additional constant f3 present in the Lie
symmetries. As a consequence, for f3 # 0, the Noetherian property is not satisfied and
complete integrability is not preserved in general.
In this paper we exhibited a family of equations of the type (1.5) having f3 # °but
possessing a second Lie symmetry. Combining these two symmetries we deduced therefore
that (1.5) became completely integrable. As a consequence, this constitutes an extension of
the Noether"s result which is valid only for f3 = 0.
We illustrate these results by the case of dilatations. If the symmetry of equation (1.5) is
a ;;
x = t-::;- + kq-,
ot oq
the Lagrangian satisfies
X(1)(L) + D(~)L = (2k -I)L.
The case for which Noether's theorem applies is k = 1/2. The reduced equation is





x = qt-k, Y = pt- k - 1 - kqt- k• (6.4)
Hence, as in the general case, only the case for which the right-hand side of (6.2) is
zero-here, k = 1/2-is completely solvable.
We have confined our attention to geometrical symmetries because it is this case which
must be studied in detail. As is known (see, for example, the results of [6]), the existence of
a generalized symmetry usually enables the integration of the equation to be carried to
completion (see [11]).
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P. G. L. LEACH"
ABSTRACf. Hidden symmetties of ordinary differential equations
of type I and type n are analyzed for three equations of physical
interest: the modified Painlev6-Ince equation. the Pinney equation
and semiconductor ttansport equations.
1. Introduction
The analytical solution of nonlinear, ordinary differential equations
(NLODEs) was put on a systematic footing by Sophus Lie l and is discussed in many
monographs.2-10 Many ad hoc approaches known before his work were shown to
be feasible because of the underlying symmetries of the NLODEs. The symmetries
of the ODEs were identified by the condition that the ODEs be invariant under Lie
point (continuous) groups. The ODEs invariant under a one-parameter group were
shown to be reducible in order by one; those invariant under a two-parameter group
were shown to be reducible by two orders if for nonabelian two-parameter groups the
group invariants of the normal subgroup were chosen to reduce the original ODE flfSt
by one order. Investigations of the invariance of ODEs under multi-parameter groups
by Lie showed that the NLODEs invariant under Lie point groups could be reduced to
quadratW'eS if the associated Lie algebra was solvable and had dimension equal to or
greater than the order of the ODE.8•10
Two systematic methods were developed by Lie. one of which is called the
classical Lie method. in the use of symmetries to solve ordinary differential equations
of both linear and nonlinear varieties. The classical Lie method determines lite Lie
• point groups symmetries of a set of ODEs by an invariance condition. The method
also applies to PDEs but we discuss only ODEs here. From the resultant group
variable transformations to ODEs invariant under translations in one variable can be
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found. Such transformed equations can be reduced in order by oneif the new
variables are the differential invariants of the group. The order of the ODE is reduced
by one for each group used. The inverse method, also developed by Sophus Lie,
starts with a group as represented by the group generator and calculates the most
general form of the NLODE. Tables of the the general forms NLODEs invariant
under common Lie groups have been compiled.3,6
Neither of these methods finds all the symmetries. In recent years
nontrivial applications of contact symmetries, also developed by Sophus Lie, have
occurred in the transformation of nonlinear PDEs to linear PDEs.9•11 Generalized
(Lie-Backlund) symmetries have been introduced to describe the symmetries of
evolution NLPDEs which support solitons and used to find additional solutions.8•12
Contact and generalized symmetries depend on variable transformations which are
functions of the flI'St derivatives and all orders of derivatives respectively. However,
there are variable transformations that depend on integrals of the variables. Potential
symmetries are examples where the NLPDEs must be put in conservation form.9,13
Alternatively, inverse differential operators have been developed to treat these
nonlocal transformations in a direct fashion but assumptions are made about the form
of the inverse operators.14,15 Nonlocal group generators have been studied briefly.8
These nonlocal symmetries are evidence that the direct methods for finding Lie point
symmetries, contact symmetries or generalized symmetries may be missing some
symmetries.
All the present direct methods for calculating nonlocal symmetries have
limitations. The introduction of inverse operators is restrictive since the nonlocal
variables are chosen to be integrals of the dependent variables integrated over one of
the independent variables. From an analysis of nonlocal symmetries of NLODEs we
have found that the nonlocal variables may be integrated over an intricate
combination of independent and dependent variables. The potential method requires
that the PDEs be put in conservation form which is not always possible and make
the special assumption that the integration constant is zero. The Direct Method
depends on the proper choice of ansatz for the solution. The nonclassical method can
be difficult to apply as the right additional symmetry relation must be appended to the
original PDEs. However, one may apply the inverse method as has been done for Lie
point symmetries and determine general forms of NLDEs. This approach has the
advantage that one does not need an a priori assumption about the form of the
differential equations or the inverse differential operators. It is well suited to the
exploration of the different forms of NLDEs with hidden symmetries. the
determination of the types of variable transformations between different reduced
NLDEs and the possible forms of the nonlocal group generators. The inverse
method for the hidden symmetries of which two types have been identified so
far16,17 possesses some unique aspects not found in the inverse method for Lie
point symmetries. For type I hidden symmetries flI'St-order ODEs were investigated
fust. They were chosen because there is no direct method for finding the symmetries
of flI'St-order ODEs that is easily applicable yet the equations for many practical
problems reduce to flI'St-order ODEs. The direct method is not useful since the
determining equation for flI'St-order ODEs, although a linear PDE. is so complicated
that solving it has yielded few solutions. Instead ad hoc guesses and the inverse
method for Lie point transformations have been applied to fmd the symmetries. For
type 11 hidden symmetries the hidden symmetries of second-order ODEs were
investigated first by choosing a ubiquitous first-order ODE which was then increased
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in order by a suitable variable transformation. As the fIrst-order ODE is constructed
to be invariant under a one-parameter group, it can be reduced by the direct method to
quadratures. The type I hidden symmetries of ordinary differential equations are the
symmetries of normal subgroups that vanish when a higher-order ODE is reduced in
order by one by the non-normal subgroup differential invariants. The resultant
reduced, lower-order ODE possesses the hidden symmetry and is invariant under an
extended nonlocal group generator. No general direct method of fInding these
nonlocal group generators from a given ODE has yet been devised. The type I
hidden symmetry was noted in an example by OlverS and has been investigated
recently. A systematic study of the type I hidden symmetries of fU'St-order ODEs
associated with nonabelian, two-parameter projective subgroups has been reported.16
The solved form, that is the highest-order derivative appears to the flI'St power, of the
general second-order ODE invariant under the two-parameter group was flI'St found for
each subgroup. These second-order ODEs were then reduced to fU'St-order by the
variables which are the differential invariants of the non-normal subgroup. These
frrst-order ODEs lost the point symmetry of the normal subgroup. Alternatively, the
second-order ODEs were reduced to separable fll'st-order ODEs by the normal
subgroup differential invariants. These frrst-order ODEs can be reduced to quadratures
by the direct method as they are invariant under a known one-parameter group. A
nonlocal variable transformation between the variables of these two frrst-order ODEs
enabled a solution to be given for the ODE with the hidden symmetry. The inverse
method is more indirect than that used for Lie point symmetries in that the general
forms of the second-order ODEs invariant under nonabelian two-parameter groups
were flI'St calculated and then reductions made to the fU'St-order ODEs which had the
hidden symmetries. Applications of type I hidden symmetries to the Vlasov
characteristic equation and a reaction-diffusion equation have been made.16
Type 11 hidden symmetries are those which appear when the order ofan ODE
is reduced by one and the reduced ODE is determined to be invariant under a new
group. An example of these hidden symmetries was given by Olver and they have
been studied for energy conserving equations since these equations are so widespread
in science and engineering.17 In this hidden symmetry the procedure for determining
general forms of the energy-conserving equations with hiddensymmetries was to
choose the fU'St-order ODE invariant under a group and then to increase the order of
the ODE by using the differential invariants of the projective subgroups. The group
under which the fll'st-order ODE was invariant was chosen such that it was not a
symmetry of the resultant second-order ODE. The direct classical Lie method was
applied to the the second-order ODE to ascertain that the symmetry of the fU'St-order
ODE was lost as a point symmetry in the transformation to the second-order ODE.
Again an inverse method was used since the hidden symmetry of the second-order
ODE can not be detennined directly. To avoid hidden symmetries one reduces by
invariants of normal subgroups.
The two inverse methods for determining the hidden symmetries of ODEs
differ from each other and from the inverse method for point symmetries. For the
type I hidden symmetry the general form of an ODE of some order that is invariant
under a multi-parameter group is calculated. The ODE is then reduced in order by
variables which are the differential invariants of a non-normal subgroup; the resultant
ODE has one or more hidden symmetries corresponding to the lost symmetries of the
associated normal subgroups. On the other hand for the type 11 hidden symmetries
the general fonn of an ODE invariant under one or more groups is calculated and then
the order of that ODE increased where at least one of the symmetries of the lower
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order ODE is lost For the point symmetries the inverse method is simpler, one
calculates the ODE in any given order for a group by means of the differential
invariants.
The application of the inverse methods to fmding hidden symmetries of three
ODEs is presented here. In section 2 the Painleve-Ince equation is discussed. In
section 3 the Pinney equation is discussed. In section 4 a semiconductor transport
equation is discussed.. The conclusions are presented in section S. Since we deal
with specific differential equations, we use a modified inverse method. The modified
procedure is to increase the order of the ODE once and then to reduce the higher-order
ODE, which for our three cases is a third-order ODE, by the differential invariants of
the various groups under which the third-order ODE is invariant The delicacy in the
procedure is in the choice of the group by which differential invariants one increases
the order of the original ODE. In the choice one is guided by the tables compiled
with projective subgroups of type I and type 11 hidden symmetries.16•17 No
attempt was made to increase the order of the three second-order ODEs to higher
orders than three but in principle there is no reason not to try increasing the order of
the ODEs more.
2. Modified Painleve-Ince Equation
We begin with the modified Painleve-Ince equation to illustrate the technique
for particular NLODEs.18 The NLODE where' denotes differentiation with respect
to x is
.. (1) y" + cryy' + ~y3 =O.
The modified Painleve-Ince equation arose in the solution of the modified Emden
equation. The original Emden equation modeled the thermodynamic behavior of a
spherical cloud of gas molecules interacting by gravitational attraetion.19 For p~
1/9 Eq.(l) is invariant under a two-parameter group and for p=1/9 Eq. (1) is
invariant an eight-parameter group. This was determined by Leach and
collaborators.20•21 Consequently, even for ~ "" 119 this equation can be reduced to
quadratures. However, the solutions reported in the dictionary edited by Kamke22 or
found by Leach20 involve several integrations.
The technique here is to transform Eq.(l) to a third-order ODE which can
then be reduced to another second-order ODE of simpler form. As has been already
stated there is at present no systematic method for choosing the group for increasing
the order of Eq.(l) here. We can look at the groups WIder which Eq.(l) is invariant
We fmd Ihat
(2) a aUz =x- -y-.• ax ay
The scaling transformation represented by U2. suggests a Riccati transformation.
The Riccati transformation, which increases the order of an ODE, uses the differential
invariants of the scaling transformation in the dependent variables.16 Calculations
with different scaling symmetries of third-order ODEs show that if one of two
scaling symmetries is used to reduce the order of the third-order ODE, the reduced
second-order ODE will retain a scaling symmetry in the new variables. Furthermore
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for M =<Jr -3 and N =2 + pr2 - <Jr.
Eq.(4) is invariant under three groups represented by the group generators
(S)




3 ' 2 O.
u, u,
Comparing Eqs.(4) and (6), we see that Eq.(4) is linear in the invariants together with
an additive constant Reduction of Eq.(4) by the differential invariants of U1b leads
to a linear ODE where the transformation is
(7)
The resulting second-order ODE is
(8)
which has well-known solutions for RLC circuits or for damped hannonic oscillators
among others. The third-order Eq.(4) has a type 11 hidden symmetry since Eq.(8)
reduced from it is invariant under an eight-parameter group, an increase over the two-
parameter group expected.
Two other reductions of order of Eq.(4) are possible. Reducing Eq.(4) by the
differential invariants of U2b results in an ODE with a type I hidden symmetry.
Besides the symmetry represented by the group generator U2b the symmetry
represented by UIb has been losL If we reduce Eq .(4) by the differential invariants
of U3b, we recover the original ODE, Eq.(l).
The advantage in transfooning to Eq.(8) over reducing the original Eq.(l) to
quadratures is that the parametric solutions are simpler.IS The transformation from
Eq.(l) to Eq.(8) was originally guessed by experience with the projective subgroups.
The direct variable transfonnation between the two Eqs.(l) and (8) is nonlocal and is
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3. Pinney Equation
The Pinney equation has wide applications in accelerator physics as well as
in the solutions of the one-dimensioOaI Vlasov-Maxwell equations.23,24 It is
(0)
for M a constant and the prime' denotes differentiation with respect to x. It is the
rust integral of the following equation as has been shown by Leach.25 He derived
the differential equations and evaluated their Lie point symmetries for which the
hidden symmetries are here analyzed. The equation is
(11) u'" + 4ro2u' + 4roro'u =0
(2)
where u =y2 and again the prime • denotes differentiation with respect to x. The
Pinney equation is invariant under a three-parameter group. On the other hand the
third-order ODE, Eq.(1I), is invariant under a seven-parameter group which is the
maximal dimension of a group under which a third-order ODE is invariant
The group structure of the third-order ODE, Eq.(1I), is of interest since it
possesses a type II hidden symmelty and a second-order ODE reduced from it has a
type I hidden symmetry. The group generators under which Eq.(1I) is invariant are
U le =u;u' U2ej =G(x) ;u' U3ej =G(x) ;x + ufj'(x) ;u
for j =1,2, 3 and fj(x) are linearly independent solutions of Eq.(II). If the third-
order ODE (11) is reduced in order by the differential invariants associated with Ulc'
then the second-order ODE has lost the three point symmetries associated with U2cj•
We note that
(13)
where the groups associated with U2cj are the normal subgroups and that associated
with U le is the non-normal subgroup. Reducing Eq.(1I) by the non-normal
subgroup variables of U lc loses the symmetries of the normal subgroups of U2c·.
The inherited point group associated with the second-order ODE reduced from Eq.(ll)
by the differential invariants of U lc is a three-parameter group represented by U3c·;
This is expected since the group of Ule is used in the reduction and the loss of th~
three symmetries of U2cj leave three of the symmetries ofEq.(ll). However, when
the reduction is made the actual group under which the reduced ODE is invariant is an
eight-parcuneter group! The variable ttansformation in the reduction of order is
...~
(14)







Three of the group generators are of the fonn of the fll'St extension of U3cj in the
(z.v) variables but the function fix) is now replaced by Pj<z). They are
(16) U3.=p.(z).!. + (up.'(z) - p.'·(z».!..CJ J az J J au
with j =1,2,3. The equation satisfied by pjCz) has a more general form than that
for fj<x). The five other group generators are associated with groups that are not
symmetries of the third-<>rder ODE (11).
The type I hidden symmetries associated with Eq.(lS) are the three
symmetries of the normal subgroup of U2cj" The type 11 hidden symmetries
associated with Eq.(lI) are the new symmetries found for Eq.(lS). Not only are five
new groups found but the three groups which have a group generator of the form of
U3cj are more general. The type 11 hidden symmetry is of a sort that not only adds
new symmetries but modifies those already present This last property was not been
seen before in ODEs with a simpler group structure.
4. Semiconductor Transport Equation
The semiconductor transport equations for a steady-state, (no time
dependence) one-dimensionai system with a constant collision frequency are the
differential form of Gauss's law, the momentum conservation equation and the
vanishing of the divergence of the current density.26 These can be combined and
dimensionless coordinates defined to give single second-<>rder ODE with •denoting
differentiation with respect to x
(I7)
where - v =v/vE for vE =J/qOOo, the parameter ~ = It.J2 CIlpt is not the same ~ as
in section 2 and x =X/Xo for Xo =J/(.J2 qo"o CIlP>. Here v is the carrier speed, J is
the current density, qono is the background charge density, CIlp is the carrier plasma
frequency and 't is the collision time (inverse collision frequency) and X is the
position of the carrier with respect to the emitting electrode.
Eq.(I7) is invariant under b'aOslations in x. To discuss the nonlocal
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With this transformation Eq.(17) becomes a nonlinear third-order ODE.
(19) 2wzwzzz - 6 wz? + 2 Pwz2w:z:z - wz4 + wzS =O.
It is invariant under translations in zand in w. The group generators are
(20)
The differential invariants of U2d were used to increase the order of Eq.(17) to the
third-order ODE. On the other hand the differential invariants of UId can be used as
the variables to reduce the second-order ODE to a another second-order ODE. We let
the new variables be
(21) v = l/wz and T= wl..J"1. .
The likely procedure would be to use Wz as the new dependent variable and then
transform the results in the second-order ODE. Here we do two transformations of
the variables in one step. We find
(22)
Ix dX'with T =cop -:- .o v
The new second-order ODE, Eq.(22), is invariant under an eight-parameter group since
it is a linear ODE; Eq.(19) is invariant under a two-parameter group. Hence, the
third-order ODE, Eq.(19), has a type IT hidden symmetry. Interestingly, Eq.(22) is
of the same form as Eq.(8). Both for the modified Painlev6-lnce equation and the set
of semiconductor transport equations a nonlocal transformation to the well·known,
linear harmonic oscillator equation has been shown.
S. Conclusion
Hidden symmetries of ordinary differential equations originating from three
second-order ODEs of considerable physical and mathematical interest have been
demonstrated. This has been done by increasing the order of the original ODEs and
then reducing the order of the third-order ODEs by the differential invariants of the
various subgroups. Both type I and type IT hidden symmetries have been identified.
The type I hidden symmetries occur when the order of the ODE is reduced by the"non-
normal subgroup variables and the resultant lower-order ODE loses a symmetry. The
type IT hidden symmetries occur when the order of an ODE is reduced and new
symmetries not present in the higher order ODE occur. The occurrence of these
hidden symmetries is associated with nonlocal transformations between ODEs of the
same order. The transformations are not local since the order of the associated Lie
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Two classes of differential equations which have Kepler-like and oscillatorlike elliptical orbits
are shown to have generalizations of the conserved angular momentum, energy, and Laplace-
Runge-Lenz vector (Jauch-Hill-Fradkin tensor for the oscillator case). Both possess a
generator of self-similar transformations and the related period-semimajor axis relation is a
generalization of Kepler's third law in which the constant of proportionality depends explicitly
on the eccentricity of the orbit.
I. INTRODUCI10N
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where IJo is a positive constant, possesses the constants of
the motion, energy
It is well known that the Kepler problem. described in
reduced coordinates by the equation of motion
@ 1993 American Association of Physics Teachers 991·
a 2 a
G=tat+j"a,' (1.7)
(In the case of the generator of self-similar transforma-
tions, for example, the second extension is
G(2)-t~+~ ,~-~"~-~ f~.)- at 3 a, 3 .a; 3 af
This last symmetry is generally associated with the









which is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola according to
whether IJo > J, IJo =J or IJo <J. .
The equation of motion (1.1) is invariant under the ac-
tions of the second extensions of the three elements of the















where r and iJ are the unit vectors in plane polar coordi-
















The equation of motion of the type in Eq. (1.17) which
we study here is
I ;
r-i (a+3) ; r+/ltzr=O
conic sections of the form of Eq. (1.6). The existence of
closed orbits for these velocity-dependent equations of mo-
tion is in marked contrast to the classic result of Ber-
trand,I6 who showed that for" general initial conditions
there are no classical orbits for position-dependent poten-
tials vanishing at infinity except for the Kepler problem.
In this paper we study the generalization of Kepler's
third law for conic section orbits of equations of motion of
the type of Eq. (1.17) . We are not specifically concerned
with the inverse problem of given an orbit find the most
general equation of motion which can provide it. This
problem has a long history (see Whittaker) 17 and has more
recently been treated by Broucke. IS Rather we are inter-
ested in those equations of the type of Eq. (1.17) which
possess a self-similar symmetry akin to Eq. (l.7).
We determine formulas for the periods of the motions
for elliptic orbits of both Kepler and oscillator type and
find the appropriate generalizations of Kepler's third law.
In doing so we highlight the peculiar positions of Kepler's
third law for the Kepler problem and the isochronism of
the simple harmonic oscillator. As a final observation we
find that there exists a drag law for the Kepler problem
giving rise to oscillatorlike orbits which may be of interest
in satellite studies and one for the oscillator giving rise to
Kepler-like orbits.
As the expressions for some of the constants of motion
are not standard, we provide brief derivations of them to
make the paper self-contained.
n. KEPLER-TYPE ORBITS
which reduces to the Kepler problem when a = - 3. It is
evident that Eq. (2.1) is invariant under the second exten-
sion of the three generators of the rotation group SO( 3),
time translation G=alat, and self-similarity, the last being
a 2 a
G=t--- r- (2.2)at a ar'
(The derivation for a power law force can be found ir
Leach and Gorringel9 and none of the symmetry is lost b~
the addition of the "drag" force.)
The vector product of r with Eq. (2.1) gives
. 1 ;
L-i (a+3); L=O, (2.3
where the angular momentum vector is defined in Ec
(1.3). ~though Eq. (2.3) indicates that L is not cor
served, L is and the motion is in a plane. The scalar part (
Eq. (2.3) gives
and, since L = ,.28, we have that
k=6r-(a-I)12
(2.~
is a constant of the motion and k=kL can be thought of:
a generalized angular momentum. Division of Eq. (2.1) 1
L and use of Eq. (2.5,) yield an exact derivative which









In their studies of Danby's model' for the motion of a
low altitude satellite subject to atmospheric drag described
by the equation of motion
.. ar JJ.f
r+7+;r=0.
Jezewski and Mittleman obtained an analytic solution of
the equation of motions and demonstrated that there ex-
isted first integrals which were the direct analogues of the
angular momentum, the energy and the Laplace-Runge-
Lenz vector of the classical Kepler problem.9 Leach 10 re-
derived their results by vectorial manipulation of the equa-
tion of motion following CoDinson's treatment of the
Kepler problem. 11 (The method had previously been used
by Bleuler and Kustaanheimo,I2 but that paper was not
known to the present authors at the time.) Subsequently
Gorringe and Leach lJ-1S showed that orbit equations could
be found for a wide variety of problems described by the
equation of motion
r+/r+gr=O (1.17)
~der e:ertain constraints on ~e functions / and g. In par-
tIcular It was noted that for swtable / and g the orbits were
or, in terms of plane polar coordinates
L 2
,.2=E- (E2_Cl)2L2) 1/2 cos 2e . (1.13)
Of the many symmetries of Eq. (1.8) there is the self-
similar one
where T is the period of revolution and R is the semi-major
axis of the elliptical orbit. The transformations induced by
this symmetry transform orbits into orbits of the same ec-
centricity.
It is also well known that the simple harmonic oscillator,
described by the equation of motion .
r+tih=O, (1.8)
where Cl)2 is a positive constant, possesses, as constants of
the motion, energy
E=~r·r+~Cl)2,.2, (1.9)
angular momentum usually written as the rank two tensor
L;j=€;jI,Lkt (1.10)
where the Lie are the components of the vector L in Eq.
(1.3), and Jauch-Hill-Fradkin tensor'·6
A;j=i;Xj+Cl)2X ;Xj. (1.11)
(There are also explicitly time-dependent constants of the
motion, but they are not relevant to the purpose of this
paper.) Note that E is not an independent integral since
E=~ Tr(A). The equation of the orbit is given by the qua-
dratic form






A straightforward calculation shows that
rT[Tr(A)I-A]r=~ (3.9)
and this is the equation for the orbit. {This is just the same
as for the standard oscillator orbit except that L 2 is re-
placed by ~ which reinforces the interpretation of k as a
generalized angular momentum.) The standard form of the
orbit equation is obtained when.. the matrix is in diagonal
form. Due to the constancy of L the motion is in a.. plane
and we take X3 to be the variable in the direction ofL. The
eigenvalues of the 2X2 matrix in Eq. (3.9) which deter-
mines the orbit in the plane are
)'=E±(E2_p.~)ln (3.10)
~d, if we take x and y to be in the direction of the prin-




With Eqs. (3.19), (3.20) and b2=tr(1-;') Eq. (3.16;
becomes
z=[~ (2E)2(~)-I]ln 2-e'-
4 P. p. 2(1-;) 172 .
The p., k part of Eq. (3.15) is
p.-In(~) -all=p.-lna-an(l_e'-)-all (3.22J
and Eq. (3.15) can be written in the form ofa generalizec:
Kepler's third law as (with R in place of a) .
TRan - 2", -.2 -all (2-e'-)-;rn (l-e-) P(a-4)/4 2(1_;)112
(3.23:
which is consistent with the symmetry of Eq. (2.2).
(4.3
To have all of the results readily accessible for the dis
cussion we summarize them here. The equation
I r
r-2(a+3) ;f+P.rtlr=O (4.1
describes a motion in the plane which has the followin
properties:
(i) the orbit is a conic section with the origin at a focu
(Kepler-like),
(n) the areal velocity is !kr(a+3)n, and
(ill) in the case of an elliptical orbit the period an
semimajor axis are related by
2",





r-- a - f+P.rtlr2 r
descn"bes a motion in the plane which has the followin
properties: I
(i) the orbit is an ellipse with the origin at the geome
center (osciIIatorlike),
(n) the areal velocity is l/2k~ and
(ill) the period and semimajor axis are related by
TRan= :~ (l-e'-)-aIIP<a_4)/4(2(l2~:)In).
(4.
Both Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) have the symmetry
a 2 a
G=t-a--r-a . (4.tar
In the case of Eq. (4.1) with a=- 3 we recover the US1
Kepler's laws of plane~motion. In panicu1ar we ha
in Eq. (4.2), that T2 ex: R irrespective of the value of
eccentricity of the ellipse. [Recall that P-2(X)=Pt~
















[E+(E2_p./(;2)II2)/p.+ [E_(El _p./(;2)lIl]/p.= 1.
(3.11 )
The polar form ofEq. (3.10) (x=rcos 6,y=rsin 6) is
r2 ~
E- (E2._p./(;2)i12 cos 26' (3.12)
The period, T, is found from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.12) and
is
Z (p./(;2)II2 (3.16)
and the interval of integration is changed from 0 to ",/2 to
o to ", by the substitution 11=28. The argument of the
Legendre function is found to be a function of the eccen-
tricity as follows. From Eq. (3.11) the semimajor and





~In{ E= (p.) (p./(;2) In
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(2.12)







This time the form of Eq. (1.17) to be studied is
I r
r-"2a;i'+W'7=0 (3.1)
which reduces to the standard oscillator equation when
a=O. It is evident that Eq. (2.2) is a symmetry of Eq.
(3.1). (For a=O, the appropriate form of Eq. (2.2) is
G=ralar.]
The vector product of r with Eq. (3.1) gives
. 1 r
L-"2 a; L=O (3.2)
from which it follows that i is constant and
is a constant of the motion and k=kL can be regarded as
a generalized angular momentum.
The analogue of the Jauch-Hill-Fradkin tensor is ob-
tained as follows. The Cartesian form of Eq. (3.1) is
1 r
Xi-"2 a;Xi+pf%Xi=O, ;= 1,3. (3.5)
The combination (3.5);Xj+Xi(3.5) j gives
r
X;Xj+x;ij-a; X;Xj+pf%(x;Xj+X;Xj) =0 (3.6)








so that Eq. (2.14) becomes
z=(I-r)-112





which is the appropriate form of the generalized Kepler's
third law for Eq. (2.1) and is consistent with the symmetry
of Eq. (2.2) since z is invariant under the action of G.
(That this is so follows from the effect of the first extension
of G, G,I on the right-hand side of Eq. (~.14) when k and
E are expressed in terms of r, r, and O. An alternative
approach is to introduce a broader concept of the first
extension of a symmetry operator which we shall call
G[ext]. We include in G[ext] similarity terms which ac-
count for dynamical quantities of interest. Thus for k the
extra term is -a-I/cOlak and for E it is 2a- IEalaE. The
invariance of z under G[ext] follows immediately.)





r pIP+J cos 6'




The scalars K, k, and E are related by the formula
2E p2
K 2=p+p. (2.10)
The period of the motion, T, is found from Eqs. (2.5)
and (2.8) (recalling that J=K) to be
T=~ f
o







K= L -p 6. (2.6)
A Laplace-Runge-Lenz-like vector follows from
A rXL p
J=KXL=LT-p r. (2.7)
If9is measured from J, the scalar product of J and r leads
to the equation for the orbit
p
z k( _2E)I72 (2.14)
md Pv(z) is the Legendre function of tl!e first kind. The
\emimajor axis length R is found from Eq. (2.8) as
R =Hr(O) +r(1T)] =p (~_K2) -I
fhich with Eq. (2.10) becomes
p .
R (-2E)' (2.15)
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(4.4), the well-known isochronism of the standard oscilla-
tor.
We have constructed the equations of motion to have
elliptical orbits [for E <0 in the case of Eq. (4.1); in the
case of Eq. (4.3) E is always positive] and so further com-
ment on (i) is unnecessary. The conservation of areal ve-
locity is lost as angular momentum is not conserved. An-
gular momentum has been replaced by the conservation of
a -generalized angular momentum which is related to the
geometry of the orbit in the same way as angular momen-
tum was when it was conserved [replace k} by L2 in Eqs.
(2.17) and (3.20)]. However, in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) we
have a direct link to Kepler's third law if allowance is
made for the diJrerent value of the exponent of R. The
feature of this generalized Kepler's third law is that its
constant of proportionality depends explicitly on the ec-
centricity of the orbit.
When a = - 3, it is well known that fOI the Kepler prob-
lem [i.e., Eq. (4.1) with a = - 3) the transformations in-
duced by Eq. (4.5) map solutions onto solutions of the
same eccentricity.21 The same applies to the oscillator
when a=O [i.e., Eq. (4.3) with a=O] [Eq. (4.5) is re-
placed by r(var]. This is not reflected in the general
period-semimajor axis relations for both Eqs. (4.1) and
(4.3). For general a not only does Eq. (4.5) map solutions
onto solutions of the same eccentricity, but the period-
semimajor axis relations are specific to orbits of the same
eccentricity. However, we should note some specific in-
stances in which the constant of proportionality does not
depend on the eccentricity. In the case of Eq. (4.1) this is
so when a = - I. In the cases a = I and 3 the constant of
proportionality can be made independent of the eccentric-
ity if the semilatus rectum,I=R(l-;), is used instead of








It does not appear possible to obtain similar results for Eq.
(4.3) due to the complicated argument of the Legendre
function.
If, in Eq. (4.1), we set a =0. we obtain an oscillator with
an additional velocity-dependent force. The effect of the
additional force is to change the usual oscillator orbit into
a Kepler-type orbit. From Eq. (4.2) we see that isoch-
ronism is preserved only for orbits of the same eccentricity.
On the other hand, if. in Eq. (4.3). we set a= -3, we have
the Kepler problem with an additional velocity-dependent
force (opposite in sign to the one mentioned above). The
usual Kepler orbit is replaced by an oscillator orbit and
Kepler's third law is replaced by a similar law in which the
constant of proportionality depends upon the eccentricity
of the orbit.
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Abstract. The characteristic algebra of generalized Ermakov systems is sl(2,1R). The structure
of these systems in three dimensions is obtained. A subset in the form of an equation of motion
with the additional requirement of so(3) symmetry is studied. It includes the classical equation
of the magnetic monopole. The existence of three vectors of Poincare type is established.
Consideration is given to weak generalized Ermakov systems in which the symmetry breaking
occurs in the radial equation.
1. Introduction
Since Ray and Reid (1979) revealed them to the Western literature, Ermakov systems and
their generalizations have attracted wide attention. The Ermakov system (Ermakov 1880)
is the combination of the equation for a time-dependent oscillator
(1.1)
and an auxiliary equation, generally known as the Pinney equation (Pinney 1950),
(1.2)
Elimination of w2(t) between (1.1) and (1.2), the introduction of an integrating factor,
pq - pq, and integration produces the first integral
(1.3)
which is usually called the Lewis invariant after H Ralph Lewis who 'rediscovered' it in
1966 (Lewis 1967, 1968) in an application of Kruskal's asymptotic method (Kruskal 1962).
The generalized Ermakov system of Ray and Reid (1979)
i + w2(t)x = x-3f(yjx)
y+ w2(t)y = y-3g(yjx)
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where / and g are arbitrary functions of their arguments, has a first integral obtained in the
same way as that for (1.1) and (1.2) which is
f
y/ x
1= !(xy - xy)2 + [u/(u) - u-3g(u)] duo (1.6)
The Ermakov invariant (1.6) persists if w2(t) is replaced by anything (Ray 1980, Ray and
Reid 1980, Goedert 1990, Leach 1991).
Generalized Ermakov systems have been widely treated and we refer the reader to Leach
(1991) for references. Our particular interest in this paper is the relationship between the
structure of the differential equations of a three-dimensional generalized Ermakov system
and its underlying Lie algebraic structure. In part this has been motivated by the observation
of Leach (1991) that the nature of generalized Ermakov systems is explained in terms of
the Lie symmetry algebra sI (2, lR) and is more obvious if plane polar coordinates (r, e) are
used. Then (l.4), (1.5) and (1.6) become
;: - r82 + w2(t)r = r-3 F(e)
re + 2i8 = r-3G(e)
I = !(r28)2 - f G(e) de.
The Ermakov-Lewis invariant (1.9) possesses the three Lie point symmetries
G 1 = a/at
G2 = 2ta/at + ra/ar
G3 = t2a/at + tra/ar








which are the relations for the Lie algebra sl(2, lR). The invariant (1.9) is obtained by
integration of the angular equation (1.8) which also possesses sl(2, lR) symmetry. With the
representation (1.10)-{1.12) of sl(2, lR) used here this is not the case for (1.7) unless the
w2(t)r tenn (or anything else) is absent. However, we do note that the w2(t)r term can be
accommodated by a different set of operators which are related to (1.l0)-(1.l2) by means
of a point transfonnation (Leach and Gorringe 1990). In Leach (1991) it was proposed that
the expression generalized Ennakov system be restricted to systems for which the equations
of motion possessed sl(2, lR) symmetry and that systems which had only the invariant be
tenned weak generalized Ermakov systems.
The observations reported by Leach (1991) were based on a Lie algebraic analysis
of (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). It was natural to ask what systems possessed s/(2, R)
symmetry. Govinder and Leach (1992) showed that the most general system of second-order
ordinary differential equations in two dimensions invariant under the action of the s/(2, 1R)
repr~ntation (1.l0)-{1.l2) consisted of equations of the form
2' 3·· 4" 3· .F(e, r e, r r, r e + 2r re) = O. (1.l4)
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(The ~xtension to higher dimensions requires just the addition of the arguments ifJ, r2;P. r4f/>+
2r3rifJ .....) A subset of equations of the type (1.14) can be written in terms of the form of
the Newtonian equation of motion of a particle as
;: - riJ2 = r-3 f(8, r2iJ)
rB + 2riJ = r-3g«(), r2iJ).
Equations (US) and (l.l6) take a simpler form if we introduce new time
T := f r-2 dt
and the inverse radial distance X = r- I . They become
x/l + [(),2 + f«(), ()')]x = 0






where' := (d/dT). There is a local solution of (1.19), () = ()(T, ()o, ()~), and, when this is
substituted into (U8) together with ()f = ()' (T, ()o, ()~), (I.I 8) is reduced to to the equation
for a two-parameter family of time-dependent harmonic oscillators, the family of general
solutions of which will contain four parameters. Under suitable conditions on g«(), ()f) (1.19)
can be integrated to give the first integral
1= M«(), ()') (1.20)
which is the generalization of the Ermakov-Lewis invariant (1.9). Again under suitable
conditions (1.20) can be integrated to give a second first integral
f
d()
J = T - N«(), l) (1.21)
where N«(), l) is obtained by the inversion of (1.20). In general this will not be possible
as M «(). ()') will be only locally defined (for example on open neighbourhoods of analytic
points of g in «(), ()') space) and typically N«(), l) will be infinitely branched. In the case
that f and g in (l.l8) and (1.19) are free of ()' we obtain from (1.19) the usual expression
for the Ermakov-Lewis invariant




We note that, if we impose the additional requirement that equation (1.14) (and so (1.18) and
(l.l9» be invariant under the action of the rotation group in two dimensions with generator
a/a() so that the algebra is sl(2, 1R) $ so(2), (1.19) is now
8/1 = g(8'). (1.24)
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The Ermakov-Lewis invariant is given by
f e'der1= ---eg(e')
and an explicitly time-dependent integral is given by
f de'K = T - g(e')'
(1.25)
(1.26)
The integral (1.23) comes from the elimination of e' between (1.25) and (1.26).
In this paper we extend the consideration of systems of differential equations invariant
under si(2, IR) to three dimensions. We have already noted that the generalization of
(1.14) to higher dimensions is trivial. However, we find that the imposition of rotational
invariance by making the invariance algebra si(2, IR) $ 50(3) yields an interesting class of
differential equations which includes the classical equation for the magnetic monopole. The
invariance of this equation under the elements of the algebra si(2, IR) $ 50(3) has already
been reported by Moreira et ai (1985) (although they preferred to use the isomorphic
algebra 50(2, I) $so(3». The monopole is also known to possess a conserved vector called
Poincare's vector (Poincare 1896). We shall see that the general system to be discussed
here possesses three such vectors and that the solution of the system of equations reduces
to the determination of the three Poincare vectors and the solution of the radial equation
corresponding to (1.18). We should point out that, in the case of the monopole, the vector
usually referred to as Poincare's vector is obtained by elementary vectorial manipulation
of the equation of motion. The derivation of the two other vectors which, because of their
nature, we also term Poincare vectors is by no means transparent even in this simple case.
We also consider weak generalized Ermakov systems in three dimensions.
2. Equations invariant under 81(2, IR) $ 80(3)
In spherical polar coordinates (x = r sin e cos et>, y = r sin e sin et>, Z = r cos e) the equation
corresponding to (1.14) invariant under the representation (l.lOH1.12) of si (2, lR) is
2' 2' 3·· 4" 3·' 4" 3·'F(e.et>,r e,r et>.r r,r e+2r re,r et>+2r ret»=O. (2.1)
To make reasonable sense as a system of second-order differential equations in three
dependent variables we need a system of three equations of the form
r3;: = fee. et>, r2e, r2tP)
r4ij + 2r3jiJ = gee. et>, r2iJ, r2tP)




(One could conceive of variations on this. By way of example-not definitive nor intended
to be exclusive-(2.4) could be replaced by
2' 2'H(e,et>,r e,r et>,1)=0 (2.5)
where I is a parameter which may be taken to be the value of a first integral. If I has a
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realm of configuration invariants. To keep the discussion concise we do not digress into
this specialized area. The reader is referred to Sarlet et a/ (1985) for a discussion of the
relationship between systems of second-order equations, first integrals and configurational
invariants.)
In terms of the new time T and inverse radial distance X equations (2.2}-(2.4) are
X" = - f«(), r/J, ()', q/)X
()" = g«(), r/J, ()', r/J')




In contrast to the pair of equations (l.l8) and (l.l9) for which (1.l9) was 'in principle'
integrable and so (1.18) reduced to the time-dependent oscillator, the situation with the
system (2.6}-(2.8) is much more complex. Given () and <jJ as functions of T, (2.6) is
straightforward enough as it is linear in X.
We confine our attention to systems for which, in addition to invariance under s/(2, lR)
there is also rotational invariance, i.e. the system of equations is also invariant under the
action of the generators of so(3), namely






We add this constraint from considerations of possible physical applications. The
applications of (%r/J) to (2.2}-(2.4) (alternatively (2.6}-(2.8), but the sequel suggests that
the former should be used) is simple enough, f, g and h must be <jJ free. As the second
extension of Gs (req G6) mixes ij and ;p terms, (2.3) and (2.4) must be treated as a coupled
system whereas (2.2) can be treated by itself. The actual analysis involved makes for a
pleasant and straightforward exercise. The action of G~21 makes no di.fference to the result
which is to be expected since G6 = [G 4 , Gs]. (Given a symmetry G = ro/at + '1jo/aXj,
the second extension is G(2j = G + (~j - XjT:)a/aXj + (~i - ajr - xjr)a/oX'j.) We find
that the most general system of the form (2.2}-{2.4) invariant under s/(2, JR.) Ea so(3) is
r3;: = AI(L)
r 4 jj + 2r3re = r 4 tb2 sin() cos() + B(L)r2e - C(L)r2tbsin()
r 4;P + 2r3rtb = -2r4etb cot() + _.I_[B(L)r2 tb sin() + C(L)r 2e]
sm()





is the square of the magnitude of the angular momentum. The three equations (2.12}-{2.14)
may be written in the compact vectorial form
I A
T = 3"(A(L)f + B(L)w + C(L)L}
r
(2.16)
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where we have replaced AI (L) by A(L) + L 2• In an obvious notation rand L are the unit
vectors in the direction of the radius vector and the angular momentum vector L(:= r x r).
The unit vector w:= L x r is in the direction of the rate of change of r and is the natural
generalization of ein plane polar coordinates.
In terms of the definition of generalized and weak generalized Ermakov systems (2.2)-
(2.4) represents the three-dimensional form of the generalized Ermakov system. The addition
of some extra term to (2.2) would be in the spirit of the meaning of weak generalized
Ermakov system as given by Leach (1991). However, two points should be made. The
first is that under suitable (for example analyticity) conditions (2.2}-(2.4) have integrals,
i.e. constants of integration, defined over some local neighbourhood. The existence of one
or more global first integrals for (2.3), (2.4) or a combination of (2.3) and (2.4) would
require some constraints on the functions g and h. The second is that we have chosen
the radial equation to be the one which leads to the symmetry breaking. It made sense in
two dimensions as we were guaranteed the 'in principle' existence of an Ermakov-Lewis
invariant provided that the system maintained sl(2, JR.) symmetry in the radial equation.
This is lost in the general three-dimensional case and further thought needs to be given to
a correct terminology.
To conclude this section we make some observations about (2. I6). For Band C zero
and A(L) a constant (L is conserved) we have the equation for a Newton-Cotes spiral
(Whittaker 1944) which, in essence, is the free particle in the plane with an excess or deficit
of angular momentum. For A and B zero and C(L) proportional to L (= AL) a constant
(L is again conserved) we have the classic equation of a particle moving in the field of a
magnetic monopole. In this case it is well known that there exists the first integral
P=L+Ar (2. 17)
and the motion is on the surface of a cone of semi-vertex angle given by cos-1(CI PL)
(Poincare 1896). It is only more recently that Moreira et a1 (1985) demonstrated that the
algebra was so(2, I) EB so(3) (isomorphic to sl(2,lR) EB so(3». We note that the classical
monopole is a Hamiltonian system and the components of the Poincare vector possess the
algebra so(3) under the operation of taking the Poisson bracket (Mladenov 1988).
3. Poincare vector for (2.16)
The combination of the existence of the Poincare vector (2.17) and the symmetry algebra
sl(2,lR) EB so(3) for the classical monopole equation
r = C(L)L/r3 (3.1)
suggests that it may be fruitful to look for a similar vector for the general equation (2.16).
Elementary manipulation of (3.1) produces (2.17) more or less without trying. This is not
the case with (2.16). However, an equally simple-minded approach does yield interesting
results. We assume the existence of a vector of Poincare type given by
P:=lr+Jw+KL (3.2)
where I, J and K are functions to be determined. Requiring that P be zero when (2.16)






which in terms of new time T are






Equations (3.4) have a geometrical interpretation. They are the Serret-Frenet formulae
associated with a curve of curvature L and torsion CCL)I L, parametrized by T. An
orthonormal triad of solution vectors represents the principal triad of the curve, consisting
of tangent, normal and binormal vectors.
As an aside we note t~at this approach is not feasible for the two-dimensional system
of equations since .j: and 8 are then multiples of eand each multiple is a property of the
geometry of the plane and is independent of the mechanics. The only way to make progress
would be to specify the rand () dependence in P. This has not been necessary in the
present case because the dynamics is introduced via w.
The scalar product of (2.16) with r is
;: - r(e 2 + ~2 sin2 ()) = r- 3A(L)
which in terms of X and T is
X" + (L2 + A(L)}X = O.




which gives the first integral






This can be interpreted as an equation defining T in terms of L or L in terms of T. Naturally,
if B is zero, the magnitude of the angular momentum is constant.
By virtue of (3.10), (3.6) becomes the by now familiar time-dependent oscillator.
which characterizes the radial equation for generalized Ermakov systems expressed in the
appropriate coordinates.
In like fashion (3.4) is now a three-dimensional non-autonomous first-order system of
differential equations. Its structure is suggestive of a time-dependent oscillator written as a
system of first-order equations. However, the analogy only helps for a constant L. Before
going into the details of the method of solution of (3.4) one comment is appropriate. As a
three-dimensional first-order linear system it has three linearly independent solutions. This
means that there are in fact three 'Poincarc' vectors.
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In vie~ of the geometric interpretation of equations (3.4) some natural examples to
consider would be ones which have standard properties of curves~ The simplest one is a
curve of constant curvature which means that B is zero. The solution of (3.4) is
(~)=eXP{(~L -L +H(~:)
[.£] [L SinnT] [L cosnT ]= Lf 10+ n~S~T Jo+ ~sinnT Ko- --smnT --cosnT
n Ln Ln
(3.11)
where n2 := L2+ C2jL2 and the scaling has been chosen so that the norm of each vector
is one. The standard magnetic monopole has C = )...L and is associated with a curve of
constant torsion. The usual Poincare vector of the literature has 10 = n, Jo = 0 and Ko = 0
and is
P=L+)...r (3.12)
but we emphasize that there are in fact three vectors.
The solution (3.11) also applies in the case that there is a constant ratio of torsion to
curvature, i.e. C = )...L2 • There is a Poincare vector L+)...r (regardless of A and B) which
is time-independent. Then the general solution of (3.4) is written using t L(r)dr.
Since L is constant the solution of the radial equation (3.6) is simply
X(T) = £ sinwT + F coswT (3.13)
where w2 := L 2 + A(L) and £ and F are constants of integration. (We consider only w
real and non-zero. The other two possibilities can be treated in a similar fashion.) From
(3.13) and the definition of T we have
f dTt = (£ sin wT + F COSWT)2 (3.14)
which is easily evaluated and inverted to give T in terms of t and, through (3.13), we have
[
1 2 2 ] 1/2
r(t) = £2 + F2 + ;2 (t - to)2 (3.15)
With the general solution of (3.2) inverted to give r, multiplication by r gives r(t) with six
constants of integration and hence the general solution. This solution applies to all problems
associated with constant curvature.
We would expect to find three conserved vectors as the form posited for P spans the
space (except for exceptional points where degeneracy occurs). One is reminded of the work
of Fradkin (1965, 1967) and Yoshida (1987, 1989) on the existence of Laplace-Runge-Lenz
vectors for central force and other three-dimensional problems.
'The procedure described in detail above for the constant curvature case applies mutatis
mutandis for the general equation (2.16). Usually the equations become non-autonomous
with a consequent increase in the degree of difficulty of solution. This is particularly the







case with (3.4) which in the autonomous case is solved by a straightforward exponentiation
of the coefficient matrix by time. Nevertheless the general equation can be created.
By construction P is a constant vector and I, J and K are not independent when the
magnitude of P is specified. (In the case of the single vector there is not much point to it,
but, when there are three vectors spanning the space, there is no small appeal in specifying
unit vectors.) Only two dependent variables are needed and we introduce the transformation








Together with the normalization of P, (3.16) leads to a common differential equation for ~
and TJ which is of Riccati form, namely
, iL 2
w + iLw + -(1 - w ) = 0
2C
where w stands for ~ and TJ in turn. The transformation
w = 2iCy'/Ly
yields the linear second-order equation
(
C' L' ) L
2
y" + - - - + iL y' + -y = 0C L 4C2
which is trivially related via
(
L )1/2 .
Y = C ue-t/ 2! LdT
to the standard time-dependent harmonic oscillator (TDHO )













Needless to remark the tricky business is always the solution of the TDHO equation (3.21).
We illustrate this with what appears to Pe a fairly innocuous set of functions B and C being
proportional to L, i.e.
Then
B =aL C = fJL. (3.23)
(3.24)
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and (3.21) becomes
(3.25)
which is Whittaker's differential equation in slightly disguised form. With the solution to
(3.25) the route back to ; and 11 via (3.18) and (3.20) is straightforward. To keep things
simple we take A(L) to be zero. The solution of the radial equation (3.6) is
(3.26)
where la and Ya are Bessel's functions and, as before, E and F are constants. However,
the determination of t is via
(3.27)
for which a closed expression is not known.
4. Some 'weak' considerations
Leach (1991) proposed that systems with Ermakovinvariants which did not possess si (2, lR)
symmetry should be termed 'weak'. Athorne (1991). although not disagreeing with the
distinction. noted that other classifications-such as Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian-
were also important. Indeed, the point of that letter was that those (non-Hamiltonian)
systems described, and which had only one global invariant, could be understood as 'linear
extensions' of an underlying Hamiltonian system with appropriate choice of time variable.
Here we wish to consider a few examples of systems for which only the angular equations
possess si(2, lR) symmetry. We maintain 50(3) symmetry overall so that the radial equation
has the form
.. L 2 I
r - 3" = 3"A(L) + fer, L)
r r
(4.1)
where f(r, L) is the symmetry-breaking term. The analysis of the angular equations is the
same which means that. in principle. we have L = L(T) and the three Poincare vectors. In
terms of the inverse radial variable X and new time (4.1) is
(4.2)




r =f p(T)-2 dT (4.3)
.•.
where p is a solution of the Pinney equation (Pinney 1950)
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and L = L(T) through (3.10). One could hope that for some functions f that the
transformation (4.3) would render it autonomous. For this to happen it is necessary for
p = geL) and the argument of f to be X-I g(L), where g is a solution to a Pinney-type
equation with L as independent variable containing A(L) and B(L).
Such constraints are not required in a few cases. If the additional force is due to a
Newton-Cotes potential, (4.2) is as if f were zero and A(L) changed. For a Kepler-type
potential
f (~, L) = J.L(L)X 2 (4.5)
so that (4.3) is just the non-homogeneous time-dependent oscillator and is solved in standard
fashion. For an oscillator type potential
(4.6)
which makes (4.2) a Pinney equation with time-dependent coefficients. If J.L is independent
of L or B = 0, this can be treated as if it were the standard TDHO problem. If such is not
the case, the best that one can do is to introduce a time-dependent transformation which
converts (4.2) to a generalized Emden-Fowler equation of order -3.
5. Conclusion
In the case that (2.16) has a Hamiltonian representation the Poincare vectors will have the
Lie algebra so(4) under the operation of taking the Poisson Bbracket. The question is under
what circumstances does it have a Hamiltonian? (One would not expect the usual Poisson
bracket relation [Z/L' Zv]PB = J/LV' (Zi = qi, Zn+l = Pi and J is the 2n x 2n symplectic matrix)
but more the monopole type of relation, i.e. seek H : if = [q, H]PB and p = [p, H]PB lead
to the equation of motion.) There are two cases of (2.16) to consider: (i) when (2.16) is
itself Hamiltonian; and (ii) when (2.16) possesses a global invariant which is not, however,
a Hamiltonian function for the system. In the latter case the possibility asrises that this
invariant is a Hamiltonian function for a subsystem on an appropriate phase space, as in
Athome (1991).
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IN TERMS OF 81(2,R) INVARIANTS
K.S. GOVINDER AND lP.G.L. LEACH
ABSTRACT. Conventional generalized Ermakov systems are shown to be
a subset of the class of second order ordinary differential equations in-
variant under 51(2, R) symmetry. When the system is two-dimensional,
it can be reduced to a one-dimensional time-dependent simple harmonic
oscillator by a suitable choice of new time and distance variables.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classiiication. 58F07,22E70.
In a recent letter [5] it was shown that the Ermakov invariant [4]
and its generalization [10] are invariant under the action of the genera-
tors of the Lie algebra 81(2, R). (For a more comprehensive bibliography
on generalized Ermakov systems see the references cited inref [5].) It
was suggested in ref [5] that the name generalized Ermakov system be
restricted to the case in which the original system of differential equa-
tions also possesses 81(2, R) symmetry and that otherwise the system be
termed weak.
In [5] the observation that the Ermakov invariant had the nature of a
generalized angular momentum led to the treatment of generalized Er-
makov systems in polar co-ordinates (plane polar for two-dimensional
1 Associate member of the Centre for Nonlinear Studies, University of the Witwa-
tersrand, Johannesburg.
Work supported in part by the Foundation for Research Development of South Africa.
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systems, spherical and hyperspherical for three- and n-dimensional sys-
tems).
The natural question to ask is: "What is the general form of a differ-
ential equation invariant under the action of the generators of sl(2, R)?".
In view of the comment above the representation of sl(2, R) used is ex-







G2 =2t- +r-at ar
2a a
G3 =t -+tr-.at ar
We seek the structure of the general second order ordinary .differential
equation (sode)
(4) f(t, r,O, r,O, r,6) = 0
(5)
invariant under the second extension of the symmetries (1), (2) and (3).
G1 is easily disposed as it is its own second extension and invariance
under it requires that f in (4) be free of t. The second extension of G2
is
(2) _ a a a· . a . a .. a .. a
G2 - 2t-a +r-a + 0ao - r-a· - 20-,. - 3ra.. - 40~,t r r ao r ao
where we include the O(a/aO) term to remind ourselves that 0 is an
argument of f, and its application to (4) gives a linear partial differential
equation for f, viz.
...
(6) af 8f .8f ·8f ..8f ··8fr-+O- -r- -20-. -3r- -40-.. =0ar ao ar ao ar ao
(recall that f is t-free due to Gt) the characteristics of which are found





dO dr dO dr d9
o = - T = - 20 = - 3; = - 49
..
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and are 8,u = rr,v = r 2iJ,w = r3 f and x = r4jj so that (4) is now
407
(8) !(8,u,v,w,x) = o.
The invariance of (8) under the action of G~21 reduces the number of
characteristics to four, viz. 8, v, w and y = x + 2uv so that the general
structure of a second order ordinary differential equation invariant under
81(2, R) is
(9) 2· 4·· 3·· 3··!(fJ,r 8,r fJ+2r rfJ,r r)=O.
We note that in spherical polar co-ordinates the characteristics <P, r4~
and r4~ + 2r3r~ would also be functions and the general form of the
equation is
The generalization to hyperspherical co-ordinates is obvious.
The relationship between Ennakov systems and classical mechanics is
fairly obvious (Ennakov did start off with the equation for the classical
harmonic oscillator.). We therefore continue the analysis in two (spa-




F(fJ, r 2iJ, r 3f, r 4jj +2r3riJ) = 0
G(fJ, r 2 iJ, r 3f, r4jj +2r3riJ) =o.
We note that a particular case of the general result represented by eqq
(11) and (12) was reported by Ray and Reid [9] who used an interesting
combination of Noether's theorem and an ad hoc method. We confine




r 3 f = !l(fJ,r2 9)
r4jj +2r3r9 = g(fJ, r 2iJ).
The implicit function theorem [2, pl71] does impose some restrictions on
F and G for this inversion to be possible. In particular (13) and (14) may
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(20)
only have local validity. In such a case the development below would be
confined to a collection of neighbourhoods. However, in terms of possible
physical applications based on the ideas of Newtonian mechanics, we
assume that (13) and (14) have more than local validity. Equations (13)
and (14) can be recast in the form of the equation of motion of a classical
particle if we take It = 1+ (r 2 B)2 so that (13) and (14) become





The usual generalized Ermakov systems have I and 9 free of r28.
In order to make the structure of these equations more transparent
we introduce new time T defined by
(17) T= Jr- 2 dt
and the inverse radial distance X = 1/r. If derivatives with respect to T
are denoted by', " etc, (15) and (16) become
(18) X" + [8'~ +1(8, 8')]X = 0
(19) 8"=g(8,8').
Eq (19) is effectively a first order equation for 8' with 8 as dependent
variable. In terms of the Lie theory for the integration of a first order
ode an integrating factor can be found such that
(8 8') = _8,aM(8,8') /aM(8,8')
9 , a8 a8'
so that (19) integrates to
(21) M(8,8') = h,
where h is a constant. (Note: We are here concerned with principle.
In practice there may be technical difficulties!) Given the structure as-
sumed forg the implicit function theorem [2, p165] guarantees inversion
of (21) to
8' = N(8, h)
ERMAKOV SYSTEMS
(at least locally) so that
409
(22) J dOT - TO = N(O, h)"
This can also be inverted (locally) to give
(23) 0= J(T, h, TO).
<,
Now that 0 is known, (18) becomes the differential equation in (X, or)
space of the classical time-dependent linear oscillator if the coefficient
of X is positive, the free particle if zero and the linear repulsor if neg-
ative. We remark that the new time defined in (17) is almost familiar
except that r(t) is used instead of p(t) [6,7]. Another way to look at the
definition of new time is as
so that T is the measure of time in which the time rate of change of angle
is the angular momentum. This angular momentum interpretation and
resulting oscillator equation (18) remind one of the interpretation of the
Pinney equation [8] by Eliezer and Gray [3].
Eqq (15) and (16) reduce to the equations for a Newton-Cotes spiral
in the case 1 = constant and 9 =0 [10, p83]. The qualitative features of
a spiral are maintained for the generalized Ermakov system in the cases
that (i) 0'2 + 1(0,0') < 0 since X(T) is unbounded and so r - 0 (see
fig 1) and (ii) 0,2 + I(O,(}') > 0 since X(T) passes through zero and so
r - 00 (see fig 2). However, it is possible to obtain closed orbits. One
such is depicted in fig 3.
Some general comments are in order. The reduction of the nonlinear
equation (15) to that of the linear time-dependent oscillator combines
the method of Whittaker [11, p78] and the introduction of the 'new
time' T. In the case that the angular momentum L(:= r 20) is conserved,
the new time is just LO which Whittaker uses. In the general case the
procedure adopted here is very similar to that found in Athome et al [1].
In the two-dimensional case the connection between the angular variable
410 K.S. GOVINDER AND 1P.G.L. LEACH
and new time is obvious. Consider, however, the set of equations in





r4 jj + 2r3i8 = gl(8,cjJ,r2iJ,r2~)
4" 3' . 2· 2·
r cjJ+2r rcjJ=h 1(8,cjJ,r 8,r cjJ).
•
Although this set can be recast in a form which has the left hand sides
as the components of the acceleration in spherical polar co-ordinates
and the new time (17) introduced, there is no connection with an angle
because there are two to choose from. A possible approach is to im-
pose further symmetry constraints on equation (25-27). Work on this
approach is underway.
In this letter we have concentrated on generalized Ermakov systems
(as defined in ref[I]). It is apparent that the weak systems can be in-
cluded if in (15) we allow f to include, say, additional radial forces. The
integration of (16) to obtain an Ermakov invariant is unaffected. In gen-
eral (18) would become nonlinear in X and the possibility of closed form
integration much reduced, except in such special cases as the Kepler
inverse-square force.
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Figure 1: Inwardly spiralling orbit for f = _Of2 ~ 1 and 9 = Of with
initial conditions r(O) = 1, ;-(0) = 0, 8(0) =0 and 9(0) =0.9
,
, \..
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Figure 2: Outwardly spiralling orbit for f = -0,9375812 and 9 = 0
with initial conditions r(O) = 3.6, 1'(0) = -0.025, 9(0) = -57r/3 and
8(0) =0.0075
Figure 3: Closed orbit for f =BI2(a - 2cos 29) and 9 =0 with initial
conditions r(O) =1, 1'(0) =0, 9(0) =0 and 8(0) =0.1 (0:::::: -1,4551 is
related to the eigenvalue of the Mathieu function ce(8,1).)
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Abstract. For general values of the parameter, k, the equation y" + yy' + ky) = 0 can be
reduced to quadrature via a Lie algebraic approach, either direct or through hidden symmelries.
For specific values of k, mostly in (!. *), the solution can be expressed in paramelric fonn. For
these values of le the equation passes the weak Painlevt test For some other values of le the




has occurred in studies in a variety of fields such as univalued functions defined by second
order differential equations (Golubev 1950), the generalized Emden equation (Moreira 1984,
Leach 1985), the Riccati equation (Chisholm and Common 1987) and in the modelling of
the fusion of pellets (Erwin et al 1984), has itself been the object of study by Mahomed
and Leach (1985), Leach et al (1988) and Abraham-Shrauner (1992) and as one of a class
of equations by Bouquet et al (1991), These studies were mainly concerned with the Lie
point symmetries of (1.1) and numerical properties of the solution for various values of the
parameter k.
For general values of the parameter, k, equation (1.1) is invariant under the actions of
the second extensions of the Lie point symmetries
a
G, = - (1.2)ox
associated with invariance under translation in the independent variable and
a a
G 2 =x- - y- (1.3)ax . ay
which is the generator of self-similar transformations. In the particular case that k = ~
(1.1) possesses eight Lie point symmetries (Mahomed and Leach, 1985) with the algebra
sl(3. R) which implies that the equation is linearizable. The transformation is
I . x 1
y = _x2 - - X = x - - . (1.4)
2 y y
t Associalc member of the Centre for Nonlinear Studies. University of the Witwatersrand. Johannesburg. South
Africa.
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Although the value of k = ~ is significant in terms of the Lie algebraic properties of (1.1 ).
this is not a critical value- of k as fat the behaviour of the solution is concerned. That value
is k = i (Leach et al 1988).
An interesting feature of (1.1) is that it has hidden symmetries associated with it no
matter the value of k (Abraham-Shrauner 1992) in that it is related to a linear second-order
equation by means of a non-local transformation.
The focal point of the study of any differential equation is the question of its integrability. .
Three approaches to this question are Lie analysis. Painleve analysis and numerical studies.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a unified treatment of (1.1) so that already known
features are connected to some which have yet to be explored. In particular we compare
two methods of reducing (1.1) to qua4ratures with the results of the Painleve analysis of
the equation. From this comparison we will see that the passing of the Painleve or weak
Painleve test and the reduction to a parametric solution via the symmetries are closely
related.
The parameter. k._which appears in (1.1) is written in that form for the convenience of
the presentation of the equation. In the analysis which follows in the following sections' it
will be seen that another parameter. related to k. emerges naturally. As we wish to relate
the reduction to quadrature to the results of the Painleve analysis. we initiate that analysis
first.
2. Painleve analysis: initial considerations
Following the procedure outlined in Ramani et al (1989) we determine the leading-order
behaviour by setting .
(2.1)
where X = x - Xo. and find that there is a simple pole (p - 1). that all terms are dominant
and that the coefficient a satisfies
ka2 -a+2 =0.
The resonances are found by substituting
y = ax- I + !3XT - 1
(2.2)
(2.3)
into the dominant terms (all in this case) and requiring that the coefficient of !3 be zero.
When (2.2) is used. the resonances are found to be r = -1 (as required) and r = 4 - a.
Equation (1.1) passes the Painleve test if r is a positive integer which fixes a to one
of the sequence of integers 3.2. 1. -1. . ... (The value a = 0 is omitted due to (2.2).)
One could contemplate the weak: Painleve test with a a rational number. However. for the
moment we leave this analysis with two remarks. For k > i. a is complex. It has already
been found (Leach et al 1988) that the critical value of k is i and this is supported by the
results so far of the Painleve analysis. We have identified a parameter. a. related to k which
plays a critical role in the analysis.
3. Reduction of order
Since (1.1) has two symmetries G" (1.2), and G2• (1.3). with [G" G2] = G" the usual
reduction of order is through the normal subgroup, G I, which yields an Abel equation of
the second kind with the symmetry G2 preserved in the new co-ordinates. This symmetry
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uvv' = 2v2 - V + k
which is immediately reduced to the quadrature
(3.1)
(3.2)
f du 1f vdv-; = 2 (v - 4)(v + (2 _ a)/2a) (3.3)
when (2.2) is taken into account. On integration (3.3) becomes
(
I ) 2-a ( 2 _ a) 2
K U214-al = V - ;; v +~ (3.4)
where K is the constant of integration. except in the special cases a =2(k = 0) and




Ku 2 = (v - i)exp[-i(v - i)l (3.6)
respectively. The reduction above is for k ~ t. For k > t the quadrature of (3.2) gives
K u4 = (2v2 - V + k) exp{ I tan-I [ 2v - I ]}.
J(8k - 1) J(8k - 1)
There still remains the further quadrature because of the transfonnation (3.1). Even
if the immediate step of v = u' is used. non-local inversion of (3.4) is not possible for
general a.
4. Hidden symmetry reduction
The basic idea behind the hidden symmetry approach (Abraham-Shrauner 1993) is to
increase the order of the given differential equation by one via a non-local transfonnation
and then to reduce the order using one of the other symmetries to an equation of the same
order as the original equation but with (one hopes) more symmetries. Equation (1.1) belongs
to the class (Bouquet et al 1991)
y" + ym y' + ky2m+1 = 0 (4.1)
for which the non-local transfonnation is a slight generalization of the Riccati transfonnation.
It is
y = (l +~ )I/m(u'lu}l/m .
m
In the case of (1.1) m = 1 and the resultant third-order equation is
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It is immediately ob~ious why (1.1) is easily integrated in the case of k = ~.
Equation (4.3) has the three symmetries
a




G3 = u- (4.6)au
with [Gt. G2] = G I , [G .. G3] =0 and [G 2 • G3] =O. i.e.• the algebra is AI eA2 (compared
with A2 of (1.1». The symmetry G3 is a natural consequence of the Riccati transformation.
The reduction of the self-similar symmetry (1.3) which contains both x and y terms to one
only in x may have some connection with the fact that all terms in (l.l) are dominant in
the Painleve analysis.
When (4.4) is used to reduce the order of (4.3). the resulting equation is an Euler
equation in the square of the new independent variable. A further transformation brings this
into a linear constant coefficient form. Combining the two transformations we have
v =logu w =u12 (4.7)
and (4.3) becomes
w" - w' + 2(9k - I)w = O. (4.8)
Since (4.8) is a linear second-order equation. it is invariant under the actions of the generators
of the eight-element algebra sl(3. R).





(except in the case k = t). The solution ·u(x) of (4.3) is obtained from the inversion of the
quadrature
f dux -xc = U I /4(AuO+ Bu-o)I/2 •
A full discussion of the integration in (4.11) would necessitate the treatment of a number
of cases resulting in a certain amount of repetition. To avoid this we consider only the case
. A and B both positive. The substitution
UO = (BjA)I/2sinhl1
brings (4.11) to the form
I (B )3/llcI-I/4fx - xo = -- - sinh3/4&-1/2 n dne5AI/2 A ., 'f
(4.12)
(4.13)
which can be evaluated when the exponent on the sinh is an integer. The form of the
integral varies with the oddness or evenness of the integer.
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(4.14)
For an integer, 2n, (4.10) gives
k = n(2n + 1)
(4n + 1)2.
and (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980), equation 2.412.2)
_ (4n + I)BII { 11 ( 2n ) 11-1 k ( 2n ) sinh(2n - 2k)1/ }
.t-xo- 3.22n - I AII+I/2 (-1) n 1/+2L(-1) k 2n-2k . (4.15)
k=O
For an odd integer, 2n + I, (4.10) gives
k = (n + 1)(2n + I) (4.16)
(4n + 3)2
and (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980). equation 2.412.3)
2(-I)II(4n + 3)BII+1/2 11 ( n ) cosh2k+I 1/
x - xo = 3All L(-1)k k 2k + l' (4.17)
k=o







In the case that n is an even integer, (4.18) with (4.13) provides a parametric solution and.
when n is an odd integer, (4.18) with (4.17) does the same.
It is possible to eliminate 1/ only in the cases n = O(k = 0), n = l(k = ~) and
n = 3(k = 6/49). The even values of n suffer from the mixture of 1/ and sinh 1/ tenDs.
Nevertheless the solution is well-defined for all integer n. We note that. except for the
trivial case k = 0, the parameter k belongs to the open interval (~,l). Le.• between the
value for which (1.1) is linearizable and the critical value.
If k > i. the solution of (4.8) is
. . . . ....
.....
where




The integral corresponding to (4.11) cannot be evaluated in tenDS of a finite combination
of elementary functions.
S. Weak Painleve property
n =0.1•...
In section 4 we saw that (1.1) could be solved in parametric fOnD when
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for which, since k < t, the constant a in the Painleve analysis takes the values
a = 2(2n + I) 2(2n + I) (5.2)
n + I n
(with n i= 0 in the latter case) and the Kowalevskaya exponents are
2 2
r = -- , -- (5.3)
n + 1 n
respectively.
For general n, r is non-integer and so (Ll) does not have the Painleve property for
these values of k. However, it is possible that (Ll) does have the weak Painleve property
since r is rational. In the case of the first resonance calculation shows that the expansion
should be in powers X 2/(n+\) rather that XI/(n+\). Without going into the details of what is
a routine calculation we find that
2(2n+l) 1 { (x)2/(n+\) n2+4n+l(x)4/(n+\)
y= 1+ - + -
(n + 1) X b n + 5 b
2n4 + 19n3+ 48n2+ 23n + 4 (X )6/(n+1) }+ - + ...
2(n +5)(n + 7) b
where b is the arbitrary constant which enters at the resonance. The weak Painleve property
is satisfied. As we have already seen in section 4, for these values of k the solution of (Ll)
can be written in parametric form.
It has been claimed (Ablowitz et al 1980) that a negative resonance (apart from r = -I
which represents the arbitrariness of Xo (Grammaticos et al 1982)) is purely formal. This
is not always the case. When all terms in an equation are dominant, it is obvious that the
leading term behaviour does not indicate whether the leading term is the lowest or highest
power in the series. The existence of a negative resonance (apart from r = -1) indicates
that we have the highest power and not the lowest power. Hence it is appropriate to insert
the ansatz
00





into (l.l). We emphasise that this is the correct interpretation of a negative resonance (apart
from r = -I) only in the case that all terms are dominant We find that
2(2n + l) _I { (b)2/n n2 - 2n - 2 (b)4/n
y= X 1+ - + -
n X n-4 X
4n4 -17n3 -5n2+24n+12(b)6I
n
}+ - + ...
2(n-4)(n-6) X
where again b is the arbitrary constant introduced at the resonance. As with all series
solutions obtaine~ using the Painleve method, (5.6) is a formal solution. We conjecture that
it represents an essential singularity at X =O. This result, (5.6), is invalid for n =4, 6, ... at
which values the arbitrary constant, b, must be zero. These values give particular solutions
to (1.1). It is an easy calculation to show for n an even integer, 2m, that
4m+ 1
y=--mx
is a particular solution of (Ll).





Figure 2. k. = ~; y(O) = O. y'(0) = 1. Decaying
solution.
y





Figure 3. k = *; y(O) = O. y'(O) = -1. Divergent
solution indicates that k. = ! is the limiting case of the
k. < ! behaviour.
Figure 4. k = !; y(O) = O. y'(O) = 1. Decaying
solution indicates that k = ! is the limiting case of the
k. < ! behaviour.
y
Figure 5. k = ~; y(O) = O. y'(0) = 1. The solution ~
oscillatory for all initial conditions.
-.
6. Discussion
An interesting feature of (1.1) is the connection between the passing of the weak Painlev~
test and the reduction of the solution to parametric fonn when k takes the values given
in (5.1). Equation (1.1) can be reduced to quadratures via the symmetry approach-either
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is found only for the particular values of k given by (5.1). We observe the curious property
that. apart .from the trivial case k = O. this feature is restricted to values of k in (~. t).
(Recall that; when k = ~. the parameter is easily eliminated.) In terms of the behaviour of
the solution. k = t is the critical value in that the solution passes from non-oscillatory to
oscillat.ory (see figures 1 to 5). In Leach et al (1988) it was stressed that it was this value
rather than k = ~ which was the critical value. However. the present analysis strongly
suggests that k = ~ is also a critical value although in a sense different to normal usage.
In the initial treatment of the Painleve analysis we noted that the Kowalevskaya exponent
was 4 - a. Clearly the Painleve test is satisfied for a =3.2, I, -1, ... (a cannot be zero).
By way of example in the particular case a = 1 we find that
(6.1)
(6.2)
Le. y is essentially a function in the variable [b(x - XO)]3. It appears that for general integer
a. the expansion is in powers of [b(x - xo)]4-a.
If one performs the reduction of order via the hidden symmetry method with the
substitution y = 4u' /u. the resulting quadrature is
x - Xo = f (Auq +d;u_q )1/2
where q = 2(4 - a)/a. This can be evaluated in closed form for a = 3,2.1 which
correspond to k = ~. 0 and -1 respectively. In contrast to the situation when the weak
Painleve test is satisfied. the passing of the Painleve test does not coincide with expression
of the solution in parametric form (except for the special cases noted above).
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Abstract-A class ofdifferential equations discussed by Ranganathan [Inc. J. Non-Linear Mech. 23,
421 (1988) and 24, 19 (1989)] and Kara and Mahomed [Int. J. Non-Linear Mech. 27, 919 (1992)] is
subjected to the Lie analysis to determine those cases for which a solution can be found.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ranganathan [1,2] has investigated the existence of first integrals and solutions of second-
order non-linear ordinary differential equations of the general form
it + p(t)q + r(t)q = Jlq2q- t + f(t)qn, (1.1)
where p(t), r(t) andf(t) are arbitrary functions of time and Jl and n are arbitrary constants
with neither being unity. Ranganathan generalised the method of Reid [3,4] which is based
on homogeneous combinations of two linearly independent solutions, Wl(t) and W2(t), of the
associated linear equation
w+ p(t)w + r(t)w = O. (1.2)
(2.1)
The work of Reid was a generalisation of that of Pinney [5J which is closely related to the
celebrated paper of Ermakov [6].
More recently Kara and Mahomed [7] approached (1.1) from the point of view of
equivalent Lagrangians. In particular they treated the subsets of (1.1) which are related to
the canonical representations of second-order equations possessing the Lie algebras sl(3, R)
and sl(2, R).
In this paper we consider (1.1) as a representation of an equation of simpler structure
from which it can be obtained by means of a point transformation of Cartan form. This
simpler equation is studied by the standard methods of Lie analysis.
2. SIMPLIFICATION OF (1.1)
When the first term on the right-hand side of (1.1) is taken to the left-hand side and the
equation multiplied by q-", it is evident that it has the form
_l_(ql_")" + _P_(ql-,,). + rql-" =fct'-"
1-Jl 1-Jl
or, after the substitution
--. is made,
s+ ps + (1 - Jl)rs = (1 - Jl)(n+ 11/(1-"lfs(n- ,,1/(1 -"I.
In the case that n = Jl, (2.3) becomes the linear equation
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(2.7)
(recall that n = 1 has already been excluded). Being linear (2.6) possesses the eight-element
Lie algebra s/(3, R) and corresponds to one of the types treated by Kara. and Mahomed via
the technique of equivalent Lagrangians. We do not pursue this linear equation further.
Under the transformation
s(t) = y(x)v(t), x = u(t), (2.5)
(2.3) becomes





The standard treatment of (2.6) is to select the functions u and v to remove the y' term, set
the coefficient of y constant (Leach [8] chose 1 for the case (J = 2 and Leach et al. [9] 0 for
the general case) and concentrate the variable coefficient in the non-linear term y". Note
that Feix and Lewis [10] treated a subset of this class by requiring that the coefficient of y"
also be a constant. However, Moreira [11] and Leach [12] elected to place the variable
coefficient at y', make the coefficient of y zero and that of y" one. All of these are different
representations of the generalized Emden-Fowler equation
1jI" + q,(x)ljI" = 0, (2.8)
on which there is a vast literature (see [9] and the references cited therein).
One of the problems encountered in the group theoretic treatment of (2.6) when the
unspecified variable coefficient is placed at the non-linear term (cf. [8, 9]) is that, when (J = 2,
a function which arises in the analysis is required to satisfy a very non-linear equation. This
equation is not obviously solvable. A similar problem arose when the unspecified variable
coefficient was placed at y' in [11, 12]. The method of [11] was based on the "direct"
method of Lewis and Leach [13] (see also Gascon et al. [14]) and that of [12] on Noether's
theorem. The final equation to be solved was the same. The general solution cannot be
obtained in analytic form [15]. On the basis of these experiences, we examine (2.6) with the
variable coefficient placed with the y term, the coefficient of y' is set at zero and that of y" at
one. Thus, we set
so that
uv + 2uv + puv = 0 (2.9)
(2.10)
and, from the coefficient of y", v(t) is such that
(1 - Jl)"+ l/V" + 3 exp [2 fP(t)dtJ = 1 (2.11)
except in the case (J = - 3 which we exclude from the general discussion and treat
separately. With u and v now specified we assume that the coefficient of y can be written as
a function of the new independent variable, F(x).
3. THE CASE (J = - 3
Before we proceed to the general case, we consider the case (J = - 3 which corresponds to
n = 4Jl - 3. We take the coefficient of y to be zero, i.e. v is a solution of the linear equation
ii + pv + (l - Jl)rv =O. (3.1)
The equation to be considered is
y" = G(X)y-3.
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possesses a Lie point symmetry
a a
x = e(x,Y) ox + ,,(x,Y) ay
provided
X[2 IN(x,Y,Y',Y")IN=o = 0,
where
is the second extension of X.
A routine calculation shows that
a a
X = a(x) - + e(x)y-
ox ay
subjected to the requirements
e" = 0,
a" = 2c',
(4e - 2a')G = aG' ,
i.e.
e=CO+C.x,













For general G, (3.13) requires that all constants be zero, i.e. no symmetry exists. If G is
a constant, K, there are three symmetries, namely
a a







which have the Lie algebra 51(2, R) and so belong to the second class considered by Kara
and Mahomed [7]. The solution of (3.2) is trivial being
with
AC - B2 = K.
If (3.13) is regarded as the defining differential equation forG, we have
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)G K [f (4Co - 2A.)dx ]= exp (Ao + A.x + C.x2) ,
which has three forms depending on the sign of the discriminant of the denominator of the
integrand. There is just the one symmetry, namely
2 a a
X = (Ao + A.x + C.x )ox + (Co + C.x)y ay"
In this case (3.2) is transformed to the autonomous form











x= 2'Ao + A1x + C 1x
( f Co + C 1x )Y = yexp - A C 2 dx .A o + IX + IX
Equation (3.21) does not fall into the class of equations to which Reid's method [4]
applies and does not satisfy the Painleve test. (Put u2 = y. There is a pole at p = 1 and
resonances at r = -I, I, but the Y' term ruins the further analysis.) It can be reduced to an
Abet's equation of the second kind, the solution of which is by no means obvious. We
conclude that the only· useful case for 0" = - 3 is when there are three symmetries.
4. THE CASE 0" #= - 3,2
Examination of the existence of a symmetry for the equation
y" + F(x)y = y" (4.1)
soon reveals that the case 0" = 2 is distinct. We consider the case 0" #= 2 first. The only
possible structure of a symmetry of (4.1) is
a ax = a(x)- + e(x)y-ox ay
and this is provided a(x) and e(x) satisfy the requirements:
2c' = a",
(0" - l)e = -2a',
e" + aF' + 2a'F = O.
From (4.3) and (4.4) it follows that
a = Ao + AIx,
2A 1e=---
0" - I'








For general F(x) there is no symmetry. IfF(x) is a constant, K, there is one symmetry and
the solution (1.1) is reduced to the quadrature
f dyX - Xo = [ ,,+1 )1/2' (4.9)C-Ky2 + 2-Y-
0"+1
where C is a constant of integration. Recalling that 0" #= .....: 3, 2, 1 the solution can be
expressed in terms of elliptic functions for certain values of 0". (See Section 6.)
The general solution of (4.8) is
F(x) _ K
- (Ao + A1x)2
and for K #= 0 there is just one symmetry, namely
a 2A1 ax = (Ao + A 1x) - - --y-.ox 0" - 1 ay
With F(x) as given in (4.10) the autonomous form of the equation is
y" _ A (0" + 3) Y' (K 2AHO" + 1») _ "
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1
X = Al 10g(Ao + A 1x),





As was the case for q = - 3, (4.12) is not amenable to further treatment unless M is put equal
to zero which brings us back to the F(x) = K case mentioned above.
In the special case that F(x) is zero, i.e. the transformation which satisfies (2.11) also




X 2 =x-+--y-,ox 1 - q oy
for
y" = y".




General solutions can be obtained in terms of elliptic integrals for certain values of q. (See
Section 6.)
Single-parameter solutions can be obtained by putting C = O. Then
[
(1-q) J- 2/("-1)
Y = 2(1 + q)I/2 (x - xo) .
5. THE CASE (J = 2
The equation
y" + F(x)y = y2
has a symmetry of the form
o 0
X = a(x) ox + [e(x)y + d(x)] oy
provided
2e' - a" = 0,
e + 2!l' = 0,
e" + aF' + 2a'F = U,
d" + dF = O.
From (5.3) and (5.4) it is evident that
a = Ao + Alx,
C = -2A l •
Equation (5.5) may be regarded as a definition of d(x), namely
d = A 1F + !(Ao + Alx)F'
so that (5.6) becomes the defining equation for F(x)













The change of variables
"'"
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x = Ao + Alx, W(x) = F(x)/Ar
reduces (5.10) to its essential form
XW'" + 4W" + XWW + 2Wz = o.
(5.11)
(5.12)
It has not been possible to obtain the general solution of(5.12), but in a very real sense it is
not necessary. The change of variables
x = fd:,
Y = aZy - fad dx
reduces (5.1) to the autonomous form




when (5.5)-(5.7) hold. The constants M and N are given by
M = 2 f addx - aZF, (5.16)
N = (faddxr-Faz f addx -; 6a,zad + 3aza'd - a3d'. (5.17)
Equation (5.15) can be reduced in order to an Abet's equation of the second kind for which
a closed-form solution is not obvious. This observation is independent of any solution of
(5.12), apart from the trivial one W(X) = 0 for which (5.1) can be solved in terms of elliptic
integrals.
In the case that Al = 0 (5.15) can be reduced to an elliptic integral. Equation (5.10)
reduces to
(a) n = Jl.
If
F'" + FF' = 0,
which also can be reduced to an elliptic integral.
6. DISCUSSION
The possible solutions of
q+ p(t)q + r(t)q = JlqZq-1 +f(t)q"
can be divided into a number of cases.
s(t) = AsI(t) + BSz(t)
is the general solution of the linear equation
s+ p(t)s + (1 - n)r(t)s = f(t),
the solution of (6.1) is, trivially,
q = [(1 - n)(As I (t) + BSZ(t»]I/(1-II'.
This is the sl(3, R) case of Kara and Mahomed [7].
(b) n = 4Jl - 3.
The standard form of (6.1) is
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This is the sl(2, R) case of Kara and Mahomed [7] and (6.5) is the elementary form of the
Pinney equation [5]. The relationships between the variables (q, t) and (x, y) are
[
4 J4/(I-n)
q(t) = 1 _ n y(x)v(t) , (6.8)
x = u(t), (6.9)
where
uv + 2uv + puv = 0,
.. . (1 - n)v + pv + -4- TV = 0
and also we have required that
(
1 n)3(n-l)/4 [ f J




The easiest way to interpret this case is to select arbitrary functions u(t) and v(t). From (6.10)
and (6.11) this choice establishes
u 2v
p(t) = - -; - -,
u v
4 [1 (v3t vu]r(t)=-- --+- .
n - 1 3 v3 vu
The third functionf(t) is obtained from (6.12) as
f(t) = K 1uV4
and the general solution is










(c) n = 2 - J,l.
In the case that Al = 0 (5.15) can be reduced to an incomplete elliptic integral of the first
type and so Y(X) is expressed in terms of a Jacobi elliptic function. With Aa = 1, (5.5) gives
d=tF'
so that the transformation from (x, y) to (X, Y), (5.13) and (5.14), becomes
x=X, y=Y+1F.





and F(x) is also given by a Jacobi elliptic function. (We note that for special cases of the
values of constants of integration simpler relations will occur.) For arbitrary functions u(t)
and v(t), the coefficient functions in (1.1) are
u 2v
p(t) = --; - -,
u v
1 [ 1 (v
3t VUJr(t) = --1 "2 F(u(t» + -3 -3 + -: ,
n - v vu
1 -2





and the solution is
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q(t) = {(n - l)v(t){ Y[u(t)] + ! F[u(t)]} }1/(n-1). (6.24)
(6.25)
The two arbitr~ry constants of q(t) are found in the argument ofthe elliptic function in Y(x).
The constants in F(x) are parameters in (1.1) due to (6.22).
(d) Other values of n.
In Section 4 we saw that the solution of
y" + F(x)y = y"
can be reduced to quadrature in the cases F(x) = K and F(x) = O. Consider the case
F(x) = K. Equation (6.25) can be integrated to give
2y'2 = C _ Kyl + __y"+1.
0'+1





(6.28)1 [ 2 J1/2w' = - CW2- 2" _ Kw2 + __W"(11-1)+2 .
IX 0'+1






where k is an integer and P(w) is at most a fourth degree polynomial. (Note that some cases
can reduce to simpler integrals.) We find that the possible (IX, 0') pairs are [ - 112, (1- 2m)II],
1, mE (0,1,2,3,4), (1, m-I), mE (0, 1,2,3,4), and [- (m - 2)12, (m + 2)/(m - 2)], mE
(0, 1,3,4), excluding parameter values which lead to 0' = - 3, -1,0,1 and 2.
Whichever integrals ~an be evaluated and converted to give y(x) provide solutions for
(1.1) in the form
q(t) = (1 - 1l)[y(u(t))v(t)r/(1-/l), (6.30)
where u and v are arbitrary functions, provided p(t) andf(t) are given by (6.21) and (6.23),
respectively, and
1 [ 2 jj 2ti
2
UtiJr(t) = -- Kit - - + - - -:- .
1 - 1l V v2 uv
When K = 0, (6.28) becomes
(6.31)
(6.32)1 [ 2 J1/2W' = - CW2- 2" + __w"(11-1)+2 ,
IX 0'+1
which can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals if IX and 0' belong to the number pairs
(
m + k - 1) (1 m - 2k + 2)
1 - k, 1 _ k or - 2(m + 2k - 2), m + 2k _ 2 '
where k is an integer not equal to one and mE {O, 1,2,3, 4}. Values of m and k which make
0' = - 3, - 1,0, 1 or 2 are excluded. The solution for (1.1) is given by (6.30) with p(t),f(t)
and r(t) given by (6.21), (6.23) and (6.31) (with K = 0).
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Abstract-The generalized Emden-Fowler equation y. + p(x)y' + r(x)y = f(x)y· has a single point
symmetry under a certain constraint onf(x). Although the order of the equation can be reduced by
one. integration of the resulting Abel"s equation of the second kind in closed form is not generally
possible. Under a stronger constraint there exist two symmetries G1 and Gz• such that
[G"GzJ = (cst)Gz and reduction to quadratures becomes trivial. The special cases n = 2 and
n = - 3 are treated in detail.
1. INTRODUCTION
The generalized Emden-Fowler equation
y" + p(x)y' + r(x)y = f(x)yn (1.1)
is the simplest second-order ordinary differential equation which contains a single nonlin-
ear term. It arises frequently in the modelling of problems in one dimension and as the
radial equation in spherically symmetric problems. (See Wong [1] for a review which, even
then, was very selective in its list of references (cf. Leach et al. [2].) The origin of the name is
found in the works .on stellar structure by Lane [3] and Emden [4] and the more
mathematical analyses initiated by Fowler [5, 6]. The more generalized form of(1.1) can be
found in the papers of Feix and Lewis [7], Leach [8] and Basu and Ray [9]. Variations on
(1.1) have been considered by Ranganathan [10, 11] and further discussed by Kara and
Mahomed [12], but they do not constitute any real generalization. (See Lemmer and Leach
[13].)
Indeed the degree of generalization is a real question. It is a well-known fact that the
second and third terms of (1.1) can be removed by a Kummer-Liouville transformation:
y(x) = u(x)v(t) t = t(x) (1.2)
and this approach is found in, e.g., the papers of Leach [8] (for the particular case n = 2) and
Leach et al. [2]. In this paper we do not remove these terms by means of a preliminary
transformation for a very specific reason. By keeping these terms we find that the analysis
gives rise to a particular type of third-order linear differential equation which provides
significant insight into the properties of the mathematical problem under consideration.
This is by no means critical to the analysis, but it is a nice point to be appreciated by those
who enjoy the study of the structure of differential equations.
-
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The purpose of this paper is to solve (1.1) in the sense of reduction to quadratures. To this
end we examine the equation for Lie point symmetries. It is well-known that the possession
of a point symmetry enables one to reduce the order of an ordinary differential equation by
one. It is equally well-known that this does not guarantee integrability and, indeed, in the
case of second~orderequations, the reduction usually leads to an Abet's equation of the
second kind, from which little joy is to be expected. However, if a second-order equation
possesses two symmetries, G1 and G2 , with the property that [G 1 , G2 ] =(cst)G2 , reduction
of order using G2 leads to a first-order equation which inherits a symmetry-from G1 and so
is reducible to zeroth order, i.e. the solution is given by a quadrature. (In general two
symmetries with this algebra reduce an nth order equation to one of (n - 2)th order.)
Consequently, we look for the subset'of equations of type (1.1) which have two symmetries.
The requirement that (1.1) possess one symmetry imposes a relationship amongst the
functions p(x),r(x) andf(x), which we shall regard as a constraint on the last, i.e. we require
the nonlinearity to fit in with the linear structure. (This is simply a matter of arbitrary
choice. One could equally demand that the damping term be consistent with the "potential"
terms.) Under this constraint, (1.1) can be transformed to autonomous form by requiring
that the symmetry take the form a/ox in the new coordinates. This is the approach found
in several papers on the subject (cf. Leach [8], Feix and Lewis [7] and Leach et al. [2]). In
this paper we investigate the conditions under which the autonomous form of(1.1) possesses
a second point symmetry. When this does occur, it is this second symmetry which plays the
role of G2 referred to above. The reduction to quadratures becomes very simple.
The price of integrability is the imposition of a further constraint on the freedom ofchoice
of the function,J(x) (in the sense noted above).
We find that the analysis naturally separates into two cases, n :cl: 2 and n = 2. (We exclude
n = 0,1 for obvious reasons.) The latter gives a richer result compared with a general value
of n. However, when n = - 3, the results are distinct from all other values of n. Two
symmetries simply cannot occur. Either there is one and the problem of dealing with an
intractable Abet's equation of the second kind remains, or there are three. In the latter case
the equation is of Ermakov-Pinney type (Ermakov [14], Pinney [15]) and the quadrature
is reduced to an explicit formula.
We should note that recently Berkovich [16, 17] has also mentioned the existence of
a second symmetry, but as an aside and in a context of intent different from that of the
present paper.
2. THE BASIC EQUATIONS
A second-order differential equation
N(x,y,y',y") = 0
possesses a Lie point symmetry
a a









is the second extension of G, which is necessary to deal with the infinitesimal transforma-
tions in y' and y" induced by the action of G. It is a standard procedure to show that the
application of (2.4) to (1.1) requires that G necessarily take the form
a a
G = a(x):;- + (c(x)y + d(x))-.
(IX ay
Solution of generalized Emden-Fowler equations
Two possible cases emerge immediately. They are
(i) n ::F 2, for which
2c' - a" + ap' + a'p = 0,
c" + c' p + ar' + 2a'r = 0,
af' + [2a' + (n - l)c]f= 0,
d" + d'p + dr = 0,
dnf=O
and
(ii) n = 2, for which
2e' - a" + ap' + a' p = 0,
c" + c'p + ar' + 2a'r = 2dJ,
af' + (2a' + c)f = 0,
d" + d' p + dr = O.




3. CASE n ::F 2
From the last of(2.6) it is immediately evident that d = o. The functions a and c satisfy the
system of equations
2c' - a" + ap' + a' p = 0,
e" + e' p + ar' + 2a'r = 0
and f is given by
f' 2a' + (n - l)c
f=- a
From (3.1)
c' = !a" - !(ap' + a'p),
so that (3.2) is
!a'" - (p' +!p 2 - 2r)a' - !(p' + !p2 - 2r)'a = O.
Equation (3.5) is a linear equation of the form







which is self-adjoint and has the maximal symmetry for a third-order ordinary differential
equation, viz. Al EB3A I EBsl(2,R) (Mahomed and Leach [18]). Equation (3.6) has an
integrating factor, y, and the integrated equation reduces to the Ermakov-Pinney equation
(Ermakov [14], Pinney [15]) on the substitution y = p2.
Equation (3.4) is readily integrated to give
c = Co + ia' - iap (3.7)
and (3.3) becomes
f' {n + 3 a' Co n- 1 }7= - -2-~+(n-l)~--2-P .
4. THE SPECIAL CASE n = - 3, Co = 0
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i.e. I is independent of a and there are the three syrnmetries
o 1, a
G; = aj ax + 2(a; - aiP) ay'
(4.2)
where the three functions ai(x) are the linearly independent solutions of the third-order
equation (3.5). The algebra of the syrnmetries is s/(2, R).




G2 = 2X oX + y 0 y'
a a
G3=X20X+XYoY
and the equation is
(4.3)
The solution of (4.3) is
Y = [A + 2BX + CX 2 ]1 /2, (4.4)
where AC - B 2 = K. This follows from the well-known result of Pinney [15] that, if u(x)
and vex) are linearly independent solutions of




y" + w 2(x)y ="3
Y
(4.6)
y = [Au 2 + 2Buv + Cv2] 1/2 (4.7)










where M is a parameter, and the solution follows. (For M > 0 the relevant exponentials are
replaced by trigonometric functions.)
The value of M is found from the integration of (3.5), viz.
!a'" - (p' + !p2 - 2r)a' - Hp' + !p2 - 2r)'a = O.
When (3.5) is multiplied by the integrating factor a, it is trivially integrated to give
!aa" - ia'2 - !(p' + !p2 - 2r)a 2 = M. (4.12)
Solution of generalized Emden-Fowler equations
5. CASE n = - 3 AND CO #:- 0
In this case (3.8) yields
and there is the single symmetry





However, recall that there are three a's from the solution of (3.5) and so three independent
!'S for a given Co.
Withfas in (5.1), the autonomous form of (1.1) is
Y" + 2Co Y' + (M + C~)Y = Ky- 3 (5.3)
and the transformation is
x = JdaX
Y = ya - 1/2 exp [ ~ J(p - 2~o) dx1
Equation (5.3) has only the one symmetry given by Ojax and the standard reduction of
order via 11 = Y and ~ = Y' gives
(5.5)
which is an Abel's equation of the second kind and no closed-form solution is apparent.
6. CASE n #:- - 3,2
We return to the consideration of the case for general index n ( #:- 0, 1,2, - 3). We recall
that we have the equation





c = Co + tea' - ap),
f= Ka-<"+3l/2 exp [n; 1 J(p - 2~o)1
where a(x) is a solution of
ta'" - (p' + tp2 - 2r)a' - t(p' + t p2 -2r)'a = 0
or, equivalently, the integrated form
taa" - !a'2 - Hp' + tp2 - 2r)a 2 = M.
The autonomous form of (6.1), with f as given in (6.4), is
Y" + 2Ca Y' + (M + C~) Y = K Y",
where the transformation from (6.1) to (6.7) is
x=J~
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The symmetry (6.2) now has the form
(6.9)
The standard reduction of (6.7) under (6.9) leads to an Abet's equation ofthe second kind,
from which very little joy can be expected. However, it is valid to pose the question: "Are
there any circumstances under which (6.7) has two symmetries?" Any symmetry of (6.7),
apart from (6.9), must have the form
a a
G2 = a ax + cYaY' (6.10)
where a(X) and c(X) have to be determined. Such a symmetry exists if there is a nontrivial
solution to the system
2c' - a" + 2Coa' = 0,
(n - l)c = - 2a',
c" + 2Coc' + 2(M + C;)a' = O.
Equations (6.11) and (6.12) combine to give






which explains the peculiarity of the n = - 3 case. Either Co is zero, 'which leads to the three
symmetries given in (4.2), or a' is zero, which leads to only one symmetry.
In the general case (n #: - 3), we solve (6.14) for a and c follows from (6.12). We find
a = Ao + AI exp [2Co(: ~ ~)xl (6.15)
c = - 4CoAlexP[2Co(n - I)XJ' (6.16)
n+3 n+3
but we also require consistency with (6.13) and this imposes the constraint
Hence
has the two symmetries
2(n - 1)2M= -Co --
n+3
Y" + 2C Y' + 8(n + 1) C 2Y = K Y"








n - 1) ] ( a 4Co a).G2 = exp 2Co -- X - - --Y- .. n+3 ax n+3 ay
Since [G1 ,G2] = (cst)G2, reduction should be done using G2 (Olver [19]). This is made
easier by the change of variables
which gives
and
1(n + 3) [ (n + 1) ]!E = 2C
o
n _ 1 exp - 2Co n _ 3 X ,
[






Solution of generalized Emden-Fowler equations
The reduction to quadratures is obvious.
For the existence of one symmetry, a(x) is a solution of
!a'" -:- (p' + !p2 - 2r)a' - !(p' + !p2 - 2r)'a = 0





!aa" - !a'2 - (p' + t p2 - 2r)a 2 = M (6.26)
and there are three such functions, a(x). For the existence of two symmetries, a(x) is
a solution of
1 " 1'2 (' 1 2 ) 2 2(n - 1)2-00 - -a - p + -p - 2r a = - Co --
2 4 2 n+3 '
which, with a = p2, has the Ermakov-Pinney form
" (' 12 2) cg (n - 1)2P - p +-p - r p= -- -- ,
2 p3 n + 3
i.e. a(x) is now a two-parameter function (excluding Co). Note that the two-parameter
function, a(x), which is the solution of (6.27) satisfies (6.25), but it is not a general solution.
7. THE CASE n = 2
Equation (1.1) is now
y" + py' + ry =fy 2
and it has a symmetry of the form
o 0
G = a(x) ox + [e(x)y + d(x)] oy'
provided
2e' - a" + ap' + a' p = 0,
e" + e'p + ar' + 2a'r = 2df,
af' + (2a' + e)f = 0,







Note that the fifth equation for the n #; 2 case is now not separate, but coalesces with the
second. The solution of (7.6) gives d. From (7.3) we have
c = Co + Ha' - ap) (7.7)
and from (7.5)
(7.8)
The remaining equation, (7.4), is now
~a'" - (p' + ~p2 - 2r)a' - ~(p' + ~p2 - 2r)'a = 2Kda-5/2exp[~ f(p - 2~o)1
(7.9)
Multiplication of (7.9) by a and integration gives
1 1· 1(1 ) f d [1 f( 2Co)]M='2 aa"-4 a'2_'2 p'+'2P2_2r a2 -2K a 3i2exp '2 P--;- .
Multiplication of (7.9) by a Jd/a 3/2 and integration gives
N=K{fa~/2exp[~f(p_2~O)Jr - f{[~aa"'-(p'+~p1-2r)aa'
- ~(p' + ~p2 - 2r)a 2][f a~/2exp[~ f(p - 2~o)]J}.
(7.10)
(7.11)
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The autonomous form of (7.1) withf, as given in (7.8), viz.
y" + 2Co Y' + (M + C~) Y + N = Ky 2,





c = Co + t(a' - ap).
The standard analysis of (7.12) shows that it has two symmetries if the constraint
( C2)( 49C
2)M + 2; M + 25 0 + 4KN = 0
applies. The symmetries of








4Co 2Co( C~)J a}G2 =exp - 5 - ax- -5- y -5K M+ 25 aY' (7.18)
The transformation (X, Y) to (!l', iW), which gives
a
G2 = a!l"
transforms (7.16) to the standard form
qy" = Kqy2;
the solution of which is straightforward.
8. CONCLUSION
In this investigation we have seen that for n ::1= - 3,2 the equation
y" + py' + ry =fyft
has a Lie point symmetry, provided that
f= Ka-tft+3l/2exp[n; 1I(p - 2~0)J.
where









Equation (8.1) has two symmetries, provided the constraint
2(n - 1)2M= -Co --
n+3
is satisfied. The solution of equation (8.1) is then trivially reduced to a quadrature. In
general there are five parameters, viz. Co,K,A.. A2 and A3 • Two symmetries exist on the
family of hypersurfaces in the five-dimensional parameter space defined by (8.5).
Solution of generalized Emden-Fowler equations
For n = 2 the equation








1 '" (. 1, 2)' 1(' 1 2)' 52 [1 f( 2Co)]"2 a - p +"2P-- r a -"2 p +"2 P -~r a=2Kda- I eXP "2 p---;;-
(8.8)
and
d" + pd' + rd = O.
Equation (8.6) has two symmetries, provided the constraint
( C2)( 49C
2)M + 2; M + 25 0 + 4KN = 0,
where M and N are the values of the two integrals of (8.8), is satisfied. Since (8.8) can be
rewritten as a fourth-order ordinary differential equation, the two symmetries exist on the
family of hypersurfaces defined by (8.10) in an eight-dimensional parameter space.
The case n = - 3 has either one symmetry (Co # 0) or three symmetries (Co = 0). In the
former case, solution in closed form via the reduction of order to an Abel's equation of the
second kind is not at all obvious. In the latter case, the solution is trivial as the equation is
now an Ermakov-Pinney equation.
One can consider the question of the integrability of (1.1) from the viewpoint of Lie point
symmetries of the differential equation as a matter of levels of constraints. If there is no
constraint imposed on the relationship among p(x), r(x) and f(x), there is no inference
provided by considerations of symmetry. When f(x) is constrained by (6.4) and (6.5) (for
n # 2; for n = 2 the relevant equations are (8.7) and (8.8», a single symmetry exists. When
n # 2, the parameter space is five dimensional and, when n = 2, it is eight dimensional (there
are two parameters in d(x». In both cases integrability is guaranteed on a hypersurface in
each of the parameter spaces. In this respect the additional constraint plays a role similar to
that of a first integral of prescribed value in the case of configurational invariants. (Sarlet
et al. [20]).
As a final remark we note that n = 2 marks a transitional case from the integrable linear
equation to general values of n. This is indicated by integrability (in the sense of reduction to
quadratures) on a hypersurface in an eight dimensional parameter space, whereas for
general values of n the space is only five dimensional. The exception to this is when n = - 3
and Co = O. The equation is then the Errnakov-Pinney equation, which can be interpreted
as arising from the integration of a third order linear equation of maximal symmetry or, as
was proposed by Eliezer and Gray [21], the radial equation of a higher order system with
rotational symmetry.
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Abstract
We use the Lie theory of extended groups to analyse the first integrals of scalar
third order linear or~nary differential equations. The analysis reveals three
natural classes for which the equation has four, five or seven symmetries. We
show that each class has first integrals with a specific number of symmetries.
lliustrative examples of each class are given. Comparison is made with the
integrals of nonlinear equations.
/
1 Introduction
The search for first integrals of differential equations is an active area of research
as this is the first step in ·the path to finding their solutions. Leach and Mahomed
[1] carried out a detailed analysis of first integrals of linear second order equations.
The importance of that work lies in the fact that mechanics is inherently a second
order system. However, in some cases, second order equations depend upon some
parameter. In such cases further progress can be made by treating the expression as
a first integral of some third order equation. Also, it is becoming increasingly evident
that the study of third order equations (and hence their first integrals) is useful as
they arise in many physical situations such as in relativistic astrophysics [2, 3]. It is
therefore important to study the behaviour of first integrals of third order equations.
As is well-known, a second order ordinary differential equation
N(x, y, y', yl/) = 0
is invariant under the infinitesimal generator
a a






G[2] = G + (7]' - y'()~ + (7]1/ - 2yl/( - y'(')~ (1.4)
ay' ay"
is called the second extension of G. We say that (1.1) has the point symmetry given
by (1.2). In the case of first integrals the situation is slightly different. Consider the
second order first integral
I has the symmetry (1.2) iff




ie G annihilates I and does not leave it invariant as in the case of symmetries of,
differential equations. It is this difference in treatment of expressions that sometimes
1
allows us further progress. Note that the procedure for finding symmetries of equa-
tions is a special case (that of 1= 0) of the procedure for finding symmetries of first.
integrals of the same order.
In this paper we consider the general first integral of a linear third order equation.
We show how the three cases for which the equation has four, five and seven symme-
tries arise naturally from the analysis of the first integrals. We subsequently provide
the explicit forms of the symmetries of these first integrals. We give examples to
illustrate each case. The analysis is confined to linear equations as there is not yet
a general form for third order nonlinear equations possessing n (n· < 7) symmetries.
However, we conclude with two examples of third order nonlinear equations and
show that a formulation of a general theory as in the case of first integrals of linear
equations in not obvious.
2 The general case
Consider
f = a(x)y" + b(X)Y' + c(x)y +d,
which is a first integral of
11/ a' + b" b' + c I c' d'
y + --y +--y + -y +- = o.
a a a a
(2.1 )
(2.2)
To simplify the subsequent calculations, we assume that (2.2) is written in normal
form. This implies that a translation and a factor have been used to remove the d'/ a
and y" terms respectively, ie, effectively we put
b = -a' d' = d = o. (2.3)
We therefore confine our analysis to the first integral
I " I I=ay - ay + cy
and its differential equation
" I11/ c-a I c





For a general third order linear equation in normal form
ylll + f(x)y' +g(x)y = 0
it follows that a (x) and c(x) are determined from the third order system






ie the solution set contains three arbitrary functions.
Applying the procedure explained in §1, we find that the first integral (2.4) has a
symmetry of the form (1.2) iff
ea'y" - ea"y' +ec'y +a { {PTJ + 2y' 02TJ + y'2{J2TJ + "OTJ _ 2 ,,(oe + ,oe)
oxoy oxoy oy2 y ay y ox y ay
_ ' (0
2
e + 2 ' 0
2
e + /2 0
2
e + "oe)} _ ' (OTJ + 'OTJ _ ' oe _ '2 oe) + - 0
Y ox2 Y oxoy y oy2 y ay a Ox y ay Y Ox y ay CTJ - .
(2.8)
The coefficient of y" in (2.8) gives the functional forms of eand TJ as
e=p(x)
( pa')TJ = 2p' - -;; y +q(x )
(2.9)
(2.10)
which imply that the coefficient of y'2 in (2.8) is identically zero. The terms in (2.8)
that do not involve y or any of its derivatives now give
aq" - a'q' + cq = 0, (2.11)
(2.12a)
(2.12b)
which always has two solutions. Thus (2.4) will always have at least two symmetries
of the form
a
G1 = ql(X) ay
a Ja(x)
G2 = q2(X) ay = ql(X) ql(xF'
where ql(X) and q2(X) are the solutions of (2.11) and a(x) is a solution of (2.7). Note
that (2.11) can be differentiated to give an equation ofthe form (2.5). Thus ql(X) and
3
(2.13)
q2(X) are also solutions of (2.5). In fact all three solutions of (2.5) are applicable. We
choose them pairwise for a given integral. Hence the three independent first integrals
of (2.5) will each have a pair of solutions of (2.5) in their symmetries.
The coefficient of y' in "(2.8) gives a second order equation~ for p with solution
p = Aa+ Ba J~,
where A and B are constants of integration. We will in general, then, obtain two
symmetries from p of the form
a ,a
G3 = a- +ay-Ox ay
G4 = aJ~~ + (a' J~ +2) y~.
a ax a ay
However, the solutions of (2.13) must be consistent with
( ')" ( ')' ( '), ,pa "pa , papc + a 2p - ~ - a 2p - ~ - c 2p - ~ = 0,




{ J1 [ '2]}, , III '" , , III '" " aA [a c + ac + aa - a a ]+B [a c + ac + aa - a a] ~ + 2 a - -;; + c = O.
(2.16)
For both solutions of p to persist (and hence two symmetries) the coefficients of both
A and B must vanish, ie,
From (2.18)
a'c + ac' + aalll - a'a" = 0
a'2
a" - - +c = O.
a




and (2.17) is satisfied identically. Thus if (2.19) holds, p gives rise to two symmetries.
Note that (2.18) is a second order equation and so only two of the three solutions
for a(x) in (2.7) apply. This implies that we obtain two first integrals with four
symmetries. Note further, that (2.19) implies that
(2.20)
4
in (2.5) which is now
y'" - [(~)'+ ~'] y' - ~ [a (~)l y = O. (2.21 )
The relationship (2.20) implies that (2.21) has maximal (seven) symmetry [4].
Suppose, now, that (2.17) is satisfied giving
( ')' kc = -a : +~, (2.22)
where k is a constant. Clearly, for k :j:. 0, (2.18) is not satisfied and p has only
one solution. Note that (2.22) still gives (2.20). Hence a third order equation with
maximal symmetry has two first integrals that have four symmetries and one with
three. The first integral with three symmetries will involve the remaining solution for
a(x) (in (2.7)) that does not satisfy (2.18). The differential equation now becomes
[( ), ] [ ( )'] , [ ]a' a" 1 a' y' a'yy'" - -;; + -;; y' - ~ a -;; y + k -;; - a2 = O. (2.23)













and (for k #- 0)
- a
GI = ql(X) ay
- 0
G2 = q2(X) ay
- a a
G3 = a3(x) ax +a~y ay'
,where ql(X) and Q2(X) are solutions of (2.11) 'and hence (2.23) and the ai's (i = 1,2,3)
are solutions of (2.7).
In a constructive approach one firstly solves (2.7) for a(x) and c(x) and then
substitutes in (2.18) to find the relationship which the constants of integration must
satisfy for p(x) and hence yield four symmetries. There is a doubly infinite family of
integrals with four symmetries, but only two linearly independent ones. The third
linearly independent integrq.l, obtained by a selection of constants of integration
which does .not satisfy (2.18), has only three symmetries.
Suppose, now, that the coefficient of B in (2.16) is zero. This gives
(a')' kc = -a -;; + a(J a- l )2 . (2.27)
(2.28)
When k #- 0, the coefficient of A in (2.16) is not zero. This implies that p produces
only one symmetry of the form
G3 = aJ~~+(a'J~ +2) y!-.
a ox a ay
Note that while c and a are related via (2.27), (2.20) does not hold in (2.5). This is
the case for which (2.5) has five symmetries [4]. The three independent first integrals













GI = Q2(X) ay
- a
G2 = Q3(X) ay
03= a3J:3~ + (a;J:3 + 2) y~ ,
where the qi's and a/s (i = 1,2,3) are solutions of (2.11) and (2.7) respectively.
Finally, when both the coefficients of A and B in (2.16) are nonzero, P = 0 and
contributes no symmetries. This implies that the coefficients of y' and y in (2.5)
are unrelated. This is the case for which (2.5) has four symmetries [4]. The three"
independent first integrals of (2.5) then have the pairs of symmetries (2.29a-2.29b),
(2.30a-2.30b) and (2.31a-2.31b) respectively.
3 Example I: n = 7
















G4 = y ay (3.2d)
a
Gs = - (3.2e)ax
a a
G6 = x- +y- (3.2f)
ax ay
2 a a (G7 = X - +2xy- 3.2g)
ax ay
and thus has the Lie algebra 3A1 EB s (s£(2, R) EB Ad [4]. It is easily verified that (3.1)
has the three independent first integrals
I "l=y
I '"2 = xy - y




We call the first integrals (3.3) initial condition first integrals as, for x = 0, we have
In (3.3) 11 has the symmetries
























2a aY3 = x -+2xy-
ax ay
a





The Z1 and the Z2 symmetries (where Z refers to G, X and Y in turn) contain the
solutions of the equations (3.1) and correspond to (2.12a) and (2.12b). Note that
the linear solution implies that k = 0 in (2.22) and hence does not appear in the
three symmetry case (3.6). Note further that the Z3 and Z4 symmetries also contain
solutions of the original equ~tion. This is because the functions ai(x) are solutions
of the adjoint equation of (2.5) and in the case of maximal symmetry this equation
is self-adjoint.
The Lie brackets of the symmetries of 11 are
[Gb G3 ] = 0 [G2 , G4 ] = G2
[Gb G4 ] = 2G1 (3.8)
(which is the Lie algebra At9 [6]) and of 13 are
[Yl, Y2] = 0 [Y2, Y3] = 0
[Yl, Y3] = Y2 [Y2, Yt] = -2Y2
[Yl, Yt] = - Yl. (3.9)
Clearly the correspondence is
9
and (3.9) is also the Lie algebra A~,9' If we let the co-ordinates in 13 be (x,y) and







This transformation just maps 12 to itself and
Note that (3.6) forms the Lie algebra A3,4 which is better known as the algebra of the
pseudo-Euclidean group E(I, 1). Equation (3.1) is obviously invariant under (3.10)
~
and, in new variables, is
A
y lII = o. (3.11)
It is instructive to consider a slightly less trivial example of an equation with seven
symmetries to see how the constructive approach works in practice. Consider
111+' 0Y Y =
for which (cf (2.6)) f = 1 and 9 = O. Then
a = Al sin x + A2 cos X + Co
c = Co.





Two choices are Co = 1 and A2 = ±1 which give the four symmetry integrals
11 = (1 + cosx)y" + sinxy' + y
12 = (1 - cos x)y" - sin xy' + y.
(3.15a)
(3.15b)
A three symmetry integral can be obtained by the choice, say, of Al = 1 and is
I ." ,3 = sm xy - cos xy .
The symmetries follow from (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) respectively.
10
(3.15c)
4 Example 11: n = 5
Consider now the linear equation
with the five symmetries
11/ 0Y -y = (4.1)
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
G w2x a3=e - (4.2c)ay
a
G4 = y- (4.2d)ay
a
Gs = -, (4.2e)ax
where 1 +w +w2 = O. The Lie brackets of (4.2) form the Lie algebra 3A1 EBs (2Ad.
We choose the three independent first integrals of (4.1) to be
11 = e-
x (y + y' + y") (4.3a)
12 = e-
wx (wy + y' +w2 y") (4.3b)
13 = e-
w2x (wy +w2 y' + y") . (4.3c)







G3 = ~ (~ +y~) , (4.4c)w ax ay
12 ,
x x a (4.5a)1 =e-
ay
x w2x a (4.5b)2 =e -
ay






The Lie brackets of (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) each form the Lie algebra A3 ,3 which is the
algebra of the group comprising the semi-direct product of dilations and translations
D0 s T2. We can transform the first integrals (and hence their symmetries) in a cyclic
manner by setting
x-wx.
This transformation leaves (4.1) invariant.
5 Example Ill: n == 4
As the final linear example we consider [7]
y'" + f(x)y" + y' + f(x)y = 0,
where f(x) is an arbitrary function of x, with symmetrie~
where








which form the Lie algebra 3A I EBs Al. The three independent first integrals of (5.1)
are
11 = y'sinx - ycosx - z(x)(y" + y)exp (J f(U)du)
12 = y' cos x + y sinx - z(x)(y" + y) exp (J f(u)du)
13 = (y" + y) exp (J f(U)du)
with the symmetries
G . a1 = sIn-ay
a
G2 = z(x) ay'
and
v . a
JI = smx ay
a










respectively. Each pair forms the Lie algebra 2AI and contains the solutions of
the original equation. The search for the transformation to cycle through the first
integrals (5.4) requires an Abel's formula for third order equations which, to our
knowledge, has yet to be discovered.
6 Nonlinear examples
We now consider a version of the Kummer-Schwarz equation [8], viz.




































X 1 =- (6.5a)ax
a






Consider also a nonlinear third order equation with four symmetries [7], viz.






G3 = x-+y-Ox ay
o 0
G4 =y--x-.Ox oy
Three independent first integrals are·
y"
11 = (1 + y'2)3/2 exp (- arctan y')
(1 + y')(1 + y'2)12 = 2y + ...:...-----.;;.....;...:..--=--..:..
y"


























respectively. It is apparent from the above that the relationship between the first
integrals (6.3) and (6.9) and their respective symmetries (6.4-6.6) and (6.10-6.12) is
15
not at all obvious. Indeed there is some question as to where the beginning of the
resolution of this problem lies. Similar to the linear case, each nonlinear equation
will have a different normal form that depends on its Lie algebra. However, while
there is just one Lie algebra for a particular dimension (anyone of four, five or seven)
that relates to third order linear equations, in the case of nonlinear equations the
number is as yet undetermined. This needs to be resolved before a a search for a
relationship similar to the linear case can be commenced. It would seem that Gat
[9] has provided some classification for third order nonlinear equations that could be
used as a starting point.
As a further illustration of the importance of first integrals of third order equations
we mention that (6.7) can be solved using the first integrals (6.9). Setting
x = h- 2x
Y = 12 - 2y
we have (using the ratio of 12 to 13 and integrating)




where K is a constant of integration and Y = VX. The solution (6.14) is implicit
but is still an improvement over the parametric solution provided in [7].
7 Conclusion
We have shown that the symmetries of first integrals of third order linear equations
are related to the number of symmetries of the equation. For the maximal case two
first integrals have four symmetries and one has three. When the equation has five
symrnetries, all three first integrals have three symmetries and for four symmetries
the first integrals have two symmetries each. The relationship is rather intriguing
and bears further investigation in a generalization of the result to higher order lin-
ear equations. Unfortunately the relationship for nonlinear equations is not as yet
obvious.
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In the case of second order ordinary differential equations with the maximal sym-
metry, 8£(3, R), there are three first integrals which each have three symmetries [1].
To take the example of the free particle with equation
those integrals are
" 0y =
12 = Y - xy'






In each case the algebra of the symmetries is A3,3 (or D EBs T2). We note that the
first integrals with this property are y(O), y'(O) and their ratio.
Third order linear equations (and others transformable to one by a point transfor-
mation) differ in two respects. In the first instance all such equations do not have the
same number of symmetries, but have four, five or seven depending on the internal
structure of the equation. In the case of four the maximum number of symmetries
for the first integrals is two; five, three and seven, four. The last of these is the
closest to the second order case in that it is the case of maximal symmetry. It could
be anticipated that the maximum number of symmetries would be four. What is un-
expected is that this occurs only for two first integrals because the equation, (2.18),
acts as a constraint. The third integral has only three symmetries. It is also of
interest to note that the maximum number of symmetries does not necessarily occur
for the initial condition integrals (cf the second of the maximal symmetry examples).
The property of the ratio of the two first integrals also having the same number of
symmetries is also lost as can easily be seen from an analysis of Id12 of the second
of the maximal symmetry examples. In fact the ratio has only the two symmetries
G . a1 = smx ay
a




The sig~ificanceand theoretical basis behind this are not obvious, but will presum-
ably become more transparent under an investigation of the first integrals of higher
order linear equations.
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Abstract
All second order linear ordinary differential equations are shown in an elemen-
tary way to possess the symmetry algebra 81(2, R).
Despite'the comment in Mahomed and Leach [7] that it is now well-known that a.\l
second order linear equations have the symmetry algebra 5£(3, R) [5, 1, 6], it appears
that these general proofs are not as widely known as the more restricted results of
Anderson and Davison [1] and Wulfman and Wybourne [8]. It is the intention of this
note to make tlie result more widely known and to provide a simpler demonstration
than given in Mahomed [5], Aguirre and Krause [1] and Mahomed and Leach [6].
The general second order linear differential equation
.'
is .transformed to
y" +a(x)y' +b(x)y = c(x) (.1)
v (ut f2 ) +v(2u't' +ut" +aut') +v (u" +au' + bu) +w" +aw' +bw = c (2)
under the generalized Kummer-Liouville transformation [4]
y = u(x)v(t) +w(x) t=t(x), (3)
where, as usual, ' denotes d/dx and' denotes d/dt. In (2) the coefficient of v can
be made zero if
t' = u-2 exp [-Ja(x)dx] (4)
which establishes t(x) once u(x) is determined. The coefficient of v is zero if
u" +au' +b = 0 (5)
and the nonhomogeneous term vanishes if
w" + aw' + bw = c. (6)
Both (5) and (6) have continuous solutions provided thefunctions a(x), b(x) and c(x)
are continuous and satisfy a Lipschitz condition [3].
Hence (1) is equivalent to
v=o (7)
under a point transformation. (This may be only local, but we are concerned here
with the algebra and not the group.) Eq (7) has the symmetry algebra 31(3, R) and
so does the original equation.
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Abstract
The Emden-Fowler equation of index n is studied utilising the techniques
of Lie and Painleve analysis. For general n information about the integrability
of this equation is obtained. The link between these two types of analyses is
explored. The special cases of n = -3,2 are also examined. As a result of the





The Ernden-Fowler equation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] has attracted much attention over the
years. Wong, in his review of 1976 [7], contains over 100 references, but even these
were selective. Subsequently a plethora of papers has appeared devoted to a study
of this ubiquitous equation. The most general form studied today is
..
Y" +p(X)Y' +q(X)Y = r(X)yn . (1.1 )
However, it is well-~mown [8] that a Kurnmer-Louiville transformation [9] converts
(1.1) into standard form, viz.
(1.2)
It is this form of the equation to which we confine our analysis. Eq (1.2) has become
increasingly important as it arises in the modelling of many physical systems. It is
perhaps best known for its occurrence as the quintessential equation in the study of
the shear-free spherically symmetric perfect fluid motion in Cosmology when n = 2
[10, 11, 12, 13].
We study (1.2) from the viewpoints of Lie symmetries and the Painleve analysis.
In general, (1.2) does not possess any Lie point symmetries nor can one easily say
anything about its possession of the Painleve property. However, for an appropriate
f(x), (1.2) does possess at least one Lie point symmetry. We analyse (1.2) for these
instances and also consider the conditions for it to possess more than one Lie point
symmetry, thereby enabling the reduction to quadratures. (See also in this respect
[14, 15].) In addition we show under what conditions (1.2) (with only one Lie point
symmetry) can, be reduced to quadratures.
We also undertake a Painleve analysis of (1.2) (suitably transformed) and discuss
its possession of the full Painleve property. We comment on a possible link between
possession of the Painleve property and explicit integration of the equation. We also
consider the special cases of n = -3,2 and show how they affect the analysis.
1
2 Lie Analysis
An nth order differential-equation
E(x,y,y', ... ,y(n)) = 0








G[n] = G +t (T/(j) - I: (j ) y(k+1)~(j-k)) a~i) (2.4)
J=1 k=O k Y
is the nth extension of G needed to contend with the nth derivatives of y in (2.1).
Note that we are restricting our analysis to ~calar ordinary differential equations.
The concept of Lie point symmetries applies equally to systems of equations and to
partial differential equations. In those instances the ~, T/, x and y take on suitable
indices. (See ego [17,18].) The action of G[n] on (2.1), (ie. (2.3)) gives a system of
partial differential equations which is solved to obtain G. Thereafter G can be used
to either transform (2.1) appropriately (usually into autonomous form) or reduce the
order. The aim, of course, is to reduce the nth order equation to zeroth order.
In the case of the Emden-Fowler equation
y" = f(x)yn
it is easily verified that ~ and TJ in (2.2) must have the form
(2.5)
~ =a(x) TJ = c(x)y +d(x). (2.6)
We therefore begin the Lie analysis of (2.5) by assuming the form
8 8
G = a(x) 8x + (c(x)y + d(x)) ay
2
(2.7)
for a symmetry of (2.5). The action of G[2] on (2.5) results in the system
..










We immediately integrate (2.12) to obtain
(2.13)
and observe that .d in (2.9) is zero. Thus (2.11) is identically satisfied. Note that
(2.9) and (2.10) coalesce in the case n = 2 and c and f are related via d. Note also
that (2.8) can be rewritten as
f ' (n - 1(' ) ')a + -2- a +a +2a f = 0 (2.14)
which is special in the case n = -3 and a = O. We return to the cases n = 2, -3 later.
The cases n =0,1 are equivalent as the equation is then linear. Linear second order
differential equations have eight Lie point symmetries which form the Lie algebra
sf(3,R). (See [19] for a recent proof and references therein.)
For general n we write (2.14) as
J' n + 3 a' n - 1 a
f = --2--;; - -2-~
from which
f -K -(n+3)/2 [(n-l)ajdxj- a exp- -2 a'
The differential equatio~ for a is (from (2.10) and (2.13))







Eq (2.5) has the symmetry
if j(x) is given by (2.16).
G a 1(' aI = a- + - a +a)y-ax 2 ay (2.19)
It is best to proceed with the analysis after writing (2.5) in autonomous form. This
is obtained by transforming the symmetry (2.19) to
The transformation. is
x - J~
Y - y! exp (-aJ dX)
a2 2a
and the differential equation transforms to
Y" +aY' + (~ + :2) Y = KY\
where







u=Y v - Y', (2.26)
the solution of which (though it exists in principle) is unobvious.
To reduce (2.23) to quadratures we require that the equation which arises after the
first reduction of order possesses at least one Lie point symmetry. (The fact that this
reduced equation is of first order and so possesses an infinite number of Lie point
symmetries is moot. The determination of these symmetries remains an intractable
problem [17].)
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If (2.23) possesses two Lie point symmetries, G} and G2 say, and [G}, G2] = AGI
(A an arbitrary constant usually 1 or 0) the reduction via GI will result in a first
order equation with G2 (suitably extended) as a point symmetry [18]. (Note that
the reduction via G2 causes the transformation of G} into a nonlocal symmetry.) We




G = a(X)a~ +e(X)Ya~' (2.27)
where we have removed J(X) in the coefficient of a/ay since the form of (2.23)
implies J(X) = 0, we require
(2.28)
where we have rewritten (2.23) as N(Y, Y', Y") = o. The operation (2.28) results in
the system
e- 20.'
2e' +ali' - a"
e" +2Ma' +£le'
where












The differential equation for a now becomes (via (2.30) and (2.33»
n + 3 -If -, 0--a -£la =n-l
and so a is given by









Invoking (2.34), (2.36) is only satisfied if
oM = 202(n + 1)
(n + 3)2
from which (via (2.32))
(2.36)
(2.37)
Ll = _ [o(n - 1)] 2 (2.38)
2(n +3)
This implies
I 2 [o(n - 1)] 2
4AI - AoA2 = 2(n +3) (2.39)
which further implies that the equation for a, viz. (2.18), has real roots!
From (2.27) and (2.34), (2.23) has the two Lie point syrnmetries
a
ax
























We can now evaluate f as
_~ ( Al Cl n _1)-(n+3)
f=KA2 2 X+-----2A2 2A2 n + 3
Eq (2.43) can be reduced (taking the relationship (2.46) into account) using X2 via
to
u=y v = y' (2.48)
, K nvv = u,
which now has the point symmetry
- a a
Xl = 2u au + (n + l)v av·
We can immediately integrate (2.49) (or reduce it via (2.50» to obtain
Thus the solution to (2.43) can be expressed as the quadrature
J dYX -Xo =± l'
( JLyn+1 + K1 )"2n+l





We observe that (2.23) can also be reduced to quadratures in the case Cl = o. This
fact suggests that the Lie theory of point transformations [20] is not exhaustive in its
treatment of the integrable cases of (2.23). However, an extension of the Lie theory
to nonlocal symmetries [21] reveals that
possesses, in addition to (2.20), the 'useful' nonlocal symmetry [21, 22]
_JH(ly/2 - n~lyn+I + ~ y2) a
Znl - '2 dX-a .y x





v = y' (2.55)
IS
vv' +Mu = Kun
which possesses the Lie point symmetry
H(!v 2 - K un+! + M u 2) az - 2 n+! 2
1 - V aV'
(Note that in practice H is usually 1.) The function f now becomes





From §2 it is evident that the Lie theory of differential equations (and its extensions)
is rather exhaustive in its integrability of the Emden-Fowler equation. A more
popular criterion for an equation to be integrable is the possession of the Painleve
property. (See the excellent report [24] for a lucid introduction to this technique of
analysis.) An ordinary differential equation is said to possess the Painleve property if
its general solution has no critical points [24]. Considering the evidence encountered
in the literature, it is conjectured that an equation possessing the Painleve property
is integrable. The method of analysis we employ is not due to Painleve [25] but was
introduced in 1889 by Kowalevski [27, 28]. It is the method of pole-like expansions
that has recently been popularised by Ablowitz et al [29].
Before we proceed with the analysis some comments are in order. It is well-known
that Painleve worked on the classification of second order ordinary differential equa-
tions of the first degree to determine those which possess the Painleve property
(though he presumably did not term it so). The work, completed by Gambier [30],
consititutes a complete classfication of all first degree second order differential equa-
tions that are rational in the both the dependent variable and its first derivative
8
and analytic in the independent variable. However, we note that (2.43) does not
naturally fall into the classes of equations listed in [30,31]. Thus a Painleve analysis
of (2.43) should highligh~ interesting properties of this equation. Further, the classi-
fication in [30] omits mention of algebraic branch points. Thus equations possessing
the so-called 'weak' Painleve property, which is also of interest, is' excluded.
Having motivated the need for the Painleve analysis of (2.43) we study the equation
in the (more accessible) form
..
11 yny = , (3.1)
where the K in (2.43) has been removed through the rescaling of y. The analysis
essentially involves assuming a Laurent series expansion for the dependent variable
about some point X. - Xo· The procedure has three accepted parts. The first is the
determination of the leading order behaviour by the substitution of
where Q and p are constants to be determined and
x = x - xo,
(3.2)
(3.3)
where Xo is the location of the moveable pole, into the equation of interest. After
the calculation of p and Q the expression
(3.4)
is substituted into the dominant terms of the equation to determine the indices i (at
which the remaining constants of integration arise) by requiring that the coefficient
of terms linear in f3 is zero. Finally the truncated Laurent expansion
(3.5)
is substituted into the original equation to verify that no incompatibilities arise that
violate the arbitrariness of the the constants of integration which arise at the indices.
Remark: The determination of the index is a convenient mechanism that points to
the non-possession of the Painleve property (eg. for complex or irrational i) and also
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aids computation. However, this part of the analysis can cause some properties of the
equation(s) to be obscured and should be implemented with due caution. An appro-
priate example is that of Lotka-Volterra and Quadratic Systems [32]. Fortunately
we are concerned with a relatively uncomplicated equation and these considerations
do not apply.








with both terms in (3.1) being obviously dominant, and (3.4) into (3.1) yields
i = -1, 2(n + 1).
n-1
(3.7)
The -1 is to be expected [24] and the second constant of integration (in addition
to xo) arises as the coefficient of X2(n+I)/(n-l) in the Laurent expansion for y. Note
that for the implementation of the method p in (3.6) must be a negative integer.
This arises for the values n = 2,3. The index arises at i = 6,4 respectively. We
do not need to substitute the truncated Laurent expansion into (3.1) to check for
incompatibilities at the index as all the terms in (3.1) are dominant. vVe note that
(2.52) can be easily evaluated for these values of n.
For n =I- 2,3 p and i are rational and the possibility that the solution of (3.1) possesses
algebraic branch points exists. This is suggestive of the so-called 'weak' Painleve









The transformation (3.9) is homographic (and thereby preserves the Painleve prop-
erty [24, 30]) and results in




Our analysis of (3.10) yields the two cases
.) 2· 1 2(1 + ) n-l 2(n+1)1 p = - ,~= - n, . n, a = (n-l)2
ii) p = n - 1, i = -1,0, a - arbitrary.
The first case does not have i = -1 and so the analysis halts. An alternative route
need to be sought.
While (3.8) is not homographic, it does preserve the polynomial form of (3.1) (for
integer n) and so is an acceptable transformation [24]. The equation becomes
"( ) 2 n - 2 y'2
Y = n-1 Y +----.
n -1 Y
Again two cases arise:
i) p = -2, i = -1, 2(n +1)/(n - 1), a = ~~~~~1
ii) p =n -1, i = -1,0, a - arbitrary.
Case ii) arises in the instance that the two derivative terms in (3.11) are dominant
only. However, this is equivalent to only the first term in (3.1) being dominant. The
full implication of this needs further thought. In case i) i is a positive integer only
when n = -3, -1,2,3,5 (with the corresponding i values 1,0,6,4,3 respectively).
The case n = -1 can be immediately discounted as i = °implies a is arbitrary.
However, we note that a, in case i), is fixed (and is in fact zero!). This points
to the introduction of logarithmic terms in the expansion for Y which violates the
integrability of (3.11).
We need to examine the family p = n-1 for the remaining values of n. For n = 2,3,5,






to make p negative. However, as we have specific values for n we can resort to looking
up the appropriate equations in [30, 31]. We find that the equations corresponding
to n = -3,2,3,5 are eq~ (22), (2), (18) and (21) of [30] respectively. Thus (3.1)
has the Painleve property for n = -3,2,3,5. For other integer values of n, i will be
rational and the best one can hope for is possession of the weak Painleve property.
Note that, as n is a physical constant related to the ratio of specific heats in the
astrophysical context [34], it can be rational. In the subsequent analysis we expressly
ignore integer n. A study of the relationship (3.6) reveals that p is a negative integer
for 1 < n < 5/3. For p = -2/(n-1) E 'Zl < 0, i = 2(n+1)/(n-1) = 2-2p E 'Zl > 0
(in (3.7)). This points to (3.1) possessing the full Painleve property. In this instance
we do not have recourse to the lists in [30, 31] as these are concerned with rational
functions of the dependent variables .. It should be noted that no such restriction was
originally intended by Painleve [25, 35]. We do not have to substitute the truncated
Laurent expansion (3.5) into (3.1) to verify that no incompatibilities arise at the
index as both terms are dominant. Thus we introduce equations of the form
"_ (p+2)/pY - Y , pElN,p>2 (3.13)
into the literature as part of the class of second order ordinary differential equations
possessing the Painleve property.
4 The special cases n = -3, 2
We have seen above that in the case n = -3,2, (1.2) can be reduced to a quadrature
that can be evaluated.· However, these cases.have.a deeper significance that the Lie
analysis in §2 did not reveal.




where i< is an arbitrary constant. The solution for a (obtained from (2.10) and
(2.13)) is
..
with e given by
Al
c= -+A2x2




(which is the well-known Ermakov-Pinney equation [36, 37]) and has the three Lie
which form the Lie algebra s£(2, R). (See also [38, 39,40].) This Lie algebra is not
solvable, but as we are only concerned with a second order equation, it is sufficient
to reduce (4.4) to quadratures.
For n = 2, (2.9) and (2.1) coalesce into
2fd - e" = O. (4.8)
In the case d = 0 the analysis for general n applies. We observe that the functions
f for which (1.2) can be integrated fall into the class given by Srivastava [10].
The case of d i: 0 has two further subcases. The first is of constant d, ie d = Do. In




c = la' - Q. (4.10)
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To find the explicit form for f in (4.9) we need the function a which is obtained by
solving ..
2aaiv +Sa'a'" - 20:alll = o. (4.11)
For 0: = 0 (4.11) has three symmetries and can be formally integrated. When a =I- 0
there are only two symmetries and (4.11) can only be partially integrated.
In the case d = Do +Dtx, f has the same form as in (4.9). The equivalent of (4.11)
IS now





Do + Dtx (4.13)
we rewrite (4.12) as (with's denoting differentiation with respect to TJ)
2((iv +5('('" +20:('" = 0 (4.14)
which has the same form as (4.11). Thus the cases of d = Do and = Do +DIx reduce
to the analysis of the single equation (4.11).
Given a solution to (4.11) we can find fusing (4.9) and subsequently transform
(1.2) to autonomous form. The resulting equations will be of the form (2.23) and
the analysis that follows (2.23) will apply.
However, we still need to solve the equation for a. We first consider eq (4.11) with
0: = 0:
2aaiv + Sa'a'" = O.
It is fairly simple to integrate (4.15) formally to
J dux - Xo = 32'(-Ku3 /6 - Lu2/2 - 2Pu - 2Q) /






It is interesting to note that the trivial cases of setting all except one (in turn) of
K, L, P and Q to zero produce functions f that are subclasses of that of Srivastava
[10].










we can still obtain (4.16) via a symmetry reduction. If we reduce (4.15) using Gb
G2 and G3 in turn, we obtain an Abel's equation of the second kind, the solution
of which is unobvious. The proper route to the reduction is via hidden symmetries
[44,45].
The reduction of (4.15) via GI results in
..
where
2 ( 2 11/ +4 I 11 + 13) +5( 2 11 + 12) 0U V v vv v v v v vv =, (4.19)
u = a, v = a'. (4.20)
(4.22)







- v- (4.21)2 av
G'
28 8
3 - 2u au + uv 8u·
The 'new' point symmetry G; is not a descendent of any of the point symmetries in
(4.18), but comes from the nonlocal symmetry [46]
G4 = 3 (J adx) :x + 2a2:a
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and is hence a Type II hidden symmetry [44]. This hidden symmetry is the appro-
priate one for· further reduction of (4.19). Using
t . -1/2=VU (4.23)
we obtain
w" +3w' +2w = °
which is trivially solved. Reversing the transformations we obtain (4.16).





a a- xax +aaa'
(4.24)
(4.25)
Unfortunately reduction using G1 does not produce any hidden symmetries. How-
ever, it is of interest to test (4.11) for integrability using the Painleve analysis. We
remove the a in (4.11) by rescaling a to o~tain
2aaill +Sa'a'" +2a'" = 0. (4.26)
In the case of all terms dominant, p = 1. The other possible leading order behaviour
is that of the first two terms being dominant. This gives rise to p = 0,6/7,1,2. As
the p values are positive we invoke the homographic transformation





In the case of all terms dominant, p = -1 and a (the cofficient of the pole in this case)
is arbitrary. However, the indices are i = -1,0,1, -(1 +2a)/2. To pass the Painleve
test i must be (at least) rational. This fixes a which contradicts the implication of
i = 0 that a is arbitrary. Thus (4.28) (and hence (4.26» does not possess the full
Painleve property. However, it may possess (and the indices do suggest this) either
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the partial Painleve property [47] or the pseud<r-partial Painleve property [13]. It
has been observed [48] that some information about the partial solution of (4.26)
can be obtained from co~sidering the different families of expansions for y. However,




y" = f(x)yn (5.1)
has been shown to be integrable (for certain functions f( x)) for all n (including
rational values) by considering a Lie analysis. It was further shown that, if (5.1)
possessed two Lie symmetries, it could always be transformed to
y" = yn. (5.2)
This point must be emphasised - all Emden-Fowler equations with two symmetries
(and the Lie algebra .42 ) can be transformed to (5.2) and the solution to the original
equation is obtained from the solution of (5.2) via the same transformation.
The Painleve analysis of (5.2) reveals integrability only for restriced values of n. It
is remarkable that, for these restricted integer values, the quadrature (2.52) can be
evaluated. This does reinforce the close relationship between the Lie and Painleve
analyses observed previously [13, 49J. In the case of rational n, it was shown that, for
specific values of n in the range (1, ~], (5.2) possessed the Painleve property. While
the quadrature (2.52) cannot, as yet, be evaluated for these values, noting the results
in [41J and [42] we believe that the evaluation thereof is only a matter of time and
effort.
The method used to implement the Painleve analysis in this paper was that of 'pole-
like' expansions. While it is a convenient mechanism, it does cbntain certain pitfalls
into which the unwary practitioner may fall. Mention was made previously of the
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obscuring of valuable information in systems of equations [32]. Further, the presence
of negative indicies (apart from -1) has only recently been appreciated and used to
advantage [50]. A final remark is due to the requirement of negative p for the order
of the pole. This requirement is frequently the first step in the analysis and suggests
an immediate transformation of the equation under consideration when p is positive.
While the resulting equation may possess the Painleve property, it must be noted
that it could well fall outside the class of equations listed in [30, 31]. The reason is
simple: these lists of equations do not insist on negative p! An example is the case
n = -3 considered in §3. Eq (3.11) possess the full Painleve property, but does not
occur in [30,31] in its present form. Invoking (3.12) results in an equation that does
arise in [30, 31]with p now being positve. Thus due caution must be observed in the
implementation of the algorithm and the analysis of the results. It is little wonder
that Painleve did not see the need for 'le procede connu de Madame Kowaleski' [35].
It was of interest to observe that previous classifications of ordinary differential equa-
tions with solutions free of moveable critical points were confined to those equations
that were rational in the dependent variable. This does suggest that even the recent
exhaustive analyses [51, 52] are not sufficient to complete the classification problem,
even for second order equations. The fact that we were able to obtain equations alge-
braic in the dependent variable that do possess the Painleve property would suggest
that this avenue should be investigated further.
We finally note that the Painleve analysis was restricted to equations of the form
(5.2) by requiring that (5.1) possess two Lie point symmetries. However; noting that
some of the equations in [30, 31] do not possess at least two Lie point symmetries,
the investigation of the equation in the form (5.1) would be of some interest. Work
on this already been started [53].
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Abstract
We undertake a study of the first integrals of linear nth order scalar ordinary differ-
ential equations with maximal symmetry. We establish patterns for the first integrals
associated with these equations. It is shown that second and third order equations are
the pathological cases in the study of higher order differential equations. The rquiv-
alence of contact symmetries for third order equations to nonCartan symmetries of
second order equations is highlighted.
1 Introduction
A scalar ordinary differential equation
E(x,y,y', ... ,y(n) = 0, (1),
where' denotes differentiation of the dependent variable, y, with respect to the independent









(The extension is needed to give the infinitesimal transformations in the derivatives up
to yen) induced by the infinitesimal transformations which G produces in x and y.) The
symmetries of (1) constitute a Lie algebra under the operation of taking the Lie Bracket
(5)
A first integral of (1) associated with the symmetry (2) is a function, f(x, y, y', ... ,







The association of f with G, as stated in (6), and (7) means that f is a first integral of (1).
Equally a first integral, f(x, y, y', ... , yen-I»~, of(l) has a symmetry of the form of (2) if
G[n-I)! = O. (8)
In recent years a number of papers has been devoted to the algebraic properties of
first integrals of scalar ordinary differential equations associated with its symmetries. The
1
number of symmetries associated with a differential equation depends upon its internal
structure up to an upper limit which is fixed by the order of the equation and the type
of symmetry under consideration. In this paper we are concerned with point and contact
-
symmetries only. The symmetry (2) is a Lie point symmetry if the coordinate functions ~
and 1] are functions of :r and y only. It is a contact symmetry if ~ and 1] depenej upon x, y
and y' subject to the constraint that [2, p 94]
(9)
•
which means that the first extension of G also depends upon x, y and y' only. A point
symmetry is always a contact symmetry. Note that we do not restrict ~ to be a function
of x only which is the case for the so-called Cartan symmetries [3].
Lie showed that the maximum number of point symmetries of a scalar ordinary differ-
ential equation was infinite for equations of the first order [4, p 114], eight for equations of
the second order [4, p -!05] and n + 4 for equations of the nth order [5, p 298]. He also [6]
classified all the invariance algebras of dimension one, two and three for second order equa-
tions. Mahomed and leach [1] showed that higher order linear equations could ha\·e n + 1
or n +2 point symmetries instead of the n +4 for the maximal symmetry case. Note that,
whenever reference is made to linear equations, we include nonlinear equations which are
linearisable by a point (resp contact) transformation when point (resp contact) symmetries
are being considered. lie also showed that second order equations possessed an infinite
number of contact symmetries [2, p 84] and third order at most ten [2, p 241]. For higher
order (in standard form) it has been shown [7] that equations of maximal symmetry only
admit n + 4 contact symmetries. Abraham-Shrauner et al [8] showed that the maximal
number of contact symmetries of third order equations could be found in equations which
did not have seven (the maximum) point symmetries in addition to the Kummer-Schwarz
equation given by Lie [2, p 148].
Leach and Mahomed [9] discussed the algebraic properties of the first integrals of equa-
tions of maximal point symmetry which are represented by the single equivalence class
y" =O•
. It was found that the two functionally independent first integrals





each possessed three symmetries with the threHimensional algebra A3,3 in the Mubarak-
zyanov classification [10]. Furthermore the related integral
(13)
also possessed three symmetries with the same algebra. In the case of (13) the three
symmetries are
{) •
G1 = y- (14){)y
G2
{) 2{)




G1 is the homogeneity symmetry and for any integral to possess it the integral must be
homogeneous of degree zero in y. G2 and G3 are the nonCartan symmetries of (10).
Note that, although the integrals have nine symmetries in all, there are only eight linearly
independent symmetries. The interesting algebraic structure of the symmetries associated
with the linear integrals of (10) led to the study of the corresponding algebras of third
order equations with four, five and seven symmetries [11] and nth order equations with
n + 1, n +2 and n + 4 symmetries [12]. The pattern of the second order equations was not
maintained. The demonstration by Abraham-Shrauner et al [8] that contact symmetries
are the appropriate ones to be used in treatments of third order equations led to a study
[13] of the algebraic properties of the contact symmetries associated with the integrals of
third order equations with the symmetry algebra sp(4) which was more extensive than the
comparable study of second order equations by Leach and Mahomed [9].
Second and third order ordinary differential equations have properties which are peculiar
to each and which mark them off from the general nth order equation. This is the case
even for the representative equations of maximal symmetry. For
y" =0 (17)
there are eight point symmetries, six of which are of Cartan form and two of which are




the seven point symmetries are all of Cartan form, but there are three additional purely
contact symmetries and the consideration of third order equations without contact symme-
tries is as incomplete as the consideration of second order equations without the nonCartan
point symmetries. However.,
1 (19)
has only n + 4 point symmetries all of which are of Cartan type [5, p 298]. It is this
variation in the type, rather than in the number (apart from the fact that it is maximal),
of symmetries which suggests that the generic behaviour for ordinary differential equations
of maximal symmetry is not to be found at the second or third order, but at the fourth
order. It is the intention of this paper to demonstrate this feature and to describe the
generic properties of the algebras of the symmetries of first integrals of scalar ordinary
differential equations.
2 Methodology
There is a certain ambiguity in the treatment of the symmetries of the first integrals. In the
case of the second order equation, (10), we recalled that the three first integrals, (11), (12)
and (13) each had three point symmetries and that the algebras were isomorphic. However,
this is not the case for any combination of (11) and (12) [9]. We do seek those first integrals
which have, in some sense, a maximal number of symmetries. To make comparison from
one order to another feasible it is necessary to use as much of the common structure
for the algebras of the differential equations as is possible. To this end we use the form
given by Mahomed and Leach [1], nAI $" (sl(2, R) $ AI), to which the two nonCartan
symmetries are to be added when n = 2 and the three purely contact symmetries are
to be added when n = 3. To each of these symmetries there corresponds a first integral
and it is the symmetries of these integrals which we consider. For an nth order equation
there are n - 1 integrals associated with each symmetry of the nth order equation and
the first integral mentioned above is an arbitrary function of these. We select n - 1 of
these arbitrary independent functions in such a way as to have the maximum number of
symmetries possible.
In the case of (18) there are three functionally independent first integrals which we take
4





G4 h 1113 - ~li
Gs h 11h - ~li •
G6 11 hh - ~li
G1 12 /h 13 /h
Gs 12 /h (h13 - ~1i)/h
Gg 13//1 (h13 - ~1i)/h
GlO 11 /12 (1113 - ~Ii)/12
to be [13] .




which have been shown [11] to possess maximal symmetry. In terms of h, hand h the
integrals associated with the symmetries of (18) are given [13] in Table 1. Note that each
symmetry has two integrals (denoted by p and q) since the equation is of the third order.
In Table 2 we list the symmetries [13] associated with each integral given in Table I in
terms of the symmetries of (18) (and combinations thereof) and the corresponding algebra
according to the Mubarakzyanov classification [10]. We observe that the algebras are either
three-dimensional or four-dimensional. The latter is always Atg, but the former are either
A3,4 (also known as £(1,1), the algebra of the pseudo-Euclidean group in the plane) or
A3 ,s (much better known as 8£(2, R)). This already indicates two departures from the
results for (17) in that the dimensions of the algebras are not the same and also the three-
dimensional algebras differ not only from that of the second order case, A3,3, but within
themselves. Perhaps even more surprising is that A3,3 is not a subalgebra of Atg [14].
With the example of the third order equation before us we shall present the results for
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the fourth order equation of maximal symmetry, viz.
(23)
in §§3 and 4. In §5 oUI co?-cluding remarks address, amongst a number "Of observations,
the matter of the general equation
yen) = o.




Eq (23) is the representative equation of the fourth order with the maximum number








G3 1 2 a= -x -2 ay
G4






= x-+-y-ox 2 ay
G7




The first four symmetries are called the solution symmetries since the coefficient of a/ay is
a solution ofthe original differential equation. (This is one ofthe banes of linear differential
equations. It is necessary to be able to solve the equation before most of the symmetries
can be determined. In this respect nonlinear equations are more amenable to treatment.)
Gs through G7 are the elements of 81(2, R) appropriate to (23). For an nth order equation
of maximal symmetry they have the form [1]
a n-l, 0
G =a(x) ox + -2-a(x)Yay'
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Table 2: The contact symmetries and algebras of the integrals
Integral Symmetries Nonzero Lie Brackets Algebra
11 X ll =C2 [Xll ,X13] =X12 At9 -
X12 =C3 [Xll , X 14] =-Xll
X13 =C7 [X12, X 14] = -2X12 \
X14 =C6 - C4 [X13, X14] =-X13
12 X2l =Cl [X2l,X23] =X2l A3,4 (£(1,1))
X 22 =C3 [X22 , X 23] =-X22 •
X 23 =C6
13 X3l =Cl [X3l ,X34] =2X3l A~9
X 32 =C2 [X32 , X 33] =-X3l
X 33 =Cs [X32 ,X34]=X32
X 34 =C6+C4 [X33 , X 34] =X33
14 =13/12 X4l =Cl [X4l , X 42] =X4l A3.4 (£(1,1))
X 42 =C4 [X42, X 43] =X 43
X 13 =Cs
Is =13/h XSl =C4 [Xs l , X S2 ] =-XS2 A3,S (5£(2, R))
X S2 =C2 [XSl , XS3] =X S3
XS3 =C9 [XS2, XS3] =-2XSl
16 =hilI X6l =C4 [X6l ,X62] =-X62 A3,4 (£(1,1))
X 62 =C3 [X6l , Xd =X 63
X 63 =C lO
17 == 1113 - Vi X7l =Cs [X71,Xnl =X71 A3,S (5£(2, R))
X 72 =C6 [X71 ,X73] =2X72
X 73 =C7 [X72 , X73] =X73
Is =17/13 XSl =Cs [XSl , XS2] =XSl Ab
XS2 =C6-C4 [XSl , XS4] =2X83
XS3 =Cs [XS2 ' XS3] =-XS3
X84 =C9 [XS2, Xs4] = -Xs4
19 =17/12 X9l =Cs [X9l ,X92] =X9l A3.4 (£(1,1))
X 92 =C6 [X92, X 93] =X 93
X 93 =C lO
110 =hlh Xl01 =C6+C4 [XlOl,Xl02] =X102 A~g,
X102 =C7 [XlOl , X103] =Xl03
X103 =Cg [XlOl , Xl04] =2Xl04
X 104 =C lO [Xl02,Xl03] =-2X104
7
where a(x) is one of the three solutions of the self-adjoint equation
(n+l)! '" '1 ,
(n _ 2)!4!a +Bn - 2a + '2Bn-2a = 0, (27)
-
where Bn - 2 is the coefficient of y(n-2) when the equation is cast into normal form. The final
symmetry, GB, follows from the homogeniety of the differential equation which1happens to
coincide with linearity in this case.
In calculating the first integrals associated with each of G1 through GB according to eqq
(6) and (7) we find that four functionally independent linear first integralf occur. To make
the reportage of our results more compact we express all other integrals in terms of them.
They are
11 = ~x3y'" - !x2y" +xy' _ Y
12 = _!x2y'" - xy" + y'
h = xy'" - y"
- 14 = y"'. (28)
With each symmetry there will be associated three functionally independent first integrals.
This follows from the solutions to the two first order partial differential equations (6)
and (7) for the first integral associated with a particular symmetry. In (6) there are five
variables, x, y, y', y" and y"', and so four characteristics. This means that (7) has four
variables and hence three characteristics each of which is a first integral. The integrals
belonging to the symmetries are listed in Table 3.
In comparison with the integrals listed in Table 1 (less those associated with the purely
contact symmetries, Gs - G10) for y'" = 0 we note a number of similarities and differences.
The solution symmetries, G1 - G4 , simply form a permutation with three of the linear
integrals. (The labelling was chosen to highlight this feature.) The homogeneity symmetry,
Gs, has the three independent ratios of the linear integrals. Any other independent set of
three could be equally be chosen. The ratios are the only integrals possible for GB since
any integral associated with it must be of zero-degree in y.
These are the anticipated generalisations of the corresponding results for y'" = 0 and,
indeed, for y" = o. For (24) we may infer that each of the n solution symmetries will
have n - 1 of the n functionally independent linear integrals associated with it and that,
by a suitable choice oflabels as was made for (18) and (23), the one symmetry label and
8
Table 3: The first integrals associated with the eight point symmetries of yiv = 0
Symmetry First integrals
G1 12 la 14
I
G2 la 14 11
G3 14 11 h
G4 11 12 13
Gs 14 1214 -!I§ I2laI4 - ~Ij -ItIt
1 1
G6 1114 hI,t laI;'3
G7 It ItI3 - ~Ii 111213 - V? - IlI4
Gs ItlI2 I2 /la la/14
1
(29)
the n - 1 int~grallabels will be a cyclic permutation of the integers· 1 through n. Equally
confidently we infer that the homogeneity symmetry, GnH , will have n - 1 independent
ratios of the linear ,integrals associated with it.
In the case of the representation of sl(2, R), which is common to all linear equations of
ma:cimal symmetry, the situation is not so clear. To give more scope for observation we
list the corresponding relationships for y" = O. They are
G3 = §X
G4 = x§X + ~yBv
G = x2 0 +1xyos OX 2 ay
where, in the spirit adopted for (18) and (23), the si(2, R) symmetries have been listed
after the solution symmetries and
11 = xy' - Y
12 = y'. (30)
One point should be made before we continue. Since the first and third of the two symme-





xn - 1 (31)
and the second is invariant under (31), we need only consider the first two symmetries,
invariance under translation in the independent variable and a self-similar transformation.
9
(The integrals of the so-called conformal symmetry follow from those of invariance under
translations in x by the application of (31).)
There are two problems. The first is the form of the expressions for the more complicated
-.
integrals associated with %x. Under the labelling scheme adopted In can always be taken
as the first representative. The first representative for the self-similar symIIl!try differs
from the even order equations to the odd order equation. This provides the necessary hint
and we have
Proposition 1: One of the integrals associated with the self-similar symmetry
•










when n is odd, where the numbering of the functionally independent linear first integrals of
(33) is according to the scheme
n-i k
I · - L (-1) n-i-k (n-l-k)
1- ( . k)'x Y ,n - 1- .
k=O
i = l,n. (36)
The result follows trivially from Proposition 3.
Associated with the self-similar symmetry there is another problem. We choose this
symmetry so that the subalgebra s/(2, R) occurs naturally within the list of symmetries of
the equation. However, the homogeneity symmetry, GnH , can be added without changing
the nature of the self-similar symmetry.
4 Integrals and their symmetries
The Lie point symmetries associated with each of the first integrals listed in Table 3 are
calculated following the prescription of (6) using the symbolic code Program LIE [15].
The integrals, symmetries, nonzero Lie Brackets and algebras are given in Table 4. The
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symmetries are written as Xii in which the label i refers to the integral number and the
label j to the number of the symmetry within the integral's algebra. The relationship of
these symmetries to those of the differential equation (23) is also given.
5 Discussion
The linear integrals, as expected [12], have either five or four symmetries. Three of these
are solution symmetries and, in the way the labelling has been arranged, the solution
symmetry not included is the one of the number of the integral. (The actit>n of the omitted
symmetry on the integral is a constant, +1 for 12 and 14 and -1 for hand h due to the
way the integrals have been defined. The integrals with five symmetries have either Cs or






The remaining symmetry is a combination of the self-similar Gs and the homogeneity Gs
of the form.
2i - 5
Xi = Gs + -2-Gs, i = 1,4. (38)
Similar combinations occur for some of the other integrals. This does suggest that the
choice of the form of the self-similar symmetry is at our disposal and that we should not
be constrained by the form of Cs as it occurs in the list of symmetries for (23). This has
some impact on the expressions for the integrals associated with the self-similar symmetry.
If we take it to be of the form
a a
C=x--ay-ox ay'
where a is a parameter, the three integrals are
--"-J1 = I 4 ,,+3 I 1
_2±l.
J2 = I 4 ,,+3 I 2
_ti!





Equivalently other combinations may be taken. For example, if11 were taken as the integral
to have the fractional power associated with it, we would have
(43)
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Table 4: The point symmetries and algebras of the integrals
Integral Symmetries Nonzero Lie Brackets Algebra
11 X 11 = G2 [X11 , X14] = -X11 - At9
X 12 = G3 [X11 ,X1S] = 4X12
X 13 = G4 [X12, X14] = -2X12
1
X 14 = G6 - ~Gs [X12 , X1S] = ~X13
X 1S = G7 [X14,X1S] = X 1S
12 X 2l = Gl , X 22 = G3 [X2l ,X24] = X21 A3,4 (£(1,1))•
X 23 = G4 [X22 , X24] = -X22
X 24 = G6 - ~Gs [X23 ,X 24] = -2X23
13 X3l = Gl , X32 = G2 [X3l , X34] = 2X3l Al 9
X33 = G4 [X32 , X34] = X32
X34 = G6+ ~Gs [X33 , X34] = -X33
14 X4l = Gl [X4l , X4S] = 3X4l At9
X42 = G2 [X42 , X44] = -X4l
X 43 = G3 [X42 ,X4S] = 2X42
X 44 = Gs [X43 ,XH ] = -2X42
X4S = G6+ ~Gs [X43 ,X4S] = X43
[X44 ,X4S] = X 44
Is = Idh XSl = G3, XS2 = G4 [XS1 ,XS2] = XS1 A3,4 (E(I, 1))
X33 = Gs [XS2 , XS3] = XS2
16 =12/13 X6l = Gl , X 62 = G4 [X6l , X63] = X61 A3,3 (D ®, T2)
X63 = Gs [X62 ,X63] = X62
h = 13/14 Xn = Gl , Xn = G2 [Xn , X73] = Xn A3,4 (£(1,1))
X73 = Gs [Xn , X73] = X73
1
Is = h14 - !lj XSl = Gb XS2 = Gs [XS1 ,X83] = XSl AI,s
X83 = !(G6 + !Gs) [XS2, XS3] = !XS2
19 = hlJ14 - ~1~ - hll X9l = Gs, X 92 = G6 + ~Gs [X9l , X92] = X9l 2A l
110 = h14 X10l =G2, X102=G3 [X10l,X103] = X10 l A3,4 (£(1,1))
X10 3 = 2G6 [X102, X10 3] = -X102
l.
Xlll= Gll" XU1 = G3 [X11 EX11 3] ~ X 11 1 A- tIII = It 13 - - 3,S
X1l 3 = jG6 [X1l2,X1l3] = ~X1l2
-t X12l = Gl, X122 = G2 [X12 1,X123] = X121
t
112 = 11 12 A3,s
X123 = jG6 [X122,Xl23] = ~X122
1
113 = h13 - j 1i X13l = G4, X 132 = G7 [X131,X133] = X131 AI,s
X 133 = -t(G6 - !Gs) [X132, X 133] = !X133












In the cases of the four forms of the self-similarity symmetry found in the'ilgebras we find
the following sets of integrals






X24 : J1 = 1111
J2 = 12
_1
J3 = 14 213
X34 : J1 = tfIl
J2 = I 4h







The ratio integrals all have the same algebras of their symmetries. There are three
symmetries with the algebra A3•3 which represents dilatations and translations in the plane.
Two of the symmetries are the solution symmetries of subscript not that of the two integrals
in the ratio and the third is the expected homogeneity symmetry, Gs . We note that this
algebra is the same as for the ratio integral of (17) although that algebra used nonCartan
symmetries. The three ratio integrals of (18) are different. Although they are three-
dimensional, the algebras are A3•4 (the algebra of the pseudo-Euclidean group E(I, 1)) for
the ratios 11 /1'2 and 13 /h.Forh/13 it is A3•8 ·(or. sl(2,R)) .. These algebras involved one
truely contact symmetry. Given the conflicting information from the three equations as
far as the algebras of their ratio integrals are concerned it is not immediately evident what
the general situation is. However, if we consider just the Cartan symmetries, we find the
following pattern for the algebras of the ratio integrals. If we denote a ratio integral by
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Rt, where i and j are the labels of the two linear integrals comprising the ratio integral
and k is the order of the equation, we have
Rr2: {G} = {yty }
Rri: . {G} = {/y} + {Sm/y; m:l i,j}
Rti : {G} = {ty } + {sm ty ' Sn ty ; m, n :I i, j},
where Sm and snare solutions of (18) or (23). Thus we are led to
Proposition 2: The number of symmetries associated with the ratio of any two linear first
integrals of an nth order scalar ordinary differential equation is n - 1, where n 2: 4. The
symmetries consist of the homogeneity symmetry y/y and n - 2 solution symmetries. The
Lie algebra of the symmetries is (n - 2)AI EBs Al.
Proof: Since the linear integrals are each homogeneous of degree one in y, the ratio integral
is of degree zero in y and so possesses yty as a symmetry.
Let the linear integrals be labelled II-In and the solution symmetries G1-Gn in such a
way that
G~n-llli = 0 i :I j




If i :I j, k, this is true. Hence there are at least n - 2 solution symmetries for Ij / fJ,. There
are also at most n - 2 solution symmetries since j :I k and, if i = k (say), (47) would
require Ii to be zero. The symmetries of the ratio integral comprise solution symmetries
of the form Sm(X)/y, where sm(x) is one of the fundamental solutions of y(n) = 0, and
the homogeneity symmetry, y/y. The algebra of the solution symmetries admitted by the
ratio integral is (n - 2)AI and, since
the algebra is (n - 2)AI EBs Al· QED
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We have now been able to explain the algebras of the linear and ratio integrals in general.
it now remains to deal with those associated with the three symmetries of sl(2, R). It is
well to recall them. For y" =0 we have
\
h = xy'- y.
J1 and h are the two linear integrals and have three Cartan symmetries whereas J2 has




a aX13 = X ox + yay
h: X 31 = x§y
X 32 = x2 §X + xy§y
X 33 = x§X.
The algebras are A3,3 for the symmetries of J1 and h and Al for that of J2 •
The situation for the third order equation presents an anomaly due to the behaviour
of the symmetries of sl(2, R) and the solution integrals under the transformation (35) for
which
Gs --;. G7 G6 --;. G6 G7 --;. Gs
11 --;. 13 12 --;. 12 13 --;. 11 ,
This does not have much effect on the single integrals, It, 12 and 13 , but it does on the
quadratic integral, 1113 - !I~, which is invariant under the transformation (37). (The
reader will appreciate the resemblance to the generalised Kummer-Schwarz equation [16].)
This is why this integral possesses the 81(2, R) algebra of its symmetries in contrast to the
1
A3,3, A3,4 and Als found for the integrals of the second and fourth order equations. In
fact this labelling is a little misleading. The nonzero Lie Brackets of the three algebras,
15
1
A3 ,3, A3 ,4 and AI,s, are respectively
By expanding the range of definition of a to unit modulus these three algebras are variations
«
of the one form which we denote by A3,s with Lie Brackets
to avoid confusion with the more standard notation. In this way we obviate a plethora
of labels for what is essentially the one algebra. The numerical coefficient other than 1
depends upon the order of the equation and the number of the integral being considered.
We have noted that for n ~ 4 the treatment of the Ix and x21x+(n-l)xyty symmetries
and their associated integrals is equivalent under the transformation (37). Consequently
the only two symmetries with which we must deal are tx and x tx + n;l yty' It is not
surprising that these should be the most complex of all the symmetries. In fact there is
insufficient information in the cases considered and we add the results for y(v) = 0 and
y(vi) = O. We firstly note some of the properties of the linear integrals as they are defined
in (36). For the linear integrals of y(n) = 0 we have
for Gi a solution symmetry,
G[n-I)]__ {n+I J- o






aln - I )!__ n +1- 2j !.
n+2 J - 2 J' (50)
where Gn +2 =x8/8x + (n - l)y/28joy. This accounts for the two members of sl(2,R)
with which we must treat. In addition we have
aln - I ]]. - [n-J·]]·
sI J - J'
16
(51)
Table 5: Integrals and associated algebras of Gn+I for yiv = 0, yV = 0 and ylJi = 0
Equation Integrals Algebras
yiv = 0 14 3A1Ss A2
hI4 - !Ij Al SsA2\
121314 - !Ig - 1111 A2
yV = 0 Is 4A18$ A2
hIs - !Il 2A1Ss A2
•
hI4Is - !I~ -J2Il Al Ss A2
!hI1Is -lIt - 1214Il +I1I~ A2
yvi = 0 16 5A1EBs A2
1416 - !Il 3A1Ss A2
141416 - !I~ - 13Ig 2A1 EBs A2
!I4Il16 -lIt - 13IsIl +12I~ Al 8s A2
kI4f~I6 - 310 ft - hIlIJ +hIsIg -hIt A2
where Gsl = xfJ/fJx + (n - l)yfJ/fJy, and
ern - 1]I_ - [n - J" - 1]1·$2 J - J' (52)
where Gn+2 = xfJ/fJx + (n - 2)yfJ/fJy. The necessity for considering G$l and Gs2 becomes
evident shortly.
As we do not have labels for all of the algebras to be considered, we simply label them
by the two subalgebras they contain. The first subalgebra consists of solution symmetries
and the second of elements of s£(2, R). In Table 5 we list the integrals associated with
Gn+! for n = 4, 5 and 6 and the algebras associated with the integrals. The A2 algebra
consists of Gn+! and Gd for the Gn+1 first integral and Gn+! and Gs2 for the subsequent
integrals. We note that all of the integrals have both Gn+! and Gn+2 as symmetries. The
number of-solution symmetries decreases as the number of linear integrals included in each
integral increases. To take the case of y(v) = 0, for example, Is is invariant under four
solution symmetries, the second integral contains three of the linear integrals and these
can only have two solution symmetries in common. Hence the number of these drops from
four to two. The third integral introduces the linear integral 12 and the number of solution
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Table 6: Integrals and associated algebras of Gn+2 for yiv =0, yV =0 and yVi =0
Equation Integrals Algebras
ylV = 0 1114 2A1 €Vs G6(A3,4)
1 1
12If 2A1 €Vs G6(AI,s)
_1 1
hI4 3 2A1 €Vs G6(Als)
yV = 0 11/ 5 3A1 €Vs G1
1
12It 3A1 €Vs G1
13 4A1 €Vs G1
_1
1415 2 3A1 EBs G1
yVI = 0 /116 4A1 EBs Gs
3
12It 4A1 EBs Gs
1
hIt 4A I EBs Gs
_1
1416
5 4AI EBs Gs
3
151;5 4A I EBs Gs
«
symmetries is reduced to one. This single symmetry is lost in the fourth integral when It
is introduced.
The pattern for the algebraic structures of the integrals associated with Gn+1 is clear
from Table 5. It is also evident that, as the order of the equation increases by one, an
additional integral is added to the list for the previous equation and that the subscripts for
the existing ones are increased by one. Hence the problem of determining the integrals is
reduced to finding a homogeneous polynomial of degree n - 1 in II-In which is invariant
under the action of G~";II].
We turn now to the se1f-similar symmetry, Gn+2• The integrals and the algebras of
their symmetries are listed in Table 6, also for the three equations yiv = 0, yV = 0 and
yv1 = O. Recalling that in the case of y" = 0 the integral was / 1 / 2 with the single Cartan
symmetry G4 = xc/ax + !ya/ay and for y''' = 0 the integral was 12 with the anomolous





there are n - 1 integrals associated with the symmetry
a n-1 a
G=x-+--y-ox 2 ay (54)
of the form
J. - 11(n+I-2i)/(n-l)1 - 1 n , i = 1, ... ,n-1. (55)
Proof: We first confirm that (54) is a symmetry of (53). The nth extension of (54) is
(using (4)),
G[n] a I:n (n -1 .) (i) a=x-+ ---2 y --..ox. 2 ay(l)
1=0




which, given (53) is identically satisfied.
For the determination of the first integrals associated with (54) we require the (n - 1)th
extension of G, viz.
If we assume the form
I f( , (n-l»)= x,y,y, ... ,y





dx dy dy(i) dy(n-l)
-;- = (n -1)y/2 =... = «n -1)/2 - i)y(i) = ... = -(n -1)y(n-l)/2· (61)







The first integral (59) now has the form
I = g(Ui),
where the Ui are given in (62).
The final requirement
i = 1, .. . ,n
•
(63)
dI I- -0dx lI(n)=Q -
gives the linear first order partial differential equation
(64)
[(1; n) x{1-n)/2-1 y + x{1-n)/2 y'] :~ + [(3; n) x(3-n)/2-1 y'
+ x(3-n)/2 y"] of +... + [(2i - n - 1) x(2i-n-l)/2-1 y(i-l) + x(2i-n-l)/2 y(i)] of
OU2 2 ~Ui
+ [(2i -.n +1) x(2i-n+l)/2-1y(i) + x(2i-n+l)/2 y(i+l)]~ +...
2 OUi+l
+ [(n - 3) x(n-3)/2-1 y(n-2) + x(n-3)/2 y(n-l)]~
2 OUn-l
+ [( n ; 1) x(n-l)/2-iy(n-l)] :~ = 0, (65)
where we have substituted for y(n) from (53). Multiplying (65) by x and using (62) we
obtain
[ (
1 - n) ] of [(3 - n) ]of-2- Ul +U2 OUl + -2- U2 +U3 OU2 +...
[(
2i - n - 1) ]of [(2i - n + 1) ] of+ Ui +Ui+l - + Ui+l +Ui+2 -- +...
2 ~Ui 2 OUi+l
+ [(n;3)Un_2+ un] 0::-1 + [(n;l)un] :!n =0
with the associated Lagrange's system
dUI dU2 dUi
(1- n)uI/2 +U2 = (3 - n)u2/2 +U3 =.. ,= (2i - n - 1)ud2 +Ui+l
dUi+l dUn-l dUn




The second set of (n - 1) characteristics are obtained by taking combinations of the ith
and final terms in (67). Starting with i = n - 1 we have to solve
dUn-l n - 3 Un-l 2
-- = ---- + --.
dUn n - 1 Un n - 1
This linear equation is easily integrated to




where Vn-l is the constant of integration which we take to be the first characteristic
•
V
- U u(3-n)/(n-l) _ u2/(n-l)
n-l - n-l n n· (70)





(n-l») (3-n)/(n-l) _ (x(n-l)/2 y(n-l») 2/(n-l)
= (yn_l)(3-n)/(n-l) (y(n-2) _ xy(n-l»)
= -In_ 1Ii3-
n)/(n-I), (71)
where we have used (36) to determine the Ii' which is just (55) with i = n - l.
In general, the equation to be solved for the ith characteristic is
dUi 2i - n - 1 Ui 2 Ui+I----- + ----.
dUn - n - 1 Un n - 1 Un
(72)
We can write Ui+I in terms of Vi (i = i +1, ... , n - 1) and Un. Thus (72) is always a linear
equation in Ui. However, it is not at all obvious as to how the general formula for Ui+I
can be determined as a repeated substitution needs to be effected. It can be verified, from
(67), that (55) holds by using a symbolic manipulation package, for example, Mathematica
[17J.
For our purposes we will simply demonstrate that (54) is a symmetry of (55). To this
end we operate on (55) with the (n - l)th extension of (54), viz.
G[n-l]]i = G[n-I] (Ii Iin+I-2i)/(n-I»)
= (G[n-l]Ii) iin+l-2i)!(n-l) + n: ~~2i Iil i 2-1.i)/(n-l) (G[n-I]In )
= Ii2- 2i)!(n-l) [ ( G[n-I] Ii) In + n: ~~ 2i Ii ( G[n-I] In ) ]
( )
(2-2i)/(n-I) {n-i (_1)k [
= yen-I) (; (n _ i _ k)! (n - i - k)X(n-i-k)y(n-I-k)
21
+ (2k -2n + 1) x(n-i-k)y(n-I-k)]
+ (n +1-2i)~ (-.l)k x(n-i-k) (1 -n) y(n-I-k)}




Each of the integrals, Ji has n - 1 symmetries with the 'algebra' (n - 2)A1 EBs Gn+2
unless n is an odd integer in which case J(n+I)/2 has the 'algebra' (n -1)A1 Ss Gn+2 . The
•
algebraic properties follow directly from the symmetries of the constituent linear integrals.
The solution symmetries are those apart from the two (one if n is odd) associated with
the two (one) integrals in the expression for Ji. We note that the structure given for the
integrals is not unique. For example we could equally use 14ft, h1i/3 and h1;1/3 for
y(iv) = o.
6 Conelusion
In this paper we have treated at length the integrals and the algebras of the symme-
tries associated with them in the case of scalar ordinary differential equations of maximal
symmetry. The pattern for the general equation y(n) = 0 has been established with the
exception of a formula for the integral associated with the symmetry 0/Ox of homogeneous
degree n - 1. To elaborate this formula does not appear to be a feasible proposition. We
have seen that the cases n = 2 and n = 3 are anomalous and that the pattern is established
at n =4 when the only symmetries are of Cartan form. However, there is still a distinction
between equations of even and odd degree of a number theoretic origin. In the context
of linear equations this problem has, in a sense, been the easier one since equations of
maximal symmetry are equivalent to y(n) = 0 and so the solution symmetries are trivial
to determine. This is not the case with linear equations of lower symmetry, particularly
in the case of the linear equation of least symmetry. That one had to contend with the
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